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Introduction
The given collection of articles of the conference "Physical Interpretations of Relativity
Theory", held in Bauman University, is dedicated to many aspects of modern theory of gravity,
general relativity and the problems that are still far from being completely solved and which are
of great interest to researchers.
Difficulties faced by the theory of gravity, general relativity, quantum gravity, stimulate
searching for new approaches and new ideas. Some of these issues are reflected in the works
included in this collection.
General Theory of Relativity is one of the most developed theories which claim to
describe the Universe. However, due to the huge astronomical observations, the development of
space research and launching of space vehicles beyond the solar system, a lot of questions arise
which do not yet have a clear and explicit answer. These observations raised many questions: is
the gravitational constant from Einsten's equations of general relativity constant in time and
whether it retains its value over long distances to the boundary of the Universe, what is the value
of the cosmological constant, is modern quantum gravity capable to describe the physical
processes inside the black holes, what is the speed of propagation of gravitational waves, etc.
In addition to these fundamental questions, challenging the foundations of physics, there
are issues of applied nature, related to the methods and difficulties of creating unique installations
for the direct detection of gravitational waves.
Modern physics stands at the threshold of major discoveries related to understanding how
the Universe works. There are many questions which attract researchers and, therefore, it is clear
that the reader will be interested in this collection of works.
The collection addresses theoretical physicists, experimentalists and radiophysicists who
start gravitational research. It will also be of interest to teachers and students.

Member of RAS, Prof. V.I. Pustovoit
Science Technological Center of Unique Instruments of RAS, Moscow, Russia
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The mathematical derivation or speculation of E=∆mc2 in Einstein’s
September 1905 paper, and some peculiar experiments
Ajay K. Sharma
Fundamental Physical Society, Shimla, India;
E-mail: Ajay <ajoy.plus@gmail.com>;
In СТs paper EТnsteТn НerТveН ∆δ=∆mМ2 (light energy –mass equation). It has not been completely studied; it is only
valid under special conditions of the parameters involved e.g. number of light waves, magnitude of light energy, angles
at which waves are emitted and relative velocity v. Einstein considered just two light waves of equal energy, emitted
in opposite directions and the relative velocity v uniform. There are numerous possibilities for the parameters which
аere not МonsТНereН Тn EТnsteТn’s НerТvatТon. ∆E=∆mМ 2 Тs obtaТneН from ∆δ=∆mc2 by simply replacing L by E (all
enerРвΨ аТtСout НerТvatТon. FaНner МorreМtlв poТnteН out tСat EТnsteТn neТtСer mentТoneН E or ∆E=∆mМ 2 in the
derivation. Herein additional results are critically analyzed, taking all possible variables into account. Under some
valТН МonНТtТons of parameters ∆δ=∆mМ2 is not obtained e.g. sometimes the result is Ma =Mb

or no equation is

derivable. If all values of valid parameters are taken into account then the same derivation also gives L  ∆mМ2 or

δ=χ ∆mМ2, аСere χ Тs a МoeffТМТent of proportТonalТtв or ∆E=χМ2∆m Тs also possТble. τn 11 DeМember 1λη1, Тn σobel
δeМture SТr ωoМkМroft quoteН some eбperТmental Нata anН stateН tСat ∆E=∆mМ 2 is confirmed within reasonable
accuracy. However simple calculations reveal that in original experiments , there is inadequacy of 16.52 % and
β.ζλ% Тn tСe quoteН Нata. ψв Мurrent stanНarНs tСТs ТnaНequaМв from ∆E=∆mМ 2 is 9.768 %. Similar intrigues exist
in calculations of energy emitted in nuclear chain reaction where secondary neutrons have velocity 2MeV or
1.ληζ×107 m/s i.e. ~ 7% that of light. This velocity is in relativistic limits thus mass of neutron must be taken as
relativistic mass 1.01080879u, whereas as neglecting this in calculation of energy emitted the mass of neutron is
regarded as 1.0086649u (rest mass). Thus energy emitted is over estimated by 5.99MeV (173.271MeV -167.29MeV
). It may be one reason for lower efficiency of reactors. In Large Hadron Collider, at energy 7 TeV the speed of proton
had been measured as 0.99999997 time that speed that of light , but in the interpretation mass is regarded as
1.0086649u. Under this condition the relativistic mass of proton must be 4,082.4841 times rest mass of proton i.e.
938.272046 MeV/c2. Thus relativistic variation of mass is completely neglected, which is not justified as not consistent
with various observations of relativistic variation of mass. The speed of protons, hence relativistic mass in current
run of LHC must be precisely measured when energy of protons would be 13-14MeV.
Keywords: Light energy , Cockcroft, deviation, generalized equation, relativistic mass.
DOI: 10.18698/2309-7604-2015-1-7-19

1.0. Description and critical analysis of Einstein’s Thought Experiment
Newton stated in 1704 in Opticks [1] "Gross bodies and light are convertible into one
another...", Even before Einstein directly or indirectly many scientists tried to give mathematical
equatТon to above perМeptТon, but Сere EТnsteТn’s Sep. 1λ0η paper Тs beТnР МrТtТМallв analвzeН. In
EТnsteТn’s НerТvatТon basТМ equatТon Тs
7
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 v

 1  c cos  

l* l 

(1)

v2
1 2
c

where  is light energy emitted by body in frame (x,y,z) and  * is light energy measured in
system ( , , Ψ, anН v Тs unТform veloМТtв аТtС аСТМС tСe frame or sвstem ( , , Ψ Тs movТnР.
This is equation for Doppler principle for light for any velocity whatever, and stated in June 1905
paper [2] in terms of frequency. The energy is a scalar quantity but in eq.(1) it has dependence on
angle. The eq.(1) is based upon constancy of speed of light and c is maximum limit for speed of
any particle.
Let a system of plane waves of light, referred to the system of coordinates (x, y, z),
possesses the energy l; let the direction of the ray (the wave-normalΨ makes an anРle ɸ аТtС tСe
axis x of the system [3].
If we introduce a new system of co-orНТnates ( , ,

Ψ

movТnР Тn unТform parallel

translation with respect to the system (x, y, z), and having its origin of coordinates in motion along
the axis of x with the velocity v. Thus v is the relative velocity between system (x, y, z) and
sвstem ( , , Ψ . TСe boНв аСТМС emТts lТРСt enerРв Тs МonsТНereН statТonarв Тn tСe sвstem (б,в,zΨ
anН also remaТns statТonarв after emТssТon of lТРСt enerРв Тn tСe sвstem (б,в,zΨ Тn EТnsteТn’s
perception. Let E 0 and H 0 are enerРТes Тn МoorНТnate sвstem (б, в, zΨ anН sвstem ( , , Ψ before
emission of light energy, further E1 and H 1 are the energies of body in the both systems after it
emits light energy. Ei and Hi include all the energies possessed by body in two systems. Finally

Einstein derived equation, L = mc2.

1.1. Genuine cases neglected in Einstein’s derivation
Einstein considered a luminous body emitting light energy in system (x,y,z) and energy is
measureН Тn tСe sвstem ( , , Ψ. TСere are four varТables Тn tСe НerТvatТon number of lТРСt аaves
emitted, magnitude of light energy,
(unТformΨ of sвstem ( , ,

angle  at which light energy is emitted and velocity

Ψ. χltСouРС eq.(1Ψ Тs relatТvТstТМ Тn nature вet EТnsteТn useН Тt Тn
8
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calculations of L = mc2 under classical condition (v<<c) and applied Binomial Theorem.
Einstein had taken super special or handpicked values of parameters. Thus for complete analysis
the derivation can be repeated with all possible values of parameters.
(i) The body can emit numerous light waves but Einstein has taken only TWO light waves emitted
by luminous body.
Why one or n light energy waves are neglected?
(ii) The energy of two emitted light waves may have different magnitudes but Einstein has taken
two light waves of EQUAL magnitudes (0.5L each).
Why numerous other magnitudes (0.500001L and 0.499999L etc.) are neglected by
Einstein?
(iii) Body may emit large number of light waves of different magnitudes of energy making
different angles (other than 0º and 180º as assumed by Einstein).
Why other angles (such as 0º and 180.001º, 0.9999 º and 180º etc.) are neglected by
Einstein?
Thus body needs to be specially fabricated; other forms of energy such as invisible energy are not
taken in account. The conservation laws hold good for all form of energy under all conditions.
(iv) Einstein has taken velocity in classical region (v<<c and applied binomial theorem at the end)
and has not at all used velocity in relativistic region. If velocity is regarded as in relativistic region
(v is comparable with c), then equation for relativistic variation of mass with velocity i.e.

M rel 

M rest

v2
1 2
c

(2)

Сas to be taken Тn aММount. It must be noteН tСat before EТnsteТn’s аork tСТs equatТon аas РТven
by Lorentz [4-5] and firstly confirmed by Kaufman [6] and afterwards more convincingly by
Bucherer [7] . Einstein on June 19, 1948 wrote a letter to Lincoln Barnett [8] and advocated
abandoning relativistic mass and suggested that it is better to use the expression for the momentum
9
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and energy of a body in motion, instead of relativistic mass. If final result is to be taken under
classical conditions, then first equation can be taken in classical form.
(vΨ FurtСer НerТvatТon Тs baseН upon assumptТon tСat boНв remaТns at rest Тn tСe sвstem ( , , Ψ.
However this condition imposed by Einstein is not obeyed in many mass energy inter-conversion
phenomena. The nuclear fission is caused by the thermal neutrons which have velocity 2,185m/s.
The uranium atom also moves as it is split up in barium and krypton, and emit energy. When a
gamma ray photon of energy at least 1.02MeV, moves near the field of nucleus it is split up in
electron and positron pair. The gamma ray photon is in motion and so is the state of electron and
positron pair.
(vТΨ If sвstem ( , ,

Ψ Тs at rest Т.e. v =0 tСen equatТon δ = mc2 is not derivable. So this

derivation is not applicable universally.
Table I.

Sr

The values of various parameters considered by Einstein and neglected by Einstein
in the derivation of L = mc2.

Parameters Einstein considered

No

Einstein

neglected

(No reason was given by Einstein why
parameters are neglected).

1

No.

of Two Light Waves

One, three, fouror n waves

light
waves
2

Energies of the order of 0.500001L and
Energy of Equal
light wave

0.5L and 0.5L each

0.499999L are also possible. There are
numerous such possibilities, which need to
be probed. Bodies can emit more than two
waves. The invisible waves of energy are not
taken in account.
TСe anРles Мan be 0̊ anН 1κ0.001ͦ or 0.λλλλ̊

3
Angle

0̊

anН 1κ0̊

anН 1κ0̊

are also possТble. TСere are

numerous such possibilities which need to
be probed.
10
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4

Velocity

Classical region

The velocity can be in relativistic region.
The velocity v can also be zero i.e. v = 0 v~c
mass increases

Deductions: Einstein has taken only super-special values of parameters, and neglected many
realistic values of variables. If all possible parameters are considered then result is not L = mc2

but L  ∆mМ2 .

1.2. Einstein obtained result, L =mc2 under special conditions
Then Einstein [3] concluded that body emits two light waves of energy 0.5L each in system
(x,y,z) where energy is E0. Thus,
Energy before Emission = Energy after emission +0.5L + 0.5L

E 0  E 1  0.5L  0.5L  E 1  L

(3)

EnerРв of boНв Тn sвstem ( , , Ψ

 v
  v

H 0  H 1  0.5 L  1  cos     1  cos   
c
 

 c





1

K0 K1 L
 1
2


v
 1 2

c



(4)

(5)

Applying binomial theorem ( v<<c), thus neglecting magnitudes of fourth ( v4/c4) and higher(
v6/c6, v8/c8 …….Ψ orНers, аe maв plaМe.
11
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K0 K1 L
M bv 2
2



v2
2c 2

M av 2
2

L

(6)

v2
2c 2

The amount of light energy L (∆L) emitted by body when its mass decreases ( M b  M a ),
we get

L  (M b  M a )c 2  mc 2

(7)

or Mass of body after emission ( M a ) = Mass of body before emission

(M b ) 

L
c2

(8)

1.3. Theoretical or speculative deduction of E=mc2 from L =mc2
Fadner [9] has pointed out that Einstein never wrote E or ∆E Тn tСe paper, anН assumeН
∆δ=∆mc2 Тs true for everв enerРв as ∆E=∆mc2 . Thus Einstein put forth equation for light energy
as described by eq.(1), but regarded it true for every energy e.g. (i) sound energy, The speed
of sound is 332m/s.
(ii) heat energy There is no equation like eq.(1) which relates variation of heat energy. The similar
is the case of other types of energies (iii) chemical energy (iv) nuclear energy (v) magnetic
energy (vi) electrical energy (vii) energy emitted in form of invisible radiations (viii) attractive
binding energy of nucleus (xi) energy emitted in cosmological and astrophysical phenomena (x)
energy emitted in volcanic reactions (xi) energies co-existing in various forms etc. etc. Thus
Einstein simply replaced L (light energy) by every energy ( E , as mentioned above) and obtained
by ∆E=∆mc2 . Further Einstein has considered that body emits light energy in visible region. But

12
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energy can also be emitted in the invisible region and Einstein did not mention at all about heat
and sound energies (emitted along with light energy).
1.4. If general cases are considered, then L  ∆mc2 or L =A ∆mc2 is equally feasible
If light energy is emitted under unsymmetrical conditions [10,11] e.g. two light waves of
energy (0.500001L and 0.499999L) at angles 0 and 180. If the recoil velocity of body is determined
bв applвТnР laа of МonservatТon of momentum tСen Тt turns out to be η×10-33 m/s, it does not
affeМt eq.(1Ψ, as v + η×10-33 m/s = v, hence eq.(1). Thus body remains at rest, even if calculations
are done taking veloМТtв v + η×10-33 m/s according to definition. If body recoils (recoil velocity is
calculated by law of conservation of energy) then net velocity varies and eq.(1) becomes

 v V R

cos  
1 
c
 l
l* l 
2
v VR 
1
2

 v

 1  c cos  



c

v2
1 2
c

(9)

Let in case the luminous body emits two light waves of energy 0.499999L and 0.500001L
in system (x,y,z) emitted in opposite directions [10-11] . Proceeding in the same way as Einstein
did (except changing the magnitude of energy of light waves , 0.5L each previously), now assume
slightly different energies i.e. 0.499999L and 0.500001L we get,

E0  E1  L

(10)

 v

 v

H 0  H 1  0.499999 L  1  cos 0   0.500001 L  1  cos 180 
 c

 c


H

0

 E 0   H 1  E 1    L  0.000002 L
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(16)

(17)

 


   
 




 
 
 
 

   
  



          

(18)

(19)

So EТnsteТn’s НerТvatТon Нoes not РТve fТбeН value of enerРв МorresponНТnР to mass
annТСТlateН. TСus Тf EТnsteТn’s НerТvatТon Тs МrТtТМallв analвzeН tСen Рeneral result Тs

          

(20)

where A is coefficient of proportionality (there are numerous coefficients in the existing literature).
TСus EТnsteТn’s НerТvatТon of ∆δ =∆mc2 permits different values of light energy corresponding to
annihilation of mass as in eq.(20). As ∆E=∆mc2 is deduced from ∆L =∆mc2, likewise ∆E=χ ∆mМ2
follows from ∆δ =χ ∆mМ2. If all other parameters remain same as assumed by Einstein but angle
of one wave is regarded as 180.001 instead of 180, then similar equation follows. The same is true
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for other values of parameters as well. Prior to Einstein such equations existed in literature [121ζ], tСus Сere EТnsteТn’s НerТvatТon Тs Мompletelв analвzeН anН results are ТnНТМatТve of past anН
futurТstТМ.

TСus EТnsteТn’s НerТvatТon Тs eбtenНeН anН

elaborateН results are obtained. Such

theoretical results may be checked in view of experimental findings.

2.0. Cockcroft and Walton experiment in 1932 does not confirm E=mc2 as assumed
Cockcroft and Walton (1932) are routinely credited with the first experimental verification of
mass-energy equivalence. Cockcroft and Walton examined a variety of reactions where different
atomic nuclei are bombarded by protons. They focused their attention primarily on the
bombardment of 7Li by protons [15-19]

p  Li 7     7. �e
Let us analyze the energy considerations of reaction in view of E=mc2 taking in account
tСe atomТМ masses of reaМtants anН proНuМts eбТstТnР at tТme of ωoМkМroft’s eбperТment [1η-19].
7

Li =7.010 4u (Costa) ,

Mass of products=

1

H = 1.0072u ,

Mass of reactants = 8.0176u

2  He = 8.002 2u, Mass decrease =8.0176u -8.002 2u = 0.0154 u
4

χММorНТnР to EТnsteТn’s E=mc2, the mass is converted to energy (1u = 931.49MeV) . So

energy equivalent to 0.0154 u, is given by 14.3449 MeV. Further Cockcroft and Walton had
measured energy emitted by precise measurements and taken as 17.2MeV.
Further difference in theoretical (based on E=mc2 ) and experimental values of energy is
2.8551MeV (17.2MeV-14.3449 MeV) . Now from theoretical and experimental values of
energy we have, %age difference = 16.594

2.1. Cockcroft’s Nobel Lecture in 1951
Cockcroft and Walton has taken value of mass of Li7 equal to 7.010 4u . However Bainbridge
improved precision of measurement of mass of Li7 as 7.0130u.

15
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1

H =1.0072u,

Li7= 7.0130u, Mass of reactants = 1H +Li7 = 8.0202 u

Mass of products = 4He +4He = 8.0022 u
Difference between masses of reactants and products =0.0180 u
Energy emitted in reaction ( 1u =931.49MeV) = 16.76682 MeV
Now difference in theoretically predicted and experimentally observed values of mass is (
17.2MeV- 16.76682 MeV ) 0.43318MeV

or %age difference = 2.491

Thus it is significant deviation from E=mc2, even if mass of Li7 is taken as 1.0130u. But

about this observation in Nobel Lecture (13 December, 1951) , Cockcroft stated [19]
“χ lТttle later ψaТnbrТНРe re НetermТneН tСe mass of 7Li to be 7.0130. This changed the
mass НeМrease to 0.01κ0 mass unТts, Тn verв РooН aРreement аТtС tСe observeН fТРure.” (pp. 177
of Nobel Lecture) . The deviation equal to 2.492 % is quiet significant, was not quoted by
Cockcroft, however the mass difference (0.0180u) was mentioned.
TСus Тt Тs pruНent to repeat tСe ωoМkМroft’s anН Аalton’s МlassТМ eбperТment аТtС tСe most
sensТtТve anН sopСТstТМateН eбperТments measurТnР all parameters. TСen botС tСe equatТons, ∆E=
∆mМ2 anН ∆E=χ М2∆m Мan be testeН, as tСere are botС tСeoretical and experimental basis for
interpretation. There are also existing experimental observations which indicate that some specific
experiments regarding E =mc2 are absolutely necessary.
In laboratory experiments using thermal neutrons [20-23], for instance, it is usually found
that the total kinetic energy (TKE) of the fragments that result from the fission of either U235 or
Pu239 is 20-60MeV less than the Q-value of tСe reaМtТon preНТМteН bв tСe quantТtв E= ∆mМ2 . It is
typically assumed that the difference between the Q-value and the TKE of the fragments is lost
into unobservable effects, such as additional excitation energy of the fragments. But energy can
be lost into unobservable effects in those reactions when E =mc2 is regarded as confirmed. This
prediction is nearly 40 years old in the existing physics. Scientists have given traditional
explanation for energy [20-23] and Bohr Wheelers model of nucleus have been extended. But
noа an alternate equatТon, ∆E=χ М2∆m Тs avaТlable, anН even results ТnМonsТstent to ∆E= ∆mМ2
can be accommodated.
Further Serber [24] indicated that the effТМТenМв of tСe “δТttle ψoв” аeapon tСat аas useН
against Hiroshima in 1945 was about 2%. Usually, it is assumed that most of the atoms of the
fТssТonable materТal sТmplв Нo not unНerРo fТssТon Тn tСe МСaТn reaМtТon anН are tСus “аasteН” Тn
the process. But there are no quantitative measurements. Thus there is ample scope for newer
experiments, observations and deductions from existing literature.
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3.0. Fast moving particles in nuclear reactions and effect of their relativistic masses
The relativistic variation of mass is well established in physics, as described in eq.(2).
For simplicity, we have the following typical nuclear fission reaction,

U 235  0 n 1 

92





U 236  56 Ba 144  36U 89  30 n 1

92

*

(21)

The range of multiplicity of neutron varies from zero to almost 10 (on average it is 2.5 for
the fragment chosen). In this case the mass number is conserved if the number of neutrons is taken
as 3. The above reaction also proceeds in different way [25],

U 235  0 n 1 

92





U 236  54 Xe 140  38Sr 94  0 n 1  0 n 1

92

*

Mass of reactants  235.0439299  1.0086649156 u  236.0525948u

(21a)
(22)

Mass of products  143.922953  88.917630  3.02599473u  235.866577u

Mass of annihilated  m  236.052594u  235.866577u  0.18601714u

Energy released Q Value   173.271MeV

(23)
(24)

3.1. Relativistic mass of Neutrons is taken in account
The neutrons which are emitted in the fission are fast (secondary) neutrons, having energy
nearlв equal to βεeV (γ.β×10-13 J); with this energy a neutron moves with relativistic speed, i.e.
1.ληζ×107m/s (~7% that of light). The mass of a neutron moving with relativistic speed is
1.010808793u (whereas its rest mass is 1.0086649156u). If energy is calculated under these
conditions (taking relativistic mass of neutron), then,
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mass of products  143.922953  88.917630  3.032426394 u  235.8730094u

Thus mass annihilated Dm  0.1795854u and Energy released Q Value  
 167.28MeV
Thus energy emitted is overestimated , as relativistic mass is not taken in account.

The exact measurements of relativistic masses and energies are required for assessment.
The precise, specific, and independent experimental measurements of energy emitted in a single
fission event will be helpful in this regard. It would be better if this value is used as the standard
for understanding such reactions. It is observed that different energies are quoted for the same
reaction in different references. At Large Hadron Collider [25] the experiments were conducted
at energy level of 7 TeV, then proton attained speed equal to 0.99999997 times that speed that of
light and temperature was 1016 ̊ C (temperature more than 1 billion times greater than prevailing
at the centre of the Sun). Under this condition the relativistic mass of proton must be 4,082.4841
times rest mass of proton and should be taken in account in further interpretation. Thus mass of
proton would increase considerably at this stage and need to properly assessed in view of eq.(2)
before drawing conclusions. In new experiments the energies are increased to 13-14TeV, thus both
speed and mass of protons (particles) would be further higher. Such experiments at higher energies
can be a test whether speed of lighter particles exceeds speed of light or not.
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We consider a generalization of the special theory of relativity (STR) at a 5-dimensional space, and more specifically
at (1 + 4) -dimensional space with (+ - - - -) metric. In the Extended space model (ESM), in contrast to the Special
theory of relativity a rest mass m of the particle, is not constant, but can change its value as a result of external
influences. We consider a 5-vector potential, which is a generalization of the usual 4-vector potential of the
electromagnetic field. It creates tension, which a form 10-component tensor of the 2nd rank. The components of this
tensor include the electric and magnetic fields, as well as 4 more additional fields. Using the rotation in this space,
one can transform field strengths in each other. It gives us an opportunity vanish the electric and magnetic fields, and
concentrate all energy in four additional components. It permits us to propose in the frame of the ESM a new
mechanism to tunnel the Coulomb barrier by photons. The other effect that exists in the ESM is the appearance of
some spatial scales. The scales are different for different types of particles and interactions. We connect these scales
with appearance of particle size.
Keywords: Special theory of relativity, 5-dimensional Extended Space Model, interval, variable photon mass,
coulomb barrier, size of particle.
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Introduction
In recent years various theoretical models that allow one to offer new mechanisms to tunnel
the Coulomb barrier by charged particles are actively discussed in scientific literature. In particular
such mechanisms were proposed in [1-3]. In this paper, we consider another possible mechanism
to tunnel the Coulomb barrier. It is formulated in the frame of the our 5-dimensional (1 + 4)dimensional Extended Space Model (ESM) [4-7]. The ESM is a generalization of the
Special theory of relativity (STR) to a 5-dimensional space with metric (+ - - - -).
In tСe Мontrarв to STR Тn tСe ESε a rest mass m of a partТМle Тs not a Мonstant anН Мan
МСanРe Тts value as a result of eбternal ТnfluenМes. χ quantТtв tСat МonjuРates to mass Тs an aМtТon.
TСe aМtТon Сas sense tСe η-tС МoorНТnate Тn tСe ESε. TСe (1+γΨ-НТmensТonal εТnkoаskТ spaМe Тs a
subspaМe of tСe EбtenНeН spaМe. In εωI Тs МonsТНereН η-veМtor potentТal, аСТМС Тs a РeneralТzatТon
of tСe usual ζ-veМtor potentТal of tСe eleМtromaРnetТМ fТelН. He Мreates tensТon, аСТМС form 10Мomponent tensor of tСe βnН rank. χmonР tСe Мomponents of tСТs tensor ТnМluНes tСe eleМtrТМ anН
20
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maРnetТМ fТelНs, as аell as ζ more neа aННТtТonal fТelНs. τne of tСem Тs a sМalar аТtС respeМt to tСe
δorentz transformatТons Тn εТnkoаskТ spaМe, anН tСe otСer tСree - veМtor Мomponents.
Electromagnetic field structure in the Extended Space Model.
Using the rotations in the Extended Space Model, one can transform field tensions in each
other. It gives an opportunity nullify the tension of electric and magnetic fields, and concentrate
the energy in four additional components. This effect gives us an opportunity to offer in the
framework of ESM, a new mechanism to tunnel the Coulomb barrier by photon. In the ESM a free
electromagnetic wave falling in an external field transforms to a new state in which the
electromagnetic components go into additional components. These components are not arise in the
orНТnarв fТelН tСeorв, anН tСeв Нon’t ТnteraМt аТtС ωoulomb barrТer.
In tСe ESε tСe transformatТons, аСТМС are aННТtТonal to δorentz transformatТons, leaН to
МСanРe tСe partТМles rest mass, Тn partТМular to emerРenМe of pСoton mass. TСТs mass Мan be eТtСer
posТtТve or neРatТve. TСe МСanРe of mass Мauses a МСanРe of tСe laаs of ТnteraМtТon of partТМles аТtС
tСe eleМtromaРnetТМ fТelН. TСТs Мan leaН to effeМts tСat Нo not fТt tСe traНТtТonal pТМture of tСe
ТnteraМtТon of eleМtromaРnetТМ raНТatТon аТtС matter.
Another effect that arises naturally in the EAM is the appearance of some spatial scales.
They are different for different types of particles and interactions. The value of these scales can be
related to magnitude of changes of particles mass. These scales may be associated with a particle
size.
In particular in the ESM the infinite plane waves, which are compared to particles in the
usual field theory, are deformed and take the finite size under the influence of external influences.
In the previous papers [4-7] we proposed a generalization of the Special theory of relativity
(STR)

at

a

5-dimensional

extended

space

with

metric

(+,

-,

-,

-,

-).

We construct a model that combines electromagnetic and gravitational interactions. This model is
formulated in the extended space in which the fifth coordinate s is added to the ordinary spatial
coordinates (x, y, z) and time t.
From geometric point of view s is an interval in Minkowski space, but physically we
associate it with a refractive index n.
The mass of the particle changes when it moves along the axis. The change of a mass leads
to a change in the gravitational field created by it.
In particular, zero mass particles (photons) when entering from the empty space with n = 1
into a medium with n> 1, acquire nonzero mass and become a source of gravitational field. The
system united of equations that describe such processes was proposed in [4,7].
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In this space we constructed mechanic equations for a massive point particle [4,7]

and

electrodynamical equations [5,6]. We found as well Lienard-Wiechert potentials and analyzed the
properties of their corresponding solutions of the extended system of the Maxwell's equations.
We considered also the gravitational effects in the extended space, such as the escape
velocity, the red shift and the deflection of light [6]. It is shown that the formulas are obtained in
the general theory of relativity to calculate the magnitude of these effects; one can get a completely
different way in the Model of extended space. In order to do this, it was assumed that the
gravitational field in the space creates a certain refractive index n, which depends on the strength
of this field. This refractive index n defines the rule of movement of photons and massive particles
in this space. In the frame of the ESM one can find all gravitational effects with the help of rotations
in the Extended space.
Here we summarize the main results obtained in previous works.
It is proposed a generalization of STR, which takes into account the processes in which the
particle mass m would be variable. Under the particle mass m, following the recommendations of
the review [11], we understand its rest mass, which is a Lorentz scalar. To do this, first of all, we
construct the expansion of (1+3) -dimensional Minkowski space by (1+4) -dimensional space
which we call the extended space.
As a fifth additional coordinate we use the interval S, which is already exists in the

S 2  ct   x 2  y 2  z 2

Minkowski space.

2

(1)

This value is conserved under the ordinary Lorentz transformations in Minkowski space but
changes under the rotations in the Extended space. The Minkowski space is a cone in the Extended
space. In this space, the quantity

s 2  (ct )2  x 2  y 2  z 2  const

(2)

is conserved.
It is known that the energy, pulse and mass of a free particle are connected by a relation
[11].

E 2  c 2 p X2  c 2 pY2  c 2 p Z2  m 2c 4  0
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(3)



It is an analogue of (1) in the space conjugate to the space G ' (E;P,M) . The mass m is the
quantity that conjugate to the interval S.
TСe δorentz transformatТons МСanРe tСe partТМle’s enerРв E and its pulse, but conserve the
mass m. The transformations in the Extended space, additional to Lorentz transformations, change
the mass m of the particle, conserving in general case only the form (4).

                    


(4)



In εТnkoаskТ spaМe M(E; P) tСe pulse-enerРв ζ-veМtor




        



 

МorresponНs to a free partТМle. TСe Мomponents of tСТs veМtor are МonneМteН bв tСe relatТon (γΨ.
In Minkowski space, all particles are divided into two types: massive, which are
characterized by a mass m, and massless (photons), which are characterized by a frequency. In
ESM the rest massiv solid particles are associated with 5-energy-momentum-mass vector-weight:
, ⃗ ,mc).

̅ =

A photon moving in empty space with velocity c in the direction k is characterized by a 5-energy-

 ħ ħ

momentum-mass vector ħ  

   .
  


τne Мan see tСat botС tСese veМtors are ТsotropТМ. TСerefore Тn tСe ESε ТsotropТМ veМtors Тn

′

( , ⃗,





) МorresponН botС to massТve anН massless partТМles.

TСe rotatТons Тn tСe spaМe       , aННТtТonal to tСe δorentz transformatТons, mТб

МoorНТnates МorresponНТnР spaМe anН tТme аТtС tСe a neа МoorНТnate S. In tСe Нual spaМe suМС
rotatТons transferreН enerРв anН momentum Тnto mass anН vТМe versa [ζ,η].
δet’s МonsТНer noа tСe eleМtroНвnamТМs Тn EбtenНeН spaМe.

In orНТnarв eleМtroНвnamТМs tСe eleМtromaРnetТМ fТelН Тs РenerateН bв ζ- Мurrent veМtor. τne
Мan obtaТneН tСТs veМtor from tСe ζ- enerРв-momentum veМtor of a МСarРeН partТМle bв НТvТНТnР Тt
bв tСe rest mass m of tСe partТМle anН multТplвТnР bв tСe МСarРe НensТtв.





It Тs a МorreМt proМeНure beМause Тn tСe SpeМТal tСeorв of relatТvТtв botС tСe rest mass of tСe

partТМle anН Тts МСarРe are МonsТНereН to be sМalars. TСТs Мurrent Тs tСe sourМe of tСe eleМtromaРnetТМ
fТelН, аСТМС Тs НesМrТbeН bв ζ-veМtor potentТal. χnН eaМС Мomponent Мan be МonsТНereН as a Мurrent
sourМe of tСe МorresponНТnР Мomponent of tСe veМtor potentТal.
In ESε moНel a partТМle Тs assoМТateН аТtС η-enerРв-momentum-mass veМtor. Its fТftС
Мomponent eбpresseН Тn terms of tСe rest mass of a partТМle anН for tСТs reason Тt Мan be assoМТateН
аТtС РravТtatТonal fТelН. Аe аant to Рet a Мurrent, аСТМС Тs a sourМe of eleМtromaРnetТМ anН
РravТtatТonal fТelНs. For tСТs aТm аe multТplв tСe η-veМtor at tСe МСarРe НensТtв. It's stТll a МorreМt
proМeНure beМause Тn tСe ESε a МСarРe Тs a sМalar. ψut tСe mass Тn tСe eбtenНeН spaМe Тs not a
sМalar.
In tСe traНТtТonal formulatТon of tСe eleМtromaРnetТsm tСe Мurrent Тs a ζ-veМtor Тn εТnkoаskТ
spaМe. It Тs neМessarв to transform tСe ζ-НТmensТonal Мurrent veМtor Тnto η-НТmensТonal veМtor. χs
Тn tСe Мase of enerРв-momentum veМtor, аe НemanН tСat tСe veМtor аas ТsotropТМ. TСerefore, аe
obtaТn [η,7].









      

        

   
Here

(ηΨ

(t, x, y, z) - is the electric charge density at the point (t, x, y, z) in the laboratory

coordinate system. It is invariant under Lorentz transformations and is an analogue of the rest mass
of the particle.











The value 
                             

 - is the local velocity

of the charge density.

In the Extended space model the first four components of the 5-current vector (5) are a
source of electromagnetic field, and the fifth component - is a source of gravitational field. More
precisely, this separation takes place in the case when there are no processes that change the rest
mass of the particles, if such processes occur, the two fields are combined into a single
electromagnetic-gravitational field.

Additional transformations which are exist in Expanded space, change a value of  0 in the

same way as they change the rest mass m.
In order to describe the phenomena both in terms of point particles and in terms of fields
and waves also, we propose the following formalism.





In the Extended space of the current (5) provides a field that describes by the 5-vector

potential

                 










(6)



The potential (6) and the current (5) are related by equations [5,7]
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(10)

The field that corresponds to potential (6), contains in addition to the conventional electric
and magnetic components some additional components. It corresponds to the fact that in the
process

of

interaction

the

mass

of

the

particle

can

vary.

With the help of potential (6) one can build the tensions tensor of the field

 

       
   

      


    
 


   
    


 
  
 

 










Here the new fields Q and G are appeared in the tensions tensor (11)



(11)
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TСe tensТon tensor (11Ψ МontaТns, Тn aННТtТon to tСe Мomponents tСat are analoРous to
МonventТonal eleМtrТМ anН maРnetТМ fТelНs, tСe aННТtТonal Мomponents tСat НesМrТbe tСe РravТtatТonal
fТelН. εore preМТselв, Тn tСe Мase аСen Мomponents of η-Мurrent veМtor (ηΨ НepenН on tСe МoorНТnate
s, all Мomponents of tСe tensor (11Ψ НesМrТbe a sТnРle eleМtro-РravТtatТonal fТelН. If tСe Мurrent Нoes
not НepenН on tСe МoorНТnate s, tСen tСe sвstem of equatТons (7- λΨ splТts Тnto tаoμ at tСe sвstem of
εaбаell's equatТons anН tСe δaplaМe equatТon for tСe sМalar РravТtatТonal fТelН.
TСus, aММorНТnР to ESε, Тn emptв spaМe РravТtatТonal anН eleМtromaРnetТМ fТelНs are eбТst
separatelв, but Тn tСe area аСere eбternal forМes affeМt at tСe partТМles anН fТelНs, tСeв are МombТneН
Тnto one sТnРle fТelН.
TСe eбpressТon for tСe forМes aМtТnР on a partТМle of МСarРe e anН mass m, bв tСe fТelН (11Ψ
аas founН.



Аe suppose tСat Тn tСe referenМe frame K ', аСТМС moves Тn tСe EбtenНeН spaМe G(T; X, S)
toРetСer аТtС a МСarРeН partТМle, tСe forМe Тs РТven bв tСe ζ-veМtor


     .

In suМС frame of referenМe tСe equatТons of motТon reaН



 

    



(1ζΨ

In tСe transТtТon to anotСer referenМe frame bв a rotatТon Тn tСe spaМe      

tСe fТelН (11Ψ Тs transformeН bв tСe rules establТsСeН Тn [η,θ].






δet’s МonsТНer some eбamples of suМС transformatТons.
TСe parameters     НefТne tСe transТtТon from one МoorНТnate sвstem to anotСer.

1Ψ TСe   - transformatТon Тs МСaraМterТzeН bв veloМТtв  . UnНer tСese rotatТons tСe fТelН (11Ψ
Тs transformeН as folloаsμ



 
     
      
   

 



(1ηΨ

βΨ TСe (TSΨ-transformatТon Тs МСaraМterТzeН bв veloМТtв   alonР tСe МoorНТnate aбТs S. UnНer tСТs
rotatТon tСe fТelН (11Ψ Тs transformeН as folloаsμ



      
   

 
  
   



(16)

γΨ TСe  - transformatТons are МСaraМterТzeН bв a veМtor parameter ⃗ .

ItМСaraМterТzes tСe МСanРe ТntСe refraМtТve ТnНeбnаСen movТnР alonРtСe НТreМtТon ⃗ 

UnНer tСese rotatТons tСe fТelН (transformeНas folloаsμ
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By applying this transformation to the system (14) one can find the Lorentz force acting




on the moving particle. For the selected sequence of transformations (TS) +   +   equations
(14) read
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(1λΨ

It аas sСoаn tСat tСe fТelНs E, H , G, Q . Мan МСanРe tСeТr sТРns НepenНТnР on tСe sТРn anН
aРnТtuНe of tСe aММeleratТon u S . SuМС МСanРe of sТРns of fТelН strenРtСs anН, Мonsequentlв, tСe
МСanРe of sТРn of tСe δorentz forМe maв be assoМТateН аТtС raНТatТon fТelН’s reaМtТon аСТМС oММurs
аСen a МСarРeН partТМle moves аТtС aММeleratТon.
TСe МСanРe of tСe sТРn of tСe tensТon Тn tСe EбteeН spaМe moНel Тs of Тnterest from tСe poТnt
of vТeа tСat unНer МertaТn МonНТtТons tСe strenРtС of ТnteraМtТon betаeen partТМles Мan МСanРe Тts
sТРn, Тn partТМular, tСe strenРtС of attraМtТon betаeen tаo massТve partТМles Мan Рo Тnto a repulsТve
forМe, аСТМС Мan be ТnterpreteН as a manТfestatТon of "antТРravТtв ".
Probable Coulomb barrier tunneling mechanism within ESM.
In the frame of ESM [5-7] it is possible to offer a new mechanism to tunnel the Coulomb
barrier by photons. In the frame of the ESM formalism there are possibility to convert the electric
and magnetic field strengths into some new fields, which have new physical properties and can
tunnel throw a Coulomb potential barrier.
In orНer to sСoа Тt let’s МonsТНer a plane eleМtromaРnetТМ аave anН sСoа tСat tСere are
transformatТons, аСТМС transform tСe fТelНs E, H Тnto tСe fТelНs   anН Мonverselв. АТtС tСese
transformatТons a аave Нoesn’t НТsappear, beМause ТnsteaН of fТelН Мomponents   

tСere are

appeareН nonzero fТelН Мomponents   .
For a plane аave, tСe relatТons

are satТsfТeН.
δet tСe veМtor

     


k

 

Тs НТreМteН alonР tСe aбТs Б, tСen tСe fТelН Мomponents E , H are

МonneМteН bв tСe relatТons
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We suppose that in empty space the other components of a plane wave are equal to zero.

G Z  GY  G X  0;Q  0;
Now we perform a variety of rotation and turns in space and see what happens with the
components of a plane wave [4,5,7]. At the same time turns into space can be interpreted in two
ways - as a transition to a different frame of reference, and as a physical effect that changes the
properties of the field.



There are two type of rotations in G(T; X, S) : the hyperbolic rotations

x '

x  ct tanh 
1  tanh2 

ct ' 

 x cosh   ct sinh 

ct  xtanh

1  tanh2 

 ctcosh  xsinh

(21)

And spherical rotations

x   xcos  ysin

(22)

y   xsin  ycos
δet’s Нo tаo suММessТve transformatТons of a plane аaveμ
1. At first, make a rotation in the plane (Y, S) at the corner

 YS . In this case, the field

components are transformed with regard to (22) as follows:

E X'  0;E Y'  cos YS E Y ;E Z'  E Z

H X'  0;H Y'  E Z ;H Z'  cos YS H Z  cos YS E Y ;

G X'  sinYS ;H Z  sinYS E Y ;GY'  G Z'  0;

Q  sinYS E Y
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(23)



δet’s take tСe anРle 



YS
YS
    , now sin   1; cos  0 .

In this case the formulas (23) transforms to:

 0  EY ; EZ  EZ ,
E X  0; E
Y

H X  0; HY 
HY 
 EZ ; H Z  0,

(24)

X  EY ; GY  0; GZ  0, Q
G
  EY .
2. The second rotation is performed in the plain (ZS) at the angle

 ZS . The field

components (24) are transformed with regard to (22) as follows

                    

               
  
  


(25)

              
  
  



            

We can take in formulas (25) such angle 

ZS

that in this case the fields E , H  are equal





to zero.
Non-zero fields will be only

             
  


            

The physical meaning of the fields

 

(26)

can be associated with the gravitational

interaction and the formation of masses of particles [6,7]. As a result of these transformations
instead of a plane electromagnetic wave we get an object, which can tunnel of a Coulomb barrier.
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The spatial scales and appearance of particle size in the ESM
TСe problem of loМalТzatТon of аave states Тs essentТal for tСe unНerstanНТnР of quantum
proМesses. Аave-partТМle НualТtв refleМts tСe faМt tСat, on tСe one СanН, tСe ТnfТnТte plane аaves Тs
МompareН to partТМles anН on tСe otСer СanН, tСe ТnteraМtТon of partТМles alаaвs oММurs loМallв Тn a
verв small area. TСe eбТstenМe of suМС НualТtв Тn НesМrТptТon of eleМtromaРnetТМ proМesses refleМts
tСe faМt tСat, НepenНТnР on tСe sТtuatТon, tСere are tаo НТfferent formalТsms.
τne of tСem Тs baseН on enerРв-momentum veМtor МonstruМtТon. TСТs veМtor Тs assoМТateН
аТtС loМalТzeН МorpusМular objeМt. АТtС Тts Сelp one НesМrТbes tСe proМesses of МreatТon anН
annТСТlatТon of pСotons anН tСeТr beСavТor Тn tСe envТronment. χnotСer formalТsm uses tСe МonМept
of enerРв-momentum tensor anН aНapteН prТmarТlв to НesМrТbe tСe аave propertТes of objeМts tСat
are НТstrТbuteН Тn spaМe. In tСe frames of tСe ESε Мan establТsС a МonneМtТon betаeen tСese tаo
approaМСes. TСТs аТll РТve tСe possТbТlТtв to МombТne tСe МorpusМular anН аave approaМСes to tСe
НesМrТptТon of fТelН struМtures.
In orНer to Тt аe use tСe faМt tСat аТtС tСe Сelp of transformatТons Тn tСe EбtenНeН spaМe
tСe massless partТМles (pСotonsΨ Мan aМquТre a non-zero mass. TСТs mass, folloаТnР [10] Мan be
МonneМteН аТtС some lТnear sМale. χnН tСe sТze of tСe sМale Тs НТfferent for НТfferent frequenМТes.
From tСe otСer СanН one Мan Рet tСe fТnТte sТze of a partТМle аТtС tСe Сelp of tСe СвperbolТМ rotatТons
(β1Ψ. TСese rotatТons objeМtТvelв transform an ТnfТnТte lТne Тnto a fТnТte lТne seРment. χnН Тt permТts
us to Рet a loМalТzeН fТnТte sТze massТve partТМle from ТnfТnТte massless plane аave.
TСТs МonstruМtТon enables one to preserve tСe relatТvТstТМ anН РauРe ТnvarТanМe of tСe
tСeorвν nevertСeless tСat nonzero masses anН lТnear sМales are appeareН. τn tСe otСer СanН, tСe
same transformatТons alloа us to Мompare tСe ТnfТnТte fТelН struМture аТtС some fТnТte sМales anН
s, аСТМС also НepenН on tСe parameters of tСe fТelНs. ωomparТnР аТtС eaМС otСer tСese sМales anН
masses, Мan be reМonМТleН veМtor anН аave approaМСes to tСe НesМrТptТon of eleМtromaРnetТМ
pСenomena.
Conclusion
In the frame of ESM it is possible to construct a mechanism, which converts a plane
electromagnetic wave into a finite size massive object. This object has new physical properties and
can tunnel throw a Coulomb potential barrier.
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We establish an analogy between the two theories: the principle of relativity & the principle of similarity, the Lorentz
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1. The theory of physical similarity, which is a natural generalization of the theory of geometric
similarity, studies the dimensions of physical quantities. The notion of dimension of a physical
quantity was introduced in 1822 by Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier, the French mathematician and
physicist (1768-1830). The very essence of the theory is so-called pi-theorem [1,2,3]. Apparently,
tСТs tСeorem аas orТРТnallв formulateН bв a FrenМС matСematТМТan JosepС δouТs FranхoТs ψertranН
(1822-1900) [4]. Despite the fact that the pi-theorem has been known for over 100 years and all
the way there have been many attempts to create clear and rigorous proof of this theorem, for
example, in [5], up to the day there are quite a number of questions concerning the theorem.
Answers to some of them are to be found in [6,7,8,9].
It is in the framework of the theory of physical similarity that the dimensionless Reynolds,
Mach, Froude, Nusselt, Prandtl numbers had appeared and proposed a developed turbulence model
(A.N.Kolmogorov, 1941).
The theory of physical similarity includes the principle of similarity, meaning equality of
all physical systems of units of physical quantities, and the group of similarity. The similarity
transformation is the transition from one system of units to another, when each basic unit is
multiplied by a coefficient. Group of similarity is a set of similarity transformations, connecting
all pairs of systems possible. According to the principle of similarity, a mathematical
representation of a physical law should not depend on the choice of units. In addition, each physical
law is characterized by a certain set of physical quantities.
Pi-theorem is a theorem of invariants. Invariants of similarity are dimensionless complexes
having the form of products of powers of physical variables with rational exponents.
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2. Two affine groups theories. Since the basic provisions of the special theory of relativity are
аell knoаn, аe аon’t speak about tСem noа.
Widely speaking, Lorentz transformations are Poincare transformations (space-time
coordinates transformations: rotations, boosts and parallel shifts). Poincare transformations form
a 10-parameter Poincare group, which is known to be an affine group. Note also that boosts, by
themselves, do not form a group. But together with the rotations boosts form a 6-parameter Lorentz
group (the proper Lorentz group) – a subgroup of the Poincare group.
Widely speaking, the group of units transformation is also an affine group, and similarity
group being a subgroup.
3. Some analogies between the special theory of relativity and the physical similarity theory:
The inertial frames of reference

The systems of units

The principle of relativity

The principle of similarity

The principle of the constancy of light

The invariance of dimensionless

velocity and invariance of interval

complexes

The Lorentz transformations

The similarity transformations

The Lorentz group

The similarity group

The Poincare group

The affine group of transformations of
units systems
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The existing numerical models of pulsar timing do not reveal the true accuracy and stability of the periodic radiation
of neutron stars. The offered analytical models detect the consistency of the rotation parameters of the pulsar, which
confirm the identity of the relativistic pulsar time scales in the coordinate systems and their physical compliance with
the barycentric dynamic time and the unreduced topocentric time. A set of parameterized pulsar time scales in spatial
systems, oriented in the angular directions to the International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF), constitute a single
astronomical 4-dimensional reference time-space system based on the periodic radiation of the pulsars and the spatial
coordinates of the extragalactic sources – quasars.
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Introduction
Highly magnetized neutron stars, which were discovered as pulsars in 1967, have been
proven for the study of a wide variety problems in physics and astrophysics, such as pulsar genesis
and neutron star structure, magnetic decay and pulsar braking, properties of the interstellar and the
circumstellar medium, long-term stability of its own periodic radiation, etc. Many of results are
obtaining by the pulsar timing based on the precise measuring the times-of-arrival (TOAs) of the
pulsar signals at the radio telescopes that are located on a rotated Earth orbiting the Sun. Since the
observing frame is not inertial, it is provided to transfer the topocentric TOAs measured at the
observatory to the center of mass of the solar system (SSB) as the best approximation to an inertial
frame available. This transformation includes clock corrections to transfer the measured time to
the time standard defined as UTC. Further corrections modify the TOAs at the telescope take into
account not uniformly rotating of the Earth and frequency-dependent delay of the pulses caused
by the dispersion in the interstellar medium.
The transfer function of TOAs contains a number of astrometric and spin parameters, which
are not known a priory and need to be determined precisely in a least squares fit analysis of the
measured TOAs. The astrometric parameters include the position of the pulsar, and its proper
motion and parallax. Spin parameters are the rotation frequency (or period) of the pulsar and its
derivatives. When a timing model including these parameters is fitted successfully, post-fit
residuals show a random distribution around zero. Incorrect or incomplete timing models cause
systematic components in the post-fit residuals identifying the parameter that needs to be included
36



or adjusted. In a separate group include relativistic corrections for a) propagation in the solar
system due to the light-travel time from the telescope to SSB; b) an extra delay due to the curvature
of space-time in the solar system; c) the combined effect of gravitational redshift and time dilation
due to motion of the Earth and other bodies around the Sun [1].
Although the long-term stability of the periodic radiation of pulsars determine their rotation
parameters, however they, as a priori unknown values, are fitted along with other parameters.
Random variations of the post-fit residuals achieve the millisecond range, which are several orders
greater than the variations of modern standards of time.
Our approach, in general, is to find analytical relation of the pulsar time intervals and the
physical parameters so that the numerical values of these parameters should be determined and
best matched with measured values of the observed intervals. Analytical relations and numerical
values should be extended to both, the barycentric and topocentric reference systems. From fitting
Мan be eбМluНeН anв parameters tСat Мan’t be obtaТneН НТreМtlв from tСe observatТons.
The parametric consistency of the periodic radiation of pulsars
It is evident that these problems require a precise analytical solution based on the
parameterization of the observed TOAs to avoid the significant effects of unmodeled timing noise
caused by random deviations of residuals. Analytical form of the Pulsar Time intervals PT of the
periodic radiation, expressed by the rotation parameters of the pulsar, is reduced to Maclaurin
power series:

) P0 N  1 P0 P N 2  1 ( P02 P
  2P0 P 2 ) N 3 N = 1, β, γ, …  (1)
PT
( P0 , P , P
2
6
Here are: P0 , P , P – the rotation period of the pulsar and its derivatives, N – pulse number in a
sequence of radiation events.
Figure 1 shows the graphs of the components of the PT intervals in the power series (1)
within of about two years of observations for the specified typical values of the parameters of
rotation. This implies that the required values of the rotation period of the pulsar and its derivatives
are fixed values, which spread by under certain specified conditions on the duration observations
within the borders between the start and end observed events at the current epoch.









































Fig.1. The parametric components of the intervals (1) for typical values
of the rotation parameters of the pulsar.
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Note that the components of the polynomial power series decrease by 5-6 orders of magnitude
with increasing the order of the derivatives. By further extrapolating of the rotation parameters the
estimated contribution of the third derivative is so small that components of the PT intervals (1),
which is defined this derivative within two-year span, does not exceed one nanosecond or less, so
that it could not detect by using of the modern physical measurement tools on a background of the
observed instrumental noise. Therefore derivatives of the rotation period higher than second order
in the model (1) are not considered. That is why the convergence of series is achieved with only
three rotation parameters P0 , P , P .
We assumed in the ratio (1), that the rotation parameters of the pulsar, which defines the
intervals of pulsar time, are known a priori. However, in reality, these parameters, which are taken
for calculations of the intervals, are known only approximately, from the previous observations.
Then the problem arises: to retrieve such values of the rotation parameters on the basis of the
observed intervals in such a way that they would be consistent with the observed intervals within
a selected range of observations.
To resolve this problem, it is required by the measurements of the TOAs to find such values
of the observed rotation period and its derivatives, for which the divergence between measured





TOAs and calculated ones by these parameters, would be the minimum possible within selected
range of observations.
If the power series expansion of the form (1) to apply to the measured intervals of pulsar
time and associate them with the observed rotation parameters, we obtain the equations whose
solutions are observed rotation parameters on the chosen initial epoch observations [2]. This
solution determines the numerical values of the parameters of rotation, in which the left and right
parts of Eq. (2) coincide within any interval with the estimated accuracy, whatever the initial epoch
of observations.
The equation of the observed intervals of PT in accordance with (1) is:

              
 






(2)

Here are: PTi are the numerical values of the observed intervals obtained from the planetary
ephemeris; P0* , P , P are the pulsar rotation parameters obtained by solving of the equation (2);

 i is divergence of series (2) of the PTi approximated by the rotation parameters of pulsar.

Figure 2 shows the differences between the observed intervals PTobs and the intervals

PTcalc calculated from the observed rotation parameters of the PSR J1509 + 5531:
2
1
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PTobs  PTi 
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Fig. 2. Convergency of the PTobs and PTcalc intervals of the PSR J1509+5531.
Graph in the Figure 2 corresponds to the numerical values P0* = 0,739681922904 s (MJD 49904.0)
[3], P = 4,9982110-15 ss-1 [4], P = 3,066910-29 s-1. This value of P obtained by solving the





equation (2), together with P0* , P , satisfies the convergence of Eq. (2). The divergence of the

PT intervals is determined by the coefficient of variation  i . For zero variations, the observed
intervals coincide with the intervals, which are determined by the fixed parameters at the initial

epoch of observation. In the general case, if  i 0, these intervals coincide with the estimated
accuracy within any range. As follows from figure 2, divergency of the PTobs and PTcalc is near
12,4 ns (rms) within observation range about 2 yrs.
It is obvious, for any choice of the epoch of initial event, the value of period will be
different, taking into account the gap between epochs and the derivatives P , P . The
corresponding settings of rotation parameters also satisfy the convergence of the series expansion
(3) for any extension in the vicinity specified by the variable t  P0* N :


(t )
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Values of N i , determined by the equation (2), unlike the calculated ratio (1), are not integer
due to random variations in the pulse time of arrival (propagation, error of AT, ephemeris of the
Solar system, fitting, etc.). Founded in accordance with the equation (2) the real values N i are
 (t )
different from integer value by Ni  i determined by the observed pulse phase shift
2
2
 (t )i  ti within the current period of rotation.
P

Real value ( N i  N i ) includes himself in the solution of equation (2), in addition to the

P0* , P , P . It corresponds to the minimum of random variations of the divergence  i and matches

the phase of the observed event radiation determined by the stable rotation parameters of the pulsar
at any real values of N i .
Unmodeled variations of the observed intervals of the coherent pulsar radiation are limited
within nanosecond values range, although the scattering of the time of pulse arrival can be up to
several milliseconds.
Thus, the pulsar time is synthesized in the parametric form based on the observed rotation
period and its derivatives. The numerical values of the parameters of rotation are determined
exclusively by the current observational data of timing, any other data (such as residuals) or their
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evaluation (such as RMS of residuals) in addition does not require. The accuracy and stability of
the pulsar time is determined by the observed parameters of the pulsar, which are obtained by
parametric synthesis, based on the rotational model of pulsar radiation, and are determined from
the observed coefficients of the linear approximation intervals within the duration of the
observations. Random errors of observed intervals do not exceed (10-18 – 10-19) within the 40year timing continuance of pulsars, which is several orders of magnitude less then this feature of
the quantum standards of time.
The space invariance of the observed periodic radiation of pulsars
Physically pulsar timing measurements are carried out at the Pushchino Radio Observatory
at the BSA LPI radio telescope, which operates at frequency range close to 111.3 MHz. Pulsar
observations were performed on the 512-channel radiometer with a channel bandwidth of 5 kHz.
The data were sampled at intervals from 0.2048 up to 2.56 ms. The BSA radiotelescope, as a
lТnearlв polarТzeН transТt antenna аТtС a beam sТze of about (γ.η/Мos Ψ arМmТn, Тmplies the
eбposure of tСe observТnР sessТon ranРТnР from γ to 11 mТnutes at НТfferent pulsar НeМlТnatТons .
The topocentric TOAs for each observing session are calculated by cross-correlating the mean
pulse proﬁle аТtС a stanНarН loа-noise template taking into account of signal delay caused by the
dispersion in each channel.
The topocentric TOAs are calculated as a fraction of the current day from their beginning
on the date of observation. Numerical values are expressed as a decimal until the 13th sign.
Measured in the scale of UTC topocentric TOAs are transformed into the barycenter of the solar
system. Barycentric TOAs are counted in seconds, from the beginning of the day of the date of
observation. Number format consists of 8 decimal digits, which corresponds to the resolution of
TOAs within 10 nanoseconds (10-8 s).
The numerical conformity of topocentric and barycentric TOAs is not obvious in view of the
dynamic divergence of values and the different formats of expression, is provided by planetary
ephemeris of the solar system, based on the equations of motion of celestial bodies, taking into
account the position and speed of movement observer in space and the limited speed of propagation

of the radio signal. The intervals of proper time  1 and  2 measured by different observers Мan’t
be “unТquelв” anН “naturallв” МompareН to eaМС otСer. TСe onlв аaв to Нo so Тn General RelatТvТtв
is to define a 4-dimensional relativistic reference system having coordinate time t , establish a
relativistic procedure of coordinate synchronization of clocks with respe1ct to t , and convert the
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intervals of proper time  1 and  2 of each observer into corresponding intervals of coordinate
time t1 and t2 . These two intervals of coordinate time can indeed be compared directly [5,6].

According to the principle of relativity, which has formulated by Poincare (1906), all
physical processes occurring in any inertial system under the same conditions, are identical and
correspond to the metric of four-dimensional space-time defined by the invariant interval

(d ) 2  c 2 (dT ) 2  (dX ) 2  (dY ) 2  (dZ ) 2 .

(5)

Spatial coordinates and time in the invariant (5) are related by direct and inverse Lorentz
transformations that define common local time T for any points in three-dimensional space:
Direct: T    (T 
Inverse: T   ( 
Here are:
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 – changed local time of the T.

Lorentz transformations overcome effects of different conditions of observation in the coordinate
systems due to movement, current position of the observer, signal propagation time, thus leads
physical processes to common conditions of observations [7].
By developing and generalizing the principle of relativity of Poincare, A.A. Logunov
(1987) extended it without any changes physical entity to non-inertial reference systems as well,
by showing that the interval (5) is invariant in respect any coordinate system [8].
It has been shown (Avramenko, 2009) that the equation of the pulsar time (2) is forminvariant under coordinate transformations, in which the numerical values of the observed rotation
period are coincide in the barycentric and topocentric coordinate systems at the same epochs of
the local time. Left part of the equation (2) consists the observed topocentric TTobs or barycentric

TBobs intervals. The right part contains the intervals TTcalc or TBcalc , which are calculated by the
observed rotation parameters obtained by approximation of TTobs or TBobs .
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The equation of the PT intervals (2) applied to the accelerated topocentric or inertial
barycentric coordinate systems, takes the form, respectively [9]:

TBi  (1   i )( P0* N B  0,5 P0* P N B2 )i

TTi  (1   i )( P0 * N T  0,5 P0 * P N T2 ) i .

Here are:

PTTT  TTcalc ;

(7)

PTTB  TBcalc .

Left parts of the equations (7) are interpreted as observed topocentric TTobs and
barycentric TBobs intervals, respectively. The right parts are the intervals TTcalc and TBcalc
which are calculated according to the observed rotation parameters of pulsar obtained by
approximation of the TTobs and TBobs, respectively.
On the example of the pulsar B0809 +74 Figure 3 shows the intervals TTobs and TBobs
and their differences on the two-year observations 2006 – 2008 yrs. at the radio telescope LPA
FIAN (Pushchino).

) the observed intervals (up)

b) differences of the observed and calculated

and their difference (down)

intervals of

Fig. 3. Observed topocentric (

(up) and В (down)

) and baricentric ( В) intervals of the PSR 0809+74 (left),

inconsistency of the intervals in the coordinate systems (right).
Monotonically growing intervals TTobs and TBobs have a cyclical changes of their difference
(left, up) due to the orbital motion of the Earth around the Sun (left, down). At these intervals in
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accordance with equations (7) have been determined the values of the rotation period

P*TB

P*TT

and

on the epoch MJD of the observed pulse counted in local coordinate time scales:

P*TT = 1.29224151775083 s

at MJD

P*TB = 1.29224151775088 s

at MJD В = 54080.0137

= 54080.0098

Difference in the values of the observed rotation period in the coordinate systems
corresponds to the difference of the epoch of pulse observed in the coordinate systems:
*
*
PTB
 PTT
 P ( MJDTB  MJDTT )  86400 , s.

Here are:

 = 1,67610-16 s s-1 [7];

(8)

TTobs – Вobs = – 332.96872 s (LPA, Fig. 3a)

Note that the value of period in the Cat. [3]: P = 1.292241446861(…) s at MJD = 49162.0(…) is
consistent with the (8), but adopted in the Catalog accuracy is insufficient for nanosecond precision
and subnanosecond resolution of the measured intervals of pulsar time.
This is an evidence of the principle of relativity: the physical process of periodic radiation
of pulsar observed in barycentric and topocentric coordinate systems under the same conditions,
is the same. The numerical values of the observed rotation period are coincide in any coordinate
systems at the same epoch of local time.
Figure 3b presents the differences

Tobs– Tcalc and

Вobs– Вcalc that show

inconsistency of intervals expressed in the metric of General relativity (GR) based on the
numerical ephemeris, and metric of Special relativity (SR) based on the parametric form of PT
intervals, in both topocentric and barycentric coordinate systems. The differences of observed and
calculated intervals are located in the same range of values in both coordinate systems. Standard
statistical evaluation of their small inconsistency is about of 20 ns within the two-year span. This
inconsistency can be associated with the inaccuracy of coordinate transformations of the intervals
from metric GR to metric SR and the unmodeled variations of the atomic time scales using for
measuring of TOAs.
Consistency of the observed rotation parameters and pulsar time intervals confirms the
coherence of the periodic radiation of pulsars. This means equivalence of pulsar time scale in the
Cartesian coordinate system, the set of which is a single natural standard 4-dimensional spacetime.
Thus, the intervals of coordinate pulsar time, determined by the observed rotation
parameters, are synchronized and can indeed be compared directly in the coordinate systems.
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Metrical unity of time and space in the observed periodic radiation of pulsars
In order to realize the attainable precision of modern astronomical observations and to
understand their physical meaning, it is necessary to use relativistic model of the observed physical
processes. Effects of the theory of relativity can not be reduced to only small corrections to the
Newtonian models. On the contrary, the whole concept of astronomical reference systems and
astronomical observations should be adapted in the framework of the theory of relativity [5].
Modern relativistic systems of astronomical observations are based on the theories of the
motion of the solar system bodies in the gravitational field of the Sun and the planets, and on the
ephemeris time scales. Definition of ephemeris time scales associated with the geocentric theory
of the motion of the Sun and the heliocentric theories of planetary motion. In the dynamic
ephemeris model are taken into account the mutual perturbations of large planets, the Moon, the
largest asteroids in the framework of General Relativity. Argument the heliocentric ephemeris is
barycentric dynamic time TDB. Argument of the geocentric ephemeris of the Sun, the Moon and
the planets are terrestrial time TT [10].
In the relativistic model of planetary ephemeris the barycentric TCB and the geocentric TCG
coordinate time scales are connected respectively with barycentric dynamic time TDB and
terrestrial time TT by a four-dimensional transformations, those at which to implement them could
use the International Atomic Time TAI [13]. The basic unit of TAI and TT is the SI second, and
the offset between them is conventionally 32.184 s:

TCB= DB+LB (JD –24443144.5)*86400c;
TCG=

+LG (JD –24443144.5)*86400c;

TAI– UTC= c(i); TT(TAI) = TAI+32,184 c.
Here are:
TCB, TCG – barycentric, geocentric coordinate time,
DB – barycentric dynamic time,
– terrestrial time.
Constants of transitions to the coordinate time are equal:

LG= 6,969290134 10-10;
LB= 1,55051976810-8.
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Within the framework of the GRT, the rate of an atomic clock depends on the gravitational
potential and its motion with respect to other clocks; thus the timescale entering the equations of
motion (and its relationship with TAI) depends on the coordinate system to which the equations
refer. In 1991 the IAU adopted resolutions introducing new timescales which all have units of
measurement consistent with the unit of time, the SI second. Terrestrial Time (TT) is used for
geocentric ephemeris, and Barycentric Dynamical Time (TDB) is used for ephemeris referred to
the solar system barycenter. TDB and TT differ by small periodic terms (arising from the transverse
Doppler effect and gravitational red-shift experienced by the observer) that depend on the form of
the relativistic theory being used: the difference includes an annual sinusoidal term of
approximately 1.66 ms amplitude, planetary terms contributing up to about 20 mks, and lunar and
diurnal terms contributing up to about 2 mks. TT differs from TAI by a constant offset, which was
chosen to give continuity with ephemeris time.
Differences TT – TDB depend on the coordinates of all appropriate bodies the ephemeris,
so the more accurate values of these differences are achieved by numerical integration using the
following formula for the corresponding ephemeris [11]:

d (TT  TDB) 
1 
1
  LB  2   (1  LB  LG )  LG  4   .
dTDB
c
c


Here

 (t ),  (t )

(10)

– are mass function, position and speed of massive bodies of the solar system.

Calculated by the formula (10), divergence of the TT – TDB for the ephemeris EPM 2004 and
EPM 2008 does not exceed (1 – 2) ns in the 140-year evaluation interval [12].
The analytical pulsar time scales that are relativistic on physical properties of the observed
radiation, are naturally compatible with the local time of the observer in any coordinate reference
system. Pulsar time scales TT and TB are agreed with nanosecond accuracy in topocentric (Earth)
and the barycentric coordinate observervation systems oriented on the angular axes at the
International Celestial Reference frame ICRF-ICRS. The intervals of observed events of pulsar
radiation

obs, calculated by the rotation parameters of pulsar, are the same as the coordinate

pulsar time scales PTTT and PTTB in Cartesian topocentric and barycentric coordinate systems
of the observer. In contrast to the ephemeris scales TT and TDB, the pulsar scales PTTT and

PTTB are determined analytically by the observed parameters of pulsar, and their numerical values
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coincide with the observed intervals TTcalc and TBcalc, which are extended to any point in space
of topocentric or barycentric Cartesian coordinate system:

TT  PTTT  TTcalc ; TDB  PTTB  TBcalc .

(11)

As a result, at any point on the Earth, the location of which is known, the relativistic pulsar time
scales synchronize the local atomic scales in the topocentric coordinate system.
So the conversion of the coordinate pulsar time intervals to the form of invariant equations
in which the variables are the observable parameters of the pulsar's rotation, revealed the identity
of the pulsar time scales in any spatial reference systems that are completely equal for observer.
The identity of the metric properties of the pulsar time for both – the numerical and analytical
representations of the observed intervals in the spatial reference systems, confirms the equivalence
of the metric of general relativity (GRT) and metric of special relativity (SRT). A set of
parameterized pulsar time scales in spatial systems, oriented in the angular directions to the
International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF), constitute a single astronomical 4-dimensional
reference of time and space based on the periodic radiation of the pulsars and the spatial
coordinates of the extragalactic sources – quasars.
Conclusion
The identity of the pulsar time intervals obtained in numerical form by the planetary
ephemeris and approximated in analytical form by the rotation parameters of the pulsar, confirm
the equivalence of the metric GR and metric SR.
The rotation parameters of the pulsar obtained from the equations of the observed intervals,
are the same in any coordinate system at coincide epoch of local coordinate time, irrespective of
choice of the initial epoch and duration of observation.
Intervals of coordinate pulsar time, which are determined by the observed rotation
parameters with inconsistency within 10-18-10-19 for 40-year duration of observations, are the
precise astronomical 4-dimensional relativistic reference measure within the Solar system that are
2-3 orders exceeds of the atomic clock standards.
Thus, coordinate pulsar time scales determined by the observed rotation parameters of the
pulsar, are the physical implementation of the barycentric dynamical time TDB and unreduced
topocentric time TT. Together with reference ICRF-ICRS, to which are oriented Cartesian
observational systems and planetary ephemeris, the parametric pulsar time scales constitute a
47
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single astronomical 4-dimensional reference system based on the periodic radiation of the pulsars
and the spatial coordinates of the quasars.
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1. Introduction
Now at construction of the modern theory of gravitation three types of post-Riemannian
a
spaces are used. This is a general affine-metric space characterized by curvature R b and torsion

T a 2-forms, and also by a nonmetricity

Q ab 1-form,





Rba  dГ ba  Г ca  Г bc , � a  d  a  Г ba   b , �ab     � ab �c c ,

where

a 

cobasis 1-forms, h a  tetrad coefficients,


metric tensor, Г b 

gab  components of tangent space

a post-Riemannian space connection 1-form,   a symbol of external

a

multiplication, d  an external differentiation operator,

   a covariant post-Riemannian

differentiation symbol.
Other type of spaces is a Cartan-Weyl space CW4 , which is a special case of the general
affine-metric space, if the nonmetricity 1-form submits to a Weyl condition,

Qab  g abQ , Q  Qc  c , Q  g abQab , Qc  g abQabc  Qaca .
1
4
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Here Q is a Weyl 1-form

, and

Qa

is a Weyl vector.

At last, the third one is a Riemann-Cartan space

RC 4 , which is a special case of a Cartan-

Weyl space, in which the Weyl vector is equal to zero, Qa  0 .

In [1]  [γ] a РauРe tСeorв of PoТnМarц-Аeвl Рroup аas МonstruМteН, Тn аСТМС tСe PoТnМarц

group was added with a group of spacetime expansions and compressions (dilatations). In
mathematical sense the group of dilatations is equivalent to tСe Аeвl’s Рroup of sМale
transformations. As a consequence of this theory, spacetime appears to be allocated of CartanWeyl space geometrical properties, and such orientation of basis can be chosen in its tangent
spaces that components of tangent space metric tensor can be chosen in the form,
M
g ab   2( x )g ab

where

(1.2)

M
are constant components of Minkowski metrics, and an arbitrary function of spacetime
g ab

points  ( x ) describes some scalar field of geometrical nature.

The given statement represents a special case of the following statement, proved in the monograph
[4] for the general affine-metric space

L4 ( g , ) .

Lemma (B.N.Frolov, 2003). A tangent space basis of the general affine-metric space can not be
chosen in a gauge covariant form as a "rigid" basis, in which all metric tensor components
represent a set of the same numbers in each spacetime point.

On the basis of the specified results, in [5]  [11] the conformal theory of gravitation in a CartanWeyl space was advanced. Application of the given theory for super-early evolution of the
universe has allowed to receive an exponential reduction in due course an effective cosmological
constant

 4

that has in turn allowed to give a way of overcoming a well-known "cosmological

constant problem".
In [12] the new variational principle in a Cartan-Weyl space was formulated, which

modified a variational principle in this space, advanced in [5]  [11], [13]. This new variational
principle has several advantages in comparison with accepted earlier.
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2. The modified variational principle in a Cartan-Weyl space with scalar Weyl-Dirac field

χММorНТnР to tСe РauРe РravТtatТonal tСeorв of PoТnМarц-Weyl group [1]  [3], spacetime

has Cartan-Weyl geometrical structure, and besides there should be an additional structure as
geometrical scalar field  .

TСe pСвsТМal substantТatТon of aНvantaРe of tСe PoТnМarц-Weyl group as a group of
spacetime invariant properties is based on the fact that the high energy physics finds out property
of a scale invariance (Bjorken scaling, the 1990 Nobel Prize in physics), becomes as well apparent
in cosmology. At an early stage of the universe evolution, when rest masses of elementary particles
did not arise yet, all interactions were carried out by massless quanta. In this case these interactions
have property of a scale invariance (independence of absolute size of intervals), and the symmetry
Рroup of spaМe, Тn аСТМС tСese fТelНs eбТst, Тs tСe PoТnМarц-Weyl group.
So, a hypothesis about scale invariance, according to which an amplitude of initial
fluctuations of density were identical in all scales, underlies calculation of an initial part of a
spectrum of initial fluctuations of density of a matter in the early universe (Harisson-Гel’НovТМС
plateau), confirmed with COBE experiment with studying anisotropy of brightness of relic
radiation (the 2006 Nobel Prize in physics).

In [5]  [7] in a tetrad formalism and in [8]  [11] in a formalism of external forms, the

variational principle for the conformal theory of gravitation in a Cartan-Weyl space

with

additional structure as a geometrical scalar field was advanced. At this theory the scalar field had
the properties similar to a scalar field, entered by Dirac in the well-known work [14], and earlier
by Deser [15]. This field was named as Dirac scalar field.
In [12] the modified variational formalism is advanced, according to which the scalar field

 is not entered in the theory by "hands" irrespective of the metric (how it was carried out in [5]

 [11]), but this scalar field is entered in a Lagrangian density as a representation of a tangent space

metric as (1.2) with the help of a method of Lagrange uncertain multipliers. In this case properties
of tСТs sМalar fТelН are substantТallв НetermТneН bв ТНeas of tСe olН Аeвl’s РauРe tСeorв [1θ], anН
this field is expedient for naming as Weyl-Dirac scalar field.
The Lagrangian density 4-form of the theory we shall present as

L  LG  ab  (Qab  (1 / 4)g abQ )   ab ( g ab   2g abM ) ,
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(2.1)



LG = 2 f 0 1 / 2  R a b  a b 

 1T a  T   2 (T a  b )  (T b   a )  3 (T a   a )  (T b  b ) 
16 Qab  Q ab  4 Q ab   a  T b  l d ln  d ln  .

and 

(2.2)


                      are coupling constants;  ab 
Here  

ab

areLagrangeuncertain multipliers, and we have as consequence of the Weyl condition

0 . In comparison with [5]  [11] here the term with cosmological constant is
(1.1), gab  ab 
omitted as the local task will consider, and also a Lagrange density of external fields is omitted as
the problem in emptiness will be solved further. Last term in (2.2) is added for maintenance of
dynamics of the scalar field  .

In order to derive the equations of a gravitational field in emptiness it is necessary to vary

(3.1) and (3.2) independently with respect to the basic forms    equation), to the connection
a

1-form 
the field

a

(  equation), to the components of the tangent space metric g ab ( g equation), to

 and to the Lagrange multipliers using a Lemma about result of commuting of variation
b

operator and Hodge dual conjugation [17].
In a result the Г-equation reads,

                  
   



                    










       

the  equation reads,










         





(2.3)



 
    


 
  

   
 





 



    

   





    

    




  

    

    

    



 









       





   



   

(2.4)

                            
                        


                   


and the g equation reads:

 1
2 f 0  g ab
 4

 1[

c

d

1
c
 c d   ( a    
2

c

b)





1 ab
g c   c   ( a  ( |c|   b ) )   c ] 
2
1
1
  2 (2 d( a |c|   b )  g ab c   d   3 (2 ( a   b )  g ab
2
2
(a
|c|
b)
d
  ((
  c )   ))  (
  d )) 
(a



 (2 g ab D 
 ( g ab

b)



c

 c 

1 ab
g
    ( a  (   b ) )  ) 
2
c
  c  g ab c  D  c  ( a  (   b ) ) 


1
 g ab   c   c   ( a  ( |c|   b ) )  (   c )) 
2
1
 l ( g abd ln  d ln    ( a  (d ln    b ) )  d ln  )] 
2
1
 D ab   ab    ab = 0 .
4

(2.5)

The variation of (2.2) with respect to  gives the equation

0.
l d  d ln   ab gab 



(2.6)



The variation (2.2) with respect to  ab gives the Weyl condition (1.1). It means, what

spacetime has geometrical structure of a Cartan-Weyl space
to

 ab

CW4 . The variation (2.2) with respect

gives the structure of the tangent space metric (1.2), which is realized at the certain most

convenient choice of basis in each spacetime point. A consequence of (1.2) is representation of
the Weyl 1-form as [12]

Q  q d ln  ,

q=  8 .

(2.7)

After symmetrization of the equation (2.4) Lagrange uncertain multipliers  ab  are
determined and should be substituted in the equation (2.5) that allows then to determine Lagrange
uncertain multipliers

 ab . Representations (1.1) and (1.2) together with (2.7) should be substituted

in the variational field equations (2.3)  (2.5), what results a manifestation in these equations of
interaction of gravitational field with the scalar field  in a Cartan-Weyl space CW4 .
After antisymmetrization of the equation (2.4)

we receive the consequence of this

equation, which is not containing the Lagrange uncertain multipliers,








      
     



      

                



After contracting of the equation (2.8) externally on the right with

a



    

(2.8)

and then applying

Hodge dual operation, we shall receive the following consequence,

where    




           





 isa torsion trace 1-form.

(2.9)

It is possible to conclude on the basis of (2.7) and (2.9) that as a consequence of the

gravitational field equations the torsion trace 1-form can be represent as






   
 


   
  ,
    

(2.10)

After contracting of the equation (2.3) on the indexes a, b   one can obtain another
consequence, which does not contain Lagrange uncertain multipliers,

            


(2.11)

3. Spherically symmetric solution for the central body in Cartan-Weyl space with WeylDirac scalar field
We shall search a solution in a spherically symmetric case in the form,

where

                     

(3.1)

   (r) [18]. Owing to spherical symmetry the torsion 2-form determines only by its trace

that in the formalism of external forms reads,

T
a

1 / 3 T   a . With the account of (2.7) and

(2.10) the relation (2.9) will be written down as,






               .







(3.2)

As a result of calculation, one can convince that all components of the equation (2.8) for
the metric (3.1) vanish as a consequence of the equality (3.2).
A calculation of the

 equation with the account of (3.2) gives the following results. At a  0 

we receive the equation
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(3.4)

At a  1 , a  2 and a  3 one obtains the identical equations
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Calculation of the trace of the g -equation results in the equation,
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Joint consideration of (3.2) and (2.11) gives a relation,
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1
1
3
q      s  q  0 ,
2
4
64





(3.7)

owing to which the field equations (3.3)  (3.6) become essentially simpler and reduce to the
following three differential equations,

 ''  '  0, (ln  )'' (ln  )'  0,  '   l (ln  )'.
r
r
2

2

(3.8)

which solution for the metric (3.1) and the Weyl-Dirac scalar field reads,

 (r ) 

where r0 and

r0
,
r





 r 
 (r )    exp   0  ,

lr







(3.9)

 are an arbitrary constants of integration, where the value of  describes the

cosmological background of the Weyl-Dirac scalar field on the infinity determined by the value
of the cosmological constant [5]  [11].

As a result a Cartan-Weyl space CW4 appears with the metric

ds 2  e r dt 2  e r (dr 2  r 2(d  2  sin2 d  2 )).


r0

r0

(3.10)

This metric at the large r will give the same experimental results, as well as the
Schwartzshild metrics, if the constant of integration choose equal to the gravitational radius,
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r0  rg  2Gm / c 2 . The metric (3.10) is known as Papapetrou-Yilmaz-Rosen (PYR) metric

[1λ]−[β1]. Interest to tСТs metrТМ [ββ]  [24] arises in connection with the fact that it does not
contain a singularity on the gravitational radius.
According to (3.9) the density of the Weyl-Dirac scalar field grows inside of mass
congestions that increases a gravitational field inside these congestions. In this connection in [8]
the hypothesis that the Weyl-Dirac scalar field represents alongside with "dark energy" also the
basic component of "dark matter" is stated.
The results аere reМeТveН аТtСТn tСe frameаork of performanМe of tСe state task №
3.1968.2014/K of the Ministry of education and science of Russian Federation.
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1. Dilaton-spin dark matter
The modern observations in cosmology lead to the following conclusions:
The first one is about existence of dark matter with the density exceeding by one order of
magnitude the density of baryonic matter.
The second conclusion consists in preposition that dark matter interacts with the equal by
order of magnitude positive vacuum energy (or quintessence).
And the third conclusion is the understanding of the fact that the expansion with
deceleration is succeeded by the expansion with acceleration.
In [1] it was constructed a model of a dark matter as a dilaton-spin fluid representing an
ideal fluid with the additional degrees of freedom. Each particle of such fluid is endowed with the
dilaton-spin tensor    ,

  
        
      
 

It’s antТsвmmetrТМ part S

p




q

(1.1)

 is the spin tensor. The second term is proportional to the

specific (per particle) dilaton charge J of the fluid element. J is the trace of the dilaton-spin tensor.
As a result of the variational procedure we get the canonical energy-momentum 3-form

            




(1.2)



the metric energy-momentum 4-form

                     

(1.3)

and the dilaton-spin tensor J p q (1.1). In (1.2), (1.3)  is the internal energy density of the fluid,
p is the hydrodynamic fluid pressure n is the fluid particles concentration equal to the number

of fluid particles per a volume unit  is a volume 4-form,  a is a 3-form defined as

a  e * a   means the interior product,  is the Hodge dual operator  a is a cobasis of

1-forms of tСe ωartan−Аeвl spaМe. Each fluid element possesses a 4-velocity vector u = u a ea 

u u=
 u aa  and a velocity 1-form u 
which is corresponded to aflow 3-form u,=
ua a . In
(3) tСe “Нot” notatТon for tСe tensor objeМt  a b is introduced, ba *(u  Dba )  D = d   

is the exterior covariant differential   − the exterior product operator.
2. Cartan−Weyl space

The basic concept of the modern fundamental physics consists in proposition that
spacetime geometrical structure is compatible with the properties of matter filling the spacetime.
As a result of this fact the matter dynamics exhibits the constraints on a metric and a connection
of the spacetime manifold. Dilaton-spin matter Рenerates Тn spaМetТme tСe ωartan−Аeвl
geometrical structure with curvature





, torsion



and nonmetricity



of the Weyl type.

Let us consider a connected 4-dimensional oriented differentiable manifold
with a metric
ωartan−Аeвl

 

of index 1, a connection 1-form 

b

and a volume 4-form

equipped

.

Then

CW4 space is defined as such manifold equipped with a curvature 2-form




Г
Г   Г   Г  
 

and torsion 2-form
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(2.2)

The metric tensor and the connection 1-form obey the Weyl condition,

  



       
where

ab

is a nonmetricity 1-form,





 





      
        


(2.3)

is a Weyl 1-form.

3. Variational formalism in Cartan–Weyl space
In [β] tСe moНТfТeН varТatТonal formalТsm Тs aНvanМeН, aММorНТnР to аСТМС tСe Аeвl−DТraМ
scalar field



is introduced in the Lagrangian density, but not entereН bв “СanНs” ТrrespeМtТve of

the metric (how it was carried out in [3], [4]), but is entered as a representation of a tangent space
metric as

      

      

(3.1)


where   are constant components of Minkowski metric and an arbitrary function of spacetime

points  ( x ) describes some scalar field of geometrical nature. Such a metric tensor representation
folloаs from tСe PoТnМare−Аeвl РauРe tСeorв, aНvanМeН Тn [η], anН МorresponНs to a lemma (to
B.N. Frolov, 2003) about a metric tensor of a general affine-metric space, proved in [6].
The representation (3.1) enters in the Lagrangian density with the help of a method of

uncertain Lagrange multipliers. We represent the total Lagrangian density 4-form of the theory as
the sum of the Lagrangian density 4-form of the gravitational field
fluid

f

:









and of the dilaton-spin

, while the Lagrangian density 4-form of the gravitational field reading.
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(3.2)

Here   
          . The first term is the linear Hilbert–Einstein
Lagrangian generalized to the Cartan–Weyl space.

 is the cosmological constant,  , 1 ,  2 ,

 3 ,  ,  are the coupling constants,  and   are the Lagrange multipliers, and we have as

consequence of the Weyl condition (2.3),    
 

We use the variational procedure in the exterior form language which is based on the master

formula derived the following Lemma, proved in [7]. Lemma gives the rule how to compute the
commutator of the variation operator

 and the Hodge star operator.

The variation of the total Lagrangian density 4-form with respect to the connection 1-form

  and to the base 1-form

  gives  -equation and   -equation. The variation to the

components of the tangent space metric   gives g -equation. The variation of the Lagrangian

density 4-form with respect to the Lagrange multipliers  and   yields the Weyl condition
(2.3) and the representation (3.1). The variation to the scalar field  gives the relation,

      .

After antisymmetrization of the

 -equation and then contracting externally on the right

with  , we receive the consequence of this equation, which is not containing the Lagrange
a

uncertain multipliers,

where

  (c  




           



c

) is a torsion trace 1-form. After contracting the

one obtains another consequence,




(3.3)

 -equation and using (3.3),
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3( 1  22  8 (1  2 ))
æ
nJu a ,   16 
.
2
4(1  1  22 )

(3.4)

4. Modified Friedmann–Lemaitre equation
It

аas

proveН

tСat

Тn

tСe

СomoРeneous

anН

ТsotropТМ

unТverse

аТtС

FrТeНmann−Robertson−Аalker (FRАΨ metrТМ

ds 2 

a 2(t ) 2 2
dr  a (t )r 2(d  2  (sin )2d  2 )  dt 2 ,
2
1  kr

(4.1)

fТlleН аТtС tСe НТlaton Нark matter (for FRА metrТМ S ab = 0 Ψ anН Нark enerРв НesМrТbeН bв tСe
МosmoloРТМal term  , tСe EТnsteТn-lТke equatТon Тs valТНμ





Ra 1 R 
 R b  ba R a  b   2QbQ aa  QaQ ab =æb ,
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(4.2)
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3   
3
4

=
.
 
4(1  1  22 )
64
2

Here R   and R are a Ricci tensor and a scalar curvature of a Riemannian space
R

R

respectively. As a consequence of (2.3) and (3.1) the thirt term in (4.2) using (3.4) can be rewritten
in the form of an energy-momentun tensor of a perfect fluid,

 nJ 
Tab  (   p  )uaud  p  g ab ,    p    æ 
 2 

2

After integrating the continuity equation d(nu)  0 for the FRW metric one obtains the

matter conservation law na3  N  const .

Therefore, taking into account (3.4), the equation (4.2) can be represented in the form,
64
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(4.3)

where  e and pe are an energy density and a pressure of an effective perfect fluid,



  
                          
 
 
 
  






(4.4)

 /æ are an energy density and a pressure of a vacuum with
Here  v=  /æ and p=
v

 v  pv > 0 .
the equation of state, =

TСe equatТon (ζ.γΨ вТelНs tСe moНТfТeН FrТeНman−δemaТtre (FδΨ equatТon





   
   

            
 

  
   






(4.5)

Let us consider the case of super early Universe, when the scalar field  is very intensive
and according to (4.4) has an equation of state of super-rigid matter. If we suppose that in this case
the dilaton-spin fluid also has its equation of state of super-rigid matter, then the modified
Friedman-Lemaitre equation has the form

 


   
 




 


where

1

 

k  0,

=  a6 = const is the integration constant of the energy conservational law

 


 








(4.6)



The equation (4.6) can be exactly integrated after representing in the form
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(4.7)

The solution corresponding to the initial data t = 0 ,    reads,


     

(4.8)

This solution describes the inflation-like stage of the evolution of the Universe, which

continues while the scalar field  will reduce its intensity, and the

equation of state of the

dilaton matter will change and will become differ from the equation of state of the super-rigid
matter.
The results were obtained within the framework of performance of the state task No
3.1968.2014/K of the Ministry of education and science of the Russian Federation.
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1. Spectra associated to m-th root relativistic Finsler structures
The class of m-th root Finsler metrics provides for General and Special Relativity (the SRT
m-th root models promoted by Pavlov ([28-30]), Chernov ([19]) and Bogoslovsky ([11]), and the
Roxburgh spherical symmetric models ([34]), models for ecology ([1]), and extensions for HARDI
(Higher Angular Resolution Diffusion Imaging, introduced by L. Astola & al., [2]). Moreover,
some of these metrics alternative non-standard models for Special Relativity, a fruitful subject of
research of the last decade.
We shall briefly present first the minimal basics of Finsler structures. Let (M, F) be an
n-dimensional Finsler or pseudo-Finsler space [27, 11], consisting of a manifold M and a smooth
non-negative function (called Finsler norm) F defined on TM, which satisfies the following
requirements:
a) F is continuous, smooth on the slit tangent space;
b) F is positive homogeneous in the directional argument y, and
c) the halved y-Hessian of F2 , the fundamental metric tensor field is positive-definite.
These assumptions may still be relaxed, by dropping the positivity, the extent of the
domain, and by replacing the positive-definiteness with the non-degeneracy and stable signature.
Let further
67
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g ij 

1  2F 2
2 y i y j

be the components of the Finsler metric tensor and let

C ijk 

3F 2
1
4 y i y j y k

be the coefficients of the Cartan symmetric tensor. Due to the positive 1-homogeneity of F, by
using the Euler relations, one has:

C ijk y k  0; g ij y j  F

F
y i

It is known that the role of the Cartan tensor is important for identifying the particular
structure of a Lagrange space (M, L), since for

C ijk 

3L
1
4 y i y j y k

completely symmetric and satisfying the property of null y-1-index transvection, the space
becomes Finsler, and for a Finsler space with Cijk = 0, the space is Riemannian (or, in the case of
pseudo-Finsler spaces – pseudo-Riemannian).
In the following we mainly describe the spectral data of three types of symmetric tensors:
the Cartan tensor for the Berwald-Moor structure
the metric tensor of the Berwald-Moor structure
Тn brТef, tСe ﬁve attaМСeН sвmmetrТМ tensors relateН to tСe ψerаalН-Moor or, Chernov and
Bogoslovsky locally Minkowski Finsler metrics of m-th root type, obtained by polarization
(recently described in detail in [3]),
a) the 4-d Berwald-Moor m-th root norm and associated tensor

68
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FBM ( y )  4 y 1 y 2 y 3 y 4 ,
A ijkl 
4

1
, for {i , j , k , l }  {1,2,3,4}
4!

b) the 3-d Berwald-Moor m-th root norm and associated tensor:

FBM ( y )  3 y 1 y 2 y 3 ,
Aijkl 
3

1
, for {i , j , k }  {1,2,3},0  otherwise ;
3!

b) the 4-d Chernov m-th root norm and associated tensor:

FC ( y )  3 y 1 y 2 y 3  y 1 y 2 y 4  y 1 y 3 y 4  y 2 y 3 y 4 ,
3

Bijk 

1
, for distinct {i , j , k }  {1,2,3,4}
3!

c) the 3-d Chernov m-th root norm and associated tensor (Minkowski-Lorentz framework):

FC ( y )  3 y 1 y 2  y 1 y 3  y 2 y 3 ,
3

Bijk 

1
, for distinct {i , j }  {1,2,3}
3!

d) the 3-d Bogoslovsky m-th root norm and associated tensor:

FB ( y )  4 y 12 y 2 y 3  y 22 y 3 y 1  y 32 y 1 y 2 ,
Bijkl 
3

1
, for {i , j , k , l }  {1,2,3}
36

2. Basics on the spectral theory of covariant symmetric tensors ([3])
Consider a real m-МovarТant sвmmetrТМ tensor ﬁelН T on tСe ﬂat manТfolН V=Rn . We say
tСat a real

a Z-eigenvalue that a vector y is an associated Z-eТРenveМtor to , Тf tСeв satТsfв tСe
69



system:

where we denoted

               

       

   



  

      




In tСe Мompleб Мase, one sТmplв Мalls anН y eigenvalue and eigenvector, respectively.
δ. QТ НeﬁneН tСe folloаТnР alternatТve for speМtral objeМtsμ
χ real number

Тs an H-eigenvalue and a vector y is an H-eТРenveМtor assoМТateН to , Тf

they satisfy the homogeneous polynomial system of order m-1:

           

In tСe Мompleб Мase, anН в are МalleН E-eigenvalue and E-eigenvector, respectively.
Regarding the spectra consistency, it is known that the Z- and the H-spectra are nonempty
for even symmetric tensors, and that a symmetric tensor T Тs posТtТve НeﬁnТte/semi-НeﬁnТte Тﬀ all
its H- (or Z-) eigenvalues are positive/non-negative.
In general, while considering an m-multilinear symmetric form T НeﬁneН on V, we note
tСat tСe НeﬁnТtТon of Z- and H-spectral data reveal certain relations between the poly-angles
determined by the poly-scalar product T and the classic Euclidean and Riemann-Finsler geometric
structures, as follows.
a)

DenotТnР bв tСe EuМlТНean Тnner proНuМt, tСe Z-eТРensвstem for anН в Мan be

written as:
 

 
         
 



i.e., the (m-1)-polyangle determined by the poly-scalar product T and the classic Euclidean inner
product, based on Z -eigenvectors of T , are homothetic while applied to Euclidean unit vectors.
b)

Denoting by C the Riemann-Finsler multilinear symmetric form associated to the

m-pseudonorm






  

namely





       

      






  

we note that the H-eigensystem can be written as:

       


               



 





i.e., the (m-1,1)-polyangles of the poly-scalar products T and C, based on the
H-eigenvectors of T, are СomotСetТМ for EuМlТНean unТt veМtors. TСe eТРenvalues НeﬁneН bв T can
be characterized in terms of homothety of linear forms, as follows ([3]):
a)

Consider the covector-providing mappings

   
given by

    




  

    





 

     

 



    



   

     


 

TСen tСe real sМalar Тs a Z-eigenvalue and the unit-vector y is an associated Z-eigenvector iﬀ

        

Т.e., tСe tаo НeﬁneН bв y Riesz linear forms attached to T* anН are СomotСetТМ аТtС faМtor .
b)

The extended m-th root of sum of m-th powers of components Riemann-Finsler

metric provides the associated mapping






 




  





       

    

 



  

TСen tСe real sМalar Тs an H-eigenvalue of T with associated H-eigenvector y if

       

i.e., the two Riesz-type linear forms attached to T and C НeﬁneН bв y are СomotСetТМ аТtС faМtor .
Similarly, in the complex case, the last property can be rephrased for E-spectra.
We direct the reader for details on the asymptotic rays, recession vectors, the degeneracy
sets, the best rank-I approximation and the Z- and H-spectral data for the five structural a) - e) to
the article [3]. It should still be noted, that while the Berwald-Moor fundamental tensor allows
eigensystems with tractable resultants, the eigendata for the Chernov and Bogoslovsky tensors are
by far more untractable and complex by structure. E.g., even for n=3, in the Chernov ([19]) case,
one gets the Z-spectral data ([3]):





  





























 


   







      



 
 
  
  







while for the Bogoslovsky tensor, just a partial result shows that the Z-spectral equations for
v=(a,b,c) have the form
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anН aНmТt as partТМular solutТon = βκ/γ anН one РeneratТnР unТt eТРenveМtor y=(1, 1, 1Ψ/√γ.
We shall further present the solutions for the spectral equations for Berwald-Moor Cartan
tensor. Considering the slit tangent bundle of the manifold M endowed with Euclidean structure
РТven bв tСe ﬂat metrТМ tСe speМtral Z- and H-/E- equations for the Cartan tensor C respectively
have the form

C ijk f j f k  f i ,with f

2

 1;

C ijk f j f k  (f i )2 ,

аСere Тs a loМal vertТМal veМtor ﬁelН. In partТМular, Тn tСe ψerаalН-Moor n-dimensional case we
have (1978, Matsumoto-Shimada)

g ij 
C ijk 

F2 2
(  )
ny i y j n ij

F2
2  ij   jk   ki

  ik  jk  ki ).
(
n
ny i y j y k n 2

By denoting

g i  f i / y i , g *   g k and g #   ( g k )2
n

n

k 1

k 1

the Z-spectral equations for the metric g of the Berwald-Moor space have the form ([4]):

F2 
2( g *)2  2ng * g i  ng #n 2( g i )2   ( g i g i )k , i  1, n ,
3 i 
n y
аТtС

= 1 for Z-speМtrum anН

= β for H-/E-spectra. In particular, for n=2 the Z-equations are

much simpler,

0  ( g i g i )k , i  1, n ,
the space is pseudo-Euclidean of Minkowski type and hence has vanishing Cartan tensor. Then
the only Z- and H-/E-eigenvalue of the Cartan tensor is the null one. Further, for n=3 and denoting
(a,b,c)=( g1,g2,g3,), the system of three Z- and H-/E-equations have respectively the form:
73



           
 

   

     

           
  

   

     

where by R we denote the simultaneous rolling of the triples (a,b,c) and (1,2,3).
For n=4, by denoting  the systems of four equations have the form:

                

 

   

       



                

  

   

       



where by R we denote the simultaneous rolling of the triples (a,b,c,d) and (1,2,3,4).
Remarks. We note that, due to the properties of the Finslerian Cartan tensor, all spectra admit the
real eigenvalue zero, with the associated family of Z-eigenvectors containing the two unit vectors
attached

to

the

supporting

element

y,

and

the

family

of

H-eigenvectors containing the eigenspace Span{y}. The complexity of computations, which
address the Theory of Resultants related to higher-order polynomial systems of equations, often
require support or at least accurate validation by means of symbolic software. Using the Maple 15
environment, the spectral N-way theory is tractable for our cases ([4]), as described in the
following.
For the Berwald-Moor 3-d case, there exist points at which the Cartan tensor admits a
Candecomp/Parafac best rank-I approximation (relative to the Euclidean-originated Frobenius
norm). σamelв, Тn eaМС EuМlТНean ﬁber at (x,y) -with ||yее=1/( √γΨ on tСe trТseМtrТб, tСe Z-spectral
data is given by:
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S Z1/(3

2 y )

 {(2,1,1)/3 6 )}

denotes complementing the set with the vectors obtained by complete permuting the components.
In this case, the Cartan tensor admits six distinct Candecomp (best rank-I) approximations:

C m

1

y

fb  fb  fb ,

For n=3, there exist points at which the Cartan tensor admits only purely complex
HO-SVD decomposition. Namely, in each EuМlТНean ﬁber at (x,y) - with y=(1,1,1) on the trisectrix,
there exists only one H-eТРenvalue ( =0Ψ аТtС all H-eigenvectors located along the trisectrix, three
distinct E-eigenvalues (one real and 2 complex conjugate), each allowing three complex 1dimensional eigenspaces. We have

S H0  Span {(1,1,1)}

S E1/3  Span {(( 1  i 3)/ 2,( 1  i 3)/ 2,1)}
S E(12i

2)/27

 Span {( i 2,1,1)} .

For n=4, there exist points at which the Cartan tensor admits a Candecomp/Parafac best
rank-I approximation (relative to the Euclidean-originated Frobenius norm). Namely, in each
EuМlТНean ﬁber at (x,y) -with y on the quadrisectrix, we have:

S Z0

S Z1/(2

3 y )

 { (1,1,1,1)/ 2},

 {(3, 1, 1, 1)/2 3)}

As well, for n=4, there exist points at which the Cartan tensor admits only a purely complex
HO-SVD decomposition. The H-/E-speМtral Нata for tСe ωartan tensor Тn tСe ﬁber at (x,y) -with
y=(1,1,1,1) is given by:
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For the metric tensor gij the Z- and H-/E-eigendata are the common eigendata of square
symmetric matrices, and are given by the equations,

    
  

 
      
  

Since [g] is real and symmetric, it is diagonalizable, its eigenvalues are all real, the
eigenspaces are mutually orthogonal, and its signature is (+,-,...,-). The matrix admits an
orthonormal basis made of eigenvectors. Then for n=2, we have [g] =(1/2)[e2,e1], the spectral data
are

 
  


and g admits two distinct Candecomp rank-I approximations,

            



For n=3 and n=4, the matrix of the fundamental tensor is given by
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Besides the applications in Relativity of the Berwald-Moor, Chernov and Bogoslovsky mth root models which presented above, similar models have been investigated as well by
P.L. Antonelli ([1]) and by a group of scientists from University of Eindhoven, both focusing on
the behavior of the associated Finslerian geodesics. An anisotropic metric, introduced to model
General relativity was proposed in 1992 by Roxburgh ([34]):

                             
с          y     y    

                

          

A relatively recent Finslerian model was proposed by Bogoslovsky and Goenner ([15],
[23]), whose spectral theory is subject of present and further research.
Conclusions
The spectral theory associated to several types of Finsler metrics, all of m-th root type was
described. The (covariant) metric tensor fields, the Cartan tensors and the fundamental m-th root
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tensors were investigated: the spectral data were determined, and the outcoming impact of the
results on the indicatrix theory of the models and on the related spectral decompositions was
pointed out. Further research have in view insight on several alternative models, provided by the
Finsler-type Bogoslovsky-Goenner, Randers and Shen structures.
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Introduction
At research of conformal-flat spaces on the basis of General Relativity the deriving and the
physical analysis of corresponding cosmological models is often carried out in a synchronous
frame of reference. Such way is not always good from the point of view of finding of exact
analytical solutions of the Einstein equations because of a number of mathematical difficulties.
For example, in such frame of reference it is impossible to find the solution for open cosmological
model with an incoherent dust and radiation in a final analytical form. However this problem can
be solved with use of not accompanying frame of reference ([1]-[4]) in which the 4-space-time
metric conformal-flat and the conformal factor depends only on one variable playing a role of
distance in a 4-Minkowski universes (see an approach of Fock [4]-[5]).
At the same time, it turns out that this description is equivalent to the introduction of a kinemetric
reference frame (see, for example, [6]-[8]) instead of the synchronous frame of reference. In
addition, the use of the synchronous reference frame not fully corresponds to the symmetry of the
cosmological problem, where metric depends on the one variable (see, for example, [4]).
An exact analytical solution with an arbitrary function of state defined as the ratio of the
pressure to energy density, is found in article [10] at the generalization of the Friedman model of
the open Universe [11] in the Fock form ([4]-[5]). The generalization of the Friedman solution to
the open Universe in case of a substance, and an equilibrium lightlike radiation (such as
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electromagnetic) with nonzero pressure and without the introduction of a particular equation of
state was found in the paper [1]. Here we go directly to the problem of the equation of state of
matter in cosmological models. In our opinion, not enough attention is given to this problem,
although the equation of state is an integral part of the Einstein equations in solving the
cosmological problems. Moreover, the successes of the inflationary approach at solving some
problems of the Friedman cosmology convince us in the realization of the most various states of
matter in the Universe (both with positive, and with the negative pressure).
In our opinion, the description of the Universe evolution from the point of view of changes
in the equation of state can be a very special approach connecting as a physical aspect
(thermodynamics, kinetics) so and geometric aspect (curvature, dimensionality of the space-time)
of the theory of evolution of the Universe. Successes of geometric multidimensional approach to
the unification of fundamental interactions leads to the idea that the dimensionality of space-time
should be expressed through physical quantities characterizing the evolution of the Universe.
In the present work the conformal-flat cosmological models are considered as exact
solutions of the cosmological Einstein equations in the framework of the multidimensional spacetime with one time-like direction and with different from zero pressure for some equations of state
in the presence of a linear relationship between the energy density and pressure. It turns out that
this approach leads to the identification of some discrete set of equations of state for which
conformal multipliers are closely related to harmonic functions, which are solutions of the Laplace
equations in multidimensional Euclidean spaces with integer dimensionalities. The dimensionality
of these spaces, in turn, is determined by the concrete equation of state.
We will continue to use further the Fock approach, in which the metric of the 4dimensional and multidimensional space-times conformal to the Minkowski space-time and
conformal factor is a function of one variable.
Multidimensional Einstein equations for cosmological models
We will take up the question: what consequences we will have after change of the spacetime dimensionality in the framework of conformal-flat moНels anН FoМk’s approaМС for tСe
equation of state of matter which fills the Universe? To answer this question we will try in the
frameworks of the Kaluza-Klein type approach to use the method named by an inductive method
(see [7]). In other words, we will increase the number of space-like dimensionalities, leaving one
dimensionality as time-like.
Now we will write down a metric in that form as in [1]
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ds 2  exp(2 )  dx dx 

(1)

where exp(2 ) is a conformal factor;    (S ) ; S 2    x  x ;    diag(1;1;1;...; 1) is a
metric tensor of the Minkowski type of multidimensional space-time; the velocity of light and
Newton's gravitational constant are equal to unit, and the Einstein gravitational constant is equal

here   8 . And now the Greek indices run through the values ,  1,2,..., N , where N is the
number of the space-like coordinates.
The gravitational field equations are postulated in the form of a system of Einstein's
equations (without cosmological constant)

G   R   g  R  T ,
1
2

(2)

where G , R and R are the Einstein tensor, the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature,
respectively, constructed from the metric (1) similarly as in the 4-dimensional case. The right part
of equations (2) is a multivariate analogue of the energy-momentum tensor (EMT) for the Pascal
perfect fluid describing a multidimensional "liquid":

T  u u  pb ,

(3)

where  is an analogue of a energy density; p is analogue of pressure; ( N  1) -velocity

u  exp( )  b is proportional to the gradient of the variable S as a function of the coordinates

x  : b  S , ; u u   1 is the normalization condition for ( N  1) -velocity; b  u u  g  is a

N -projector on the N -subspace, which plays the role of the metric tensor for N -subspace. In

this case the condition of the N -subspace orthogonality and the time-like congruence u  is

executable: b u   0 .

In fact, if we take ( N  1) -velocity u  as the analog of the monad in a multidimensional

space-time by analogy with 4-dimensional space-time (see, e.g., [7]), we can assume that EMT (3)
) is written down according to the monadic approach.
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On the other side the left part of the system (2) can be written down as

G   (N  1)([ ''

'
N 1
N 2
 ( ')2 ] bb  [ ''
( ')2 ]    ), (4)
 '
S
S
S

where a prime denotes the full derivative d / dS .

Carrying out the procedure of (1  N ) -splitting as it is done in 4-dimensional space-time

(see, e.g., [7]), we obtain the following system of equations that define the "energy density" and
"pressure"

N (N  1)[
(N  1)[ ''

 ' ( ')2

]   exp(2 ),
S
2

N 1
N 2
 '
( ')2 ]   p exp(2 ).
S
S

(5)
(6)

A special case of this system, of course, are the equations ([1], (1.4)-(1.5)). Quotes we have put
because, strictly speaking, the meaning of these concepts in the case of multidimensional spacetime requires a completely separate consideration.
How it is known, an open model of Friedman [11] is described by the equation of state of

incoherent dust p  0 . This equation is a special case of a linear equation of state, in many cases,
used in physics,

p(S )  0 (S ),

(7)

where |  0 |  1 ;  0  const .
A set of physically interpretable states of matter in 4-dimensional space-time is described

by the relation p   . There are physical vacuum, incoherent dust, the relativistic gas, etc. These
states of matter correspond to specific discrete values of the parameter  0 .

The equation of state for multidimensional space-time, i.e. the relationship between
"pressure" and "energy density", is postulated in its simplest form of equation (7), which however
includes the physically relevant cases.
In the future we won't use quotes because the meaning of the notions of the energy density
and pressure will be clear from the context.
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The system of equations (5) and (6) after taking into account equation (7) and of an
exclusion of the energy density, can be reduced to one equation

 '' [(N  1)  0N ]

'
( ')2
 [(N  2)  0N ]
0
2
S

(8)

which, in turn, by replacements

 (S ) 

2
ln y (S )
(N  2)  N 0

(9)

for  0  (2  N ) / N and  (S )  y(S ) for  0  (2  N ) / N it will easily be converted into equation

y '' (

N (1  0 )  1
) y '  0.
S

(10)

Although this equation integrates trivially, let us try to extract some other information. It
is easy to notice that when coefficient at the first derivative of function y(S ) is integer then the
equation (10) is a radial part of the Laplace spherical symmetric equation in a multidimensional
Euclidean space of dimensionality k  N (1   0 )

y ''

(k  1)

S

y '

1

S

( k 1)


y
(S ( k 1)
)  0,
S
S

(11)

where the variable S plays the role of radial variable. The value of S is the same in the transitions
between the different Euclidean spaces by the same way as in space, for example, with three
dimensions when a radius of a circle is equal to radius of the sphere, constructed on this circle.
The requirement of integrality of the parameter k is equivalent to the requirement of discreteness

of the values of  0  (k / N )  1 , the number of which for each of fixed N is equal to (2 N  1) ,

and these values are rational (if the dimension of space-time is a natural number). In this case the
conformal factor associates with the function y(S ) as
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exp(2 (S ))  y k 2
4

(12)

Thus, the solutions of equation (11) for the integer k are fundamental harmonic functions
of order k (see, e.g. [12])

y k  (B k 

Ak
), k  2; y 2  (B 2  A2 ln(S )), k  2, ,
S k 2

(13)

where a choice of constants is connected with a specific physical asymptotical conformal factor.
Generally speaking the spaces of dimensionality k in which these functions are the
harmonic functions will not necessarily be Euclidean spaces. The satisfiability of equation (11)
with integer k can be realized in conformal-Euclidean space by requirement of vanishing the
scalar curvature of such space. Really, if to consider the space of dimensionality n with
conformally-Euclidean metric [13]

g ab  exp(2 ) ab ,

(14)

where a, b  1,2,..., n ;  ab  (1,1,..., 1) , then the scalar curvature of such space will be written
in form

R ( n )  4(

n 1
n 2
)[exp( 
 )]n y ,
2
n 1

where

n y  y ''
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n 1
y '.
S

(15)
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So, in our approach it can be said that in the conformal-flat models, filled with a substance

with equation of state (7), each class of the substance (i.e., each concrete value  0 of physically
interpretable discrete set of values), determined by the values of N and k , corresponds to "his"
Euclidean (or conformal-Euclidean) space. The fundamental harmonic function of this space
determines the gravitational field (the conformal factor) created by this substance. Thus, each type
of substance is adequate to "its" multi-dimensional space-time by virtue of a uniqueness of the
time-like directions.
It can see that such interpretation makes sense. We can write down the energy-momentum
tensor law of conservation for our case. Once this is done, we get the ratio



const
[S exp( )]n

(16)

where n  N (1   0 ) is exactly equal to the parameter k , introduced earlier. The value of

S exp( (S ))  a(S ) is the curvature radius of the space-like hypersurface in a synchronous frame

of reference. On the other hand (see e.g. [14]), the right side can be interpreted as a value inversely
proportional to the spatial volume of the system. Then n will be the dimensionality of this space
volume.

Here are two examples. When N  3,  0  0 (incoherent dust) we have n  3 , i.e. the

energy density is inversely proportional to the three-dimensional volume. When N  3,  0  1 / 3

(ultra-relativistic gas) we have n  4 and now the energy density is inversely proportional to the
space-like four-dimensional volume. In other words, the state of matter defines the "specific" space
for a given substance in which the energy density decreases inversely proportionally to the volume.
Moreover, it is easy to see that the only state, for which the energy density will have finite value
on the cone S  0 , is the physical vacuum (  0  1 ), regardless of the dimensionality N .
Four-dimensional space-time
Now we concretize the value of the dimensionality N . The first of all, we are interested

by the manifold describing our Universe. We will take N  3 and will consider, what values of

 0 will be distinctive for this case (in the sense of our interpretation).

The dimensionality of the Laplacian will in this case be determined by the formula
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n  3(1  0 ),

(17)

i.e., Euclidean (conformal-Euclidean) characteristic space will have the dimensionality n .
In our case a discrete set of values b will contain seven values, starting with zero. We must

remind about restriction by the condition |  0 |  1 . In other words, seven Euclidean (conformalEuclidean) spaces are the subspaces of the conformal-flat 4-world with the various BB connected
with integers n ( n  0,1, 2,.., 6 ).

Let us write down for all values of n ( 0  n  6 ) the conformal factors, the pressure, the

four-dimensional and three-dimensional scalar curvatures, the proper time as functions of the
variable S , and the metric in the synchronous reference frame.
Case 1. n  0,  0  1

The state of matter: pСвsТМal vaМuum (tСe open Н’SТtter solutТonΨ.
Then the conformal factor is

exp(2 )  (B  AS 2 )2 ,

(18)

where A and B are constants. It is obvious, that everywhere we can put B  1 because this
constant spots a gauge select.
Now easily we easily find the pressure as the function of variable S , knowing the
conformal factor

κp = 3 0(

2 '

S

 ( ')2 )exp( 2 ) ,

(19)

We will get expected effect when have done simple evaluations: pressure is constant and
also depends only on constants

κp  12A ,
which shows that the constant A is negative (energy density should be positive).
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The four-dimensional scalar curvature it is discovered under the formula
4 R  6 exp( 2 )( " 3 '  ( ' )2 )  48 A  0 .
S

(21)

The three-dimensional scalar curvature in case with the metric (1) is calculated by means

of introduction of a 3-projector b  u u  g ( ui  bi exp( ) -- 4-velocity; b  S , ) in non
i
i
ik
i k
ik
comoving reference frame and equal to

Rˆ  

3

3 '

S

exp(2 ).

(22)

This curvature becomes for a physical vacuum

Rˆ  6A(1  AS 2 )

(23)

3

At S  0 3 R̂ tends to a finite limit equal to 6 A .

The solution with the metric (1) is transformed in the comoving synchronous frame of

reference by transformation t  S cosh R; r  S sinh R , where a proper time is determined as

  u dx    exp( (S ))dS ,

(24)



here R is a radial variable in the synchronous reference frame; u is 4-velocity. This proper time
is not expressed by the elementary functions. This makes difficulties in the synchronous reference
frame.
Then the metric can be rewritten in the synchronous reference frame as

ds 2  d  2  a 2( )(dR 2  sinh2 Rd 2 ),
where a( )  S exp( ) is a scale factor.
In our case the proper time is easily found and equal to
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1

A

ln

1

1

AS
AS



1

arctan h( A S ).

(26)

A

Choosing the domain of the change  from 0 to  , we get the domain of the change S :

0  S  (1 /

A).

In the commoving synchronous reference frame we obtain corresponding form of the scalar
3-curvature

R 

3

1

s

2

(1  A S 2 )2  4 A sinh2(2 A  ),

(27)

and the 4-interval can be written in the standard form

ds 2  d  2  (

1
4 A

)sinh2(2 A  )dl 2 ,

(28)

Case 2. n  1,  0  2 / 3
The state of matter: domain walls.
The conformal factor is

exp(2 )  (1  AS )4 .

(29)

The pressure is

κp =

8A

S

(1  AS 2 )

and A  0 .
The four-dimensional scalar curvature is
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R 

4

36

S

A(1  AS 2 )2

(31)

The three-dimensional scalar curvature is

Rˆ 

(1  AS )3 .

(32)

  ( A (1  AS))1 .

(33)

3

6A

S

The proper time is

The metric in the synchronous reference frame is

ds 2  d  2  A 2 4dl 2 ,

(34)

Case 3. n  2,  0  1 / 3
The state of matter: relativistic strings.
The conformal factor is

exp(2 )  S 2A .

(35)

The pressure is

κp  A(2  A )S 2(1 A ) .

(36)

The four-dimensional scalar curvature is

R

4

6A(2  A)

S 2(1 A )
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The three-dimensional scalar curvature is

Rˆ  

3

3A

S 2(1A)

(38)

.

The proper time is



1
S (1 A) .
(1  A)

(39)

The metric in the synchronous reference frame is

ds 2  d 2  [( A  1) ] 1A dl 2 .
(

2A

)

(40)

It should be noted that this case is special from the point of view of the physical content of
the found models. We can get both singular and non-singular models, depending on the sign and
magnitude of the constant A.
Case 4. n  3,  0  0

The state of matterμ ТnМoСerent Нust (FrТeНman’s UnТverseΨ.
The conformal factor is

exp(2 )  (1 

A 4
).
S

(41)

The pressure is

p  0; κ  

12A
.
S (1  A / S )6
3

From (42) we see that the constant A is negative.
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The four-dimensional scalar curvature in non comoving reference frame is

R

4

12A
.
S (1  A / S )6
3

(43)

The three-dimensional scalar curvature is

Rˆ  

3

6A
S (1  A/ S)5
3

(44)

The proper time is

  S  2A ln

S A2
 .
A S

(45)

The scale factor can be not written as an elementary function via the proper time in the
synchronous reference frame. The same we have and in standard approach (see, for example [14]).
Case 5. n  4,  0  1 / 3

The state of matter: ultra-relativistic gas.
The conformal factor is

exp(2 )  (1  A / S 2 )2 .

(46)

The pressure is

κp = -

A
S (1  A / S 2 )4
4

(47)

The four-dimensional scalar curvature 4 R  0 . It is a result of the energy-momentum tensor
traceless in this case.
The three-dimensional scalar curvature in non comoving reference frame is
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Rˆ  

3

6A
.
S (1  A / S 2 )4

(48)

4

The proper time is

 S 

A
s

( A 

1

).

(49)

A

The metric in the synchronous reference frame is




4A
ds 2  d  2  ˆ 
4A

 ˆ 

ˆ  4 A





1
dl 2 , ˆ    ( A 
).

A




(50)

Case 6. n  5,  0  2 / 3

The state of matter: non relativistic degenerate gas.
The conformal factor is

exp(2 )  (1  A/ S3 )4/3 .

(51)

The pressure is

κp 

8A
.
S (1  A / S 3 )10/3
5

(52)

The four-dimensional scalar curvature is

R

4

12A
.
S (1  A / S 3 )10/3
5
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The three-dimensional scalar curvature in non comoving reference frame is

Rˆ  

3

6A
.
S (1  A/ S3 )7/3
5

(54)

The proper time as a function of S can be not written as an elementary function.

Case 7. n  6,  0  1

The state of matter: super-rigid state.
The conformal factor is

exp(2 )  (1  A / S 4 ).

(55)

κp  

(56)

The pressure is

12A
.
S (1  A / S 4 )3
6

The four-dimensional scalar curvature is

R

4

24A
.
S (1  A / S 4 )3
6

(57)

The three-dimensional scalar curvature in non comoving reference frame is

Rˆ  

3

6A
.
S (1  A / S 4 )2
6

(58)

So, in the case of four-dimensional space-time we have seven physically the interpreted

values b or seven equations of state of matter that fills space-time. These values of  0 allow for
the description of the generated gravitational fields (conformal factors of the 4-metric) in the
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language of the fundamental harmonic functions which correspond to the Euclidean spaces. Basic
data obtained above for the four-dimensional space-time are summarized in Tab.1 for comparison.
Table 1.

n

n 1

0

0

-1

-1

1

0

-2/3

domain walls

2

1

-1/3

relativistic strings

3

2

0

4

3

+1/3

ultra-relativistic gas

5

4

+2/3

non relativistic degenerate gas

6

5

+1

State of matter
physical vacuum

incoherent dust

super-rigid

exp(2 (S ))

( B  A  S 2 ) 2

( B  A  S ) 4
A  S 2 B

(B  A / S )4

(B  A / S 2 )2

(B  A / S 3 )4 / 3
(B  A / S 4 )

Table of the state of matter in multidimensional space-time

Now again we go back to the link between parameter  0 , the dimensionality ( N  1) of the

“basic” space-time and the order n of the fundamental harmonic function. So in the "basic"
manifold, we must have at least one time-like direction and one space-like for the conservation of
the concept of space-time. It is therefore natural to begin consideration of models with N  1 . It

should be noted that for each of fixed N the numbers of the associated Euclidean (conformalEuclidean) space (or the orders of fundamental harmonic functions) are limited and are equal to

(2 N  1) .

The full picture is also clearly reflected in the form of a Tab.2. It is easy to see that only
three "states of matter" are present in all dimensionalities of space-time: "physical vacuum",
"incoherent dust" and "super-rigid state". These terms are in quotes because the physical
interpretations of the specific meaning of these terms in the spaces with different dimensionalities
requires separate consideration. In this regard there is an interesting fact that in the fourdimensional world (the third column) all possible values of the parameter  0 have a clear physical
interpretation and include all the essential states of matter that are used to find cosmological
solutions.
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Table 2.
N/n

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

0

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

-1

1

0

-1/2

-2/3

-3/4

-4/5

-5/6

-6/7

-7/8

-8/9

-9/10

-10/11

2

+1

0

-1/3

-2/4

-3/5

-5/6

-5/7

-6/8

-7/9

-8/10

-9/11

3

+1/2

0

-1/4

-2/5

-5/6

-4/7

-5/8

-6/9

-7/10

-8/11

4

+1

+1/3

0

-1/5

-5/6

-3/7

-4/8

-5/9

-6/10

-7/11

5

+2/3

+1/4

0

-5/6

-2/7

-3/8

-4/9

-5/10

-6/11

6

+1

+2/4

+1/5

0

-1/7

-2/8

-3/9

-4/10

-5/11

7

+3/4

+2/5

+1/6

0

-1/8

-2/9

-3/10

-4/11

8

+1

+3/5

+2/6

+1/7

0

-1/9

-2/10

-3/11

9

+4/5

+3/6

+2/7

+1/8

0

-1/10

-2/11

10

+1

+4/6

+3/7

+2/8

+1/9

0

-1/11

+5/6

+4/7

+3/8

+2/9

+1/10

0

11

It is necessary to indicate that the harmonic functions of the same order (in other words,

with the same conformal factor) correspond to different values of  0 in spaces of different
dimensionality. In this case, can speak about an “unification” of types of interactions because for
any b ( except physical vacuum) there is such a space-time in which the corresponding conformal
factor will describe the model, filled with matter of the type of incoherent dust with  0  0 .

An interesting conclusion can be reached coming back again to the 4-dimensional spacetime: for the transition to a 5-dimensional space-time we can speak about the "unification" the
electromagnetic interaction (this is corresponds to the Kaluza-Klein approach). For the transition
to the 6-dimensional space-time we can speak about the "unification" of the state of matter with

 0  2 / 3 , which is true for all the ideal Boltzmann systems, and also for bosons’ and fermions’

systems (see, e.g., [15]). We are talking about electroweak interactions. The substance in 4dimensional space-time with the super-rigid equation of state “turns to incoherent dust” in the 7dimensional space-time, i.e. when there is the strong interaction in 4-dimensional space-time.
This is consistent with the results of Yu. S. Vladimirov [16], which showed that in the framework
of the Kaluza-Klein approach the unification of gravitational and electroweak interactions enough
6-dimensional space-time, and for the unification of the gravity-electro-strong interaction enough
7-dimensional space-time with one time-like direction.
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On the other hand, the same value of b may correspond to different orders of magnitude of
fundamental harmonic functions, that is, different conformal factors depending on the

dimensionality of space-time. For example, for  0  1 / 3 we have a description via the harmonic
function of the fourth order in 4-dimensional space-time and in 7-dimensional space-time we have
the harmonic function of the eighth order. In 10-dimensional space-time we will have harmonic
function of the twelfth order, and so on. Of course, it must be remembered that the concrete value
of b responds to the different physical conditions in worlds with different dimensionalities.
The essential point of the approach considered here, in our opinion, is the opportunity of

describing models of conformal-flat Universe filled with matter with arbitrary  0 .
Conclusion

The finding problem of conformal-flat cosmological models as exact solutions of the
equations of gravitation for different equations of state with linear connection between pressure
and energy density is demonstrated within the limits of multidimensional space-time with one
time-like direction. In this case the energy-momentum tensor (EMT) is taken as generalization of
EMT in an approach of the perfect Pascal fluid for space-time with four dimensionalities. The
special case is EMT for an incoherent dust with zero pressure is related to the open model of
Friedman's Universe. It turns out that such approach leads to an identification of some discrete set
of equations of state for which conformal factors are connected with the harmonic functions as
solutions of the Laplace equations

in multidimensional Euclidean spaces of an integer

dimensionality. Dimensionality of these spaces, in turn, is defined by a concrete equation of state.
For four-dimensional space-times the corresponding table is constructed. This table allows to trace
connection between a discrete set of linear equations of state and dimensionality of the auxiliary
Euclidean spaces and also the functional expression of conformal factors of the open cosmological
models related to potential functions, which are solutions of the Laplace equations in these
auxiliary Euclidean spaces. Thus it can be seen that three dimensional spatial-like manifold
restricts a selection of discrete physically interpreted equations of state for the finding of exact
solutions of the gravitation equations related to potential functions. Therefore, on the one hand,
any linear equation of state can be approximated with any accuracy by any rational fraction. On
the other hand, the exact solution of the many-dimensional equations of Einstein can be found only
related via to potential functions when the spatial extension of space-time will be made up to
necessary multidimensionality. Such possibility appears for any linear equation of state with a
rational constant of proportionality at growth of the space dimensionality N ( N > 3). For such
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space-times the similar table is constructed, but without fixing of dimensionality of a spatial
hypersurface. Here each value of spatial dimensionality N corresponds to 2 N +1 of linear
equations of state. This table demonstrates the possibilities for each such equation of state with a
rational constant of proportionality between pressure and density of energy under construction for
any open cosmological model with the conformal-flat metric, but in corresponding space-time with
dimensionality more than four.
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Real state of the physical properties of space and time
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Astronomical and astrophysical data indicate the presence in surrounding space of the dark matter, which needs to
explain the observed dynamics of Galaxies in the framework of Newtonian mechanics and also to solve the problems
of the gravity and the stationarity of the Universe. This dark matter with its assessed very low density (~10 -29g/cm3)
is main part of the matter in the Universe, because its mass is ~10 times greater than the mass of all visible cosmic
bodies. It is clear that namely the properties of dark matter, which fills the real space, must determine the physical
properties of space and, therefore, the fundamental physical laws, which take place in the nature.
Indeed, using known properties of the cosmic microwave radiation, the energy of which amounts to ~90% of total
energy for all measured cosmic radiation, and using logical assumption that this radiation is produced by motion of
dark matter, it can be shown that the conservation laws of classical physics and the principles of quantum mechanics
receive their materialistic basis. For example, high homogeneity and isotropy (~10 -4) of this radiation indicate the
same properties of dark matter and, consequently, the same properties of real space filled by this matter, what
according to known mathematical theorems of E. Noether justifies the applicability of conservation laws of momentum
and angular momentum, correspondingly. Moreover, the fact that this radiation has a spectrum of the black body (at
temperature ~2.7 K) and has a maximum at the wavelength ~1.910-3 m allows determine the value of mechanical
action produced by corresponding oscillatory motion of dark matter. The value obtained corresponds well to Planck's
Мonstant (θ.θ∙10-34J∙sΨ, аСТМС, Тn essenМe, Тs tСe meМСanТМal aМtТon, аСat РТves materТalТstТМ justТfТМatТon to tСe
HeТsenberР’s unМertaТntв prТnМТple anН to otСer Мoncepts of quantum mechanics.
As regards to the physical meaning of the concept "time", it was introduced, as well known, by man mind to describe
tСe НвnamТМs of observeН proМesses takТnР plaМe Тn tСe nature. χnН, as Тt’s also аell knoаn, tСe МonМept "tТme" is
used solely for comparative description of these processes, because for that one of these processes is used as a
"referenМe МloМk". So, Тt’s not аonНer tСat, as tСeв saв, everвtСТnР Тs relatТve anН everвtСТnР Тs МomТnР to knoа bв
comparison. Therefore, such use of the concept "time" is no doubt reasonable and effective.
Thus, as is obvious, in the nature occur a variety of processes involving matter, behavior of which corresponds well
to known fundamental laws of physics (classical and quantum) since these laws are determined by observed properties
of dark matter filling all space. Therefore, real space is material, being filled by dark matter, and has high homogeneity
and isotropy for the large scale, but for enough small scale this material space exhibits equilibrium seesaw motion at
~2.7 K. As regards the concept "time", a reasonable understanding is true, that actually in the nature there is no "time".
Such understanding let solve logically the old problem of "arrow of time" (no real "time" - no problem) and also
indicates that the use of four-dimensional space-time representation requires a definite accuracy, because the
coordinate "time" does not really exist.
Keywords: actual properties of space, microwave background radiation, dark matter, fundamental laws of classical
anН quantum pСвsТМs, PlanМk’s Мonstant, σeter’s theorems, relativity principle, concept of time, arrow of time.
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Introduction
To describe the observed phenomena in the nature two important concepts (space and time)
were introduced long ago by human mind. Both they are fundamental concepts of physics, which
is the basic science of human knowledge, and are used overall to investigate and explain these
phenomena. For example, the main task of classical physics is to explain the observed motion of
material bodies in the surrounding space, which is considered as Euclidean and is characterized by
metric standard. This task has been solved using the concept of time (necessary with the use of
certain reference clock), what allows to give a quantitative description of this motion.
On the basis of these two concepts, and also the concept of the mass of material body, the
effective mathematical apparatus of the theoretical physics was created. These concepts with the
use of experimentally determined fundamental laws of classical physics and conceptions of
quantum mechanics let describe well the majority of observed phenomena in the nature. Here, it
should be noted that these laws and conceptions do not yet received their vindication, based on
more fundamental substantiation, but are applied confidently only because they are in good
agreement with the experimental data and allow make quite accurate predictions.
Moreover in the present state of physics there are some old and, unfortunately, new issue,
which need to be reasonably decided. As to new issue, sufficiently note the recently emerging idea
of dark energy, which has not its reasonable explanation, and is the consequence of another strange
idea of expansion, even though accelerated expansion, of the Universe. Concerning the long-used
fundamental concepts of space and time there are, as known, several unsolved issue. So, remains
without answer the important question: is the space totally empty (i.e. vacuum), from which,
nevertheless, may appear material particles in the process of electron-positron pair creation, or the
space is material, and then this process gets logical justification, at least? And how exactly real
physical properties of the space fit, as supposed, to Euclidean geometry? As regards the concept
of time, there are long discussed questions: is time absolute or relative, and whether it exists in
reality? Thus, there are unsolved problems about real physical properties of these two fundamental
concepts of physics. As clear their reasonable solution is necessary in order to create objective
base of physics and to provide its further proper development.
Before solve these problems of physics it is necessary, first, to define the subject of
discussion, i.e. establish that is physics as a science, and, secondly, justify the criterion, what in
physics (its experimental results and theoretical concepts) should be considered as correct. No
doubt, physics is the science intended primarily for experimental study of observed properties in
the nature. And secondly the theoretical physics was developed for explanation of these properties
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on the basis of the concepts, entered by human mind, and with the use of established fundamental
physical laws. Therefore, physics is an objective science, because it proceeds from objectivity of
reliably established experimental data and from priority of such data over the methods of their
theoretical explanations. Thus, the objective criterion of correctness of entered concepts in
theoretical physics is their ability correctly explains the experimental data, and, in addition, gives
reliable predictions of new phenomena. Therefore, entered concepts, established laws and
assumptions of physics should be reasonably changed, if they do not fully describe the reliable
experimental data, and lead to erroneous predictions or to any anomalies and paradoxes.
Now cumulated astronomical and astrophysical data indicate the presence in all
surrounding space of so-called dark matter [1-4], whose experimental registration is now actively
seeking for. The existence in the space of dark matter, which so far is considered as invisible and
tСerefore МalleН “Нark”, neeНs foremost to explain the observed dynamics of Galaxies in the
framework of Newtonian mechanics and also for solution the problems of gravity and of the
UnТverse statТonarв state. ψesТНes, tСe eбТstenМe of Нark matter, Т.e. tСe materТalТtв of “vaМuum”,
let logically explain the emergence of material particles in the processes of electron-positron pair
creation and give reasonable extension of the standard model of elementary particles. According
to condition of the Universe stationarity dark matter has a very low density (~10-29g/cm3), but it is
the main part of matter in the Universe, because its mass should be ~10 times greater than the mass
of all visible cosmic bodies. No doubt, that namely the properties of dark matter, which fills the
real space, must determine physical properties of the space and, therefore, all fundamental physical
laws, which take place in the nature.
Indeed, using known properties of the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMBR)
[5], which energy amounts to ~90% of total energy for all measured cosmic radiation, and using
logical assumption that this radiation is produced by corresponding motion of dark matter, it can
be shown that the conservation laws of classical physics and the principles of quantum mechanics
receive their materialistic basis [6,7]. For example, high homogeneity and isotropy (~10-4) of this
radiation indicate the same properties of dark matter and, consequently, the same properties of real
space filled by this matter, what according to known mathematical theorems of E. Noether [8]
justifies the applicability of conservation laws of momentum and angular momentum,
correspondingly. Moreover, the fact that this radiation has a spectrum of the black body (at ~2.7
K) and has a maximum at the wavelength ~1.910-3 m [5] allows determine the value of mechanical
action produced by equilibrium see-sew motion of dark matter. The value obtained [6,7]
МorresponНs аell to PlanМk's Мonstant (θ.θ∙10-34J∙sΨ, аСТМС, Тn essenМe, Тs tСe meМСanТМal aМtТon,
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аСat РТves materТalТstТМ justТfТМatТon to tСe HeТsenberР’s unМertaТntв prТnМТple anН to otСer
conceptions of quantum mechanics.
As regards the physical meaning of the concept "time", it was introduced, as well known,
by human mind to describe the dynamics of observed processes taking place in the nature. And,
as Тt’s also аell knoаn, tСe МonМept "tТme" Тs used solely for comparative description of these
proМesses, beМause for tСat one of tСese proМesses Тs useН as a "referenМe МloМk". So, Тt’s not аonНer
that, as they say, everything is relative and everything is coming to know by comparison.
Therefore, such use of the concept "time" is no doubt reasonable and effective, though it is not the
"time" in reality.
Thus, as is obvious, in the nature ever occur a variety of processes involving matter,
behavior of which corresponds well to known fundamental laws of physics (classical and quantum)
since these laws are determined by observed properties of dark matter filling all space. Therefore,
real space is material, being filled by dark matter, and has high homogeneity and isotropy for the
large scale, but for enough small scale this material space exhibits equilibrium seesaw motion with
amplitude ~1.910-3 m and at dark matter temperature ~2.7 K. As to the concept "time", a
reasonable understanding is true, that actually in the nature there is no "time", since this concept
was reasonably created only by human mind. Such understanding let solve logically the old
problem of "arrow of time" (no real "time" - no problem) and also indicates that the use of fourdimensional space-time representation requires a definite accuracy, because the coordinate "time"
does not really exist.
Dark matter properties define fundamental laws both classical and quantum physics
Used fundamental laws of classical physics (conservation laws of momentum, angular
momentum and energy) and also the principles of quantum mechanics (Planck`s constant,
Heisenberg`s uncertainty principle, de Broglie`s wave mechanics, etc) have so far no physical
(materialistic) substantiation of their origin. They are not derived from any higher order laws or
principles however they are used with confidence because all they are in good agreement with
obtained experimental data. Really, they do not contradict to known experimental data and are not
refused by them, but only in the case if they are used in corresponding very different domain of
physics: classical or quantum. Last circumstance means a strange splitting of the physics and
created some hardly explainable problems, specifically the concept of corpuscular-wave dualism.
However, no doubt, that all known fundamental laws of classical physics and also the principles
of quantum mechanics must have their joint materialistic substantiation on the base of the real
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properties of the space filled by dark matter. Indeed, the existence in space of dark matter and
established properties of CMBR at reasonable assumption, that CMBR is produced by certain
motion of dark matter, allow to reveal the materialistic base for fundamental conservation laws of
classical physics and the reason for all principles of quantum mechanics [6,7].
Thus, high spatial homogeneity and isotropy of CMBR and, naturally, the same properties
of its producing dark matter, validate conservation laws of momentum and angular momentum,
correspondingly, in accord with known E. Noether`s theorems (1918) [8]. These mathematical
theorems assert that to each conservation law of physics match up the certain property of space,
particularly, conservation laws of momentum and angular momentum will hold true only if infinite
space is, correspondingly, highly homogeneous and highly isotropic.
Besides, CMBR properties (blackbody spectrum at temperature T~2.7 K with maximum

wavelength 1.910-3 m) [5] let obtain the kinetic energy of producing this spectrum the
equilibrium seesaw motion of dark matter (with the use of the Boltzmann`s constant). From the

energy of such motion (certainly with the speed of electromagnetic waves c=3108 m/s) the value
of action function for seesaw motion of dark matter may be received. The obtained value of this
action function (~710-34 Js) [6,7] is well equal to Planck`s constant h=6.610-34 Js, which really
is an action function too. This result discovers materialistic origin of Planck`s constant due to such
seesaw motion of dark matter, and gives materialistic base to Heisenberg`s principle of
uncertainty, which follows from the existence of Planck`s constant, and also to all others
conceptions of quantum mechanics.
As clear, such dark matter seesaw motion must strong disturb, as observed, the spatial
motion of light elementary particles (like electron), what may be correctly described by the
methods of quantum wave mechanics, which was proposed by L. de Broglie. But this dark matter
seesaw motion could not significantly disturb spatial motion of much heavier particles (atoms,
molecules and so on), therefore their observed spatial motion may be described well by
fundamental laws of classical physics. Thus, dark matter seesaw motion, producing the CMBR,
let logically explain the reason and the necessity of different (classical or quantum) description of
physical processes in the nature.
Besides, seesaw motion of dark matter also explains the reason of the physical essence of
corpuscular-wave dualism. Simply speaking, spatial motion of light elementary particles (like
electron, etc) should undergo the strong disturbing influence from dark matter seesaw motion.
Such disturbed motion of these particles may be described well by methods of quantum wave
mechanics taking into account an action function value of dark matter (equal to Planck`s constant).
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But, as clear, when such elementary particles interact (encounter) with another particles, they act
as a corpuscular, which they really are.
χs knoаn from 1λ1κ, E. σoetСer’s matСematТМal tСeorems [κ] Нenote МonНТtТons for
realization of three fundamental conservation laws of classical physics. Thus, momentum
conservation law takes place if space is uniform, angular momentum conservation law takes place
if space is isotropic, and energy conservation law takes place if the trend of physical processes is
independent on its starting moment. As clear, these laws could really take place in the nature if the
space obeys the properties stated by E. Noether`s theorems. At present, the applicability of
classical physics conservation laws is based on assumption that space is empty and possess the
properties of Euclidian geometry (i.e. uniform and isotropic), what accord to conditions of E.
Noether`s theorems. However, resent cosmological data indicate that real space is not empty, but
is filled by actively sought-for dark matter, experimental visualization of which is now the main
problem of cosmology [1-4]. As it was earlier noted briefly at the first time [7], namely the
properties of dark matter and CMBR, produced by it, must determine all fundamental laws as
classical physics and quantum mechanics.
As discovered in 1965 by Arno Pensias and Robert Wilson, the observed from the Earth a
weak enough (like a noise) cosmic microwave radiation are characterized by high isotropy and a
temperature about ~3 K (for that they received Nobel Prize in physics in 1978). Now it is well
established, that this radiation, which is known as CMBR, is the most powerful among the all
detected radiations from the space (about 90% of their total energy) and is characterized by very
high isotropy and also by high homogeneity. It is clear that observed high isotropy and high
homogeneity of CMBR mean that producing it dark matter has the same properties (in large space
scales). Hence the ambient space, filled by dark matter, is also highly isotropic and highly uniform,
what according to conditions of E. Noether`s theorems give real materialistic base for realization
in the nature of the fundamental laws of angular momentum and momentum conservation,
correspondingly.
As to fundamental law of energy conservation, it takes place, according to E. Noether`s
theorem, if the run of observed physical processes is not depend on its starting moment, what
means “tТme” МonstanМв (or unТform floа of “tТme”Ψ. SuМС МonНТtТon Тs аell МonsТstent аТtС
observed independence of behavior (on starting moment) of all physical processes in our
materialistic nature. In this connection it should be understand that the mankind always use for
meterТnР tСe “tТme” floа some otСer pСвsТМal proМess, аСТМС Тs useН as a “referenМe МloМk”.
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As a resulting important conclusion, it must be underlined that fundamental conservation
laws of classical physics operate well in the nature not because of the E. Noether`s theorems exist
by itself, but because of the real properties of ambient space, which is filled by dark matter, are in
accord with conditions of E. Noether`s theorems.
Planck’s constant value follows from the properties of dark matter see-sew motion
As well established observed CMBR has the blackbody spectrum at temperature ~2.7 K
with maximum wavelength ~1.910-3 m. Taking into account the existence of dark matter, which
fills all ambient space and determines dynamics of astrophysical bodies in the Universe, it is quite
reasonable assume that CMBR is produced by certain motion of this dark matter. Such materialistic
point of view, which, as shown above, let substantiate the applicability of fundamental laws of
classical physics, no doubt must also reveal the materialistic reason of quantum mechanics and its
principles, including known value of Planck`s constant.
The fact, that CMBR has blackbody spectrum at T2.7 K, demonstrates that dark matter,
which creates CMBR, is in equilibrium seesaw motion at this temperature. Taking into account
that dark matter is really in equilibrium motion, the value of kinetic energy of dark matter seesaw
motion () should be equal to dark matter thermal energy, which may be obtained from dark matter
temperature with the use of the universal Boltzmann`s constant k=1.3810-23J/K. As known,
Boltzmann`s constant let connect the temperature of equilibrium thermal motion of some parts of
any matter with the mean-square velocity of kinetic motion of these parts. In the case of dark
matter seesaw motion, the velocity of this motion should be equal to the known electromagnetic
waves speed (c=3108 m/s) since these waves propagate namely in dark matter filling all ambient

space. So, the value of dark matter kinetic energy  should be equal to its thermal energy:

=3kT/2=5.610-23 J. This result let estimate the mean mass of parts of dark matter, namely, its
effective mass (m), which produces such seesaw motion of dark matter:

m  2e / c 2 ~1.2 1039 kg .
It is clear that observed maximum wavelength of CMBR (1.910-3 m) is well equal to
the mean value of the amplitude of dark matter seesaw motion, and that this amplitude corresponds

to the damping length of dark matter seesaw motion. It is also clear, that  means the damping
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length for momentum (p) of dark matter effective mass seesaw motion, and this momentum is
equal to p=mc.
The established parameters of dark matter seesaw motion (the effective mass m, its motion

speed c and the damping length  of p) let estimate the value of mechanical action (an action

function) for such dark matter seesaw motion by two known manner, which are used in classical
mechanics and in quantum mechanics.
According to conception of classical mechanics an action function value (S) is a measure
of physical motion and is equal to the product of enerРв anН a “tТme” of tСТs enerРв eбТstenМe
(dissipation). Taking into account that full circle path of dark matter seesaw motion energy is equal
to 2, Тts “tТme” Тs equal to β/c1.310-11 s. So, corresponding value of S for dark matter seesaw
motion is equal to

S  2el / c  5.6  1023  1.3 1011 J  s  7.3 1034 J  s .
As it is seen, such classically obtained estimation of the S value for an action function of
dark matter seesaw motion corresponds well to the Planck`s constant h, which physically is also
an action function.
As to quantum mechanics, the S value usually is obtained by multiplying the mechanical
momentum and its damping length. In the case of dark matter seesaw motion its mechanical

momentum is equal to p=mc and damping length of this momentum is equal to . So, according
to the manner of quantum mechanics, an action function of dark matter seesaw motion should be
equal to multiplication p and :

S  m c  l  1.2 1039  3 108  1.9 103  6.8  1034 J  s .
As is obvious, such obtained estimation of the S value for an action function of dark matter
seesaw motion also corresponds well to Planck`s constant h.
It is clear that these two estimations of S discover the origin of Planck`s constant h from
dark matter seesaw motion, namely at dark matter temperature ~2.7 K. No doubt, what important
to note, that if dark matter temperature (or any other dark matter parameter) will change then it
will course the change of dark matter action function and, correspondingly, the change of the value
of Planck`s constant h. No doubt, the obtained result for h origin from dark matter seesaw motion
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gives materialistic base to the Heisenberg`s principle of uncertainty and to all other conceptions
of quantum mechanics.
It should be underlined, that revealed dark matter seesaw motion gives full vindication of
the statistical physics adaptability. Really, the dark matter seesaw motion (at temperature ~2.7 K)
means, like to known thermal Brownian motion, that the trajectories of all material bodies in the
space should be entangled in some extend and, correspondingly, they may be intersected by itself.
Such real property of body trajectory rejects the one of the main postulate of classical mechanics
(about a non-crossing trajectory of any body), and prove the truth of Boltzmann`s approach in
statistical physics.
Real physical meaning of the concept “time”
The concept "time" was introduced by human mind to describe the dynamics of observed
processes taking place in the nature. And, as well known, the concept "time" is used solely for
comparative description of these processes, because for that one of these processes is used as a
"reference clock". In Тts lonР СТstorв mankТnН Сas useН as a “referenМe МloМk” manв verв НТfferent
materialistТМ proМesses takТnР plaМe Тn tСe nature. σoа as a “referenМe МloМk” Тs useН an “atomТМ
МloМk”, аСТМС Тs baseН on tСe frequenМв of atomТМ raНТatТon (tСat also means tСe use of real
materialistic process).
Therefore, it is clear, that kinetic properties of all physical processes taking place in the
nature come to know by mankind due to their comparison with any other physical (materialistic)
proМess. σo Нoubt, suМС unНerstanНТnР means tСat reallв Тn tСe nature tСere Тs no “tТme”μ neТtСer
absolute “tТme” no relatТve “tТme”. TСe overall usТnР bв mankТnН of tСe МonМept “tТme” Тs sТmplв
a very convenient parametrical approach to describe observed kinetics of physical processes in our
materialistic nature (no more, than that).
Such understanding of the concept "time" let solve logically the old problem of "arrow of
time" (no real "time" - no problem) and also indicates that the use of four-dimensional space-time
representation requires a definite accuracy, because the coordinate "time" does not really exist.
Conclusion
Real physical properties of space are determined by observed properties of CMBR [5],
which are produced by corresponding seesaw motion of dark matter, which fills, in accord to resent
date [1-4], all ambient space. Such reasonable understanding of materialistic sense of space let
substantiate, on the base of CMBR features, as fundamental conservation laws of classical physics
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and also simple materialistic origin of principles of quantum mechanics [6,7]. No doubt, these
results finally vindicate the existence of dark matter in ambient space. According to CMBR
features the space, filled by dark matter, is at large scales highly homogeneous and isotropic, what
is in accord with Euclidean geometry, but at enough small scales the dark matter of the space is in
equilibrium seesaw motion at ~2.7 K with amplitude ~1.910-3 m, what creates the value of the
(mechanical) action function equal to the value of Planck`s constant h.
In addition, it is necessary underline that the observed (from the Earth) weak (~0.1%)
dipole anisotropy of CMBR [5] also directly indicates the existence in space of some material
substance, through which the Solar system moves (at the rate ~400 km/s) in direction of the Leo
constellation. This feature of CMBR is very important since it directly demonstrates that the
“vaМuum” Тs not emptв, but Тs fТlleН bв some substanМe, namelв, bв aМtТvelв souРСt-for dark matter.
As regards the resent problem of cosmology, namely, the experimental registration of any
properties of dark matter, which is considered as substance neither emitting, no absorbing
electromagnetic radiation [1-4], it is clear, that the observed CMBR is real experimental display
of dark matter.
The very important conclusion is that the existence of dark matter in the space let logically
explain the observed redshift for electromagnetic waves, coming from remote regions of the
Universe, by reasonable energy dissipation of these waves at their passage through material
substance (namely dark matter), what obviously should lead to increase of their wavelengths. At
that, as clear, this increase should be larger for waves coming from larger distance, as it is really
observed. Such reasonable understanding let remove the very strange assumption of Universe
expansion, and also the accelerated expansion, which were unconfirmed by recent (2013) Planck
space vehicle mission, and which lead to more strange and totally unexplainable conception of
dark energy.
As regards the physical meaning of the concept "time", it should be realized that kinetic
properties of all physical processes, which take place in the nature, come to know by mankind only
due to their comparison with any other physical (materialistic) process useН as a “referenМe МloМk”.
Therefore, a reasonable understanding is true, that really in the nature there is no "time": neither
absolute, no relative. Such understanding let solve logically the old problem of "arrow of time"
(no real "time" - no problem), and it also indicates that the use of four-dimensional space-time
representation requires a definite accuracy, because the coordinate "time" does not really exist.
Nevertheless, the use of the concept "time" is very effective and convenient for description the
kТnetТМs of observeН pСвsТМal proМesses, as Тt’s Мlear from tСe СТstorв of pСвsТМs Нevelopment.
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In conclusion it worth to note, that stated physical properties of space and time really exist
since they let to give reasonable materialistic substantiation to fundamental laws of classical
physics and to conceptions of quantum mechanics, and besides let to solve some known problems
of physics.
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Mirror symmetry refers to discrete symmetries and, as it is known, it is the basis of the law
of conservation of P-parity – spatial parity. The point of view was considered and remained
obvious until 1956. In this year T.Lee and C.Yang in their famous article [1] carried out a
systematic analysis of the law of conservation of P-parity in the processes with elementary
particles and stated nonconservation of parity in the process caused by the weak interaction.
In 1957 group of physicists (Ambler, Hayward, Hopps and Hudson) under the leadership
of C.Wu carried out a brilliant experiment [2] which showed P-parity is not conserved in the
- decay of cobalt

caused by the weak interaction.

For the explanation of this phenomenon two hypotheses were suggested: the hypothesis of
mirror asymmetry of the three-dimensional Euclidean space, and the hypothesis of the combined
CP-parity in which the particles of the ordinary world are replaced by antiparticles behind the
mirror. The second hypothesis was proposed by Wigner, Lee, Yang and Landau [3, 4].
The first hypothesis was not developed and it was almost forgotten. But the second
hypothesis received the right for existence. But, firstly, it is a just a hypothesis that can not be
tested directly, as it is hardly possible to imagine, how to detect antiparticles behind the mirror.
This hypothesis seems to be initially confirmed, but only as it saves mirror symmetry.
Secondly, even the salvation proved to be illusory and of short duration, as 7 years later, in
1964, the experiment of Christensen and his colleagues [5] discovered nonconservation of CPparity in the decays of kaons. The problem has been discussed and is being discussed in many
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sources (see, for examples, [6-10]), but no satisfactory conventional solutions has been found up
till now.
The conservation laws associated with related to continuous symmetries date back to the
pioneering work of G.Weyl [11, 12]. The conservation laws associated with discrete symmetries
are adjacent to the continuous symmetry, but they, to some extent, are different in their ideology.
Now let us turn to our point of view. We show that the usual three-dimensional space, in
general, does not possess mirror symmetry with respect to the conversion, and this very fact
explains the nonconservation of spatial parity.
Usually, when considering the mathematical formalism which is associated with the
concept of parity it is mirror symmetry is mentioned in passing, and we go straight to the spatial
inversion, which is equivalent to the reflection in three mutually perpendicular mirrors (see, for
examples, [13, 14]). Thus, in our opinion some essential points are lost. We will discuss the mirror
reflection in one mirror in more detail. We will call it a single mirror transformation.
First of all, let us discuss the mirror transformation component of true (polar) and
pseudovectors (axial vector) which a perpendicular and parallel to the surface of the mirror. We
mark true vector as A, pseudovector as B, the point of application of the vectors A and B as
А

and

В.

Strokes will be used to mark the same values after the mirror transformation. Let us

consider the transformation of pseudovector which is perpendicular to the mirror surface (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Mirror transformation of the pseudovector which is perpendicular to the
surface of the mirror
Let us suppose, for example, before the mirror (in Fig. 1 left) there is a circular coil with a
current I, which is the source of the magnetic field B (Fig. 1, on the right shows the pattern
behind the mirror). Thus, the pseudovector which is perpendicular to the surface of the mirror, in
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the mirror transformation does not change the direction. It is well known that the pseudovector
which is parallel to the surface of the mirror changes its direction for the reversed in the mirror
transformation. For the true vector the situation is reversed. Let us mark the component of the
vector which is parallel to the surface of the mirror as index 1 and the perpendicular component
is index 2. Thus, we have the following laws of the mirror transformation:

A '1  A1 ; A '2  A2 ; B '1  B1 ; B '2  B2
As we can see, in terms of the mirror transformation both true vectors and pseudovectors
are possess equal rights in case we swap their perpendicular and parallel components (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Mirror transformation of the parallel and perpendicular components of the true
vector and pseudovector
If we consider the transformation of the perpendicular and parallel components of the true
vector and the pseudovector and then add them up, we get the following picture (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Mirror transformation of the true vector and pseudovector
Thus, if the real experimental situation is depicted by a set of true vectors and
pseudovectors than the mirror transformation of the whole picture is not symmetric.
Now let us consider the operation of space inversion: x → – x,

y → – y, z → – z.

Otherwise it can be interpreted as mirror reflection in the three mutually perpendicular mirrors
(the order of such reflections is not important, all the options lead to the same result). The
transformation of true vectors and pseudovectors under spatial inversion is shown in Fig. 4.
Here is some explanations. The lower left part of the figure is our usual space, in which
there is a true vector and pseudovector. The bottom right of the figure is the picture after the first
mirror transformation. The upper right part of the figure is the picture after the second mirror
transformation in the mirror, which is perpendicular to the first one.
In this part the dotted line depicts the third mirror, which is perpendicular to the first two
mirrors. This mirror is parallel to the plane of the figure, but it lies under this plane.
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Fig. 4. Spatial inversion of the true vector and pseudovector
In the upper left part of the figure shows the picture after the third mirror transformation in
dotted mirror. This picture is also parallel to the figure plane, but lies below it, i.e. under the third
mirror.
As we see, if the real experimental situation described by a set of true vectors and
pseudovectors, then the initial and the final picture are not symmetric with respect to each other.
Thus, both single mirror transformation and spatial inversion in the presence of a set of
true vectors and pseudovectors does not possess any symmetry.
Thus, the question "Why P-parity is conserved in a particular process?" is more assential
than the question "Why P-parity is not conserved?". From this point of view the search for the
nonconservation of P-parity in the process with strong and electromagnetic interactions makes
sense. By the way, if the weak and electromagnetic interactions have already been combined into
the electroweak, then why does not the nonconservation of P-parity in the electromagnetic
interaction take place, if it exists in the weak one?
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Based on the abovementioned considerations, let us consider the fundamental experiment

of C.Vu [2] (Fig. 5).

Fig.5. The experiment of C.Wu (1957) on the detection of nonconservation of P-parity in
the weak interactions at

− decay of cobalt

This experiment investigated the angular distribution of electrons emitted by the
radioactive decay of cobalt.



         



A sample of cobalt was placed in a strong magnetic field, which oriented the spins of the

nucleus of cobalt. The process was investigated at temperature close to zero, so that the thermal
collision does not violate the orientation of the spins. The experiment discovers that in the direction
opposite to the spin of the nucleus the number of emitted electrons is approximately 40% more
than the number of electrons emitted in the same direction with the spin.
How is this experiment interpreted usually? It was stated, that if the same number of
electrons emitted in the same and opposite directions of the spin of nucleus the mirror symmetry
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would be observed and the law of conservation of P-parity would be fulfilled. But the
experiment showed a different numbers of electrons.
We dare to make the statement that even if the same numbers of electrons no mirror
symmetry is observed. Let us consider this fact in more detail. In the initial picture (left lower part
of Fig. 5) the velocity vector of electrons �

is antiparallel to the magnetic field vector and to

the spin of cobalt nucleus, and the vector � - parallel to them.

In the mirror transformed picture (upper left and bottom right of Fig. 5), the situation is

reversed: the direction of the vector � is parallel to the vector of the magnetic field and the spin
of the nucleus, and the vector � is antiparallel to them.

The experiment show that the electrons emitted with the at speeds � and � , are recorded

on a macroscopic distance from each other. Therefore, the probability density of detecting them

are practically not overlapped, i.e. the electrons are in different systems, and because the quantummechanical principle of identity and indistinguishability does not work for them.
Thus, the electrons are emitted with speeds �

and

� , are quite different and

distinguishable even if all their parameters (speed module, the beam intensity and the angular
distribution) are equal. So, even if the same parameters of electron beams emitted upwards and
downwards (in Figure 5) in the mirror, strange as it may seem at first glance, is not a mirror
symmetry. It is more true for the beams with different parameters. So we state that both
pseudovectors and true vectors can depict real objects.
So, here is the main conclusion of the paper. Both theoretical analysis and experiments

show, that if the real situation is described by a combination of the true vectors and pseudovectors,
the reflection in the mirror is not mirror symmetry.
In conclusion we consider the transformation of the electromagnetic field tensor in single
mirror reflection and in spatial inversion. As it is known, the antisymmetric tensor of the
electromagnetic field is bivector which consists of the true electric field vector and pseudovector
of the magnetic field.
In the following formula the first arrow denotes mirror transformation in the plane
perpendicular to the axis x, the second arrow in the plane which perpendicular to the axis y, and
the third – the axis z.
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Thus, both with a single mirror transformation and in the spatial inversion the initial and
final pictures are not symmetric with respect to each other.
Each mirror transformation changes the sign in half of the components (in three out of six).
I the spatial inversion the components of the magnetic field change their sign twice (as a result
they remain with the same sign) and the components of the electric field change their sign once.
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Introduction
In a previous work [1] the author considered the problems of mirror asymmetry, spatial
inversion and non-conservation of P-parity. The given work is, to some extent, a continuation of
the previous one and it is dedicated, first and foremost to the inversion of time.
Until now it was considered that we can speak of the single direction of time in the Universe
on the whole – from the past to the future. At present, it is well known in the frame of the special
tСeorв of relatТvТtв (STRΨ tТme Сas НТfferent «speeН» Тn НТfferent ТnertТal referenМe sвstems (IRSΨ
anН Мan even «move» Тn opposТte НТreМtТons, anН Тn tСe frameаork of tСe Рeneral tСeorв of
relativity, time slows down near gravitating bodies.
However, it did not prevent us from considering the flow of time on the whole, for
example, the lifetime of the Universe since the Big Bang is estimated at 13 billion years.
Being entirely consistent and while analyzing the time in the framework of SRT, our idea
of the single direction of time in the Universe loses its sense as, for example, the idea of the
absolute simultaneity.
Besides it turns out that the known operation of inversion (both spatial and inversion of
time) under some conditions equivalent to the operation of the transition from one IRS to another
within SRT.
Inversion of time
We introduce the following reasonable, in our view, definition of different direction of
time:
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Suppose that in some IRS К the event 2 occurs after the event 1, and IRS К´ event 1 oММurs
after event 2. So we can say that in these two IRS time flows in the opposite directions.
In both of these systems, time flows from the past to the future, but what is the future for
IRS K turns out to be the past for IRS К´, anН tСe past for IRS K appears to be tСe future for
IRS К´.
Suppose there are two events: Event 1 and Event 2 (or 3). Let us consider them from the
point of view of IRS K and IRS К´ (FТРure 1Ψ. ReferenМe sвstem К´ moves relatТve to tСe referenМe
system K along coincident axes x and x' to the right with velocity V, or, what is the same, the
reference system K moves relative to the reference system К´ to tСe left аТtС veloМТtв -V.

Fig. 1. Two inertial reference systems in SRT
As it is known [2, 3], in the SRT have the following formulas of transformation of periods
of time.
Transition IRS К´ → IRS К:

c t  c t 2  t 1    c t 2 ' t 1 '    x 2 ' x 1 '

(1)

Transition IRS К → IRS К´μ

c t '  c t 2 ' t 1 '   c t 2  t 1     x 2  x 1 

Here we introduce the usual symbols:

c –velocity of light ;
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V
c
1

1 2

Primed quantities refer to the IRS К´ anН tСe unprТmeН ones – to IRS К.
We begin with the formula (1). Let in IRS К´ event β oММurs after event 1, so
or

′−

′ > . Then for the inversion of time it is necessary that

−

and, in addition, the inequality must be carried out:

  x 1 ' x 2 '  c t 2 ' t 1 '

Let us consider the value

′

< , and then the

second component of sum of the right-hand part of the formula (1) must be negative, so
′<

′>

′−
(3)

with the dimension of velocity:



x 1 ' x 2 ' c

t 2 ' t 1 ' 

(4)

As you can see, this value must be greater than the velocity of light, which is impossible,
and therefore inversion of time is only possible for the two events which are not connected by the
cause-and-effect relation.
Now let us take formula (2). Let in IRS K event 2 occurs after event 1, so
−

> . Then the inversion of time it is necessary

of sum of formula (2) must be negative, so
carried out:

−

>

′−
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or

′ < , and the second component

and, moreover, the inequality must be

  x 2  x 1   c t 2  t 1 

Let as consider, as the previous case, the value

>

with the dimension of speed:

(5)
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x2  x1 c

t 2 t 1 

This value is again greater than the speed of light, and therefore the inversion of time is
only possible for the two events which are not connected by the cause-and-effect relation.
Let us give the geometric interpretation of the phenomena from the point

of view of

Minkowski world. Let us consider the transition IRS К´ → IRS K (FТРure βΨ. In tСe ТnТtТal IRS К´
first event 1 occurs and then – event 2 (or 3) occurs. The case where the inequality (3) is not
satisfied, corresponds to the point 2. Here and in IRS K, as in the original IRS К´ event β oММurs
after the event 1, i.e. no inversion of time.

Fig. 2. The picture of inversion of time in Minkowski world.
The transition from IRS К´ to IRS K
The case when the inequality (3) is satisfied corresponds to point 3. Here in IRS K event 3
occurs, as opposed to the IRS К´, before event 1, so tСe ТnversТon of tТme oММurs. (τr Тf tСe
inequality (3) becomes the equality, the event 3 occurs simultaneously with event 1).
σoа let us МonsТНer tСe transТtТon IRS K → IRS К´ (FТРure γΨ. In tСe ТnТtТal IRS K event
1 occurs first, and then event 2 (or 3) occurs. The case, when the inequality (5) is not satisfied,
corresponds to the point 2. Here in IRS К´, as in the initial IRS K event 2 occurs after event 1, so
there is no inversion of time.
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Fig. 3. The picture of inversion of time in Minkowski world.
The transition from IRS K to IRS К´.

The case, when the inequality (5) is satisfied, corresponds to the point 3. Here, in IRS К´
event 3 occurs, unlike IRS K, before the event 1, i.e. there is the inversion of time. (Or, if inequality
(5) becomes equation, the event 3 occurs simultaneously with event 1).
Analysis of Results
Thus, the conditions under which there is the inversion of time, or, in other words, mutually
opposite directions of the flow of time for the two of IRS are connected with the following three
factors:
1. Relative velocity of IRS.
2. Spatial distance between two points.
3. Period of time.
Let us consider all possible pairs of the IRS connected with real bodies of the Universe. In
some of these pairs (and in some pairs of points) time flows in the same direction, and in some of
them time flows in the opposite direction. Thus, the idea of the single direction of time in the
Universe loses its sense. Past and future are relative. In the Universe temporal chaos reigns. The
question of the age of the Universe loses sense too. Thus, we can say that the use of general
relativity in cosmology, in a sense, contrary to the special relativity theory.
Of course, all these facts raise the question of the correspondence of the introduced
concepts with the aggregate of the known experimental data in cosmology: the Big Bang and the
age of the Universe, the expansion of the Universe, the relict radiation , dark matter and dark
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energy. We think all these phenomena can be interpreted in the context of new ideas, but some
accents can be changed.
We can draw an analogy. Sometime in the XIX century, many of the phenomena of
interpreted within the concept of the ether. And even when Maxwell's equations appeared, they
were interpreted in the same way. Later when the concept of the ether dropped out, and all these
phenomena remained.
We believe, it will turn out to be the same in this case: the concept of the single direction
of time in the Universe will disappear and all observed phenomena will be treated in terms of the
temporal chaos.
When special theory of relativity appeared, one of its unexpected and important results
was the relativity of simultaneity. Now the elative of the direction of time for two events arises if
they occur in different place and if they are not connected by cause-and-effect relation and formula
(3) is performed for them.
Now let us estimate the order values describing different directions of time in the
Universe. We use formula (3) in this case. The typical distance beginning from which the Universe
can be considered homogeneous, and from which Friedman dynamic solution considered true
about 100 Mps. Let us take 100 Mps as the distance between two points in which two events occur.
Let us the relative velocity of the two reference systems (for example, of two galaxies) be 0.1 light
speed.
Then, for the inversion of time the interval between the two events in one reference system
must not exceed 30 million years. Thus, from the point of view of the reference system which is
connected with one of the galaxies, event 1 occurs 30 million years earlier than event 2, then from
point of view of the reference system which is connected with the other galaxy, event 1 occurs
30 million years later then event 2. Thus, we cannot speak of any arrow of time.
It is not difficult to select such parameters in the Universe under which inversion time
difference exceeds the age of the Universe (13 billion years).
As it is known, the radius of the Universe is about 12000 Mps. Let us take 10000 Mps as
the distance between the two points and relative velocity of the reference systems (in which the
two events occur) about the velocity of light. Then the difference of time is equal to 30 billion
years. This value proves that the notion of the age of the Universe loses its sense.
We would like to stress that the given here calculations of the inversion of time are based
on the special theory of relativity, and therefore they are obvious. Nevertheless, carrying out of an
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experiment confirming the inversion of time may be of some interest to us. The scheme of such
an experiment could be next.
Let the primed IRS К´ Тs МonneМteН аТtС tСe EartС, anН tСe unprТmeН IRS К - with two
satellites, which have the zero velocity relative to each other and they are at some distance from
each other. The clocks on these satellites are synchronized. Signals are sent from the satellites – at
first from the one and then – from the other one. On Earth, these signals are received in reverse
order.
Let us calculate the parameters of such an experiment. In order to get the inversion of time
the second member of sum in equation (2) must be negative and grater in module than the first
member of sum.
Take the velocity of the satellites relative to the Earth V = 10 Km/s =
=

�m =

– about 2,5% of the length Earth's equator.

m/s ∆ =

−

Then the formula (5):

t  t 2  t 1 

Take ∆ = , ∙

−

s=


x 2  x 1   107 s  100 ns

c

ns. Then the interval of time between the signals recorded

on the Earth, is calculated by the formula (2) and its numerical value is ∆ ′ = , ∙
ns. The experiment seems to be feasible under these parameters nowadays.

−

s=

Spatial inversion
Now let us consider the idea of spatial inversion in the framework of the transition from
one IRS to another. As it is you known, in SRT there are the following formulas for the
transformation of the coordinate difference.
Transition IRS К´ → IRS К:

x  x 2  x 1    x 2 ' x 1 ' V t 2 ' t 1 ' 

(7)

Transition IRS К → IRS К´μ

x '  x 2 ' x 1 '    x 2  x 1  V t 2  t 1 
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Let us begin our analysis with the transition IRS К´ → IRS К. Let in IRS К´ event 1
occurs at the moment of time
moment of time

′ at the point

′ at the point
′

the condition of the spatial inversion is:

t '2  t '2 ;

(or

′, and event 2 (or 3) – respectively at the

′ and

′). Then, as it follows from formula (7)

V t 1 ' t 2 '   x 2 ' x 1 '

(9)

According to the point of view of Minkowski world this picture is depicted in figure 4.
There is now inversion at point 2, and there is one at point 3.
Now let us consider the transition IRS К → IRS К´. χs Тt folloаs from formula (κΨ, tСe МonНТtТon
of spatial inversion has the form of:

t 2 t 1;

V t 2  t 1    x 2  x 1 

Fig. 4. The picture of spatial inversion in Minkowski world.
The transition from IRS К´ to IRS K.
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Fig. 5. The picture of spatial inversion in Minkowski world.
The transition from IRS K to IRS К´.
As before, the starting point – the point 1 and the final is point 2 (or 3). In accordance with
Minkowski world this condition is depicted in figure 5. There is no spatial inversion at point 2, but
there is one – at 3 point.
Conclusions
The main conclusions of this work are the following:
1. The inversion of time and spatial inversion (mirror reflection) to certain extent are
equivalent to the transition from one IRS to another. Thus, it is possible to some extent to simulate
inversion of time and mirror transformation.
2. In the Universe on the whole is no single direction of time. Let us call it the chaos of
time of Universe.
Ad we believe this work can be developed further in the following directions:
1. The experimental search of the non-conservation parity in the processes caused by
strong and electromagnetic interactions.
2. Development of methods for describing properties and behavior of big system (the
Universe) in which time is chaotic but not dynamТМ. StatТМ anН НвnamТМ vТeаs Нon’t аork. TСe
views must be replaced by something else.
3. Coordination of the introduced here concepts with the aggregate of all known in
cosmology experimental data.
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4. Analysis of the changes which must be made the proposed picture, taking into account
the non-inertial of the real objects of the Universe and the gravitational effects.
5. Analysis of inversion effects in terms of three or more IRS. Multidimensional time is
likely to appear.
6. Analysis of real scheme of the possible experiment (and its setting), which confirms the
introduced here concepts.
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χll of tСe eбperТments supportТnР EТnsteТn’s SpeМТal RelatТvТtв TСeorв are also supportТve of tСe δorentz etСer tСeorв,
or many other ether theories. However, a growing number of experТments sСoа НevТatТons from EТnsteТn’s SpeМТal
Relativity Theory, but are supporting more extended theories. Some of these experiments are reviewed and analyzed.
Unfortunately, many experiments are not of high quality, never repeated and mostly both. Results of repetition of
several experiments (Silvertooth, Cahill) is reported and results of a new experiment based on the idea that the
conductivity of a material depends in first order on the velocity of the material with respect to the ether will be
presented. It is proposed that the most promising experiments should be repeated, under which the experiments
performeН bв Demjanov Тn tСe 1λθ0’s.
Keywords: experiment, special relativity.
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Introduction
Since the beginning of the 20th century is it generally believed that the kinematical
interpretation of relativity theory is indistinguishable from the dynamical interpretation. It was
δorentz СТmself аСo stresseН tСТs Тn СТs book “TСe tСeorв of eleМtrons” paraРrapСs 189-194
although he remained a proponent of the concept of an ether as a dynamical interpretation [1].
Recently it has been argued by for instance Kohlmetskii [2,3,4] and de Haan [5] that this
is not in general true. The Thomas-Wigner rotation due to the non-commutative property of the
Lorentz transformations is a rotation that, in principle, is measurable as rotation of reference frame
due to sequential boosts in non-collinear directions.
Further, occurrence of superluminal signal transport, as assumed to be possible in quantum
mechanics due to its non-local character, as discussed for instance by Einstein [6] for the EinsteinPodolsky-Rosen thought experiment, would enable time synchronization and hence a reference
frame in which the superluminal transport is instantaneous.
A pre-requisite for the kinematical interpretation of relativity theory is that all equations
referring to moving axis have exactly the same form as those which apply for stationary systems
[1]. This also should hold for the constitutive equations describing the interaction between matter
and electromagnetic fields. These constitutive relations contain material properties such as
permeability, permittivity and electrical conduction. The search for an ether reference frame can
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be regarded as a quest to verify or denounce the Lorentz covariant form of the constitutive relations
by means of experiments.
Experimental categories
Simply one can divide the experiments to determine the absolute motion of the reference
frame (or in other terms ‘of tСe etСer’Ψ Тnto tаo МateРorТesμ fТrst orНer or seМonН orНer eбperТments,
where the observed effect should be proportional to the appropriate order of the ratio of the velocity
of the laboratory frame relative to the speed of light.
Bradley aberration [7] and the cosmic microwave background signal [8] are the most
famous ones of the first category, but these are already interpreted differently by mainstream
physics. The observation of a dipole distribution in the cosmic microwave background radiation
[7] is an important experiment. By special relativity it is interpreted as the remnants of the initiation
of the universe. It can also be interpreted as a clear indication of a preferred reference frame and
it has triggered renewed interest in the ether concept. If it is interpreted as the frame in which the
ether is at rest, another conclusions must be drawn from the observation of the dipole: A first order
effect is possible. This is in direct contrast to the popular believes of the 20th century.
The Michelson-Morley experiment [9] is the most famous one for the second category.
Because of the large speed involved and the smallness of velocity of the laboratory, in the 19th and
first half of the 20th century, measurements were restricted to interference techniques (polarization
measurement can also be interpreted as an interference technique). The attention changed from
first order experiments to second order experiments when at the end of the 19th century the Fizeau
drag effect was used to explain why first order experiments were not able to detect the absolute
speed of the earth. Nowadays, a further distinction into two other categories can be made:
interference measurements and non-interference experiments.
In Table 1 the categories with some examples are shown. Some of these experiments have
been performed, but never repeated. Others are proposals based on theoretical analysis. The listing
is typical, but incomplete. Further details are discussed in [10].

EXPERIMENT

PROPOSAL

Interference

Silvertooth (Standing waves)

Wesley (Adapted Sagnac)

First order

Galaev (Dynamic)

Spaveri (Material-filled)

De Haan (Gas-filled)

Munera (Gas-filled)
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De Haan (Standing waves)

Christov (Correlator)

Interference

Michelson-Morley

Consoli (Gas-filled)

Second order

Demjanov (Material-filled)

Demjanov (Drag effect)

Munera (Stationary)
Cahill (Optical fiber)
De Haan (Optical fiber)
Non-Interference Bradley aberration
First order

Ahmed (Coupled shutters)

Cosmic Microwave background Kozynchenko (time diff.)
Marinov (Coupled shutters)

Kohlmetskii

De Witte (time difference)

(Thomas Wigner rotation)

Non-Interference

Sardin (time difference)

Second order

Phipps, Jr. (aberration)

Table 1. Categories and possible experiments to test special relativity theory
Experimental results
Some of the experiments mentioned in table 1 have been repeated extensively. Miller [11]
extended the work of Michelson and Morley and was convinced he measured a small but
significant second order effect. Demjanov [12] repeated the experiments using material filled
interference paths and reports both first and second order effects. However, the results obtained
are all smaller than anticipated or without firm theoretical background. This triggered the author
to repeat some of the mentioned experiments and perform some new ones based on the idea that
the constitutive relations needs to be proven Lorentz covariant by experiment.
Optical fiber
The experiment with optical fibers claimed by Cahill to be able to detect the ether [13]
have been repeated. The results are described in [14,15]. Although a first and second order
signal was observed, the sidereal dependence is absent. The same set-up was used to measure the
effect with a helium gas-filled tube [16], to find a difference in drag from a gas filled path with
respect to an optical fiber path. Again a first and second order signal was observed, but again the
sidereal dependence was absent.
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Standing waves
Other interesting candidates to reproduce are the experiments by Silvertooth [17,18] where
a special standing wave detector was used measuring a first order effect. The standing wave
detector used by Silvertooth was a thin layer of light sensitive material in front of a photomultiplier tube. This detector could measure the intensity of a light beam in a standing wave. This
detector could not be reproduced, so a program was carried out to construct a standing wave
detector based on amorphous silicon layer on a glass substrate [19,20]. It was shown that a
successful standing wave detector could be constructed. The detector was used in a set-up where
the phase difference between two arms of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer was compared with the
phase of the standing wave. The set-up was rotated and data treatment was similar as described in
[14,15]. Upon rotation of the set-up the phase difference revealed a first order effect, the amplitude
and azimuth of which are shown in figure 1. However, the first order effect is very small compared
to expectations and the sidereal dependence is even smaller1.
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0.11

Effect

Effect

1.85
0.105

1.8
0.1

0.095

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

1.75

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Sidereal Time

Sidereal Time

Fig. 1. Amplitude (left) in radians and azimuth (right) of first-order phase difference effect as
function of sidereal time for measurements of the difference between the phase of a standing
wave and the phase difference of two arms of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The
measurements were performed form April 7 to April 16, 2012 at Puttershoek in The Netherlands
(latitude 51.8o; longitude -4.6o).

1
A peculiar effect was noticed though in these experiments. It seemed that the standing wave shifted its position
with respect to the interferometer when the detector was moved along the standing wave, compared with the situation
when the detector was fixed with respect to the interferometer creating the standing wave. This shift seemed to be
independent of the velocity of the detector and occurs for detector speeds down to 3 micrometer per second (I was not
able to move any slower, except for full stop). This strange behavior was very reproducible, but I am not able to
eбplaТn Тt….
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To possibly enhance the effect the standing waves were constructed by means of a FabryPцrot МavТtв [β1] as sСoаn Тn figure 2. The cavities were constructed by means of two semitransparent thin silver layers on glass substrates. In such a way the phase difference due the
conducting silver layers is enhanced by the multiple reflections in the cavity. During the
measurements the transmission of the cavities was kept minimal by means of adaptation of the
cavity length by piezo-crystals. The set-up was rotated and data treatment was similar as described
in [14,15]. Upon rotation of the set-up the phase difference revealed a first order effect, the
amplitude and azimuth of which are shown in figure 3. The measurements were performed form
April 8, 2013 to September 10, 2014 at Puttershoek in The Netherlands (latitude 51.8o; longitude
-4.6o). Again a first and second order signal was observed, but the sidereal dependence was much
smaller than expected. Although the sidereal dependence is much smaller than expected, it is
clearly visible in the data and confirmed by the Fourier transform of the data as shown in figure 4.

Fig. 2. Mach-Zehnder geometry for double Fabry-Pцrot МavТtв
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Effect
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Fig. 3. Amplitude (left) in fringes and azimuth (right) of first-order phase difference effect as
function of sidereal time for the phase difference of two arms of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
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with absorbing Fabry-Pцrot МavТtТes. TСe measurements аere performeН form χprТl κ, β01γ to
September 10, 2014.
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Fig. 4. Fourier components of the data presented in figure 3. The inset is a zoom of the region
around a period of 1 day.
Discussion and Conclusions
Several experiments have been performed to observe possible deviations from the
preНТМtТons of EТnsteТn’s speМТal relatТvТtв tСeorв. TСese eбperТments are botС repetТtТons of
experiments reported in literature and novel ones. Interestingly, although much smaller than
expected, the observed sidereal dependence of two different experiments seem to exhibit some
similarities. The ratio of the projection of the Earth velocity (with respect to a preferred frame) on
the interferometer plane and the speed of light, for an assumed speed of the Sun with respect to
the preferred frame given by Miller [11], at Puttershoek in the Netherlands is (latitude 51.8 o;
longitude -4.6o) is shown in figure 5. It is tentative to conclude that there exists a correlation
between the experiments performed by Miller and the ones presented here, although the correlation
between the phases is less obvious. More and similar correlations have been exposed by for
ТnstanМe χllaТs [ββ], εúnera [βγ], ωaСТll [βζ] anН ωonsolТ [βη].
χs noteН bв εúnera [βγ], tСe НТreМtТon of tСe ωosmТМ εТМroаave baМkРrounН НТpole Тs
almost perpendicular to the direction given by Miller. This difference might be explained by the
assumption that the interference measurements are not sensitive to the projection of the velocity
on the plane of the interferometer, but to its rotation in that plane.
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Fig. 5. Amplitude (left) in radians and azimuth (right) of the ration between the projection of the
Earth velocity on the interferometer plane and the speed of light, for an assumed speed of the
Sun with respect to the preferred frame given by Miller at Puttershoek (latitude 51.8o; longitude 4.6o) [11].
Although the experiments reveals some sidereal deviations, the magnitudes of the
measured deviations are too small to reach any final conclusion. The question arises why the
magnitude is smaller than expected. One can think of several reasons, the most important one is
that the measured effect is just an instrumental artifact and that the observed similarity between
the experiments is just a coincidence. However, it is also possible that the measured effect is due
to a combination of instrumental artifact (for instance variable stresses in the set-up upon rotation)
and a real first-order effect, with a smaller than expected value. In such a case the sidereal
dependence remains, but is much smaller than expected. Finally it is also possible that the sidereal
dependence of the effect is less due to a physical explanation as for instance referred to by Miller
as ‘entraТnment’ [11]. In suМС a Мase tСe etСer Тs НraРРeН alonР bв tСe translatТon of tСe EartС
around the Sun, but not by its rotation along its axis. Otherwise it would be impossible to measure
the rotation of the Earth by means of Sagnac interferometers. It should be noted that the areas of
the interferometers used in the experiments are of the order of few squared decimeter. The Sagnac
effect can not be used to explain the observed phase differences, without additional assumptions
on the influence of Earth rotation upon the constitutive relations yielding the phase differences.
Millers experiments were performed at higher altitudes than the one described here (performed at
an altitude of -10 m), hence it could be beneficial to repeat the experiments at a higher altitude.
It is proposed that the reported experiments are repeated and extended to include longer
periods in time at several heights above the Earth surface. Further, except for the first-order
measurements described here, experiments of Demjanov [12] can easily be repeated against
moderate costs [26]. Except for experiments involving light interference, experiments exploiting
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the Thomas-Wigner rotation, as proposed recently by Kohlmetskii [4], are also possible and quite
inexpensive.
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The exploration of our Galaxy is realizable only by superluminal starships. Since their local velocity cannot exceed
the speed of light, it is necessary to find a way of diminishing the distance to be traversed between the points of start
and destination.
To solve this problem, M. Alcubierre proposed a warp drive creating a superluminal deformation of space around the
starship. The parameters of the warp drive are estimated and the equation of starship geodesics are analysed.
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1. Introduction
If one assumes that our Galaxy has been explored by developed civilizations in the same
way as аe СaН been saТlТnР tСe аorlН’s oМean Тn tСe χРe of EбploratТons anН tСe Great
Navigations, it is necessary for the civilizations to be able to traverse distances separating them.
Mankind created various means to traverse distances, but it is rockets that allowed the Earth
to be escaped and the Solar system to be explored. Proxima Centauri, the star nearest to the Sun,
is 1.3 pc distant. The Galaxy radius is 15 kpc. The Sun is located at a distance of 8 kpc from the
Galaxy centre. Hence it is clear that exploring the Galaxy is practically impossible during human
lifetime. While moving with the velocity close to the speed of light (a photonic engine), any
distances are reachable due to relativistic time dilation but it is a voyage without return.
Here we arrive at a conclusion that the Galaxy tour would be possible only for a
superluminal or hyper-motion. We are dealing with a local velocity, which cannot exceed the speed
of light. The only possibility lies in diminishing the distance separating the points of start and
destination to be traversed by a starship. A wormhole connecting the start and destination points
allows coming to the destination point using a shorter route. Another possibility is to contract space
ahead of the starship. This process is performed with the aid of a warp drive proposed by Miguel
Alcubierre in 1994 [1].
2. Metric. Energy Density. Alcubierre’s Warp Drive Parameters
The distorted space-time is described by the metric:
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2

(1)

Where

rs2   x  x s   y 2  z 2 ,
2

vs 
f  rs  

dx s
,
dt

th  rs  R   th  rs  R 
2th R

The starship is moving with the velocity
and wall thickness

�

(2)

(3)

(4)

in the −axis direction. A bubble of the radius

has been created around the starship. Inside and outside the bubble the

space-time is flat, and in the layer of thickness

the space-time is contracted in the forward

�

direction and expanded in the opposite one. Thus the starship brings the place of destination closer
due to contraction of the space-tТme aСeaН of Тt. χlМubТerre’s bubble as аell as tСe аormСole Тs
supported by a negative energy. The energy density to support the bubble:



where

=

+

;

=

at

=

c 2v s2 2  2
,
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(5)

.

The volume of the layer with nonzero density

V 
The effective quantities corresponding to |�|:

the mass
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M

v s2  2 R 2
,
32Grs2

(7)

the gravitational radius

rg 

v s2  2 R 2
,
16c 2rs2

(8)

Нe SТtter’s СorТzon

r0 

For

>

4 3crs

v s 

.

(9)

we have

>

 cr  2
 cr 
8 4 3  s    R  16  s 
v s  
v s  
3

if � >

,

�

�� �

>

√

. Thus the starship mass exceeds

−

⨀,

2

where

(10)

⨀

is the solar mass.

3. Starship Geodesics
The equations of geodesics read:
0 1 1
uu 
Γ000u 0u 0  Γ001u 0u 1  Γ11

du 0

ds

(11)

Γ100u 0u 0  Γ101u 0u 1  Γ111u 1u 1 

du 1

ds

(12)
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ds  cdt
In case
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=
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≤

Here

−

,
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≤
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(13)

c2




,




(14)

(15)

≤ .

is the local velocity of the starship relative to the deformed space-time

not exceeding the speed of light, is the rate of deformation of space-tТme relatТve to εТnkoаskТ’s
at the point of starship start,

is the starship velocity relative to its start point.

4. Conclusion
TСe possТbТlТtв of a neРatТve enerРв Тs evТНenМeН bв ωasТmТr’s effeМt provТНТnР tСe basis
for electron microscopy. The difficulties related to a practical realization of the hyper-motion lie
in a too large amount of energy being required.
However, the technical realization has not been dealt so far, we are dealing only with a
possibility of hyper-motion in principle. In this case there arise obstacles which seem insuperable
nowadays. The conclusions based on the level of modern science are no ultimate. So much is
unknown. Contrary to electromagnetism, we cannot control over gravity. When our knowledge
becomes more detailed and extensive, it will be possible for us to succeed in revising many
problems of gravity including its modern interpretation within the framework of general relativity.
Reference
1. Alcubierre M. (1994). The warp drive: hyper-fast travel within general relativity. Class. Quant.
Grav., v. 11-5, 73-77.
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The source of the anisotropy of the background radiation are the cosmological perturbations from a length of wave
comparable or bigger Hubble radius. Such long-wave perturbations have come from an era when the Universe was
much younger. The initial perturbations had the quantum mechanical nature and, subsequently, amplified an external
gravitational field. Thus, the scalar and tensor perturbations are the source of information on the early Universe.
In this article the origin of the initial perturbations is considered and settled an invoice the power spectrum and the
spectral indexes of the scalar and tensor perturbations within the exact solutions of the equations of dynamics of a
scalar field.
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Introduction
The cosmological perturbations are a source of the evolution of large-scale structure of the
Universe. Generation of initial perturbations has the quantum-mechanical nature. The length of a
wave of perturbations has strongly grown since generation, but other physical characteristics of
the perturbations can still support the traces of their origin. The quantum mechanical generation
of the cosmological perturbations depends only on existence their quantum fluctuations in the
initial point and interaction of the perturbations with a variation gravitational field of the
homogeneous isotropic Universe.
Gravitational waves are a valuable source of information about the stage of early evolution
of the universe. State of accelerated expansion of the universe in the early stages describes the
theory of inflation [1]. Inflationary cosmology explains the origin of the primary irregularities and
predicts their range [2]. Thus, it is possible to test the theory by comparison with observational
data.
According to the theory of inflation derived from primordial quantum fluctuations. These
fluctuations have significant amplitude of the scale of the Planck length and for inflation they
approached the scale of galaxies with almost the same amplitude. Thus, inflation connects the
large-scale structure of the Universe with a microscopic scale. The resulting spectrum of
inhomogeneities is essentially independent of particular scenarios of inflation and has a universal
form. This leads to unambiguous predictions for the spectrum of the CMB anisotropy [2].
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Inflation model are defined view of the effective potential V   . In this case, the potential

is controlled by a scalar field  , which rolls down to the minimum V   . The end of inflation
constitute a breach of the slow roll, field oscillates around the minimum and process of reheating

begins. This process involves several different stages, such as the collapse of the inflation
condensate (preheating), the production of particles of the standard model and thermalization [2].
The source of the CMB anisotropy are cosmological perturbations with wavelengths
comparable to or greater than the Hubble radius. Initial perturbations have quantum-mechanical
nature, and subsequently amplified by parametric external gravitational field. The wavelength of
the perturbation has grown since the generation, but other physical characteristics of the
perturbation may still bear traces of their origin. Quantum-mechanical generation of cosmological
perturbations depends on the existence of quantum fluctuations in the inflationary stage and
interaction of disturbances with variable gravitational field of a homogeneous isotropic universe.
Strong variable gravitational field of very early Universe plays the role of the pump field.
It replaces the zero-point quantum perturbations and enhances them. The initial quantum state of
each mode disturbances is transformed as a result of the quantum meМСanТМal SМСröНТnРer
evolution to the "frozen" vacuum.
Anisotropy of the microwave background
The Universe just before recombination is a very tightly coupled fluid, due to the large
electromagnetic Thomson cross section. Photons scatter off charged particles (protons and
electrons), and carry energy, so they feel the gravitational potential associated with the
perturbations imprinted in the metric during inflation. A density of baryons (protons and neutrons)
does not collapse under the effect of gravity until it enters the causal Hubble radius. The perturbation
continues to grow until radiation pressure opposes gravity and sets up acoustic oscillations in the
plasma. Since densities of the same size will enter the Hubble radius at the same time, they will
oscillate in phase. Moreover, since photons scatter off these baryons, the acoustic oscillations occur
also in the photon field and induces a pattern of peaks in the temperature anisotropies in the sky,
at different angular scales [3].
When the temperature drops and the expansion of the universe cools. Expansion rate is
much slower characteristic time of establishment of equilibrium in hot plasma, so the particles in
it are in thermodynamic equilibrium. One of these particles is relic photons.
Although photon propagates at the speed of light, in hot dense plasma due to scattering by
electrons photons spread much more slowly. When the universe is expanding so that the plasma
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cools to a temperature of recombination, the electrons begin to connect with protons to form
neutral hydrogen, and photons begin to spread freely.
Cosmic microwave background radiation has a unique property. Its temperature is
remarkably isotropic. It is isotropic with precision. Nevertheless, there is a slight anisotropy.
Anisotropy is due to the difference of temperature in different directions in the sky. Its magnitude
is equal to about 3 mK. These kinetic components of the CMB anisotropy, which is called dipole
anisotropy.
In addition to the kinetic component, there are potential members in the CMB anisotropy,
owe their origin to the gravitational field of very large scale, which is comparable to the particle
horizon, in other words, the distance to the last scattering neighborhood.
Consider the basic equation describing the anisotropy of the cosmic microwave
background radiation, and the basic physical effects that it causes. The equation of change of
temperature in the direction of e has the form

h ( , r( )) i j 1 
T (e)
v
1
   d ij
 (e )
ee 

2
4 
T
c
0

The first term in this equation describes the Sachs-Wolfe effect, which was predicted in the
early 60s Sachs and Wolfe lies in the fact that photons moving in an alternating potential or gain
or lose energy.
The second term is due to adiabatic preload radiation before the era of recombination in
areas of high and low density Silk effect.
The third term owes its origin to the Doppler effect, which is a scattering of photons by
moving adiabatic perturbations of free electrons before and after recombination.
The growing mode solution of the metric perturbation that left the Hubble scale during
inflation contributes to the temperature anisotropies on large scales as

l
T
 ,     almYlm  , 

T
l 2 m  l

alm - multipole coefficients, Ylm are the usual spherical harmonics.
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We can now compute the two-point correlation function or angular power spectrum C  

of the CMB anisotropies on large scales, defined as an expansion in multipole number

   

  
 
   


       


  



where Pl  cos   are the Legendre polynomials, and we have averaged over different universe
realizations. Since the coefficients alm are isotropic, we can compute the Cl  alm
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as
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where jl  k0  are spherical Bessel functions and 0 is the distance to the surface of last scattering.
In the case of scalar metric perturbation produced during inflation, the scalar power
spectrum at reentry is given by

 k   AS2  k0 

ns 1

. In that case, one can integrate (7) to give
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The tensor angular power spectrum can be expressed as
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where x  k and

r  Cl

g

is the primordial tensor spectrum.

The ratio of the tensor and scalar contribution to the angular power spectrum is

T

Cl  . Thus, the tensor angular power spectrum can be calculated as Cl   rCl  .
S

T

S

Metric perturbations
During inflation, quantum fluctuations of a scalar field will create metrics perturbations.
Let's write down the metric in linear approximation, taking into account the scalar and tensor
perturbations and the field perturbations [4]









                              





        












The functions of scalar perturbations A  , x i , B, D, E depend on calibration,  ij is a

metrics of space of constant curvature. The gauge-invariant tensor perturbations matches
transverse and traceless gravitational waves i hij  hii  0 .

In the article [5] the exact expressions for the power spectrum and the spectral indexes of
the scalar and tensor perturbations were obtained.
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M P2 1.
where H is the Hubble parameter, M P - Plank mass,
The basic equations
TСe equatТons of a sМalar fТelН’s НвnamТМs Тn tСe flat FrТeНman-Robertson-Walker Universe
are written as follows
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  V     V   is the pressure,
2
2

p
with the equation of state p  w  t   , where
energy density and w  t  is the state parameter.

ψeМause of tСe nonlТnear МСaraМter of EТnsteТn’s equatТons, eбaМt solutТons to tСe sМalar
cosmology equations can only be found using simple methods for very particular potentials. But
it's difficult to find exact solutions for more appealing potentials. The slow-roll approximations is
the usual procedure to receive the approximate solutions of these equations [5]


          


   

  


   

A consequence of the system of equations  5  6  can be written as

    
 
  
     
  




Then we write the state parameter w  t  as follows






 

   
       


  














    
 
    
     



   


One can obtain from this equation
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The solution of the equation  8  allows getting the Hubble parameter, the potential and

the scalar field from r   :

     



   






              

      



   





9

10 
11

The exact solutions of the scalar field's dynamical equations can be obtained for different

cosmological models by choosing of the r   . The power spectra and the spectral indices of scalar
and tensor perturbations and the two-point correlation function of angular CMB anisotropies on

large scales in the models of cosmological inflation can be calculated from  2  5 on the basis of
these exact solutions.
The models of cosmological inflation

Consider the constant tensor to scalar ratio r    B 2 and obtain the solutions of  9  11
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V ( )  A2(3  4B )e B

(t )  



1
ln 
2
B  2AB (t  C ) 
1

H (t ) 

1
2B (t  C )
2

a(t )  a0(t  C )2B ,C  const ,0  0
1

2

The resulting solutions correspond to the exponential inflation[6]
For r ( ) 

A2 2
we receive
( A 2  B ) 2

A2 

B
V ( )     
3 
A

2

2

(t )  C exp( 4At )
H (t )  AC 2 exp(8At )  B
C 2 

 At  
a(t )  a0 exp   1  exp     Bt 
 8 

 8 



that corresponds to the model with spontaneous symmetry breaking[7]
When A  1, r ( ) 

2

( 2  B) 2

the solution of the system  9  11 is defined as

V ( )  3C ( 2  B 2 )(B 4  2B 2 2   4  6 2 )
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 t   B cosh(Ct )

H (t )  C B 2 cosh2(Ct )  B 2 

3/2

 A 2  cosh2(Ct ) 

 cosh(Ct ) 

a(t )  a0 exp 
This is inflation with polynomial potential[8].
The quintessential inflation

2
Consider the tensor to scalar ratio as r ( )  tanh ( A ) . The solution of the system  9  11

gives the following expressions
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This is the quintessential inflation[9]

V ( ) V 0  Fe A  Ge  A
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 12

with V 0  4C 2  2  1  , F  G  C 2  2  2  .
B
B





2
In case of B  6 the potential is V ( )  8C   which corresponds to the de Sitter

solution [10].
The amplitude and spectral energy density parameter of the relic gravitational wave are
defined as [11]
2
hGW


GW

H inf
4 2M P2

4
1 d GW  f
, c  24 H 0 ,


c d ln f
c
2

where Hinf and H 0 are the Hubble parameters in the era of inflation, and in the modern era.
MD
GW
f  
RD
GW
kin
GW

 fh 
3 2
h

  , f  f  f MD
8 2 GW m 0  f  h
 f   61 hGW2 r 0 ,f MD  f h  f RD
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аСere matter, raНТatТon anН kТnetТМ enerРв НomТnateН epoМСs are representeН bв “εD”, “RD”

anН “kТn” respeМtТvelв.  m 0 and  r 0 are the present values matter and radiation energy density
parameters respectively. reheating temperature and Hubble parameter are represented by Trh and

H rh respectively and we have taken reheating temperature and Hubble parameter approximately
same as the temperature and Hubble parameter at the end of inflation.
The possibilities of experimental detection of gravitational waves
One of the promising methods for increasing the sensitivity of gravitational antennas in
high-frequency part of the spectrum is the use of low-frequency optical resonance (LOR)
phenomenon, whose presence in the Fabry-Perot interferometer is set in the works[12]
The paper [13] shows that the minimum energy density of gravitational waves that can be
detected by using a low-frequency resonance in the optical Fabry-Perot interferometer can be
estimated by the formula


where

    
        



 - phase shift describing the setting of the interferometer c - the speed of light, T time

averaging of the spectral density,  - loss per cycle reflections,

- Planck constant, k - wave

number, W0 - the power of monochromatic laser light, f - frequency of the gravitational waves.
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Fig. 1. The energy density of gravitational wave GW  f  for different models.
Figure 1 are graphs of energy density of gravitational wave for different models. The
same graph shows the dependence of the minimum detectable energy density of gravitational
waves for a variety of experiments and in the case of low-frequency optical resonance. It can be
seen that at high frequencies in the model of quintessential inflation with the potential 12  for

high frequencies GW increases.

The values of the frequency and the energy density of relic gravitational waves is limited
by conditions[14]

f


0

GW d ln f  1.1·105 , f 0  109 Hz

Conclusion
In tСТs аork аe аere НerТveН eбaМt solutТons of sМalar fТelН’s НвnamТМal equatТons for tСe
different models of inflation. Also presented the possibility of experimental detection of
gravitational waves in the high frequency part of the spectrum using a low-frequency optical
resonance phenomenon in the Fabry-Perot interferometer. The model parameters is limited by
the influence of relic gravitational waves on the rate of primordial nucleosynthesis.
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We obtain the expression for the curvature of the trajectory of the light beam in a moving medium. Trajectory
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Curvature of the trajectory of the electromagnetic waves caused by the gravitational fields
of massive space objects is studied well enough as this refers to one of the three predictions of the
general theory of relativity. Recently, this topic is related to the much-discussed hypothesis of the
existence of the dark matter and energy [1]. At the same time the moving interstellar and
intergalactic medium can also bend the path of light rays that is a source of additional amendments
in determining the radius of the orbit of the star.
The movement of the medium leads to the amendments in the phase velocity of the
electromagnetic radiation, in the propagation time of the electromagnetic radiation between the
transmitter and the receiver, and it can also lead to the angular velocity aberration radiation.
In that case, if the space velocity of the medium is inhomogeneous and the speed alteration
therein corresponds to a gradient, bending of the electromagnetic radiation trajectory in the
medium arises.
Let us consider the propagation of the plane monochromatic wave in a moving medium in
a geometrical approximation, when the characteristic size of the inhomogeneities of the medium
is much greater than the wavelength of the radiation. At the same time we assume the very
environment as a uniform one, while non-uniformity caused by the gradient of the velocity of its
movement. The most interesting is the two-dimensional case and the three-dimensional
generalization can be easily obtained by using the principle of superposition.
Let us assume that in the plane XOZ propagates the electromagnetic wave in the optically
transparent medium with a velocity gradient.
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The process of propagation of the radiation can be represented as a series of the beam

refractions at the boundary of layers and within the layer the velocity variation of the medium can
be ignored.
Let an electromagnetic wave falls at the point 0 on the boundary between the medium with
a refractive index
index

at an angle

and than refracted at an angle

in the medium with a refractive

. Each i-th point of the trajectory corresponds to the very radius vector � . The increment

of the refraction angle is denoted by

. Let ⃗ be the element of the displacement of the wave

vector in the moving medium (ray vector) ⃗ =

. Assume that at some point

�

is placed the

center of the propagation trajectory curvature of the radiation in the medium. Then the value
is a radius of the trajectory curvature.

�

Let us obtain an analytical expression for the curvature of the trajectory of the radiation
within the movable medium, taking into account relativistic terms.
By definition, the expression for the curvature of the trajectory of the radiation in the
medium can be written as




  
.






(1)

During the propagation of the beam from point 0 to point 1, the wave vector will turn at an

angle d2  d 2 r ds .

To use this expression we use the dependence of the wave vector of the refracted wave
from the coordinates.
The wave vector while shifting from point 0 to point 1 will vary by the value of


dk2 k2 (1)  k2 (0) . The rotation of the wave vector k2 at an angle d2 depends from the angle of

refraction 2
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(2)



The variation of the wave vector k2 occurs only due to the changes in its projection on the

axis OZ, because k 2 z is a tangential invariant, so the expression for the curvature takes the
following form:



    







(3)

We take into account that the derivative of the scalar function in the direction of ⃗ is

determined according to the formula

 



  
  
  


 




In this case, the first two derivatives are equal to zero 

(4)
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That is why the expression for the curvature will be the following:




         




  

(5)

To determine the projection of the wave vector k2 we use the solution of the dispersion
equation obtained in [2]
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Assuming that the normal velocity of the boundary is absent, and  
0, I1 
0 
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so let us rewright the expressions for d and 2t , d as

      







       

Then the expression for the normal projection of the wave vector k 2 z will be simplified
as
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The derivative of k 2 z with respect to z will have the form
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For the trajectory curvature of the radiation we can obtain

k

sin0 2 2222z21 2  Q2
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Using these approximations 2 x  22x ; 2 z  22z , we can wright
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And the expression for the curvature will be the following
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Note that the curvature of the trajectory has a nonzero value in the absence of rotary motion,
such as shear flow.
In the particular case of rotational motion of the medium
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Then for the curvature of the trajectory we obtain

n22  1  2
k 3
sin 0 .
n2 c

(15)

For the angular deflection of the beam on the track with length S, we write

d 

n22  1  2
sin 2ds .
n2 c
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Fig. 1. The dependence of the curvature radius of the radiation trajectory in a rotating medium
from the frequency of rotation


The expression obtained in the first approximation corresponds to the work [3]. The main

difference is that the curvature of the trajectory and the angular deviation depends on the velocity
gradient.
Fig. 1 shows the dependence of the curvature radius on the rotational speed of the medium
on the basis of numerical calculation using the formulas (9) - (11). The calculations were

performed with the following parameters

 

 

   nm;    m,
allowing comparison with direct numerical calculation [4, 5].

At low speeds, the radius of curvature tends to infinity, while at large - there is a significant
non-linearity

�

, which reflects the importance of the relativistic terms. It follows from the

calculations we made that the effect of the curvature of the trajectory in the medium with a velocity
gradient is the effect of the first order with respect to u/c.
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We analyzed limitations of the two-flat-test absolute calibration method connected with the measurement noise. The
results sСoаeН tСat reМonstruМtТon of tСe surfaМe topoРrapСв for spatТal frequenМТes from 1.η×10 -2 to 1.γ×10-1 mm-1 is
possible for translation T values from 1 to 7 mm.
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Introduction
For the purposes of the experimental detection of gravitational waves of cosmic origin the
gravitational waves telescopes are applied. There are several international projects designed to
detect and accurately measure gravitational waves: the American-Australian project LIGO [1], the
German-British GEO600, the Japanese TAMA-300 and the Franco-Italian VIRGO and European
LISA [2]. Telescopes include optical flat components with high-precision surfaces, about 0.2nm
rms (root mean square value of the surface height distribution) and aperture diameter more than
250mm.
The best known methods used to measure large-aperture optical surfaces are
interferometric methods in conjunction with calibration methods. In case when the quality of the
test flat surface is comparable with the quality of the reference flat surface, absolute calibration
methods should be applied.
In previous study [3] we suggested the absolute calibration method following the two-flattest method [4]. The method is based on the translation of the test flat with respect to the reference
flat on a distance T along the vertical and horizontal axes.
The numerical results of that study showed that the reconstruction of the surface
topoРrapСв Тs possТble for a spatТal frequenМв reРТon from 1.θ7×10-3 to γ.0×10-2 mm-1 for the
aperture 600 mm. However, the realization of the real experiment requires to carry out the research
of possible range of translation T value, which limits the reconstruction of the spatial frequency
range.
In this paper we define the range of the translation T value that guarantees the
reconstruction of the test flat by the two-flat-test method across a wide spatial frequency range
without loss of the accuracy.
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Noise estimation
As mentioned, the range of the translation T value should be carefully chosen in order to
retrieve the largest possible range of spatial frequencies. Figure 1 illustrates the filtering function
depending on the different translation T values. The figure shows that the smallest translations of
the test flat should be performed for the reconstruction of higher frequencies. Nevertheless, it is
necessary to estimate the noise level during the measurement before choosing the translation
length, because the measurement noise can effect on the reconstruction accuracy.
Using algorithm of the noise analysis [4] and considering the surface height distribution of
the test flat as a signal, Signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement can be defined as follows:

SNRDiff ( ,T )  2  SNRm1( )  sin(T ) ,

(1)

x

Filtering function
sinc(π xT)

1

0.5

0

-0.5

10

T = 2 mm
T = 4 mm
T = 8 mm
-3

10

-2

10

-1

10

0

Spatial frequency x, 1/mm

Fig. 1. Filtering function sТnМ(π xT).

where SNRm1( Ψ is a Signal-to-noise ratio for one measurement,
Signal-to-noise ratio for one measurement calculated as:
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is a spatial frequency. The
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SNRm1( ) 

PSDm1( )

2PSDnoise ( )

(2)

,

where PSDm1( Ψ is a power spectral density (PSD) for one measurement and PSDnoise( Ψ is a
PSD of the measurement noise.
Experimental results
In order to analyze the noise, two sequential measurements of the test flat were carry out
by using the interferometer Intellium H2000 based on the Fizeau scheme [5]. The diameter of the
test flat was 100mm. Translation of the test flat was performed by fine adjustment screws
controlled by the engineer's dial gauge with 10um accuracy. Measurements had a 120um spatial
resolution. Figure 2A and Figure 2B shows the surface profiles of these two measurements

Surface profile, nm

y, mm

y, mm

Surface profile, nm

m1(x,y) and m2(x,y).

x, mm

x, mm

B
Fig. 2. A – Surface profile of the measurement m1(x,y); B – Surface profileof the
measurement m2(x,y).

The functions PSDm1( Ψ and PSDnoise( Ψ were calculated for obtained surface profiles.
Power spectral density for surface height distribution according to [6], we defined as follows:
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PSD ( x , y ) 

where

1

A

 htest ( x , y ) x y

2

(3)

,

is an area of analysis, mm, htest(x,y) is a surface height distribution on the test flat, Δx×Δy

is a square size of the pixel, � is a two-dimensional Fourier transform. The power spectral density
of the measurement noise PSDnoise( Ψ was calculated as:

PSD ( x , y ) 

1

A

 m1( x , y )  m2( x , y ) x y

2

,

(4)

where m1(x,y) and m2(x,y) are two sequential measurements. Figure 3 shows functions of the
PSD of one measurement of the test flat (dashed line), PSD of the estimated measurement noise
(dotted line) and Signal-to-noise ratio for one measurement SNRm1( Ψ (solid line). Easy to see
that reconstruction of the high spatial frequencies will be impossible.

Fig. 3. PSD of surface height distribution, PSD of the noise and Signal-to-noise ratio for
one measurement.
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The Signal-to-noise ratio for two sequential measurements of the test flat was calculated
using equation (1) for the range of the translation T value from 0 to 50mm, for the range of spatial

Signal-to-noise ratio

Translation T value, mm

frequenМТes from 1.0×10-2 to ζ.0×100 mm-1 and represented on Figure 4.

1.5·10-2

1.3·10

Spatial frequency

-1

, mm

-1

x

Fig. 4. Signal-to-noise ratio SNRDiffx( ,TΨ as a function of translation T value and spatial
frequencies.

The results of this study showed that the presence of the noise in the measurements strongly
affect the quality of the reconstruction of a surface profile. The chosen threshold of the

SNRDiffx( ,TΨ on the Figure 4 is equal 2. The white areas on the figure represent spatial
frequenМТes tСat аТll be suММessfullв reМonstruМteН аСТle frequenМТes of tСe Нark areas аoulНn’t
be reconstructed. Orange dashed lines on the figure represent the range of the spatial frequencies
from 1.η×10-2 to 1.γ×10-1 mm-1, the area of our interest. As we used test flat with aperture 100mm
for our measurements, аe reМalМulateН НesТreН spatТal frequenМТes (1.θ7×10-3 - γ.0×10-2 mm-1) to
the size of our aperture by using harmonics. The desired frequency range is equal to the range of
harmonics from 1 to 18 orders for the 600mm aperture of the test flat. Accordingly, the range of
СarmonТМs from 1 to 1κ orНers МorresponНs to tСe spatТal frequenМв ranРe from 1.η×10-2 to 1.γ×101

mm-1 for the 100mm aperture of the test flat. The result shows that the reconstruction of the

frequency range is possible with range of the translation T value from 1 to 7 mm.
Conclusion
This work is devoted to the definition of the limits of the two-flat-test absolute calibration
method for measurement of the accuracy of the large aperture optical details. The quality of the
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reconstruction directly depends on choosing of the range of the translation T value. For the
definition of this range the measurement noise analysis was performed. According to the results,
tСe reМonstruМtТon of tСe test flat surfaМe profТle for spatТal frequenМТes from 1.η×10-2 to 1.γ×10-1
mm-1 would be successful for translations of the test flat from 1 to 7 mm.
This study allows us to proceed to the next important stage of the work, to carry out a real
experiment of two-flat-test absolute calibration on the optical industry.
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The opportunities for detecting of dark matter elementary particles – axions – are discussed. In accordance with the
predictions

of

the

modern

theory,

these

particles

have

a

very

small

rest

mass,

corresponding to the energy range 0.001. . . 1.0 meV. At the presence of magnetic field in vacuum the possibility of
laser raНТatТon МonversТon Тnto aбТons anН reverse proМesses as a result of PrТmakov effeМt (“δТРСt sСТnТnР tСrouРС
аall”Ψ Тs preНТМteН bв moНern tСeorв. It Тs proposeН to Тmplement pСoton-axion conversion by using of powerfull
pulsed laser as the pumping source. It is proposed to use Raman-active media for photon-axion conversion
observation. In the case of Stimulated Raman Scattering the effective photon-axion conversion is predicted. The
conditions

of

synchronism

in

elementary

processes

of

photon-axion

conversion

may

be

realized

for so called unitary polaritons, for which the refractive index is close to unity,
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1. Introduction
According to the modern concepts of high energy physics [1-4] about the scenarios of
evolution of the Universe, after the initial homogeneous and isotropic state physical vacuum has
undergone phase transition, resulting in the decreased symmetry vacuum. The so-called standard
moНel of tСТs pСase transТtТon baseН on tСe use of loМal (РauРeΨ sвmmetrв, askeН tСe Рroup SUβ ×
U(1). The conclusion of this theory is prediction of formation in vacuum scalar field that specifies
the symmetry of the low-temperature phase and leading to the formation of massive elementary
particles. In particular, in the spectrum at high energies it is predicted the presence of scalar
particle — the Higgs boson [4-7], the search for which in recent years intensively carried out on
the experimental setup, generating elementary particles with energy exceeding 1 TeV. Such a
particle is expected to be found in the result of the analysis allowed by the selection rules of the
processes of decay of a scalar boson into pairs of gamma-quanta, the presence of which may be
installed by conventional methods known in high energy physics. Along with scalar Higgs boson,
also called as amplitudon, the theory of phase transition in vacuum predicts massless boson
(phason), called as Nambu – Goldstone boson. In recent years it became clear that the standard
model, despite for great success in the description of the spectrum of the known elementary
particles spectrum, requires further clarification, by taking into account the effects of time (T)
breaking symmetry at small distances. In this regard, the theory, predicts that the rest mass of
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phason must be different from zero. So the conclusion was done about the existence of elementary
particles with the pre-separately small but finite rest mass [8-11]. One example of such particles
can be axions [1]. It is expected that the rest mass axion corresponds to the energy range of
0.001...1.0 meV, i.e. should being substantially less than the rest mass of all known elementary
particles. The axions are pseudoscalar particles, i.e. their wave function changes sign under
inversion and mirror reflections space. The actual topics of modern physics is also associated with
prediction of presence in the Universe dark matter (total share 0,23) and dark energy (the total
share of 0.73). Recently on the basis of astrophysical data hypothesized [12-17] that candidates
for the role of particles dark matter are axions — pseudoscalar particles with preseparately low
rest mass anН relatТvТstТМ НТspersТon laа. “ωolН” (sloаΨ aбТons are nonrelatТvТstТМ (σeаtonТanΨ
particles, being at a state of Bose-EТnsteТn МonНensate. “Hot” (fastΨ aбТons are relatТvТstТМ partТМles
and move with a speed close to the speed of light. Important property of these particles — their
superweak interaction with material environments similar to the neutrinos. According to the
estimates obtained from astrophysical data, the equilibrium concentration of axions in our part of
the galaxy is about 10-24g/cm3. With this concentration owing to the extremely small rest mass
axions must be in Bose-Einstein condensate state even at room temperature.
Some scientists proposed the detection and generation for axions in the laboratory
conditions [12-17]. In this the direction analyzed the feasibility of photon - axion conversion and
inverse processes allowed by the selection rules in the presence of strong external magnetic field.
In this case explores two effects: 1) the generation of “Сot” aбТons Тn tСe Мon- version of laser
photons or x-raв raНТatТon Тnto aбТons of tСe same enerРвν βΨ tСe НeteМtТon of “МolН” (σeаtonТanΨ
axion when their conversion into photons of the microwave range. To now received only the first
experimental results in these area, requiring optimization of the conditions of observation and
finding ways to improve the efficiency of the discussed processes for reliable interpretation of the
obtained experimental results.
This paper presents new experimental scheme to implement the generation and detection
for axions and analyzed the possibilities of their implementation in the laboratory.
2. To the theory of photon-axion conversion in vacuum
In [18-21] on the dynamics of stars with masses 8...12 Solar masses, the conclusion was
made about the processes of photon-axion conversion properties inside stars and estimates the
efficiency of photon-axion conversion elemental process. Furthermore, in [10-12, 15] it was
suРРesteН tСe possТbТlТtв of “Сot” aбТons МreatТnР аТtС enerРв β-3 eV in the laboratory when
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implementing eбperТments of tСe tвpe “δТРСt sСТnТnР tСrouРС аall” (so-called Primakov-effect).
Schematic diagram for the generation and detection for axions using the Primakov effect is shown
in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Schematic setup for observation of the effect of
photons of laser radiation conversion into pseudoscalar bosons γ → a (aбТonsΨ anН tСe reverse
process — tСe reМonversТon a → γ; 1 — the source of laser radiation; 2 — translucent mirror; 3
— solenoids; 4 — opaque wall; 5 — receivers of the secondary radiation; 6 —
Fabry – Pero resonator, generating the light quanta (γ).
Thus at the first step with the help of modern lasers of visible range, generation of photons
(γ) takes place, taking into account the strong magnetic field presence (see Fig.1) , the photonaxion (γ-a) conversion should take place . Axions, emerging at left side of setup, should penetrate
through the opaque wall 4. Then, at right part of setup, reverse processes should take place
resulting axion-photon conversion. So the reconverted photons may be detected after opaque wall.
As a result of the secondary photons detection the probability of these processes and effectiveness
of tСe pСoton proНuМtТon from “Сot” for aбТons Тn tСe laboratorв maв be evaluateН. χММorНТnР to
the selection rules, photon-axion conversion processes are permitted only when constant magnetic
field, the induction of which is perpendicular to the direction of the beam of exciting radiation, is
applied to the area of laser radiation. In the absence of an external magnetic field only three-particle
conversion processes are allowed, the probability of which is very small. As it turned out from the
experiments [10-12, 15], the useful signal of the secondary radiation produced as the result of
conversion-reconversion processes seemed to be extremely small and that during the experiments
is below the sensitivity threshold of the modern detectors. The photon-axion coupling constant g,
bounded with the probability of conversion– reconversion processes, is very small [10-12, 15] : g
≈ 10-10 GeV−1.
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As analogous to the processes of photon-axion conversion we consider corresponding

Raman scattering (RS) of light processes in crystals or dielectric media [10-12, 15, 21-23]. Fig.
2a,b illustrates the Stokes (a)and anti-Stokes processes in condensed dielectric media and
corresponding photon-axion conversion (c) and reconversion (d) processes.

Fig. 2. Schemes of elemental Stokes(a) and anti-Stokes Raman (b) in condensed media and also
corresponding photon-axion conversion (c) and reconversion (d) processes.
For the Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman elemental processes momentum and energy
conservation laws may be presented as:
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Here 0 ,  ' ,  '' ,  - tСe enerРТes of eбМТtТnР pСoton of laser emТssТon, pСoton of Stokes
emТssТon, pСoton of antТ-Stokes emТssТon anН pСonons МorresponНТnРlвν
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МorresponНТnР quasТmomentums. For Stokes and anti-Stokes conversion-reconversion processes
accordingly we have:
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Here 0 ( ),  ' (a), (m) - tСe enerРТes of eбМТtТnР pСoton of laser emТssТon, aбТon anН
quantum of ТnНТreМt

maРnetТМ fТelН emТssТon МorresponНТnРlвν
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МorresponНТnР quasТmomentums. When the conversion of photons into axions in the constant
external magnetic field takes place, instead of (2) relations, we have:
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Thus, photon-axion conversion and reconversion processes in magnetic field are similar to
the processes of Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman processes in condensed media. The full
probability(1/s) of Stokes RS may be presented as [22]:
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Lagrangian density of the electromagnetic field at the presence of magnetic field may be presented
as [11-17]:
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Here F , F  -tensors of electromagnetic field, F     F  , a -wave function of
2

axion, g – the interaction fields constant. Will continue to use the system of units for which the
fundamental constants C0 (velocity of light in vacuum) and

are equal to unity. Based on (8), the

equations of motion for the respective fields we write in the form:
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The solution (8) for pseudoscalar fields a has the form:
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In the one-dimensional case, the solution of (10) can be written as follows:

                  




(11)



q (  ka ) - momentum, transmitted to magnetic field; F (q) 
Here 

sin ql / 2
, i.e.
ql / 2

F(0)=1.
The likelihood of occurrence Na pseudoscalar bosons in the result of its conversion from
Nγ quanta (photons) of exciting radiation is given by the equation
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If we used the following value of parameters [4-7]: g~10 -10 GeV-1,

(12)

= 10 Tl, l= 1 m, it

takes place:




(13)

When using of Fabry – Perot resonator (see Fig. 1) with finesse Q=104 , conversion
probability enhances to value:
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In this case the full probability of reconversion is:

   





   



(15)

When the power of the exciting radiation of the argon laser is about 10 W, operating in
continuous or quasi-МontТnuous manner ( =0.η1ζ m), the number of excitatory quanta of light
entering in the first cavity during one second is Nγ ≈ 1020 1/s. Accordingly, the output (see Fig.
1) according to relation (11), i.e. the number of photons after reconversion process is Nγ’ ≈ 108

1/s. This corresponds to a noise level and is below the limit of sensitivity light radiation detectors.

Thus, observation of the discussed effect in the regime of spontaneous processes is not promising.
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3. Stimulated photon-axion conversion processes
For stimulated conversion process by analogy with the STRS (relations (6), (7)), we obtain:

a

1

Q
 na ( )( )( �B 0l )2F 2(� ).
4
4 k a

(16)

For na value we use the relation:

1 Q 
na  ( )( )( gB 0l )2F 2(a )n  .
4  ka

(17)

Here – n quantum figure of exciting radiation. For the excitation of stimulated conversion
processes is necessary to use the short (10-8 s) or ultrashort (10-10 s) pulses of exciting radiation
[21-23]. Consider a case where the power density of the exciting pulse is 10 12 W/cm2, and its
duration is 10-10s. This type of operation can be implemented for the second optical harmonic
solid-state YAG: Nd3+laser. The number of quanta per the fashion of the exciting radiation field is
n0 ≈ 1014. According (15), we obtain na ≈ 1, Т.e., Тn suМС МonНТtТons Тt Тs possТble to eбpeМt Тmpletion
of threshold regime of stimulated conversion processes. In this case the total probability of
conversion–reconversion is:

Pa  na (
1
4

Q



4 k a
)(

)( gB 0l )2F 2(q).

(18)

Under the condition of transition from spontaneous emission to stimulated one the number
for na (number of quanta) on the oscillator is close to nγ- value and thus the intensity of the
secondary emission should be large enough for detection.
4. Proposed experimental scheme for “hot” axions detection in media
Another possibility to improve the efficiency of photon-axion and axion-photon conversion
processes is using the dielectric media, inserted in magnetic field. In this case there is a problem
of compliance with the conditions of synchronism (2)-(4). This problem is solved by tuning the
frequency of the photons involved in the process of photon-axion conversion to the frequencies of
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the so-called unitary polaritons, for which module the refractive index is close to unity. Very
promising material for this task are the ruby crystals — the active medium for laser generation.
Based on three resonance transitions in ions of chromium the dispersion of polaritons (see Fig.3)
in this the crystal can be represented as:

 
2

c 02k 2

()

j 3 (2
lj

; ()   

j 1 (tj

2

 2 )

 2 )

(19)

Fig.3. Polariton dispersion law in ruby crystal; G1, G3, G5 points correspond to transversal (t)
excitations with frequencies t j , G2, G4, G6 points - to longitudinal (l) excitations with
frequencies l j ,

We can see from Fig.3 , that group velocity at point A is very small. Ruby laser generation,
МorresponНТnР to βE → ζχ transТtТon of ωr3+-ion, has wavelength

= 694,3 nm (point G1).Thus,

the active medium of the ruby laser, generating radiation with wavelength

= 694,3 nm can be

directly used for the process of photon-axion if magnetic field is applied. Fig. 4a-c illustrate the
corresponding experimental schemes for photon-axion conversion processes realizing with ruby
laser radiation using.
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a

b

c
Fig. 4. Proposed experimental schemes (a-c) for photon-axion conversion observation with using
of ruby crystal; 1,3- mirrors, 2-opaque wall, 4-detector,5-computer, 6-reflector,7-magnet,8- ruby
crystal.
At Fig.4a opaque wall is used as the second mirror in laser resonator; Fig.4b corresponds
to scheme, two ruby crystal samples (Al2O3: Cr3+) are used outside of laser resonator; Fig.4c
illustrate the scheme, additional laser source (violet or green) for luminescence excitation is used.
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Fig. 5. Proposed experimental schemes for photon-axion conversion observation with using of
straightforward quartz fiber SiO2:Er3+;1-laser, 2-lens, 3- quartz fiber SiO2:Er3+; 4-holder, 5opaque wall, 6- magnet, 7--detector,8-computer.
The probability of observation of processes photon-axion and axion-photon conversion at
experimental schemes, presented at Fig. 4a-c, is expected higher than in vacuum (see Fig. 1),since
the unitary polaritons (point A at Fig.4) group velocity is considerably less than the speed of light
in vacuum. Another opportunity for enhancing of photon-axion conversion efficiency gives the
fiber laser equipment (see Fig.5). In this case exciting laser emission falls into straightforward
quartz fiber SiO2:Er3+, placed inside of magnetic field. Due to very high density of laser light inside
of fiber and long enough its size the sensitivity of such set up is waited high enough.
An additional opportunity to improve the efficiency photon-axion conversion can be realized with
utilizing of photonic crystal [21-29]. In such crystals unitary photons (polaritons) are present in
the infrared, visible and ultraviolet regions.areas. Group velocity of unitary polaritones (point U
at Fig.6)) can be anomalously low that causes a change in the probability of spontaneous emission
processes [30] and lower thresholds of the relevant processes [31-39].

Fig.6. Schematic shape of electromagnetic waves dispersion law in photonic crystal. Point U
corresponds to unitary polaritons.
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Fig.7. Proposed experimental setup for detection of sun hot axions; 1-box, 2-magnet,3-photonic
crystal,4-amplifier,5-computer, 6-detector.
Fig.7 illustrates the proposed experimental scheme for detection of sun hot axions, with
using of photonic crystal, inserted into closed box and magnetic field.
At last, note that the likelihood of photon-axion conversion may be essentially enhanced in
Raman active media, at the conditions of Stimulated Raman Scattering or in the case of Resonance
Raman scattering. In these cases, very strong photon-phonon interaction takes place resulting in
two-photon bounding in media and axion generation in vacuum.
5. The detection of “cold” axions
The task of slow (cold) axions detection is connected with the microwave emission
registration, energy of which quanta ((0.001-1meV))is coincided with cold axions energy. At the
presence of strong enough magnetic field (1-10 Tl) microwave photons should appear in closed
box as a result of axion-photon conversion processes. As the receiver of microwave photons may
be used superconductor detector at scheme, illustrated by Fig.8.






Fig.8. Experimental setup for superconductor detection of microwave photons, appearing in
closed box, inserted in magnetic field at low temperature.
Recently the opportunity of detection of cold axion on the base of Josephson effect was
analyzed [40 - 45].

The registration of so cold Shapiro steps permitted to evaluate [45] the rest

mass (0.11 meV) of axions and its density around us (0.05 GeV/ m3) .
6. Summary
TСus Тt Тs proposeН tСe optТmТzatТon of eбperТmental ТnstallatТons for tСe НeteМtТon of “Сot”
anН “МolН” aбТons, presumablв a Нark elementarв partТМles matter. For tСe РeneratТon of “Сot”
axions it is proposed to use pulsed laser light sources characterized by high spectral intensity in
the visible or ultraviolet ranges. This ensures that the transition from the regime spontaneous
photon-axion conversion processes to stimulated one, similar to processes of stimulated Raman
scattering of light. The rest mass of axions corresponds to the range 0.001...1.0 meV. It was shown
that photon-axion conversion efficiency may be enhanced if some dielectric media use as ruby
crystal or fiber, saturated by rare earth elements. New opportunities, presented by photonic
crystals, permit the essential enhance of the spontaneous and stimulated process efficiency. The
НeteМtors of mТМroаave pСotons, appearТnР as tСe result of tСe МonversТon of “МolН” aбТon Тnto
microwave photon, are proposed on the base superconductor plate or Josephson bridge.
The work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (projects 13-02-00449,
14-02-00190, 14-02-90406, 14-02-90007) and by the Belarusian Republican Foundation for
Fundamental Research (project no. F14R_091).
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Classical Electrodynamics and the Special Relativity Theory
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Electromagnetic fields possess momenta and energies which we could experience with our sense organs. Therefore,
those are real physical entities, i.e., objects. All physical objects are subject to gravitation and at the near vicinity of
tСe EartС’s surfaМe they are carried with the Earth. Electric and magnetic fields should similarly be subject to
РravТtatТon anН at tСe near vТМТnТtв of tСe EartС’s surfaМe, tСeв sСoulН be sТmТlarlв МarrТeН аТtС tСe EartС. Аe sСall
show in this paper that this simple classical consideration along with classical physics is equivalent to the special
relativity theory.
Keywords: Classical electrodynamics, special relativity.
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1. Introduction
In this discussion, we shall examine classical electrodynamics and the action of the
РravТtatТnР fТelН of tСe EartС on tСe eleМtrТМ anН maРnetТМ fТelНs eбТstТnР aНjaМent to tСe EartС’s
surface and explain a host of puzzling electrodynamic phenomena easily and rationally from the
consideration of classical physics.
2.1. The field of a steadily moving point charge
The scalar potential (Ф) and the induced vector potential ( *) of a system of charges (with
МСarРe НensТtв ρΨ аСen steaНТlв moves Тn tСe τБ НТreМtТon аТtС a veloМТtв u are РoverneН bв D’
χlembert’s equatТon

 2Φ  2Φ  2Φ 1  2Φ
ρ

 2  2

2
2
2
0
x y z c t

 2A x *  2A x *  2A x * 1  2A x *
ρu
*


 2
  2 , A*y  0, A z  0
2
2
2
2
x
y
z
 0c
c t

(1)

(2)

Heaviside solved the equations (1) and (2) directly by using steady state operator and his
operational calculus and calculated the fields of a steadily moving point charge Q at any point, r
distance away from the charge [ B * and E through A * ] in 1888 [1] and then in 1889 [2] as
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E

Qk 2r
2
u2
3/2
2
, B*  u  E / c (k  1  u 2 / c 2 ,   1 / k )
3 (1  2 sin θΨ
4 0r
c

where c is the velocity of light in free space,

(3)

 0 Тs tСe permТttТvТtв of free spaМe anН θ Тs tСe anРle

between the direction of motion of the point charge and r.
The fields of a steadily moving point charge were first deduced by Oliver Heaviside in
1888 and not by Einstein as tacitly claimed by the relativists.
From these two relations as given in Eq.(3),

electromagnetic momentum (P) of that

steadily moving charge could easily be deduced classically from its well known relation with
magnetic energy (T) which is as follows:

P  2Tu / u 2

(4)

σoа, from a beautТful МalМulatТon of Searle (1κλ7Ψ [γ] baseН on HeavТsТНe’s FТelНs, аe
Сave for maРnetТМ enerРв (TΨ of a verв small spСerТМal МСarРe СavТnР raНТus R reaНs,

T   Q 2u 2 /(12 0c 2 R )

(5)

Therefore, combining Eqs. (4) & (5), we have electromagnetic momentum (P) for the
steadily moving point charge as shown in [4, 5, 6 ] and alternatively in [ 7,8, 9,10],

P  Q 2u /(6 0c 2 8R )   m0u ,

Q2
 m0
6 0c 2 R

(6)

The above momentum equation implies that the electromagnetic mass of a point charge
varies with velocity.
Similarly, energy of a steadily moving point charge could easily be derived classically as

(Energy  

dP
dx   m0c 2 )
dt
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(a) When the point charge moves rectilinearly with a variable velocity u, the vector dP is
dt

directed along the line of motion and using Eq. (6) its magnitude is given by
(b)

dP dP du
du

  3m0
dt du dt
dt
(i)

(8)

When the charge is moving with a constant velocity of u but of varying direction,
the acceleration is then normal to the path and it is convenient to use vector
equation. If

u be the velocity and

du
the acceleration and let us take into
dt

account that in this case there is a constant ratio between P and

u and then

using Eq. (6) we get

P
  m0
u

(9)

From Eqs. (8) & (9) we have longitudinal electromagnetic mass (LEM) and transverse
electromagnetic mass (TEM)of a moving point charge

LEM   3m0
TEM   m0

(10)
(11)

Thus we see that there are two masses of the steadily moving point charge, i.e., longitudinal
and transverse electromagnetic masses that determine the motion of a point charge

in

electromagnetic fields.
2.2. Transverse Doppler’s Effect
TСere Тs a maТnstream propaРanНa tСat transverse Doppler’s effeМt МoulН not be eбplaТneН
from classical physics. The propaganda is not correct as we see below:
A dipole radiates when an elastic electromagnetic force acts inside it. When the dipole
moves, the fields change inside it. And consequently, frequency and time- period of oscillation of
the moving dipole change as per the following classical equations:
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An elastic electric force F0 acts on the oscillating point charge with rest mass m0 inside a
statТonarв raНТatТnР НТpole СavТnР frequenМв of osМТllatТon ω0 and the amplitude of oscillation S
. Then, as per classical physics

F0  m0ω02S

(12)

But when that dipole-system steadily moves with a velocity u in the direction perpendicular
to its direction of oscillation, the force equation inside the dipole as per classical electrodynamics
changes to

F   m0 2S

( F acting electromagnetic force, γm0

(13)

transverse electromagnetic mass of the charge moving

with the system, � frequency and S, amplitude of oscillation in the dipole moving steadily at
perpendicular to the direction of oscillation).

Now, when the dipole moves with a velocity





u

in free space in any direction perpendicular

to its direction of oscillations, the electric force and the magnetic force acting on the charge will

2 2
be respectively γF0 and  u /c γF0 (from Eq. (3) of Heaviside). Therefore, total

eleМtromaРnetТМ forМe aМtТnР betаeen tСese tаo movТnР МСarРes from HeavТsТНe’s fТelН
Lorentz Force Law is

F  γF0   u 2 / М2  γF0  F0 1  u 2 / М2  F0k

anН

(14)

Comparing Eqs. (12), (13) and (14) for the dipole moving with an uniform velocity u in
any direction perpendicular to its direction of motion ,we have,

ω  ω0 1  u 2 / М 2

(15)

TСТs eбplaТns transverse Doppler’s effeМt classically.
2.3. The So-called Time Dilation
Now if the frequency changes, time period too changes.
For a radiating dipole stationary in free space the time period of oscillation is given by
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t 0  2 / 0

(16)

For the dipole steadily moving perpendicular to its direction of oscillation, the time-period
of oscillation is given by

t  2 / 

(17)

Comparing Eq. (16) with (17 ) using eq. (15)

t  t 0

(18)

or the period of oscillation of the above moving dipole increases with its velocity in free space.
2.4. Increment of Life Spans of Moving Radioactive Particles
There is also a mainstream propaganda that increment of life-spans of moving radioactive
particles could not be explained from classical physics. The propaganda too is not correct as we
see below:
A radioactive particle decays when electric and magnetic forces inside the particle act to
disintegrate the particle. When the radioactive particle moves, the electric and magnetic forces
acting inside the particle decrease. And consequently, the disintegration process in the moving
radioactive particle decreases and life span of the particle increases as per the following classical
equations:
In such a situation, the following equation represents the relation between initial
untransformed radioactive particle (N0) and the untransformed radioactive particles (N) after the
time t0 in a stationary system of decaying radioactive particles.

N  N 0e

 F0 t 0

(19)

where the disintegrating force inside any particle is F0.
Suppose that the radioactive particles of the above system are polarized in a certain
direction and are made to move in a direction perpendicular to the direction of the acting force
inside the particle with a velocity u. Then the following equation represents the relation between
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initial untransformed radioactive particle (N0) and the untransformed radioactive particles (N) after
the time t

N  N0e Ft

(20)

where the disintegrating force inside any particle is F due to motion.
Comparing Eq. (19) and eq. (20) using Eq. (14), we have

t  t 0

(21)

i.e., life spans of radioactive particles increase with velocity.
TСТs analysТs at oncО НОstroys ‘СОrО Тs onО tТmО’, ‘tСОrО Тs anotСОr tТmО’-concept as well as
the twin paradox of relativity as when the observer moves and the particle is at rest on the surface
of the earth there will be no life-span increment.
2.5. Fizeau Experiment
The result of Fizeau experiment has already been explained by Lorentz with the
introduction of Polarization vector in the Maxwell equation for light propagating through a
steadily moving dielectric.
The equation of Polarization

p

for a dielectric moving with velocity v in the free space

could be written in terms of the electric field vector E Eand magnetic field vector B as follows
[11, 12] :

p   0  n 2  1 E /

(22)

E /  E v  B

where  0 is the permittivity of the free space and
medium.

(23)
n K



where K being dielectric constant of the

px   0  n 2  1 E x vB y

Therefore, using Eqs. (22) & (23), we have,
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(24)
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Now let the axis of z be taken parallel to the direction of motion of the dielectric, which is
supposed to be direction of propagation light. Consider a plane polarized wave. Let the axis of x
parallel to the Electric field so that magnetic field parallel to the axis of y.
Now the fundamental equations in this system will take the following forms:

 H 

H y D x
p
D

v x
 
z
t
z
t

 E  

Eliminating

Dx , px

,

Hy

B
t

and neglecting

 

v2 c 2

E x B y

z
t

(25)

(26)

, we have

 2E x n 2  2E x 2v 2
 2E x
(
1)



n
z 2 c 2 t 2 c 2
t z

(27)

Substituting

Ex e

n t z /V



1

(28)

where V denotes the velocity of light in the moving dielectric with respect to free space. Therefore

c 2  n 2V 2  2v  n 2  1V

(29)

Neglecting v 2 c 2 , we get

V 

The factor associated with

v

1
c 
  1  2 v
n  n 

(30)

in the right hand part of the equation is Fresnel drag coefficient

verified by Fizeau Experiment [5]. For alternative deduction vide [7, 8, 9, and 10]
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2.6. Puzzling Electrodynamic Phenomena
εaбаell’s equatТons of eleМtromaРnetТМ fТelНs are applТМable only in free space and inside
systems stationary in free space. One would then expect some corrections/ modifications of
εaбаell’s equatТons аСen tСe eleМtromaРnetТМ pСenomena are stuНТeН on tСe surfaМe of tСe eartС
which is moving with a high velocity in the free space. But those corrections are not needed!
All electrodynamic phenomena like reflection, refraction, diffraction, interference etc., as
observed on the surface of the earth, either with star light or with earth light are independent of the
movement of tСТs planet. TСat Тsμ tСe eartС’s surfaМe Тs eбaМtlв equТvalent to free spaМe for our
description of electromagnetic phenomena on it.
Electric and magnetic fields possess momenta and energies which we could experience
with our sense organs. Therefore, electric and magnetic fields are real physical entities (objects)
[13]. All physical objects are subject to gravitation. They are carried with the Earth at the near
vТМТnТtв of tСe EartС’s surfaМe. TСeв spТn, translate anН rotate, too, аТtС tСe EartС at its
surroundings. The electric and magnetic fields should similarly be subject to gravitation and should
similarly be carried with the Earth at its near vicinity. They should similarly spin, translate and
rotate, too, at the surroundings of this planet. Electric and magnetic fields originating either from
tСe EartС, or tСe sun, or from tСe stars , eбТstТnР at tСe near vТМТnТtв of tСe eartС’s surfaМe, sСoulН
be carried with the Earth, and should spin, translate, and rotate with the earth, exactly in same
way as other physical objects do. This will at once explain all puzzling electrodynamic phenomena
easily and rationally [5, 7, 8, 9, and 10].
(i)The Trouton-Noble Experiment (1904)
In a laboratory, when a charged condenser moves, the electric field around it changes and
thereby a magnetic field is created around the condenser. If the electric field originating from the
condenser would move along with the condenser, there would be no change of electric field around
the condenser and thereby, there would be no magnetic field around it.
σoа, a МonНenser at rest on tСe eartС’s surfaМe moves аТtС tСe EartС. ψut tСe eleМtrТМ fТelН
around the condenser, too, moves with it. And therefore, there should be no magnetic field around
that condenser when it is stationary on the surface of the Earth which is moving with a high
velocity in free space. Therefore, the Trouton-Noble Experiment (1904) fails to detect any
magnetic field around the condenser. This implies that the earth carries the condenser along with
its electric field.
(ii)The Michelson-Morley type Experiments in air and water
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The Earth translates along with air, water and electromagnetic fields at the vicinity of its
surface. Therefore, the motion of the Earth should have no effect on the velocity of light in air or
water when measured on the surface of the Earth. This will at once explain the null results of all
the Michelson-Morley type Experiments in air and the Mascart-Jamin type Experiments in water
at rest on tСe EartС’s surfaМeν anН maв РТve us some insight to understand why all electromagnetic
phenomena as observed on the surface of the earth are independent of the motion of this planet.
(iii)The Kennedy – Thorndike experiment and the Michelson-Gale-Pearson
Experiment
When the Earth translates, spins and rotates in its orbit, air, water and electromagnetic
fields at the vicinity of its surface translate, spin and rotate with it . Therefore, all these motions
should have no effect on the velocity of light in air or water stationary on the surface of the Earth
excepting a minute effect for the Coriolis forces on the light beams. In the Kennedy – Thorndike
experiment, it is observed that the velocity of light on the surface of the earth is independent of
translation and spinning of the earth around its axis and the Michelson- Gale Experiment proves
tСat tСere Тs ωorТolТs effeМt on tСe МТrМuТtal lТРСt beams propaРatТnР near tСe EartС’s surfaМe.
(iv)The Tomaschek (1924) and Miller’s Experiment (1925)
where the Michelson-Morley experiment has been performed with starlight and sunlight,
similar null results have been confirmed.
This can only happen if the electric and magnetic fields originating either from the earth,
stars or from tСe Sun anН eбТstТnР at tСe near vТМТnТtв of tСe eartС’s surface, spin, translate and
rotate with the earth.
(v)Sagnac Experiment
As per classical electrodynamics, light signals, divided in two parts and sent in opposite
directions around a fixed circuit on a spinning disk, should not return to the point of division at the
same instant. Because, the speed of light on a spinning disk is c-v hen the light beam travels
towards the direction of spinning of the disk, and c+v when the light beam travels in the opposite
direction, v being the spinning velocity of the point on the disk where the speed of light is being
measured. The actual experiment confirms this. This effect of light on a spinning disk was
observed by G. Sagnac in an interferometer fixed on the disk in 1913 and is known as the Sagnac
effect.

t  2 R (

1
1
4A

) 2
c v c v
c
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f 

4A

c

(Δt= tТme НТfferenМe, Δf = frТnРe sСТft, R=raНТus of tСe НТsk,

(32)

=anРular veloМТtв of tСe НТsk, χ

=area covered by the ray circuit)
It Тs noа revealeН tСat F. Harress performeН a sТmТlar eбperТment Тn 1λ11 . “Harress СaН both the
photographic equipment and the light source fixed in the laboratory, whereas Sagnac had both on
tСe spТnnТnР НТsk” . Dufour & PrunТer maНe sТmТlar tests аСen tСe pСotoРrapСТМ plate аas on tСe
disk but the source of light was in the laboratory and vice-versa . The fringe shift followed the
Sagnac formula in all the cases. The effect is the same for ring laser and light propagated through
optical fibers. Many workers have reported similar effects for electrons and neutrons. Many people
believe that Sagnac effect is not consistent with SRT. Relativists present many motivated
explanations on the phenomena to save their absurd propositions.
Sagnac Experiment proves that the speed of light is relative.
Sagnac effect on the Earth is not affected by the spinning and translation of the Earth.
(vi)The Observations of Bradley (1728), Airy (1871) and Zapffe (1992) on aberration
of light
Aberration of astral and terrestrial light
a) Suppose a ray from an overhead fixed star is coming to the earth which is moving with
respect to the fixed star with a velocity u .
If a light beam is not influenced by the gravitating field of the Earth, from the consideration
of the relative velocity of classical physics, the man on the earth should see the star not on overhead
through a telescope. Instead he should see the star deflected at an angle  towards the direction

of motion of the earth from overhead such that tan   u where u is the velocity of the earth with
c

respect to the fixed star and c is the velocity of the ray in space fixed with the fixed star. Now if
the telescope be filled with water, the man should see the star at an angle
tan 1 

1 (such that

nu
) deflected towards the direction of motion of the earth from overhead, n being the
c

refractive index of water.
In this case, the ray velocity and the phase velocity of the wave coming from the star will
be different. The direction of the ray is here is the apparent direction and a ray coming from a
mountain top should have the same aberration as given in the above analysis. For, the ray as per
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Maxwell should propagate with a velocity c with respect to free space which could be conceived
as fixed with the fixed stars. Observations do not corroborate this explanation.
b) Now if the stars and the planets carry electric and magnetic fields along with them at
their surroundings, a ray from an overhead fixed star will be carried with the star at its vicinity,
and then it will enter the galactic space and will be carried with the galaxy and then it will reach
the surrounding of the sun and it will be carried with the sun. Then it will proceed and strike
the electric and magnetic field coverage of the Earth at the near vicinity of its surface at an angle

 deflected towards the direction of the motion of the earth such that tan   u and the ray will
c

be МarrТeН аТtС tСe eartС, ‘u’ beТnР tСe veloМТtв of tСe eartС аТtС respeМt to tСe sun anН ‘М’ Тs tСe
velocity of light in the solar space. The ray and its direction here are real.
On the surface of the Earth, in this case, there is no relative motion between the ray and the

Earth . Therefore, a man on earth will see the star with an angle  tilted towards the direction of
motion of the Earth (as was observed by Bradley). If he fills the telescope with water, the ray
velocity inside water must be c / n . But as there is no relative velocity between the ray inside
water and the Earth, the position of the star will not alter ( i.e, there will be no further aberration
as observed by Airy). Here the ray velocity and the phase velocity are the same and the ray and its
direction in both the instances are real.
More interestingly, in such a situation, a ray coming from a mountain top should have no aberration
as per Гapffe’s (1λλβΨ report [1ζ]. τbservations corroborate this explanation.
3. Conclusion:
Our study shows that all special relativistic phenomena could easily and rationally be
explained from the consideration of classical physics and thereby exposes the uselessness of the
special relativity theory in the domain of electrodynamics.
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Electric charges possess momenta and energies that we could experience with our sense organs. Therefore, electric
charges are real physical entities i.e., objects. All objects are subject to gravitation. Electric charges should similarly
be the subject to gravitation. The acceleration of a point charge should, therefore, be the same as that of a point object
in magnitude and in direction in the same gravitating field and that acceleration, too, should be directed towards the
interacting gravitating field. This implies that the gravitating mass of a point charge is proportional to its longitudinal

electromagnetic mass  3m0 (where γ=1/k and k=(1-u2/c2)1/2 , u the velocity of the charge in the free space and m0 is
the rest electromagnetic mass of the charge). We shall show in this paper that this simple classical consideration along
with classical physics is equivalent to the general relativity theory.
Keywords: Classical electrodynamics, De Sitter precession, Lense-Thirring precession , precession of perihelion of
Mercury, bending of light rays , gravitational red shift , Thomas Precession.
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1. Introduction
In the previous discussion [1], we have used the classical consideration that electric and
magnetic fields possess momenta and energies that we could experience with our sense organs.
Therefore, these are real physical entities i.e., objects. All objects are subject to gravitation and at
tСe near vТМТnТtв of tСe EartС’s surfaМe tСeв are МarrТeН аТtС tСe EartС. TСerefore, eleМtrТМ anН
maРnetТМ fТelНs sСoulН sТmТlarlв be subjeМt to РravТtatТon anН at tСe vТМТnТtв of tСe EartС’s surfaМe
they should similarly be carried with the Earth. We have shown therein that this simple classical
consideration along with classical physics is equivalent to the special relativity theory.
In the present discussion, we shall show that classical physics along with a similar classical
consideration that electric charges are subject to gravitation is equivalent to the general relativity
theory.
To reach such an interesting conclusion let us review three electrodynamic quantities viz,.
Electromagnetic momentum (P), Longitudinal electromagnetic mass (LEM) and Transverse
electromagnetic mass (TEM) relating to a steadily moving point charge.
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2. Three classical Electrodynamic Equations
Following Maxwell-Heaviside, Searle elegantly deduced the magnetic energy (T) of a
steadily moving point charge. Following Searle, we have deduced the electromgnetic momentum
(P), Longitudinal electromagnetic mass (LEM) and Transverse electromagnetic mass (TEM)
classically in the previous discussion [1] and elsewhere [2, 3] which are as follows:

P 

Q 2u
Q2

u

m

(
, k  (1  u 2 / c 2 )1/2 ,   1 / k )
m
0
0
2
2
6 0c  R
6 0c  R
LEM   3m0

TEM   m0

(1)
(2)
(3)

Q is the quantity of charge associated with an extremely small conducting sphere with radius R,
u is the velocity of the charge .
All those three electromagnetic quantities are real physical quantities and they do exist due
to the real existence of a point charge and its motion.
The equation of motion of a point charge is determined by those two real electromagnetic
masses, i.e., Longitudinal and Transverse electromagnetic masses of a steadily moving point
charge.
Now the question arises, if a point charge is subject to gravitation, what are the
contributions of these real electromagnetic masses to the gravitating mass of a point charge when
the point charge steadily moves in a gravitating field?
We shall study the problem in the next sections.
3. Gravitating and inertial masses of electric charges
Electric charges possess momenta and energies that we could experience with our sense
organs. Therefore, these too are real physical entities i.e., objects. All objects are subject to
gravitation. Electric charges should similarly be subject to gravitation.
The acceleration of a point charge should , therefore, be the same as that of a point object
in magnitude and in direction in the same gravitating field and that acceleration, too ,should be
directed towards the interacting gravitating field (unlike its acceleration during its interaction with
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the electric field). This implies that the gravitating mass of a point charge is proportional to its
longitudinal electromagnetic mass  3m0 .

Transverse electromagnetic mass  m0 should play no role in this interaction. If it played

any role in this interaction, material bodies (all of which contain charges) should have acceleration
not always directed towards the centre of gravity of the gravitating body and that acceleration too
would differ in magnitude and in direction in different interactions. But this is not the case as
observed in many precise experiments. Thus, in a gravitating field, a point charge acts as a mass
point; mass of the mass point is proportional to the longitudinal electromagnetic mass of the point
charge.
Suppose that an object of material mass mm МontaТns ‘ Q ’ amount of positive and negative
charges with the rest electromagnetic mass m0 in total [vide Eqs. (1) & (2)] and for simple
calculation assume that the positive and negative charges are concentrated at two points separately
near the centre of mass of the object. Therefore, an object (containing charges) at rest in free space
should have two masses viz., material mass mm and electromagnetic mass m0 , both of which are
subject to gravitation.
But we do know neither the material mass mm nor the rest electromagnetic mass m0
associated with the object. We know only

(mm  m0 )  m

(4)

which is a measurable quantity measured when the object is at rest on the surface of the Earth.
When the velocity is large, mass of the object should be

mm   3 m0 which is not a

determinable quantity and, therefore, could not be used for experimental physics. In any case it

could not be greater than  3 (mm  m0 )   3m which is a determinable quantity and, therefore, we
could use it as the limiting gravitating mass of an object moving with high velocity. This limiting
value of the gravitating mass of an object will help us to understand the approximate motion of
objects in a gravitating field.
Thus, we see that the limiting gravitating mass of an object (LGM)

LGM   (mm  m0 )   m
3

3
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anН Тf GalТleo’s eбperТment was exactly valid for all objects, this mass is proportional to the
inertial mass of the object.
Therefore, considering the proportionality constant to be unity, we could write that the
limiting inertial mass (LIM) of the object is

LIM   3 (mm  m0 )   3m

(6)

which implies that the linear momentum (P) of the object is [3]

P   3 (mm  m0 )u   3mu

(7)

4.1. Equation of motion of the planets round the Sun
Let us now study the motion of a planet (which obviously contains charges) with an initial
veloМТtв u СavТnР lТmТtТnР mass γ3m [as per Eqs. (4), (5) and (6)] when it passes through the
gravitating field of the sun having mass M (material mass + mass originating from associated
charges). The subsequent motion of the planet will be confined to the plane containing the direction
of acting force and the direction of initial velocity. Let us fix a polar coordinate in this plane where
the centre of the sun is the origin and the initial position of the planet is (r, ).

The motion of this planet as per Newtonian physics should be governed by following equations.
Radial Force





 3GMm / r 2   3m(r  r  2 )

(8)

where G is the gravitational constant and the Cross-Radial Force


( 3m  r 2  )  0

(9)

 3r 2   H  cons tant

(10)

1d

r dt
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where m has been replaced by γ3m as per our analysis in Section (3).
Using Eqs. (9) and (10) we have for a very small eccentricity of the planets [3]

GM 3GM
d 2U
GM 6
U 
  2  2 2
2
2
H
cr
d
H

(11)

4.2. Equation of Motion of the light rays in the gravitating field of the Sun
Light-rays possess electromagnetic momentum and electromagnetic energy. Therefore, a
point light will similarly be subject to gravitation as in the case of a point charge. But in this case,

for a point light m 0  0, and, therefore, H   and the equation of motion of a point light in a
gravitating field will be following Eq. (11)

3GM
d2U
U  2 2s
2
cr
dθ

(12)

when light moves through a medium near the sun or when light from a star has lost much of its
velocity as it moves away from the star. This will at once explain the bending of light rays grazing
the surface of the sun.
5. Gravitational Red Shift
Similarly, a ray coming from a distant star will lose its velocity due to the gravitating force
of the star acting on the ray and thereby the frequency of the ray will change as it moves away
from the star. The abridged deduction is given below.

Suppose that a ray with the radian frequency  is coming from the surface of a star of

radius R and of mass M to the surface of the Earth which is x distance away from the centre of
a star. As per our previous discussion, electromagnetic energy has the same acceleration as that of
material bodies as well as point charges in the same gravitational field.
Let f ( R) be the gravitational acceleration of a ray on the surface of a star and f (x) be the
gravitational acceleration of the same ray when it is on the surface of the Earth.
Then, we have from the law of gravitation [4],
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f (x ) R 2

f (R ) x 2

where

f (x ) 

GM
x2

(13)

Now, we have the differential equation for the velocity of the ray,

c

v

x dx
dv
 GM  2
Rt x
dx

(14)

аСere ‘М’ Тs tСe veloМТtв of tСe raв on tСe surfaМe of tСe star anН v Тs tСe veloМТtв of tСe same ray
on the surface of the Earth. From which we have,
Therefore,

when x is large, from which we have,

v  c(1 

GM
)
Rc 2

ω/ / ω  1  Gε / RМ 2 

(15)

(16)

(  / is the radian frequency of the same light ray at the surface of the Earth), as the number of
complete waves passing through a point (i.e., frequency) must be proportional to the velocity of
the wave. For full deduction vide [2].
6. Precessions of orbiting spinning gyroscopes and orbiting rigid spinning electrons
(a) Orbital Precession [3,5]
Precession is literally the change in the orientation of the axis of the spinning body. It is
measured by the angle between the initial position and the final position of the spinning axis of the
gyroscope.
When a spinning gyroscope is rotating in a near –Earth, near-circular polar orbit around
the Earth, apart from spinning , the gyroscope has two other motions, viz., (i) the significant
driving motion with a velocity u in the orbital plane due to its motion in its orbit and (ii) an
insignificant Coriolis motion with an acceleration -2ωEusinφ (ωE is the angular velocity of the
spinning Earth, φ is the latitude at the point of observation) due to the Coriolis action of the
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spinning Earth. We shall show below that each motion will cause precessions in each relevant
plane.

Fig. 1. Orbital precession of an orbiting spherical rigid spinning gyroscope
(The brief outline of deduction: When a gyroscope moves in its near-Earth near –circular
orbit around the Earth , in the orbital plane (motion plane) as well as in tangential plane (Coriolis
plane),

the direction of momentum of any infinitesimal mass element of the gyroscope should

be different from the constrained direction of movement of that mass element carried with the
centre of the gyroscope. This difference of directions of motion of the same mass element at the
same instant should cause precessions of the gyroscope in the motion plane as well as in the
Coriolis plane.)
Now consider that this paper plane is the orbital plane of the orbiting gyroscope. The centre
of the gyroscope starts its orbital motion with a velocity u from the point O and in an infinitesimal
time interval dt it reaches the point P. We may consider roughly that during the time interval

dt , the path OP is a small straight line. The motion of the centre of the gyroscope in the orbital
plane is a curved motion, and therefore, that motion is the resultant of two motions i.e., (i) one
significant motion ux towards OX, tangent to the orbit at O and (ii) an insignificant motion uy
towards OY normal to the tangent at O (Fig.1).
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Therefore, the angle between the direction of motion of the centre of the gyroscope and
OX

tan XOP  tan 1 

uy
ux



u/
u

(17)

In circular motion, the tangential component is much more than the normal component,
and in the instant case θ1 is extremely small, therefore we have

1 

u/
u

(18)

Now the x-component and the y-component of the linear momentum of the infinitesimal
mass element of the moving gyroscope body around any point O1 in the orbital plane could be
written as per Eq. (7)

Px   3mu

Py  mu /

where u

(19)
(20)

is large, u / is very small, m is the limiting gravitating (or inertial) mass element of

the infinitesimal body element of the gyroscope at rest in free space as defined in Eq. (4) .
Therefore, from Eq. (20), we find that the resultant direction ( O1 R ) of momentum of that
infinitesimal mass element at O1 аТll make an anРle θ2 with O1 X 1 axis drawn parallel to OX at

O1 such that

2 

Py
u/
k3
Px
u .

(21)

But, the infinitesimal mass element of the gyroscope body at O1 is constrained to move
with the centre of the gyroscope towards O1 P1 parallel to OP such that
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X 1O1P1  1 

u/
u

(22)

Now the centre of the gyroscope is constrained to move in its orbit, but the axis of the
gyroscope could tilt in any direction. Therefore, infinitesimal body element of the gyroscope near
the point O1 will be displaced towards O1X1 parallel to OX in the orbital plane. If this displacement
does not change the angular momentum of the spinning gyroscope, the angular displacement in
the orbital plane could be measured by

d   2  1  (k 3  1)

u/
u

(23)

Now in the case where OP is extremely small, we may consider that the magnitudes of
both the velocity components of the instantaneous motion of the spinning orbiting body at the
points O and P are roughly the same. Therefore, at the point P, the velocity components of the
motion of the centre of the electron read

u x  u  g r cos

u y  u /  g r sin 

(24)
(25)

аСere Тs tСe anРle tСat tСe arМ τP subtenНs at tСe Мentre (not sСoаn Тn (FТР.1Ψ anН ω Тs tСe anРular
velocity of the orbiting gyroscope in its orbit having radius r , from which we get

tan  

u / udt

u
r

(26)

In case the spinning axis of the gyroscope is not normal to the orbital plane, it should
precess in the orbital plane with angular velocity
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3u2 u
3u2
d
 ( g )O   2   2 g
dt
2c r
2c

аСere ωg is the angular velocity of the gyroscope in its orbit.

(27)

,

In case of an orbiting rigid spinning electron, the momentum equation is Eq. (1) instead of
the Eq. (7) and therefore, in that case precession velocity of the gyroscope in the orbital plane
should be

d
1u2 u
1u2
 (e )O   2   2 e
dt
2c r
2c

(28)

where ωe is the angular velocity of the electron in its orbit.
(b) Tangential precession [3, 5]
In the tangential plane (Fig. 2), the centre of the gyroscope is moving towards the North
ON with a velocity u. The Coriolis average velocity (0+ 2ωEusinφdt)/2= ωEusinφdt is towards the
East. Carried with the centre of the gyroscope, the resultant direction of motion of an infinitesimal
mass element of the gyroscope near the point O1 makes an angle θ1 with O1N1 parallel to the
North ON in the tangential plane such that

1 

u / E u (sin  )dt

 E (sin  )dt
u
u
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Fig 2. Tangential (Coriolis) Precession of an orbiting spherical rigid spinning gyroscope.
Now the x- component (towards O1N1) and the y- components (towards O1W1) of the
momentum of that infinitesimal mass element of the moving gyroscope around the point O1 in
the tangential plane could be written as per Eq. (7) as given in Eq. (20)

Px   3mu

Py  mu /

Therefore, the resultant direction of momentum of that infinitesimal mass element of the
gyroscope near the point O1 will make an angle θ2 with O1N1 parallel to ON , the North in the
tangential plane such that

2 

Py
u /.
k3
 k 3E (sin  )dt
Px
u

(30)

Therefore, infinitesimal mass element of the gyroscope near the point O1 will be displaced
in the tangential plane towards O1N1 parallel to ON, the North. If this displacement does not
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change the angular momentum of the spinning gyroscope, the angular displacement in the
tangential plane could be measured by

2  0  d   (k 3  1)E (sin  )dt   E (sin  )dt
3
2

(31)

In case the axis of the gyroscope is not normal to the tangential plane, the gyroscope will
precess in tangential plane with the angular velocity

3
d
 (g )T   E (sin )
2
dt

(32)

The magnitude and direction of this precession change with latitude. When averaged over
the orbit [3], the result is equatorial precession as per the following equation

(Ω g )T  (Ω g )Eq  

3 u2
ω
4c2 E

(33)

The magnitude of Coriolis acceleration may decrease by some factor  (averaged over the
orbit) which should originate from the environmental and experimental conditions that the moving
gyroscope faces in its orbit. The Earth possesses magnetic field and it should have some
contribution to the precession of the gyroscope as the gyroscope contains charges and currents
and shielding could not eliminate the full effect. Therefore, Eq. (33) should now be changed to

3 u2
(Ω g )T  (Ω g )Eq    2 ωE  a
4 c

(34)

Where a is the contribution to precession due the residual magnetic field of the Earth
affecting the gyroscope.
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7. The Experiments of Michelson-Gale and Bilger et al.
The Earth carries electromagnetic fields along with it and thereby light at the vicinity of its
surface should be affected by the Coriolis force due to the spinning of the Earth .

Let us choose a point O with the latitude  0 North and construct a tangential plane at this

point. Now let us fix a Cartesian co-ordinate system in the plane such that OY represents the North
and OX represents the East. Now suppose that the Earth is not spinning and an element of light

beam is arranged to move from a point P in the OY axis at the instant t  0 in a small circular
motion in the clockwise direction such that at the time t it touches the point Q in the OX axis and
say OP  OQ  r .That is when t  0, x  0, y  r and when t  t , x  r, y  o .

Now suppose that the Earth spins with an angular velocity  . Then the Coriolis force due

to the spinning of the Earth should deflect the beam mainly eastwardly and the beam will not
touch the point Q. Instead it will touch a point R very adjacent to the OX axis. Now for a rough
calculation of the distance OR, let us consider the motion of the beam on the OY axis with a
veloМТtв ‘М’ from tСe poТnt P to the point O directly. In this case, Coriolis Force Fx is acting on the
beam and so we may write,

Fx 

d 2x
 2( c )sin   2 sin 
dt 2

Remembering the initial condition

(35)

t=r/c , we have,

x  r 2 sin / c

(36)

This means that the beam will be deflected towards east by the amount x as per Eq.(36).
Now Let the beam be divided at P in two parts and each part is made to travel in clockwise and
anticlockwise directions in a circular path of radius r to meet at P again. Due the Coriolis action
on the beams , the approximate radii of both the beams should be respectively

(OR )r  r 2 sin  / c

The Path difference

2 (r 

r 2

c

r  r 2 sin / c

sin  )  2 (r 

r 2

c

sin  ) 

From the last two equations we have for one complete rotation
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4A

c

(38)

sin

(39)
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t 
Fringe shift 

4A

c2

sin

4A sin

c

(40)
(41)

where A is the area of the circle . Fringe shifts relating to Equation (44) seem to be verified
by the Experiments of Michelson-Gale - Pearson and Bilger et al [6].
8. Conclusion
Our study shows that all general relativistic phenomena could easily and rationally be
explained from the consideration of classical physics and thereby exposes the uselessness of the
general relativity theory in the domain of gravitational physics.
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Introduction
For the improvement of the continual integrals convergence in quantum field theory and

quantum gravity the so called Wick rotation t  it ( x0  ix0 ) is often used. As a result of such

rotation the signature of space-time metric changes from the Lorentzian one  , , ,   to the

Euclidean one  , , ,   . Because of high efficiency of this procedure Hawking has made
supposition that both quantum and classical space-time is really Euclidean (i.e. has Euclidean

signature) and the interpretation of classical space-time as pseudo-Riemannian (Lorentzian) is a
result of peculiarities of our perception [1].
In classical theory Wick rotation is impossible. Nevertheless complex time is not necessary
to determined correspondence between Riemannian and pseudo-Riemannian spaces. It makes
possТble to НТsМuss applТМatТon of tСe HaаkТnР’s supposТtТon to tСe МlassТМal spaМe-time models
and consider some corollaries.
On the correspondence between Riemannian and pseudo-Riemannian spaces
The correspondence between Riemannian and pseudo-Riemannian spaces without use of

complex time is well known [2-4]. Let G is Riemannian metric with signature  , , ,   on

some smooth four-dimensional manifold M 4 . Let also u is some unit vector field on the same
manifold, i.e. G u u  1 . Then the equation
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g   2uu  G

(1)

defines on M 4 pseudo-Riemannian metrics with Lorentzian signature  , , ,   . Moreover u
is unit time-like vector field in metrics g . It is easy to see that the correspondence between
contravariant tensors G and g  is similar to equation (1)

g   2u u  G  ,

(1 )

and g  u u   G u u  1.
Conversely, if g is some pseudo-Riemannian metrics with Lorentzian signature on M 4
and u is arbitrary unit vector field then equation

G  2uu   g 

(2)

defines on M 4 Riemannian metrics with signature  , , ,   .
It must be pointed out here that regular Riemannian metrics exist on arbitrary smooth
manifold M n whereas the existing of nonzero vector field is necessary for existing of nonsingular
pseudo-Riemannian metrics with Lorentzian signature. For the existence of such field the Euler
characteristics of the manifold must be zero [5].
In the case of arbitrary (non unit) vector field equations (1) – (2) may be rewritten in the
form

g   2

uu 


G u u

G  2

 G  ,

uu 

g u u

 g  .

(3)

Outside the zeros of vector field u equalities (1) – (2) and (3) are completely equivalent.
The Hawking’s hypothesis in classical physics
Riemannian space, i.e. as a pair  M 4 , G  where M 4 is a four-dimensional smooth manifold and
In aММorНanМe аТtС tСe HaаkТnР’s СвpotСesТs МlassТМal spaМe-time must be considered as a
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G is a Riemannian metrics with signature  , , ,   on M 4 . An action integral may be written

in the following general form

S    RG  L m  Gd 4x ,

(4)

where  is some constant, RG is the Ricci scalar corresponding to the metrics G , G  det G

and L m is a matter (source fields) Lagrangian. By force of (1) det G  det g   g .

TСe HaаkТnР’s supposТtТon tСat tСe ТnterpretatТon of МlassТМal spaМe-time as pseudoRiemannian (Lorentzian) is a result of peculiarities of our perception means that the kinetic term
of the matter Lagrangian L m is defined by Lorentzian metrics g which is related with

Riemannian metrics G by equations (2) or (3). In the simplest case when a scalar field  is the

only matter field L m has the form

L m  L ( , , )  g   ,  , V ( ) ,
1
2

(5)

where V ( ) is a potential of  . Representation of G in the form (2) or (3) transforms action
(4) to

S   (1Rg 

1 
g  ,  ,  V ( )  F (u , u , ))  gd 4 x,
2

(6)

With

(1Rg  F (u , u , ))  g  kRG G .

(7)

By force of the last equality the actions integrals (4) and (6) are completely equivalent.
Action (6) is an action integral of Einsteinian general relativity for the gravitational field

g and the source fields  and u . It must be noted that the field u may be one of the source

fields in (4) in general case.
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Formally, action (6) defines classical space-time is generated by the fields  and u with

minimal coupling. In difference with usual models with minimal coupling the absence of coupling

between fields  and u is exact. By this reason the term F (u , u , ) in action (6) must be
considered as a part of dark mutter Lagrangian.
TСus tСe eбТstenМe of Нark mutter Тs tСe fТrst НТreМt МonsequenМe of tСe HaаkТnР’s
hypothesis.
Vector field u on Riemannian manifold  M 4 , G  does not preferred among others unit

Polymetric space-time



i 
vector fields. It make possible to suppose coexistence of several Lorentz structures M 4 , g

 on

the same Riemannian manifold  M 4 , G  which are generated by the same Riemannian metrics




G and different unit vector fields w i  , where i  1, 2,..., n . Each Lorentz structures M 4 , g
i



may corresponds to some class of matter. For the first time such supposition were made by author
in 1985 [4] and were repeatedly made recently by Geroch [5].

i 
, i  1, 2,..., n , are defines by equations which is similar to (1):
Lorentzian metrics g






 
 c i2  1 w  w   G  ,
g 
i

i

i

(8)

i 
where coefficients ci  0 have sense of maximal signal velocity in space-time with metrics g

i 
and
and must satisfy to the following conditions which exclude coincidence of metrics g , g

 j
: c(i )  1 if w i   u and c(i )  c( j ) if w i   w j  .
g

i 
are defined by
The contravariant components of g

g i  

c 12  1  
w w G ,
c 2i  i  i 

where wi   G wi  . After excluding of G the above equations take the form
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i 

i  i 

g   g  2u u  c i   1 w  w  , g i   g

Where



2

 2u u 

k i  4u u u ρw i  2 u w i g w i gu
2

c 2i 

k i  ,

u w  w   w  





1  c 2i 

ρ

ρ

i g

i g

(9)

.

Here w(i ) g  g  wi  .

If Riemannian space  M 4 , G  is generated by n  1 kinds of matter then the action

functional may be written in the following form

S     RG   L mi  Gd 4x ,


n



i 0




(10)

where L mi is Lagrangian of i kind of matter and we assume that for the usual matter which moves
in space-time  M 4 , g  of the classical general relativity i  0 , i.e. w 0  u .
In Lorentzian space-time  M 4 , g  action integral (10) takes the form





i
i
S   { Rg  L m  F (u , u , )    Fi u , u ,  , w  , w ,  L mig }  gd 4 x,


i 1
n



(11)



i 
in the forms
where Fi u , u , , wi  , wi,  L mig is a result of substitution metrics G and g

(3) and (9) to the Lagrangian L mi .
It is naturally suppose that the terms





F (u , u , )   Fi u ,u , ,w   ,w  ,  L mig 
n

i 1



i
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in equation (11) describe dark matter (dark energy).
Concluding remarks
So, tСe МlassТМal versТon of tСe HaаkТnР’s СвpotСesТs about EuМlТНean nature of space-time
leads to the existence of dark matter and to the polymetric space-time models with exotic matter
whose maximal speed surpass the light speed in vacuum. Some comments must be made in
connection with these statements.
First, the dark matter which appears Тn tСe frameаork of tСe HaаkТnР’s СвpotСesТs anН
polymetric models does not excludes another forms of dark matter and dark energy which are
discussed in literature.
Second, the superlight speed of signal may be possible in polymetric space-time models.
According to general opinion such possibility is unavoidable leads to violation of causality (see
for example [7]). Nevertheless the direct calculation shows that if the superlight motion is
described by general covariant equations then the causality violation is possible iff the future cone
of superlight particles or signals intersects with the past light cone of usual matter [8]. Moreover
the non minimal couple between usual matter and the exotic superluminal matter is also necessary
for causal violation.
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It is well known that the classical physical theory must be the consequence of the quantum
theory. It is precisely therefore so much effort was made for the construction of the quantum
gravity. We propose the variant of its construction, which did not find an alternative.
The principle of the theoretical notions adequacy to experimental data must be put in the
base of the serious physical theory. It is precisely therefore we attach the fundamental importance
to sвmmetrТes аСТМС’s refleМtТnР tСe matter properties in the condensed (pithy) form. For this in
the elementary particle physics is used the scattering matrix which allows to guess a form of
transition operators if only for linear approximation. Because we must forecast results of future
experiments, the description of physical systems states will proceeds by use of smooth functions,
which it is desirable to obtain as solutions of differential equations. It is precisely therefore we
shall approximate the transition operators by differential operators using the variation formalism.
We note that the presence of the Universe neutrino background with the finite Fermi energy EF is
the catalytic agent of stochastic processes, but the large value of this energy causes to the
determinancy of physical processes (we shall use the system of units h/(2π) = c = 1, where h is the
Planck constant and c is the velocity of light). Specifically we connect the large value of the Fermi
energy and the low temperature of the Universe neutrino background with the stability (or if only
with the metastability) of elementary particles.
In the degenerate state background fermions of Universe, generating Fermi and Bose
liquids, are weakly-interacting particles, but it is not excluded by the interaction with hadrons their
exhibition as color fermions – ghosts. We do not exclude also the possibility, that in the state of
the Fermi liquid with the sufficiently low (To << mp , mp is the proton mass) temperature To , (that
must be characterized by the spontaneously broken symmetry) they must be considered as right
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neutrinos and left antineutrinos with the sufficiently high ( mp << EF ) Fermi energy EF (“sterТle”
neutrТnos anН “sterТle” antТneutrТnos [1]Ψ. It must be eбСТbТteН Тn tСe absenМe of tСese partТМles bв
decays attributed to weak interactions of low energies (a mirror asymmetry) [1]. Note, that the

transition to the classical physics proceeds by use of EF   . We shall consider the covariant
gauge theory of strong interactions in the affine connection space, on the base of which may be
produced both the quantum chromodynamics and the strong gravitation theory [2]. We regard, that
the standard gravitation interaction is not the fundamental one, but it is generated by collective
oscillations in the Universe neutrino sea [3]. In consequence of this the weak interaction acquires
the global value, because it causes the bond of neutrinos both one with the other and with charged
leptons and quarks.
We consider the action which has the form as the following integral

A   d nV    X     X   d nV
n

(Λ Тs a δaРranРТanΨ. Here anН furtСer

n

(1)

is a constant;    x  is the density matrix (tr  = 1, +

= , tСe top ТnНeб “+” Тs tСe sвmbol of tСe HermТtТan МonjuРatТonΨ anН tСe bar means tСe

generalized Dirac conjugation which must coincide with the standard one in particular case that is
to be the superposition of Hermitian conjugation and the spatial inversion of the space-time M4.

We shall name solutions (x) of differential equations, which are being produced by the
requirement of the minimality of the integral (1), as the maximum plausible realizations of Lie

local loops Gr(x) [2] and we shall use for the construction of the all set of functions {(x)}
(generated by the help of the transition operators).

Let En  N is the vector fiber space with the base Mn and the projection  N , (x) is the

arbitrary section of fibre bundle En  N ,  i is the covariant derivative symbol. Let us to consider

the infinitesimal substitutions defining the vector space mapping of the neighbour points x and

x  x ( x U , x  x U , U  M n ) and conserving the possible linear dependence between

veМtors. Аe НemanН tСat tСe aМtТon Α аas tСe ТnvarТant one аТtС respeМt to tСe ТnfТnТtesТmal
substitutions of the local Lie loop Gr(x) conserving the type of geometrical objects. By this the
components Cabc(x), alternating on down indices of the structural tensor, must satisfy to the
generalized Jacobi identities
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(2)

( Rijc e (x) are the curvature tensor components of the connection i ba (x) ; here and further xi are

the co-ordinates of the point x,; x i  x i are the co-ordinates of the point x + x; Latin indices a,

b, c, d, e will run the values of integers from 1 to r; Latin indices Т, j, k, … will run the values of
integers from 1 to n).
That the appearance of stringent restrictions can be excluded on a Lagrangian we introduce
its dependence on gauge fields B(x) [2]. Let

 

  =  tr  

(3)

in the Lagrangian (1). Further fields (x) we shall name as prime ones. We denote the components

of the gauge fields B(x) as: Bac x  . Probably the rank of the density matrix  equals n, but it is
impossible to eliminate that the given equality is satisfied only approximately when some
components of a density matrix can be neglected. In any case we shall consider that among fields

Bab the mixtures  ia were formed with non-zero vacuum means hai which determine differentiable

vector fields  ai x  for considered domain  n as:

   

(4)

(spontaneous breaking of symmetry, fields  ai x  determine a differential of a projection d from
 r  M r in  n  M n ).

Let us rewrite the integral (1) in the following manner



     





             ,

where   is the constant which is connected with the normalization and



(5)




        
         


                 

(6)

(7)

Since the action (5) must be invariant by infinitesimal substitutions of the Lie local loop

Gr(x), then the Lagrangian  2 B  must depend on the gauge [1] (boson) fields Bx  by intensities
c
B , having the form
Fab





 
          ,
Where









         , 
             .

(8)

(9)

Hereinafter a selection of fields  ia and ca are limited by the relations:

  

    ,

(10)

Further it is convenient to use the following Lagrangian:







                                    

(11)

(   ,  are constants) [1]. If sab   ab , t ab   ab , uab   ab ( ab are metric tensor components of the

flat space and  ab are tensor components of a converse to basic one) then the given Lagrangian is
most suitable one at the description of the symmetry matter (all matter states are equally likely),

because it is most symmetrical one concerning intensities of the gauge fields Fabc (within hadrons
anН аТtСТn so nameН “blaМk Сoles”Ψ. АСat Тs more аe sСall requТre tСe realТzatТon of tСe
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correlations:

Lc da  db  Lc db da  0 ,

(12)

that the transition operators Lacb generate the symmetry which follows from the made assumptions.
The transition to the matter description of the observable space region for which one it is possible
to suspect that the presence of cluster states of interacting particles will be expressed in following
formula for tensors sab , t ab , uab and hia :

s ab  s ai hib  ac  cb , t ab  t  (al ) (bk ) ( l )( k )   ca  db c d , uab  uai bj hic hjdcd  ac bdcd ,
hia  hi( k ) (ak ) .

(13)

( j)
( (i), ( j ), (k ), (l ),...  1, 2,..., n; a, b, c, d , e  n  1, n  2,..., n  r; r /r«1Ψ, аСere fТelНs hi  x  , taking

into account the relations (13), are determined uniquely from equations: hka hai   ki . Similarly
( i )( k )
( j )( k )   ((ij )) ,  ab cb   ca , while tensors
tensors  (i )( j ) ,  ab are determined from equations: 

(i )( j ) , ab are determined as follows: (i )( k )  ab  (ai )  (bk ) , ab  cd  ac  bd . We shall connect

a
a
a
constants  ( i ) ,  b with a selection of the gauge fields  i  x  recording them by in the form

ai   (ak )(i k )   ba bi

(14)

a
a
and let  b  0 . Besides we shall apply the decomposition of fields Bb  x  in the form

Bca   ia ci   ba Acb ,

(15)

a
where Acb  ab Bca . Note that we decompose the physical system described by fields Bb  x  on two

i
subsystems. One of them described by fields  a  x  , will play the role of the slow subsystem. In

i
a
a
b
addition components of intermediate tensor fields  a  x  ,  a  x  ,  i  x  ,  b  x  should be
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a
j
a c
c
connected by the relations:  ia aj   i j ,  ia ab  0 ,  b  a  0 ,  b  a   b . So, we shall use the

reduced set of fields  ic  x  , Acb  x  instead of the full set  Bca  x  .

Of course, taking into account the absence of a bijection between the real world and the
mathematical one, we can construction the maximum plausible physical theory only. It allows
using an elemental description, if only for a local domain. We shall use that smooth manifolds are
locally diffeomorphic ones to the Euclidean space or to the pseudo-Euclidean space in a certain

neighborhood of any point. Therefore we shall choose the connection components i ba ( x) equal to
zero in the region under consideration. Since stable states or metastable states are characterized
the specific symmetries, then giving the parameter dependence of structural tensor components
c
, we can describe decay processes of elementary particles if only approximately. Specifically,
Cab

we shall consider that the process of the spontaneous symmetry breaking is characterized the quasigroup structure (we take account of the presence of the Universe neutrino background which is the
catalytic agent of stochastic processes, including decays of elementary particles). In consequence
of this it is logically connect the stability of differential equations (2) solutions with the stability

c
of elementary particles. As a result functions Cab  x  must describe the process of spontaneous

breaking of symmetry at hadrons decay. Specifically, when n = r = 8, it allows to do not increase
the count of gauge fields beyond 8 as in the grand unified theory. Thereby we consider that gluons
are present in the space domain where intermediate vector bosons are absent and on the contrary
intermediate vector bosons are present in the space domain where gluons are absent.
Further we shell rely on the cold plasma theory developed for the first-kind superconductor
and for the second-kind superconductor. By this a nuclear matter is an analog of second-kind
superМonНuМtors аТtС respeМt to Рluons, аСТМС’s as vortТМes penetrate Тn a ψose МonНensate of
Cooper pairs compounded from neutrinos , at the same time the vacuum with respect to gluons is
an analog of first-kind superconductors. We assume that the interaction energy must depend on a
number of particles and quasi-particles participating in this interaction, defining its dependence to
space coordinates by means of a mean number of bosons, аСТМС’s are eбМСanРeН tаo СaНrons. χs
a result ( n is a number of bosons):



N

2n  1r /T




 1 1 1 2  ne

n 0
( 1 , 2 ) 

E  2 
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N


2n  1r /T  
T
/
 dV 1dV 2 , (16)
 e
 n 0
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where 1 is the energy density of first body particles; 2 is the energy density of second body

particles;  is the energy density of quasi-particles, T is theirs temperature; 1, 2 are the crosssections with the emission or the absorption of particles or quasi-particles.
Because the gravitation theory is constructed, then naturally we must state the collision integral
(16), retaining only two summands, as

E  2  1 s 1  s 2 2  ne 2n  s


N



n 0

1r /T

E  2  1w 1 w 2 2  ne 2n w


N



n 0

N

2n  s 1r /T 
T
/
dV 1dV 2 ,
 e
 n 0

(17)

1r /T

N

2n w 1r /T 
/
T
dV 1dV 2 ,
 e
 n 0


where s1, s2 are the cross-sections with the gluon emission or with the gluon absorption (the

strong gravitation), w1, w2 are the cross-sections with the quasi-particle emission or with the

quasi-particle absorption in the neutrino collinear beam (spin waves), cementing together two
hadrons and produced of the weak interaction (the standard weak gravitation) [3]. Hence
(considering, that N  ) it can obtain the potential as

U r   

Cs
e

Bs r



1 e

Cw
Bw r

1

(18)

( Bs   s1 , Cs   s1 s 2 , Bw   w1 , Cw   w1 w2 ) for the description of the gravitation
interaction. Naturally, that at very small distances processes must be described the quantum
chromodynamics, but not the strong gravitation theory.

Note that in the more general case, when the connection components i ba (x) are not equal

to zero and the Lie local loop Gr(x) operates in the space of the affine connection as transitively so

c
c
c
, Sab
are the
and effectively, then the correlations (2) become in the Ricci identity ( Cab
 2S ab

torsion tensor components of the space Mr). Because the symmetry, characterizing the physical
system, is selected in terms of experimental data, the geometrical structure is only the maximum
plausible one. Hence it follows that it is desirable to use the spaces of the affine connection with
the torsion for the description of particles. What is more precisely the torsion must depend on a
rest mass of a particle.
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TСe assumptТon on tСe “sea” of quarks Тn tСe РrounН state alloаs usТnР tСe δanНau tСeorв
of the Fermi liquid considering observable particles as quasi-particles on the background of
“sterТle” neutrТnos anН “sterТle” antТneutrТnos. TСe propertТes of tСe latter’s must НefТne tСe
geometrical and topological properties of the space-time M n . The transition to the description of
the slow subsystem with the help of the space-time manifold is carried when the Fermi energy

F

of “sterТle” neutrТnos tenНs to ТnfТnТtв tСat alloаs usТnР tСe εТnkoаskТ spaМe Тn tСe МapaМТtв of tСe
space characterizing the vacuum. In this case the quotation-marks Тn tСe аorНs “sterТle” neutrТnos
can be discarded, because these neutrinos will not collide with the other particles even at very high
energies of the latter. The Universe all matter must be characterized (as it is adopted in the
statistical physics) by the statistical sum with which it is a necessary to connect the cosmological
term of General Relativity and it must not be equaled to zero. As a result, taking empirical data by the
observation of type Ia supernovas into account, it understands the hypothesis necessity for the availability
Тn tСe UnТverse of “Нark enerРв”, МonneМtТnР Тt аТtС the cosmological term.

Аe suРРesteН МonsТНerТnР “blaМk Сoles” as СaНrons аТtС verв larРe barвonТМ МСarРes [ζ].
It allows simulating similar objects in laboratory conditions (at high energy accelerators).
Naturally, that we connect the use necessity of the quantum chromodynamics in the cosmology
аТtС tСe МСanМe of tСe proМesses eбplanatТon аСТМС’s Рo Тn quasars anН nuМleТ of Seвfert РalaбТes
with the very large energy release. The Einstein theory cannot apply for this as in it the substantial
object – the space-time torsion is absent by the gravitation geometrization (the space-time torsion
is the locally diffeomorphic one to the corresponding structural tensor field of the Lie local loop
characterizing the symmetry of the quantum system). What is more, in the Hawking process of the
“blaМk Сoles” quantum evaporatТon Тs vТolateН tСe МonservatТon loа of tСe barвonТМ МСarРe,
accumulated the massive collapsing star. If we shall apply this process for the description to twophoton decay of pseudoscalar neutral mesons (this low takes place), then we receive a discrepancy
with experimental data (instead the increase of the particles lifetime it is reducing with the growth
of their masses).
We shall adhere to the principle which requires that the theoretical notions and statements
were in agreement with experimental data. It is precisely therefore fundamental properties of a
matter must find the representation in space properties. In the first place it is the quantization of
electric charges. Secondly it is the space asymmetry of weak interactions. Moreover it is the
stability or the metastability of physical systems. In consequence of this we put to doubt the
standard cosmological model in which the Universe is supposed all but empty one. The Landau
theory of Fermi liquid is the base for our approach. In this theory fermions forming of Fermi liquid
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are not considered and only quasi-particles bear the key responsibility for quantitative calculations.
At present it is considered that Hubble discovered accidentally the Universe expansion law
because he received the reddening in the under study spectrum of the emission for the majority of

galaxies at distances from Earth to 10 Mpc (1 Mpc  3.11024 cm ). Later the given region of
UnТverse turneН to be nameН as “δoМal volume” anН tСe reМessТon of РalaбТes turneН to be nameН
as the Hubble flux which is bounded with the cosmological expansion. Note that if distances from
Earth are not the more 50 Mpc then tСe reРТon (аСТМС МoТnМТНes аТtС “tСe СomoРeneТtв Мell” of
tСe UnТverseΨ Тs nameН as “tСe δoМal UnТverse”.
We divide the Universe matter into two subsystems (slow and rapid), so that the baryon
matter (a rapid subsystem) behavior (a rapid subsystem) must be defined by the non-baryon matter
(a slow subsystem) behavior. Just rapid subsystem particles allow doing predictions and
conclusions to us on states and properties of particles of the Universe matter slow subsystem (a
dark matter), using methods of inverse problems. The presence of a dark matter was detected for
the first time in the research of the galaxies motion which must be caused the gravitation
interaction and it is just that effect which allows detecting the presence of a Bose condensate. Since
in our approach it is laid stress on known particles, then we have the weighable evidence of the
presence of Cooper pairs of Universe background neutrinos. We can use the similar mechanism to
Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer theory of superconductivity for the formation explanation of Cooper
neutrino pairs the more so that a dark matter is detected only in the vicinity of the University
baryon matter. At the same time on scales over 1 Mpc must be observed the reverse process of
Cooper neutrino pairs decay. This must causes to the increase of the background neutrino density
in the Fermi liquid and to the expansion of the given volume of the Universe (Hubble flux of
“δoМal volume”Ψ.
χll tСТs alloаs return to “tСe absolute МosmoloРТМal prТnМТple” (tСe UnТverse must look equallв as
in any points and in any directions and also at any instants of time [5]) the more so, that at very
large distances in consequence of (18) the gravitation interaction can be ignored. Thus we can
continue the construction of the stationary Universe on scales exceeding “tСe СomoРeneТtв Мell”,
for which it can keep the theory developed in the standard model. As a result it is become a highpriority test of the hypothesis on the presence of the Universe neutrino background under
laboratory conditions.
V.M. Lobashev [6] marked the beginning of this, investigating parameters, characterizing
the decay of the tritium. Instead of the expected crevasse in the energy spectrum of electrons
escaping from tritium nuclei (that gives the opportunity to prove the presence of the neutrino rest
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mass) was observed the stable plateau. The received data allowed to him to do the conclusion on
the presence of the pronounced neutrino cloud ambient our galaxy and also on the solar neutrino
rays. Therefore it might be worthwhile to make experiments for the observation of the neutrino
background temperature; it is possible with the employment of the Josephson effect. Of course,
technical problems are considerable and first of all they are connected with the screening from the
electromagnetic radiation but the result will have the fundamental importance. Particularly if by
monitoring the temperature waves will be detected.
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Displacement transformation in gravitational wave detector
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In the full-scale OGRAN detector transfer of oscillatory displacements from end surfaces of the acoustic resonator to
the Fabry-Perot cavity mirrors is considered. The elasticity of a mirror fastening element is taken into account. The
mode in which mirror oscillation amplitude exceeds end surface amplitude is considered. Influence of the additional
Boltzmann force is investigated. The influence of displacement measurer resolution to detector sensitivity is regarded.
Phenomenological algorithm of data transformation is described; it realizes transformation of stochastic displacement
speМtral НensТtв Тnto speМtral НensТtв of metrТМs varТatТons. χ “reМeptТon banН-аТНtС at tСe metrТМ noТse Мontrol level”
is interpreted as a new characteristic. TСe МorresponНТnР МСaraМterТstТМs of tСe GА НeteМtor “UlТtka” are calculated by
the algorithm for comparison. The base analytic metric sensitivity algorithm using noise factor F is considered and
moНТfТМatТons are maНe Тn Тt. It Тs РeneralТzeН on area F ≤ 10; it allows to exclude forecasting values F < 1 and to
determine a band of frequencies in which the detector potential sensitivity is realized (F ≤ βΨ. Noise factor expression
is changed for taking into account a Pound-Drever-Hall technique and a FM discriminator. In addition to photoelectron
shot noise contributions of laser radiation frequency and power fluctuations are presented.
Keywords: laser, cavity, noise, fluctuations, resolution, spectrum, metric, sensitivity, bandwidth.
DOI: 10.18698/2309-7604-2015-1-230-247

Introduction
The basis of a GW bar detector is a massive cylindrical acoustic resonator [1]. To register
small resonator length variations the mirrors of Fabry–Perot (FP) optical cavity are fastened to the
bar ends [2]. In the OGRAN project the designed displacement resolution is 10-16 cm/Hz1/2 [3];
optoelectronic registration system in Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) technique is realized [4].
The detector is developed by Sternberg astronomical institute (SAI) of the MSU and
Institute of Laser Physics (ILP) of the RAS. ILP has created registration system of small cavity
length variations. The system contains the laser with high-speed frequency tuning, optical and
electronic partitions. This is a main and unique technological content of the OGRAN Project. In
the technology aspect MSU provides the infrastructure, vacuum equipment, mechanical part and
FP cavities. MSU performs the studying and the test of the OGRAN installation in assembly. MSU
has established the theoretical basis of the GW detector sensitivity, had formulated the
requirements to the parameters of laser displacement meter and performs the transformation of test
spectrograms into detector threshold characteristics in gravitational field metric variations.
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Institute for Nuclear Researches (INR) of RAS provides the chamber and infrastructure in

the mountain gallery of the Baksan Neutrino Observatory (BNO). It was assumed that INR will
exploit the instrument after repetition of announced characteristics in BNO at the end of the
transition period. Exclusive point of view to installation is defined by the accepting side role; the
metrology questions and the equipment characteristics control is a main task.
The installation has been moved to BNO. Four reports summarize the results of the
Moscow period of detector creation [5-8]. It became clear that INR is obliging to involvement in
the achievements of ILP and SAI MSU [8]. It defines the special attention to installation
parameters and characteristics whereas the representation of important details isn't aim of the
articles. As is customary, the preliminary installation sensitivity analysis is denoted. However, this
analysis allows us to make some additions and corrections in the applied radio physics aspect.
By the time of installation disassembly the development is at the intermediate stage in
which setup noise characteristics are defined by means of the spectrum analyzer and of nontransparent “optТМal МalТbratТon”. TСe moНest speМtroРram frequenМв resolutТon НetermТnes small
time intervals of data accumulation, whereas signal and noise characteristics of the workable
НeteМtor “UlТtka” are НetermТneН bв Мomputer proМessТnР of larРe Нata arraвs [λ].
In the first Weber bar detector perturbations of an acoustic resonator were registered by
passТve pТezoМСeramТМ sensors [1]ν sТmТlar sensor Тs useН Тn tСe НeteМtor “UlТtka” [10].
Complicated active parametrical displacement measurers had been intensely developed in MSU.
In those schemes the steepness of signal conversion is provided by high quality factor of radiofrequency tanks and cavities. In OGRAN project the transition from such circuits [11-13] to system
using FP cavity having exclusively high quality factor [2] has carried out [14, 15].
The initial scheme [2] is a basis of GWD sensitivity analysis [14, 15]. In the case of optimal
signal filtering, the minimum detectable metric perturbation hmin is determined as [7, 8]

                             
      

(1)

Here L is a bar length, M is a equivalent mass, ω is a bar eigenfrequency, Q is a bar quality

factor,

Тs НuratТon of a speМТal sТРnal pulse, ΔfS ≈ (1/ ) is a frequency band, F is a factor

representing noise contribution of the laser displacement registration system.
The registration of the bar thermal motion as a narrow peak in the noise spectrogram has
been the main recent achievement of the Project. The excess noise introduced by the mirror





fastenТnРs elements аas ТНentТfТeН anН НesМrТbeН Тn НetaТls [η]. TСe “baМkРrounН” of speМtrum
was lowered to level of ζ·10-15cm/Hz1/2. This resolution allows to definite general characteristics
of the OGRAN installation in phenomenological consideration. Also it allows obtaining some
information on mechanical parameters of mirror fastening elements without a dynamic test.
The OGRAN pilot model is composed. Sensitivity to the bar oscillations was declared at
level of (1÷βΨ·10-14 cm/Hz1/2 [3]. Just the same value is presented in ref. [16]. In ref. [17] the
measurer resolution of 10-14 cm/Hz1/2 is declared. No peaks had been revealed in pilot model noise
speМtroРram [17], аСereas tСe bar tСermal peak Тs МalМulateН as 7·10-14 cm/Hz1/2 [18, 19].
Soon the sensitivity of the full-sМale τGRχσ setup aМСТeve tСe of value β·10-15 cm/Hz1/2
[6]. It is explained by minimization of the residual amplitude modulation (RAM) of laser radiation.
This noise source is entered into consideration, described and estimated in ref. [20]; there is another
referenМe [θ]. TСe same “baМkРrounН” level one sСould see at fig. 6 in ref. [7] and at fig. 3 in ref.
[8]; the articles indicate RAM noise too.
In ref. [18] the question of influence on detector sensitivity of phenomenological displacement measurer resolution was raised. The answer is contained in ref. [7, 8], where the displacement noise spectrogram is transformed into metrics variations spectrum. But the algorithm of
transformation hasn't presented. It is represented below.
The rigorous analytical method of detector sensitivity forecasting is based by formula (1).
This algorithm is not coordinated with phenomenological one. However, at engineering development of any device it is necessary to achieve rapprochement of theoretically predicted and
measured values. On the way of the convergence the theoretical basis can be adapted.
Detector potential sensitivity
For analysis an acoustic resonator is reduced to an oscillator with equivalent parameters [2]

         
   ,

(2)

where x is a mechanical displacement, k is stiffness, H is viscosity coefficient, FS is a signal
force, FB is the stochastic Nyquist force; it is characterized by a power spectral density (PSD) GB

    
                 




(3)
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Here ω = (k /M)1/2, Q = Mω /H , ω = 2π f .
Gravitational field metric perturbations are reduced to an equivalent force [14, 21]

FSm  hmM 2L / 2 ,

(4)

where L is a bar length, hm is a metric variation amplitude.
In accordance with a statistical theory, if variables have amplitude dependence as ym = Kxm,
where transfer parameter K is a constant, the spectral densities of appropriate stochastic processes
2

have relation Gy = K2Gx . Then from expression (4) follows: GF = (M

L/2)2Gh . Assuming GF

= GB one find formula for PSD of the detector threshold metric variations Gh

G h f





  4 / L  k BT / MQ  3
2



(5)

This formula coincides with the expressions (1) when F = 1. A force registration method
Тs not МonsТНereН Сere. Small forМes are НetermТneН bв means of test boНв’s НТsplaМements [β].
Consider the conditions of the potential sensitivity realization in a real instrument. Thermal
Brownian motion of a bar registered by the displacement meter is described in ref. [19]. For
harmonic signal FS(t) = Fm cos ωt from equatТon (βΨ arounН resonanМe (ω - ω « ω the expres-sion
for transfer parameter КS is given as

К S ( )  x m / Fm  (� / �  2 )[  ( –  )2 /   )2 ]1/2 ,
where xm is the amplitude of forced oscillating displacements,

(6)

= ω /2Q=H /2M.

The PSD of thermal noise in the displacements GXB as above is determined by the relation
GXB = |KS|2GB . From the expressions (3) and (6) one find

G XB ( )  (2kTQ /  M  3 )[1  (   )2 /   )2 ]1 
 G XB ( )[1  (   )2 /   )2 ]1 .

(7)

TСe “baМkРrounН” Тnput noТse of tСe НТsplaМement meter GS (f ) is added to this heat peak
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 G B 0 / [1  (   )2 /   )2 ]  GS ,

G B 0  G XB (f  )  2G XB ( )  4kTQ / M  3 .

(8)

(9)

In the experimental installation OGRAN the dependence [GX(ω)]1/2, obtained by means of
the spectrum analyzer, is represented by figure 7 in ref. [7] and by figure 4 in ref. [8].
We begin presentation transformation of heat displacement spectrogram of into
spectrogram of metric variations. First, using the expressions (4) and (6) we obtain

x m  hmQ L / 2 / [1  (   )2 /   )2 ]1/2 .
As above, we can find the relation between the spectral densities of the corresponding
stochastic processes. The signal transmission coefficient Kxh has the view

K xh  x m / hm  Q  L / 2 / [1  (   )2 /   )2 ]1/2 .

(10)

The next step of the phenomenological algorithm is determined by an expression

G 

1/2

h

 G X 

1/2

(11)

/ K xh .

It leads directly to the result reliance on figure 8 [7] (5 [8]) by analogy with the ref. [4].
We may emphasize the frequency range in which the potential sensitivity is realized. There
are two frequencies f and fL , in which the condition GXB (f) = GS is run. At these frequencies the
total noise (8) is 3 dB higher than the background GS . Within this area by means of expression
(11) we obtain the expression (5), which have no frequency dependence.
Find the formulas for determining the potential sensitТvТtв banНаТНtС (PSψАΨ ΔfB = fH - fL
. In the expression (7) for values of |ω - ω | =
ω /2

the level -3 dB is realized and executes the ratio

= Q. This is the standard resonant bandwidth 2

. For the reliance GXB (f) we have the

eбpressТons for Тt’s tСe stanНarН banНаТНtСμ Δf0 = 2 /2π, ω = 2π f , Δf0 = f /Q.
When |ω - ω е ≥ γ

tСe relТanМe (7Ψ (Δf = f – f ) gets the simple view:
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  / |     G B 0 

1/2

 f

0

/ 2 / f | .

(12)

We introduce parameter AS , determining from the experimental spectrogram (8)

AS  G B 0 

1/2

/ G S



1/2

.

(13)

Then from reliance (12) the relationship is following

f B  AS f 0 .

(14)

Consider characteristics of the experimental spectrogram. In the basic references [2, 14,
15] mirrors are presumed to be fixed rigidly at the bar ends. Therefore cavity eigenfrequency
variations S are connected with bar length variations x by the relation S/ = x/L or

dx  (lL / c )dnS ,

(15)

where  and  are wavelength and optical frequency of laser infrared radiation.
This ratio provides a measurement of signal and noise variations of bar length through FP

cavity. When L = 2 m and = 1,06 ·10-4 cm the relation is x/S  0,7·10-12 cm/Hz. It determines
the ratio between the left and right ordinate scales of on the experimental spectrograms [5, 7, 8].
As an important example, the background level 0,003 Hz/ Hz1/2 in fig. 6 and text [7]

defines the measurer resolution of (GS )1/2  2 ·10-15 cm/Hz1/2; just this achievement is reported in
ref. [6].
On a way to the final result we estimate the heat peak value at the figure 7 [7] as [G0]1/2

 1,η·10-1 Hz/Hz1/2 which defines to (GB0)1/2  1,0·10-13 cm/Hz1/2. For “baМkРrounН” аe Мan see
(GS)1/2  η·10-3 Hz/Hz1/2 or (GS )1/2  γ,η·10-15 cm/ Hz1/2. Then the expression (13) gives AS 

30. For values f = 1320 Hz, Q = 105 аe Сave Δf0 = 0.01γ Hz anН fТnН ΔfB  0,4 Hz.

For GА НeteМtor “UlТtka” one Мan see χS2  100 on tСe fТР.1 anН Мan fТnН ΔfB  0,43 Hz

[9].
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The metric potential sensitivity EPD Gh0 of installation is presented in ref. [7] and [8] at
figures 8 and 5. It is obtained by recalculation of the spectrograms 7 and 4, accordingly. The
expressions (10) and (11) are assumed to be used there. One can define analytical and digital
dependence between values GB0 and Gh0 . For the amplitudes of the harmonic signal in resonance
the expression (10) establish the connection: xm = hmQ(L/2). As above, we find the relationship

G 

1/2

h0

 G B 0 

1/2

2/ L  /Q .

(16)

For above value GB0 we find value (GhB)1/2 = 1·10-20 Hz-1/2; it coincides with the estimate
(1).
Ref. [7, κ] report tСat tСere Тs tСe “bar-mТrror” НТsplaМement reНuМtТon МoeffТМТent of 1,7.
The last estimation supports the version that this coefficient is equal to one satisfactorily.
In whole, improvement in meter resolution leads to increase in detection bandwidth.
Displacement transformation by mirror fastening elements
The electrostatic method of forming calibrated forces and displacements was used before
to determine the actual resolution of the measurer [11-13, 22]. This method is mentioned in the
ref. [17], which provides the accuracy of 30%, adopted in GW experiments. In resonant GWD
such calibration is based on the expression (6). Registration of a thermal peak in the spectrogram
provided an opportunity to create and apply an alternative additional method for determining the
achieved displacement meter resolution [18].
The example of successful metrological application of the new method provides the

НeteМtor “UlТtka” [λ, 10]. For values Δf0  0,043 Hz and f = 1600 Hz [9] we find Q  3,8·104.

When M  500 kg we get: GB0  1·10-13 cm/Hz1/2 (9). For the value AS = 10 from the relation (14)
the registration system resolution (GS )1/2  10-14 cm/Hz1/2 is determined. Just this value is presented
in the text [9]. Similarly, it can be an attempt to define the resolution of a laser measurer OGRAN.

For values of the parameters mentioned above, we find the predicted value of GB0  1,7·10-13
cm/Hz1/2. For the presented value AS = 30 is determines resolution (GS)1/2  6 ·10-15 cm/Hz1/2. Just
the same value was declared before for frequency 1 kHz without justification [16].
The left scale of the spectrograms in the figures [5, 7, 8, 17] is defined by means of the
“optТМal МalТbratТon” UsТnР relatТon (1ηΨ tСe МalТbratТon alloаs measurТnР tСe absolute values of

the heat noise in displacements. As above, the peak level is observed more exactly as GB0 
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(0,κη÷0,λΨ·10-13 cm/Hz1/2, which is 2 times (6 dB) less than the above theoretical prediction. The
discrepancy may be explained by the reducing effect of mirror oscillation amplitude at about 1.7
times compared amplitude of the bar end face due to insufficient rigidity of the fastening elements
[6, 7], whereas the recalculation of the right spectrogram scale is not made.
Prior information about parameters of mirrors fastening oscillators can be obtained from
wideband spectrograms without the special dynamic test. So, it is assumed that the peaks at
frequencies below 1 kHz are associated with the attachment of mirrors [7, 8]. The most notable
are two peaks with frequencies of about 890 and 920 Hz.
To define the transformation of displacements by these oscillators the equation of motion
for a mirror oscillator outside a neighborhood of its resonance can be written

            
.

Here, mM and kM are the effective mass and stiffness of an oscillator, xM(t) and xG (t) are
oscillatory displacements of the mirror and the bar end face.
When xG = xGmexp(jω t) we find the complex mirror oscillation amplitude xMm




           





  


(17)

SubstТtutТnР tСe frequenМв values ω = 2π ·1γβ0 seМ-1 anН ωM = (kM/mM)1/2  2π · 900 sec-1,

аe fТnН tСe ratТo ω /ωM  1.4 and from the expression (17) find and xMm  - xGm. For this case the
transmission coefficient is unit. However, the model representation used is too simplified for this
allocated system, and amplitude reduction is possible. Overall, the uncertainty in a range of two
times may be allowed for the first OGRAN thermal noise absolute measurement and when the
transfer from scientific free style of development to austere technical is carrying out.
The expression (17) excites interest to some effects. First, the change of sign means that
oscillations of a mirror and an end face take place in antiphase, i.e., the attachment is not quite

rigid. Also the desire to increase the rigidity kM leads to growth of mirror oscillation amplitude and
to a resonance operation mode.
The greatest effect of oscillations increasing provides the displacement transformation at
tСe resonant frequenМв ωM = ω . This mode reduces the resolution requirements to registration
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scheme. This concept is well known [23, 14, 15]; in particular, it has been realized in ref. [4]. The
resonant displacement transformer is proved to be non-use at room temperature [24].
The quasi-resonant mode arises here quite naturally. The thermal peak growth at the
background GS (fΨ leaНs to ТnМreasТnР of banНаТНtС ΔfB. The increase of at least a few times can
replace extremely time-consuming and expensive corresponding development of the laser
registration system. However, the dynamic system becomes complicated; an additional
intermediate link appears; it can add thermal noise. Viscosity energy losses in the oscillators are
not significantly affect the bar quality factor Q. After mounting of mirrors with fastening elements
it decreased reasonably from a value of Q  1,θ ·105 [24] to the value of Q  105 [7, 8].

Thermal noise GBM(ω) of an additional oscillator at the inlet of the displacement meter is

G X ( )  G XB ( ) / Z 2  G S ( )  2G BM ( ),

(18)

аСere Г(ωMΨ = (ω /ωM)2 – 1 is a transformation factor.

From the equation mM xM  H M x M  k M xM  FBM we can define the EPD expression for

the additional thermal oscillations away from the resonance (ω = βπf)

G BM (f ) 



4k BTH M

k M2 1   2 / M2



2





4k BT

mMQM M3 1   2 / M2



2

.

In the immediate vicinity of the bar frequency ω ≈ ω we have GBM(f ) = GBM(0)/Z2. Here
GBM(0) = 4kBT/mMQMωM3 is the oscillator thermal EPD in the quasi-static mode, mode of a
gravimeter or ordinary accelerometer. In this mode calibration plates was used, when testing a
displacement meters without a bar [12, 22].
For the considered oscillations mode Z < 1, assume that the meter noise in the expression
(18) is small enough: GS « GBM (f ). Then GX(ωΨ = GXB (ω)/Z2 + 2GBM (0)/Z2 and in the area of
thermal peak we have AS = GB0 /2GBM (0). The background level and the potential sensitivity
bandwidth are determined by the new noise source and The increase of the amplification factor Z1

is not useful. This effect, nevertheless, is practically useful in the case GS  GBM (0).

To undertake the appropriate numerical estimates, it is necessary to assess the values mM
and QM . The mass of the rod-channel with fixed mirror is about 1.3 kg, that is, we can put mM ≈
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300 g. Of the figures in ref. [5, 7, 8] one can give a rough estimate of QM ≈ γ00. TСen [βGBM (0)]1/2
≈ η·10-15 cm/Hz1/2, which corresponds to the background level on the spectrograms.
However, this estimate cannot provide satisfactory degree of clarity. So, if we substitute
the parameters in the formula for resonance GBM (fM) = 4kBTQM /(mMωM3), we can obtain the value
of [GBM (fM)]1/2 ≈ 10-12 cm/Hz1/2. But the peaks Тn fТРure β [η] Нoes not eбМeeН tСe value of β,η·101

Hz/Hz1/2, which corresponds to [GBM (fM)]1/2  1,8·10-13 cm/Hz1/2, i.e., there is the discrepancy

with the calculation five times. Apparently, the model performance using simple oscillators is too
simplified. Identification of the peaks in the noise spectrum, dynamic and fluctuation parameters
of fastening elements require a further study. The significance of the background thermal noise of
several oscillators is also noticed in the report [5].
Not-rigid mirror mounts complicate the introduction of the new heat peak calibration.
Ref. [6] contains explanation of why the bar thermal peak is not visible in the pilot model
operation; the prior resolution value of the meter [17] is replaced by the value ζ·10-16 m/Hz1/2.
TСen tСe peak proves to be at tСe tСresСolН of НeteМtТon. “τptТМal МalТbratТon” alloаs suМС
correction. The absence of oscillator mirror attachment peaks needs to be explained too.
Instrumental sensitivity
The instrumental sensitivity of a device is determined by technical noise sources. Consider
it, as above, in its phenomenological aspect. In the figures 7 and 4 [7, 8] one have a broad frequency
region corresponding to the background. It is determined by the condition GXB ≤ GS . Here the
МonНТtТon еΔf |2 » (Δf0/2)2 is satisfied, and from the expressions (8), (10) and (11) the analytical
dependence of the two linear "wings" follows

G 

1/2

h

 G S

 2/ LQ  2 f
1/2



/ f 0 .

(19)

In fig. 8 [6] the flat section with аТНtС ΔfB = 0,4 Hz is not visible in noise; there the metric
potential sensitivity of (Gh0)1/2 = 10-20 Hz-1/2 represented by estimate (1) should be realized.
A new detector characteristic is introduced [7, 8]. It is a bandwidth at the control level of
1/2

(Ghc)

= 10-19 Hz-1/2. This band is determined from the dependence [Gh(f)]1/2 (19). Thus, there are

two values of frequency f in which the condition [Gh(f)]1/2 = (Ghc)1/2 is satisfied. Due to the linearity
of the dependence the difference of these two frequenМТes ΔfG is given by relation
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1/2

 B h f B .

(20)

Here for Bh = 10 anН resultТnР value Тs “ΔfG = ζ Hz” [7, κ] Тs obtaТneН. So one Мan
understand the meaningful of the introduced enhanced receive bandwidth. It follows directly from
the peak and background values shown in figure 7 [7] (fig.4 [8]). Those steps complete the
phenomenological algorithm for transformation of displacement noise spectrogram.
The rigorous analysis the GW detector sensitivity is presented by the expressions (1). This
premise indicates the continuity and priority of MSU in the collaboration. The noise factor F is
presented by formula [15]: F = (2M/ )[GV(ωΨ/GB(ωΨ]1/2.
The value of GV(ω) characterizes the certain laser registration scheme [2, 14, 18]

GV ( )  B  2  2h /W
аСere ωe ,

   / 2 N  ,

and W are the frequency, wavelength and laser power,

(21)

is the photodiode quantum

efficiency, N Тs “tСe number of refleМtТons" anН B Тs “a multТplТer tСat takes Тnto aММount tСe eбМess
noТse real laser above tСe level of tСe sСot noТse” [17]. A gravitational wave is expected in the
quasi-harmonic form FS(t) = F0(t) sТn ω t with burst duration ≈ (γ÷10Ψ·βπ/ω [15].
Sensitivity becomes instrumental when F > 1. The estimates F ≈ 1 are avaТlable Тn ref. [ζ,
17]. This should mean the instrument is a ready detector for an expected signal exposure. Also the
phenomenon of interest is the calculated value F < 1, which is easy to obtain bellow for real
parameter values. While considering about the factor F it is advisable to follow the option (21).
For the pilot model parameter values L = 0,5 m: M = 25 kg, ω = 2π·η·103 sec-1, Q =

1,7·104 [17] the expression (3) give GB (ω)  1,β·10-19 N2 sec. For values = 1,0θ·10-6 m, = 0,6,

W = 1 W, B = 1, N = 103 the expression (21) gives GV(ω)  1,κ·10-29 m2/sec3. For pulse duration
= 3/f = 6 ·10-3 sec one obtain F  1. When = 6,3/f [17] one have F  0,5.

For full-scale detector for the values L = 2 m, M = 103 kg [24], ω = 2π·1,γ·103 s-1, Q = 105

[17, 7, 8] the estimate GB (ω)  β,β·10-19 N2 sec follows. For values

= 0,6, W = 1 W, B = 1, N =

1,η·103 [4] one findes GV(ω)  η,η·10-31 m2/sec3. When = 4/f = γ·10-3 sec one can find F = 1,06
≈ 1. АСen = 8/f one finds F = 0,53. For = 0,25 sec we find F = 0,013 [7, 8].
To clarify the noise factor expression, consider its derivation [15]. The previous expression

is: F  ( )-1, where

2

 (2M)-2 GB/GV. It has been derived for the case

« 1, Т.e., for F » 1. SТnМe

then technology development has required expansion of analysis to the area of moderate and small
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values of F <10. The base expansion has the view: Fc = [
have Fc = (2/πΨ( Ψ-1. In the opposite case

·arМtan(1/ Ψ]-1. At the case

« 1 one

» 1 one Сave Fc  1; the revision eliminates the mode

F ≤ 1. In tСe ТntermeНТate value arТa as a bounНarв аe НefТne Fc = 2, i.e. 3 dB. The boundary
НuratТon Тs

0

 0,43

-1

. For above parameter values аe Сave  3·102 sec-1 and

≈ 2/f . It defines wide detector receive frequency band 1/ 0  700 Hz.

0

 1,4·10-3 sec

Consider a phenomenon of F ≈ 1 Тn МalМulatТons. TСe analвtТМal eбpressТon for resolutТon
of the laser measurer is showed [18]: GS0 (ω) = 2B( /2πN)2h / W. We calculate GS0(ωΨ = 0,κ·1038
13

m2sec or [GS0 (f)]1/2 = β,γ·10-17 cm/Hz1/2. From the expressions (13), (14) for (GB0)1/2 = 1,7·10m/Hz1/2 we find AS = 7,5 ·103 anН ΔfB  100 Hz. Thus, value of F ≈ 1 means tСe aМСТevement

the theoretical limit resolution of the displacement measuring circuit [2]. This example also may
be assumed as the first step towards the narrowing of the gap between the phenomenological and
analytic algorithms for calculation of resonant detector potential sensitivity bandwidth.
In the OGRAN detector is implemented complicated displacement meter optoelectronic
scheme in PDH technique with internal modulation, synchronous demodulation and using
reference FP cavity discriminator of FM laser radiation [4]. The use of another, conceptual
measuring circuit [2, 14] for sensitivity prediction is a demonstration of a liberal scientific style.
In ref. [18] a general analysis of PDH scheme is presented; the basic shot noise of photoelectrons
was considered. Also the excess technical noise source of stochastic variations of the real laser
radiation power envelope was allowed for; ILP entered its contribution by a suitable factor BH , BH
≈ 1,θ (зβ НψΨ at tСe moНulatТon frequenМв of 10.7 εHz.
If mirrors of each cavity have the same optical parameters and values of the radiation power
PPH falling on the photodiodes are equal, the PDH meter resolution is predicted by formula [18]

GS  f  @BH  2hnPPH (32hPC PS )1[(K G FG )2  L / LD  (K D FD )2 ].
2

(22)

Here LD is discriminator reference bar length, G,D is a finesse of FP cavity, PPH is power
of IR light at the photodiode surface, PC and PS are the carrier and sideband power components,
KG,D is a FP cavity contrast, introduced into consideration [16]: PPH = (1- KG,D)PC + 2PS [20].
The relation GV(ω) = ω 2GS0(ω) is determined [18]. When using expression (22) we have
GV(PDH)(ω) = BH ω

2 2

hPPH64πPCPS[(KGG)-2 + (L /LD)2(KDD)-2].
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Noise estimates
The bar thermal peak is visible on two spectrograms [7] ([8]). At broadband one at the fig.

6 we can see (GB0)1/2  β·10-13cm/Hz1/2. It МorresponНs kТnНlв to tСe estТmate of 1,7·10-13cm/Hz1/2,
obtained using the expression (9). As noted above, on the spectrograms with higher frequency
resolution (fig. 4, 7) the peak value is (GB0)1/2  10-13cm/Hz1/2. The discrepancy is twice

The potential sensitivity of the detector is determined by the expression (1) [7]; it is very
approximate due to complexity of the transition from the pulse duration
1/2

Consequently the estimates of (Gh0)

-20

≈ 1·10

Hz

-1/2

to the metric EPD.

anН tСe resultТnР banНаТНtС of ΔfG ≈ ζ Hz

are approximate too. Meanwhile, a more accurate expression (5) is derived by direct. For Q = 105
[6, 7] the value (Gh0)1/2 = 1,7·10-20 Hz-1/2 follows it from. The value (Gh0)1/2 = 1,η·10-20

-1/2

was

5

obtained from the formula (1) for Q = 1,6 ·10 [24]. If in the expression (16) as above use the

calculated value of (GB0)1/2  1,7·10-13cm/Hz1/2 , we get more precise value (Gh0)1/2 = 1,7·10-20 Hz-

1/2

. While using the expression (22) we get Bh  θ anН tСe speМТfТeН value ΔfGc  2,4 Hz.

For tСe НeteМtor “UlТtka” (M  500 kg [10]) we obtain similarly (Gh0)1/2 = γ,κ·10-20 Hz-1/2

and Bh = β,θν for ΔfB = 0,ζγ Hz аe fТnН ΔfG = 1,1 Hz. These values are presented at the Table 2.
Comparison of values of 2,4 Hz and 1,1 Hz indicates insignificant difference of OGRAN
setup anН НeteМtor “UlТtka”. Hoаever, tСe better result Мan be founН bв Мareful stuНв. TСus, Тn
fig. 6 [7] and fig. γ [κ] tСe tСermal peak level МorresponНs аell to МalМulateН value of 1,7·10-13
cm/Hz1/2, whereas the pointed out background level is (GS)1/2  β·10-15cm/Hz1/2 [6]. We can

calculate AS = κη, ΔfB = 1,1 Hz anН ΔfGc  6,5 Hz. This gain is a consequence of the thermal

peak СeТРСt НoublТnР Тn МomparТson аТtС tСe neбt fТРure. TСe maТn result (ΔfGc  4 Hz) [7, 8] is
preferable because value AS = κη÷100 Тs not saveН аСТle ТnМreasТnР tСe resolutТon of speМtrum
analysis; it is closer to a real, completed instrument. Another reason could be that the most
modest result in metric should suit to the beginning of the transition period in BNO.
A similar calculation of a new receive bandwidth can be performed for value of Q = 5000.
From the expressions (9) and (13), we obtain (GB0)1/2 = γ,κ·10-14cm/Hz1/2 and AS = 19. Next, the
folloаТnР values are МalМulateНμ Δf0 = 0,βθ Hz, ΔfB = 4,95 Hz, (Gh0)1/2 = θ,7·10-20 Hz, Bh = 1,3 and
ΔfG = 6,5 Hz. This calculation show clearly that the bandwidth has not changed. The formulas
presented allow us to show analytically that the dependence on quality factor Q is excluded. This
new effect provides an opportunity for revision of acoustic resonator design to create GW detectors
at substantially lower frequency with moderate length.

The value of (GS f)1/2  3·10-16 cm/Hz1/2 is presented [7]. Its connection with figure 7 is not

clear, it looks like a secondary independent result. The figure can be perceived as a result of
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progressive improvement of the displacement meter. So, we have a series: 6U [17], 4U [5], 2U
[6], 0,6U [8] and 0,3U, where U=10-15cm/Hz1/2. The last quantity is especially valuable if it is

referred out of the context. The relevant calculation can be performed. Assuming (GB0)1/2  1,7·1013

cm/Hz-1/2, from (13) we find formally AS  565. Then, from the expressТon (1ζΨ аe fТnН ΔfB ≈

7,η Hz. For optТmТstТМ estТmate (1Ψ, аe fТnН quТte аТНe foreМast reМeТve banН ΔfG ≈ 7η Hz.
Table 1. The parameter values and resulting metric characteristics are summarized.
Consider contributions of the important noise sources in the displacement meter.
(GB0)1/2,·10-13

(GS )1/2,·10-15

-1/2

/

AS

ΔfB ,

ΔfG ,

ΔfGc,

1/2

/

“UlТtka” [9], fig. 1

1

10

10

0,43

-

1,1

Fig. 7, 4 [7, 8]

0,9

3

30

0, 4

4

2,4

Fig. 2 [5],

1,2

4

30

0, 4

4

2,4

Text [6]

1,7

2

85

1,1

11

6,5

Fig. 3, 6 [7, 8],

2

2

100

1,3

13

7,5

Text to fig. 4 [8],

1,7

0,6

285

3,7

37

21

Text to fig. 7 [7],

1,7

0,3

565

7,5

75

43

Designed [4]

1,7

0,1

1700

22

220

130

Laser radiation provides the main noise source. In the expression (21) it is characterized by
factor B ≈ 104 [13] or B ≈ 1÷103 [7, 8]. This factor reduces substantially technical value of the
calculation, whereas scientific one beyond doubt. This low frequency (LF) source consists of laser
power fluctuation (LPF) component and component of laser frequency fluctuations (LFF). The
PDH technique excludes the LF LPF component; it is replaced by high frequency (HF) LPF with
reasonable factor BH. Meanwhile, LF LFF inherent component remains in full [18]. In ref. [17] at
the LFF spectrum one can see (S 0)1/2  4,5 Hz/Hz1/2 for frequency of 1,3 kHz. In ref. [25] it was
assayed as ~10 Hz/Hz1/2; dependence on laser bias mode, time and others is implied.
Suppression of LFF is performed by stabilization using a reference cavity. In the OGRAN
project the bar FP cavity executes this function itself. Taking into account uniqueness of the task
a special justification was made. In conjunction with other noise sources an evident expression for
the laser frequency EPD S in locked mode was derived: S = S 0 /|K0|2 [26, 25]. Here K0 is the
feedback gain at the frequency 1,3 kHz. Gain enlargement had required the engineering of highspeed laser frequency tune circuit, including introduction the third driver channel with EOM [16].
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The value K0  103 is implemented [7, 8, 17]. Then we get the estimate S  (η÷10Ψ·10-3 Hz/Hz-1/2
or (GS)1/2  (3÷7Ψ·10-15cm/Hz-1/2ν Тt Тs Мlose to “baМkРrounН” at tСe speМtrum fТРures.

The base photoelectron shot noise defines the limit resolution of a PDH displacement
meter. In ref. [7] all parameter values contained in the formula (24) are presented. The phase

modulation index 1,15 rad determine the ratio PS  0,4PC,. For value PPH1  50 mW we find PC =
30 mW and PS = 12 mW. Substituting the values LD = 0,45 m, G = 3000, D = 12000, KG = 0,2,

KD = 0,4,  = 0,7 we get the estimate: (GS2 )1/2  3·10-16cm/Hz1/2. The first term is dominated; the
discriminator channel introduces the acceptable addition of 15%. In ref. [4, 17, 26] resolution of a
displacement meter is considered under the assumption that a discriminator is designed correctly,
that is, its noise contribution is negligible. It is presented here.
A RAM noise is mentioned as a dominant [6 - 8]; no calculation has not presented. Residual
radiation modulation depth mR generates the photodiode AC component; its amplitude is I0mR,
where I0 = (e/h)PPH is the DC. The corresponding addition of the synchronous detector output

voltage carries LPF. The reduced stochastic current have EPD SIR = SmNI02mR2, where SmN is a
normalized EPD of LF LPF [20]. Displacement resolution is defined by a general expression:
(GS)1/2 = (SIR)1/2/αxI, where αxI Тs a parameter of “НТsplaМement-pСotoМurrent” МonversТonμ

 xI  dI / x  8FG K G (he / hn )PC PS 

1/2

/l .

For a real FP cavity the formula needs experimental verification and correction. For above

parameter values [7] we get estimates: αxI  η·107 A/m, I0 = 30 mA. In the absence of data for
calculation we have to use the value SmN = 10-12 Hz-1 [20] and to match the parameter mR = 0,5 to
obtain the presented value (GS )1/2  3·10-16cm/Hz1/2 as an estimate.

The articles [7], [8] contain a lot in common. Substantial differences take place. The other

values of parameters are presented: D = 15000, KG = 0,3, KD = 0,2 [8]. There pointed out that

the laser power falling to the cavities is 50 mW and also PPH  10 mW. We find PC  6 mW and
PS  2,5 mW. Then the estimate of shot noise meter resolution is 6·10-16 cm/Hz1/2. It coincides

with the announced figure. In this embodiment the discriminator noise contribution is relatively
high. The RAM noise in it is noticeable too. Ref. [6] indicates that RAM is formed at photodiode
surfaces. It means the RAM suppression must be carried out in both optoelectronic channels.
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Conclusion
Non rigid FP mirror mounts provide a notable additional thermal noise into GW detector.
In addition to reported result in the OGRAN full-scale installation metric sensitivity the
ТnНepenНent fТРure (γ÷θΨ·10-16 cm/Hz1/2 is revealed. While interpreting it as a result of tests, the
figure means an outstanding improvement in resolution of the laser displacement meter as a main
achievement of the Moscow period of the Project development.
If applying the phenomenological displacement transformation algorithm to this advanced
figure, calculation leads to a significant improvement of resulting characteristic of the OGRAN
installation in gravitational field metric; it suits to the end of the transition period in BNO.
Calculation shows that the presented figure closely corresponds to the theoretical
prediction of displacement meter resolution defined by the photoelectron shot noise. Account of
the laser radiation technical noise projects the increase of the displacement meter threshold signal.
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Correlation of the angular distributions of the antisymmetrical component of
the microwave backgrounds temperature deviation and the redshifts of quasars
Kudriavtcev Iu.
Saint-Petersburg, Russia;
E-mail: Kudriavtcev <juku@bk.ru>;
We checked the assumption of possible correlation of the antisymmetrical component of the microwave backgrounds
temperature deviation and the redshifts of quasars. We present the results of the comparative analysis of the microwave
background distributions and the redshifts of quasars, confirming the existence of the assumed phenomena.
We discovered the positive correlation of the distributions of the antisymmetrical component of the microwave
backgrounds temperature deviation and the angular distributions of the average values of redshifts of quasars from
SDSS-DR7 catalog in the areas of the celestial sphere extending up to 120 degrees with Pearson correlation coefficient
till +0.75. We noted the negative correlation of the angular distributions of the average values of redshifts of quasars
in the opposite areas of the celestial sphere in the areas of the celestial sphere extending up to 90 degrees with the
value of Pearson correlation coefficient till -0.59.
These results confirm the need for a more careful study of the phenomenon of the central symmetry of the celestial
sphere, which shows inconsistency of the standard cosmological model and deriving from it conclusions about the
dynamics of the universe.
Keywords: microwave background, redshift, quasar.
DOI: 10.18698/2309-7604-2015-1-248-265

Introduction
Any variable on the spherical surface, including the microwave background temperature,
can be presented as a sum of the symmetrical and antisymmetrical components, representing halfsum and half-difference of its values in diametrically opposite points of the sphere.
Discovered in [1] symmetry of the large-scale microwave background inhomogeneities
was considered by the authors as axis symmetry of the Universe, i.e. the existence of the symmetry
axis defined in the space, which contradicts to the space isotropy principle in the foundation of the
Relativity Theory. However in [2] it was shown that this characteristic of the microwave
background can be interpreted not as an axis symmetry but as a central one, or actually a central
antisymmetry, when each inhomogeneity of the microwave background temperature corresponds
to an analogous inhomogeneity of the opposite sign in the opposite, i.e. centrally symmetrical point
of the celestial sphere. At that, in [2] it was shown that on the celestial sphere two types of central
symmetry manifest at ones – one with positive and one with negative signs. Central symmetry of
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the celestial sphere manifests also in certain particularities of the mutual disposition and luminosity
of the quasars [3].
The phenomenon of the central symmetry is naturally interpreted in the modified
cosmological model [4],[5] built on the metric considering the non-zero value of the scale factor
differential in the expanding Universe. Taking it into account when drawing the metric tensor leads
to the change of the time component g00 and to the model that describes the closed Universe with
a slower development dynamics than a standard Big Bang model. Its lifetime appears to be enough
for a light beam radiated by the source to travel around the whole closed Universe. At that, new
effects caused by the opportunity to observe the signals from the same source it two opposite points
of the celestial sphere, become possible, which causes the central symmetry.
This article is dedicated to the confirmation of the following from the model assumption
that the distribution of the antisymmetrical component of microwave background temperature
deviation can correlate with the angular distribution of the average values of redshift of quasars.
Relation of the microwave background inhomogeneities to the initial temperature
inhomogeneities and matter movement radial velocities at the hydrogen recombination
period
The dependency of the frequency of the received thermal radiation maximum F from the
source movement velocity is given by the formula of relativistic Doppler effect



F  f0 1  2

 / 1  cos  ;
1/2

where f0 – tСermal raНТatТon maбТmum frequenМв of tСe sourМe,

(1)

– relatТve sourМe veloМТtв, ϑ –

the angle between the movement velocity and the eyebeam.
χt

ξξ1 anН еМosϑе = 1 аe obtaТn

F  f 0(1   ).

(2)

The observed temperature of the background T is related to the temperature Tz during the
hydrogen recombination epoch (transparency epoch) by the expression

Tz  T 1  Z  ,
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Where Z – redshift at the moment of transparency.
For a moving source we will obtain

T  Tz 1    / 1  Z  ,

(4)

Symmetrical and antisymmetrical components of the microwave background temperature
deviation are defined by the expressions:

t symm  t 1  t 2  / 2;

t asymm  t 1  t 2  / 2;

(5)

(6)

where t1 and t2 – deviations of the microwave background temperature deviations in the considered
and opposite (centrally symmetrical) points of the celestial sphere, related to the absolute
temperatures T1 and T2 by the expression t = T–T0, where T0 – average value of the temperature.

t symm  T1  T2  /

From where

– T0 ;

t asymm  T1  T2  / 2;

(7)

(8)

According to the modified cosmological model we can observe the same radiation source
in two opposite points of the celestial sphere – in one of them by the signal that came to us straight
and in the other one by the signal that came to us from the opposite side around the whole closed
Universe. At that, Тf Тn one of tСem tСe raНТal veloМТtв of tСe sourМe Тs НТreМteН to us (+ Ψ, Тn anotСer
one it will be directed from us (- Ψ. From tСat, suppressТnР Г for sТmplТМТtв, for tСe sourМe movТnР
аТtС relatТve veloМТtв , аe аТll obtaТn

t symm 



/

 T 

    T      – T0  T – T0 ;
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t asymm  1 / 2 T 1     T 1      T  .
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(10)

This way the symmetrical component of the temperature deviation tsymm appears to be
proportional to the initial temperature deviation in the observed area of the space, and
antisymmetrical component tasymm is proportional to the radial velocity of the matter movement in
this area.
Of course the microwave background observed in some point of the celestial sphere did
not come to us from a certain point of the space but is a sum of radiations emitted by different
areas of the matter located on different distances along the eyebeam. However if the result of these
signals corresponds to the positive velocity in the direction of the eyebeam which according to
(10) corresponds to tasymm > 0, we can assume that the initial masses of the matter at the
recombination epoch were moving along this eyebeam mostly towards us. This could have led to
the situation where the observed objects that were formed later out of this matter are located in an
averagely less distances from us than the objects located in those distances for which t asymm < 0,
and the initial masses of matter were moving in these directions mostly from us.
Initial data for analysis
Out of the analysis of the dependencies of the luminosities of quasars and galaxies from
the redshift and their interpretation in the modified cosmological model [5] it follows that the value
of Г ≈ β approбТmatelв МorresponНs to tСe Мomplete МТrМle tСat the signal makes around the closed
Universe. From that, as we can observe the objects located at the values of Z, reaching and
exceeding 2, we can see the Universe all the way down.
To compare the observed objects with the characteristics of the microwave background
that came to us from all the possible depths of the Universe, we should choose the objects located
on all possible distances, i.e. all the sections of the Big Circle of the closed Universe. It is easy to
see the galaxies do not meet this requirement. The main amount of the galaxies included to catalogs
has values of Z<0.3, contrary to the quasars, the main amount of which is at Z>0.3. According to
the evaluation above, we can think that the signals from quasars as well as the microwave
background, come to us from all the depths of the Universe. That is why the data we used for
analysis is from SDSS-DR7 catalog [6], that includes more than 105 thousands of quasars.
For the numerical analysis of the microwave background temperature deviation we have
used the data obtained from the file in FITS format (wmap_ilc_7yr_v4.fits) from the web site [7].
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The microwave background data exists for all the areas of the celestial [7], while the data
of distribution and characteristics of quasars exists only for the observation angles free of screening
effect of our Galaxy which limits the area of angles suitable for the comparative analysis of the
angular distributions. On the Picture 1 we show the distribution in this area of the quasars from
SDSS-DR7 catalog in the galactic coordinate system where the microwave background
distribution is shown as well.

Fig. 1. Distribution of the quasars from SDSS-DR7 catalog on the available for the comparative
analysis area of the celestial sphere in the galactic coordinates
On the Picture 2 we show the distribution around the celestial sphere of the microwave
background

deviations

antisymmetrical

component,

calculated

from

the

data

of

wmap_ilc_7yr_v4.fits by the formula (6). It is shown in Mollweide homalographic projection. The
area of the celestial sphere suitable for comparative analysis is marked by a rectangle.
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Fig. 2. Distribution on the celestial sphere of the antisymmetrical component of the microwave
background deviations calculated from the data of wmap_ilc_7yr_v4.fits by the formula (6).
Mollweide homalographic projection.
Out of the data of the antisymmetrical component of the microwave background shown on
the Picture 2 we calculated its distributions in the galactic coordinates Glon, Glat in the suitable
for analysis area (Picture 1.) with step 20 20. As the positive values of the antisymmetrical
component (Asymm) correspond to the velocity directed towards the observer, i.e. its increase
corresponds to the expected decrease of the average remoteness of the observed objects, the
obtained distribution for the comparative analysis was taken with the opposite sign (-Asymm).
From the SDSS-DR7 date in the same area of the angular coordinates with the same step
0

0

2 2 we calculated the average values of Z, i.e. the arithmetical averages of Z of all the quasars
from the catalog, the angular coordinates of which are located within the limits of the
corresponding cell (20 20). Total amount of quasars in the area is 81517. The amount of the quasars
in the cell varies from 0 to 167, 17 quasars per 1 cell on the average. The small averaging base
determined a very big unevenness of the obtained averaged values Zmean, varying within the
period from 0,8 to 2,8. The average value throughout the area is 1,57.
To

НeМrease

tСe

noТse

Мomponent

botС

НТstrТbutТons

НesМrТbeН

above

«-

χsвmm(GlonνGlatΨ» anН «Гmean(GlonνGlatΨ» were double smoothed in an identical way. First
for every cell with (Glon0;Glat0) coordinates we calculated the value average by 5 neighboring
cells in a direction Glon, i.e. by the range (Glon0-40<Glon< Glon0+40), and then the obtained data
was averaged once again by a wider range (Glat0-20<Glat< Glat0+20;Glon0-40<Glon< Glon0+40),
i.e. by the rectangular area sized 3 5 cells (60 100).
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The results of the comparative analysis of the angular distributions of the antisymmetrical
component of the microwave background deviations and average quasars redshifts
The distributions -Asymm(Glon;Glat) and Zmean(Glon;Glat), obtained as the result of the
double smoothing described above are shown on Picture 3 and Picture 4. The interval of the change
of the distribution -Asymm is from -87 to +79 mmK, and the interval of the change of Zmean is
from 1,35 to 1,75.

Fig. 3. Distribution of the microwave background assymetrical component deviations Asymm(Glon;Glat) throughout the celestial sphere.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of the average values Zmean(Glon;Glat) of the redshifts of quasars from the
SDSS-DR7 catalog throughout the celestial sphere.
We should note that we compare the signals radiated at the interval of billions of years, so
it is difficult to expect the exact correlation of their angular distributions if no for other reason than
because the initial masses of the matter could have had, apart from radial velocities, also the
tangential velocities that could have led to a significant shift from the moment of radiation that we
now consider microwave background till the moment of radiation by the objects formed from it
(quasars).
However even an initial visual analysis of the shown 2-dimensional distributions discovers
the visible elements of a large-scale correlation. At that, some of the similar to each other elements
of the compared distributions are shifted in relation to each other. In the Glon direction the visible
shifts reach 10 – 25 degrees. We can assume that these shifts are determined by the mentioned
above influence of the tangential velocities of the corresponding masses movement.
To decrease the influence of these shifts we performed the smoothing of the distributions
by a wider interval of the angular coordinates: on the second stage the data is averaged by the
interval (Glat0-40<Glat< Glat0+40;Glon0-140<Glon< Glon0+140), i.e. by the rectangular area in
size 5 15 cells (100 300). At that, the interval of the change of the obtained values -Asymm is
from -50 to +42 mmK, and the interval of the change of Zmean is from 1,45 to 1,67.
Obtained after the expanded averaging 2-dimentional diagrams are analogous to the ones
shown above and are not presented here. On the Pictures 5,6 we show the results of the comparison
of the graphs of distributions of these values by the axis Glon, on the Picture 7 – by the axis Glat.
For the alignment of the curves for each of the shown values graphs pairs the values of -Asymm
аere transformeН bв tСe laаμ «-АεχP» = -Asymm*0.002 + 1.4.
On the Picture 5 we show the pairs of curves for the same value Glat = 560 at different
smoothing modes. When smoothing by the rectangle 60x100 the large-scale correlation of the
curves is more obvious but the small-scale inhomogeneities lead to the decrease of Pearson
correlation coefficient. All the curves shown on the Pictures 6,7, are smoothed by the rectangle
100x300.
On all the shown pairs of curves we can see the correlation with a characteristic scale from
30 to 120 degrees. On the curves from the Picture 6 we can see that the correlations are more
significant on the interval Glon<1800.
The values of the calculated Pearson correlation coefficient Rxy are shown for the curves
of the Pictures 5, 7 on the graphs, for the curves of the Picture 6 – in the Table 1.
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Table 1. Pearson correlation coefficient values Rxy for the curves from the Picture 6.
Glat, degree:

60

72

74

Rxy (0<Glon<360)

-0,02

0,34

0,19

Rxy (0<Glon<180)

0,31

0,56

0,63

Rxy (180<Glon<360)

0,00

0,16

-0,22

The data from the Table 1 confirms that the distributions correlation is more significant on
the interval Glon<1800, where the correlation coefficient reaches 50–60%. At that, on the interval
1800<Glon<3600 Rxy decreases down to zero or even negative values.
For a more detailed research of the distributions correlation we calculated the values of
Pearson correlation coefficient for rectangular sections located in different places of the area
available for comparison.
On the Picture 8 we show the location in the studied area of the rectangular sections sized
0

0

18 x90 (9x45 cells) with maximal by module values of Rxy. We see that in two sections the value
of the correlation coefficient of 2-dimensional distributions -Asymm(Glon;Glat) and
Zmean(Glon;Glat) reaches values 0.7 and 0.75.
The location of the areas of high positive and negative correlation is the same for wider
areas with sizes 180x1200 (9x60 cells). For them on the areas 570<Glat<750 the maximal positive
value of Rxy is reached at 500<Glon<1700 and makes 0.64, and the negative is reached at
1900<Glon<3100 and makes -0.45. The value of Rxy for the section located between the
unavailable for comparison areas at small values of Glat, in this case cannot be determined as the
size of the section exceeds the distance between the edges of unavailable areas (about 1000).
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Z_mean; -WMAP (Glat = +56 deg.);
smoothed 6x10 deg.; Rxy = 0.13

Z_mean; -WMAP

1,7
1,6

SDSS DR7

1,5

WMAP

1,4
1,3

140

160

180

200

220

240

Glon, deg.

Z_mean; -WMAP (Glat = +56 deg.);
smoothed 10x30 deg. Rxy = 0.56

Z_mean; -WMAP

1,7
1,6

SDSS DR7

1,5

WMAP

1,4
1,3

140

160

180

Glon, deg.

200

220

240

Fig. 5. Results of the comparison of the graphs of distribution of the compared values by the axis
Glon at Glat= 560 for different initial curves smoothing modes.
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Fig. 6. Results of comparison of the distribution graphs of the compared values by the axis Glon
at Glat > 580. The smoothing mode is 100x300.

Z_mean; -WMAP

1,7

Z_mean; -WMAP (Glon = 140 deg.); Rxy=0.81

1,6

SDSS DR7
WMAP

1,5
1,4

30

36

42

48

54
60
Glat, deg.

66

72

78

Fig. 7. Results of the comparison of the distribution graphs of the compared values by the axis
Glat. The smoothing mode is 100x300.
We should note that as we study the correlations of the distributions smoothed by the area
sized 5 15 cells (100 300), the shown correlation coefficients are related to the initial objects
located in a wider interval of: 280x1500 (14x75 cells).
Values of Rxy, obtained for the areas of different sizes and locations are shown in Table 2.
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Fig. 8. Location of the rectangular sections sized 180x900 (9x45 cells) with maximal by module
values of Rxy in the area available for comparison.
Table 2. Values of Rxy for different smoothing parameters and different sizes and locations of
the areas with positive correlation of the distributions
Smoothing if the initial

Sizes of the area

Coordinates of

Sizes of the area of initial

Value of Pearson

distributions on the

of smoothed

the area center

objects (Glon;Glat)

correlation

rectangle (Glon;Glat)

distributions

(Glon;Glat)

with smoothing considered

coefficient

60 x 10

0

70 x 66

0

60 x 10

0

160 x 58

900 x 100

900 x 700

1000 x 160

+0.48

90 x 10

0

180 x 50

90 x 18

0

90 x 66

(Glon;Glat)
0
0

100 x 60

0
0

30 x 10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

70 x 16

0

+0.56

70 x 16

0

+0.72

0
0

0

100 x 16

0

+0.54

100 x 24

0

+0.45

0

900 x 180

1800 x 440

1000 x 240

+0.48

600 x 180

1050 x 660

900 x 280

+0.79

0

0

Rxy
0

60 x 18

0

185 x 44

90 x 18

0

90 x 66

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

+0.80

120 x 28

0

+0.75

90 x 28
0

900 x 180

1750 x 440

1200 x 280

+0.70

120 x 18

110 x 66

150 x 28

+0.64

0

0

0
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A wide area of the negative values of Rxy can be related to the high tangential velocities
of the big masses of matter which lead to the big angular shifts of the quasars distributions in
relation to the initial distribution WMAP.
Evaluation of the validity of the correlation coefficients
To evaluate the statistical validity of the Pearson correlation coefficient data shown above
we performed a simulation of random distribution of the compared values replacing their real
values with numbers generated by RAND Excel 2007 and then further processing identical to the
one described earlier. For the rectangles sized 180x900 (9x45 cells) after approximately 100
thousands trials we obtained the distribution of probabilities of values of Rxy, close to the normal
distribution with standard deviation of 0.28.
For the real values in the area suitable for comparable analysis it appeared possible to obtain
the values Rxy data for 1100 different positions of the rectangle with size 18 0x900 (9x45 cells).
The results obtained for real and random values are shown on the Picture 9.
On the Picture 10 we show the correspondence of the probabilities for real and random
values shown on the Picture 9, and probabilities of a random obtaining of real values, calculated
by the formula of binominal distribution. For Rxy>0.6 these probabilities do not exceed 10 -10,
which confirms the validity of results shown in the previous chapter of this article.

P(Rxy) for Real (9x45 cells) & Random (9x45 cells)
0,08

P(Rxy)

0,06

0,04

0,02

0

-1

-0,75

-0,5

-0,25

REAL (9x45 cells)

0

0,25

Rxy
RANDOM(9x45 cells)

0,5

0,75

1

Normal

Fig. 9. Distribution of the probabilities of the values of Rxy for the real and random magnitudes.
Smoothing mode 100x300
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20

0,1

16

0,0001

12

1E-07

P binomial

P(real) / P(random)

.

1E-10

8

1E-13

4

0

1E-16
0

0,25

0,5
Rxy

0,75

1

0

0,25

0,5
Rxy

0,75

1

Fig. 10. Correspondence of the probabilities for the real and random magnitudes shown on the
Picture 9, and the probability of the random obtaining of the real magnitudes calculated by the
formula of binominal distribution.
This way, as a result of the performed in this article comparative analysis of the
distributions -Asymm(Glon;Glat) and Zmean(Glon;Glat) in an area of the celestial sphere
available for comparison, we discovered visual signs of a large-scale correlation and wide areas
with credibly high values of Pearson correlation coefficient, which allows us to state the existence
of the correlation between the angular distributions of the antisymmetrical component of the
microwave backgrounds temperature deviation and the average values of redshifts of quasars.
Comparison of the distributions of the average values of redshifts of quasars on the opposite
areas of the celestial sphere
The presented above results confirm the validity of the approach described in the chapter
2. But as we observe the sought correlation, the average values of the redshift of quasars are really
calculated for the quasars distributed by all possible values of the distances, i.e. all the periphery
of the big circle of the closed Universe.
At that, there appears an additional possibility to check the validity or invalidity of the
studied model. If in some chosen point of the celestial sphere we can observe a set of objects seen
all the way down the Universe, then in the opposite point of the celestial sphere we will see the
same set of objects but located in inverted sequence by the distance. And if in the initial point the
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average value of the redshift and, correspondingly, the average remoteness of the objects decreases
(has less than average value), we can expect that in the opposite point it would increase (have more
than average value), as the average distance in it will be defined by the average distance for the
initial point deducted from the length of circumference of the Universe.
To check this assumption we should chose rather wide opposite areas of the celestial
sphere. This seems to be more comfortable in the coordinates in the terms RAJ2000; DEJ2000. In
these coordinates we can chose two pairs of rather wide opposite areas of the celestial sphere
containing a big amount of the observed quasars suitable for the comparative analysis:
№ 1: (-30<DE<30 ; 1200<RA<2400) & (-30<DE<30 ; -600<RA<600).

6968 & 9568

Quasars.
№ 2: (50<DE<110 ; 1200<RA<2400) & (-110<DE<-50 ; -600<RA<600). 8785 & 3841
Quasars.
For each of these four areas we calculated the average value of the redshift of quasars
located within the cells sized 50(RA) x 60(DE), where the amount of quasars varied from 20 to
585, around 300 quasars per cell in average.
On the Picture 11 we show the distribution of the average values of the redshift Zmean for
the area 1. The high noise component does not let us make the comparative analysis of the obtained
distributions. Because of that we performed the triple smoothing of the obtained curves by
successive averaging by 5, then by 3 and then again by 3 points. The pairs of smoothed
distributions obtained as the result of it are shown on the Picture 12.
SDSS DR-7; Zmean; -3<DE<3
1,8

1,6
Z_mean

120<RA<240
-60<RA<60

1,4

1,2

120

150

180
210
RA(degree); RA-180 degree
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Fig. 11. Distribution along the axis RA of the values of the redshift of quasars from the SDSSDR7 catalog, averaged by the cells 50x60, for the area 1.
SDSS DR-7; Zmean_smoothed(5;3;3points);
-3<DE<3;

Z_mean

1,6
140<RA<220

1,55

-40<RA<40

1,5

1,45

140

160

180
200
RA, degree; RA-180, degree

220

SDSS DR-7; Zmean_smoothed(5;3;3points);
-11<DE<-5; 5<DE<11; Rxy = - 0.28 (-0.86)

Z_mean

1,65
1,6

130<RA<230

1,55

-50<RA<50

1,5
1,45

130

150

170
190
RA, degree; RA-180, degree

210
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Fig. 12. Distribution of the average values of the redshift Zmean for the areas 1 and 2 after triple
smoothing (according to the data from SDSS-DR7 catalog).
For the shown pairs of curves we calculated Pearson correlation coefficients. For area 1 it
appeared to be above zero, supposedly because of the inclination of the curves, concealing the
weak influence of the oppositely directed changes. To check this assumption, the inclination of
curves was compensated, which led to the change of Rxy to the negative values direction (not
shown here).
For the area 2 the opposite nature of the smoothed curves change appeared to be much
more defined than for the area 1. Pearson correlation coefficient for this pair of curves is -0.28. At
compensation of the inclination it also changes towards more negative values reaching value -0.86.
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Conclusion
We checked the assumption of a possible correlation of the microwave background
inhomogeneities and the redshifts of quasars, and also of the negative correlation of the average
values of the redshifts of quasars on the opposite areas of the celestial sphere.
The obtained results show the validity of our assumptions. We discovered the positive
correlation of the antisymmetrical component of the microwave background temperature deviation
distributions with the angular distributions of the average values of redshift of the quasars from
the SDSS-DR7 catalog on the areas of the celestial sphere extending up to 120 degrees with
Pearson correlation coefficients up to +0.75. The negative correlation of the angular distributions
of the average values of the redshifts of quasars on the opposite areas of the celestial sphere is
noted on both available for comparison pairs of areas of the celestial sphere going down to 90
degrees with Pearson correlation coefficient values reaching -0.59.
The shown data argues for the necessity to make a more thorough research of the
phenomenon of the celestial sphere central symmetry and the conclusions about the dynamics of
the development of the Universe resulting from it.
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Once again about Einstein’s realism: the matter waves and Bell’s inequalities
from the point of view of the special theory of relativity
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We explore the possibility to give a classical explanation to the specifics and physical sense of de Broglie matter
waves when studying the microparticle as an object of non zero size, from the point of view of the special theory of
relativity. We show that the particularities of de Broglie matter waves and the results of the experimental verifications
of Bell inequalities for the pairs of entangled photons are naturally interpreted as the results of implementation of the
conclusions of the special theory of relativity to the microparticles.
We conclude that it is appropriate to go back to the search of the new means of realistic description of the nature
proposed by Einstein and his realistic worldview that states that the world studied by the science is real and every part
of it at any moment of time has objective physical characteristics.
«EТnsteТn’s Рeneral relatТvТtв stanНs out, Тn mв opТnТon, as tСat
Мenturв’s Рreatest sТnРle aМСТevement.

Quantum tСeorв (anН

QFT) might well be regarded by most physicists as an even greater
achievement. From my own particular perspective on the matter,
I Нo not feel able to sСare tСat vТeа» (RoРer Penrose. TСe RoaН to
Reality)
Keywords: de Broglie matter waves, Bells inequalities, theory of relativity.
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Introduction
As is known, Albert Einstein who created the most perfect to the date physical theory and
made a great contribution to the microphysics development, had highly appreciated quantum
mechanics and the perfection of its mathematical theory but considered its physical interpretation
quite unsatisfactory because it contradicted the foundation of his physical worldview that can be
described by one short phrase – the world is real:
«ωoncОpts of pСysТcs arО rОlatОН to tСО rОal outОr worlН, Т.О. tСОy supposО tСО ТНОa of things
tСat rОquТrО ‘rОal ОxТstОncО’, ТnНОpОnНОnt from tСО pОrcОТvТnР subjОcts (boНТОs, fТОlНs, Оtc.Ψν tСОsО
ТНОas, on tСО otСОr СanН, arО bОТnР matcСОН as closО as possТblО wТtС tСО sОnsory pОrcОptТon » [1]
(here and further the quotes are translated from the Russian editions).
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«TСО only accОptablО ТntОrprОtatТon of ScСroНТnРОr ОqualТty so far Тs tСО statТstТcal
interpretation given by Born. However, it does not describe the real state of a separate system and
only allows making statistical statements about ensembles of systems.
I think that it is wrong to make theoretical ideas the foundation of physics because it is
impossible to refuse the opportunity to describe objectively a separate microsystem (i.e.
НОscrТptТon of tСО ‘rОal statО’Ψ wТtСout making the physical worldview fade to a certain degree. At
the end, it seems unavoidable that the physics must aspire to describe the real state of a separate
system. The nature in general can be seen only as a separate (existing on a single occasion) system
anН not as an ‘ОnsОmblО of systОms’ [2].
«I Нo not Нoubt tСat tСО contОmporary quantum tСОory (or morО prОcТsОly, quantum
mechanics) gives the fullest coincidence with the experience, since the foundation of the
description as key concepts are material point and potential energy. However, what I find
unsatТsfactory Тn tСТs tСОory Тs tСО ТntОrprОtatТon tСat Тs РТvОn to « -functТon». Anyway, tСО basТs
of my understanding is the concept, strongly rejected by the biggest contemporary theorists:
There is sometСТnР lТkО 'rОal statО’ of tСО pСysТcal systОm tСat ОxТsts objОctТvОly, rОРarНlОss
of any observation or measurement that can be described with the help of means that physics
possess. [Which adequate means should be used for this purpose, and, respectively, with
fundamental notions should be used, is not clear, I think. (Material point? Field? Any other mean
tСat wО arО stТll to fТnН?Ψ]» [3].
The founder of wave mechanics Louis de Broglie was too, looking for an exit from this
situation all his life: «HavТnР started in 1928 my teaching career, I stated some ideas that were
prevailing in the quantum mechanics, and was refusing for a long time to develop my own initial
ideas. But in about 20 years I understood that it is necessary to go back to the concept of a particle
as a vОry small localТzОН objОct movТnР by tСО trajОctory … I tСТnk, my ТnТtТal ТНОas wСТcС I СavО
gone back to and further developed, give an opportunity to understand a true nature of coexistence of the waves and particles, unlike the usual quantum mechanics and their generalizations
tСat ОxplaТn Тt only statТstТcally, wТtСout rОvОalТnР Тts truО contОnt» [4].
The major concerns of these great physicists of the 20th century are well illustrated by this
endlessly sad conclusion of Arthur Haas [5]: «δookТnР back at tСО СТstory of tСО tСОorОtТcal pСysТcs
we see that the essence of the physical progress is in a gradual liberation of physics from the
purely human point of views. In this sense the years when the works of de Broglie, Schrodinger,
Heisenberg and Dirac appeared, should be considered the period of the clarity that gave to the
pСysТcs a lot of mОans to ovОrstОp tСО usual stОrОotypОs».
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One of the first reasons why microphysics were separated from classical physics, realism
and 'purely human point of view' was the unusual character of the matter waves discovered by
Louis de Broglie: the length of the wave, inversely proportional to the velocity of the particle,
phase speed which exceeds the light speed by as much as the light speed exceeds the velocity of
the spatial movement.
Half a century after the firm views on incompatibility of quantum mechanics and classical
physics have gotten a new strong confirmation on the results of the experimental verification of
Bell inequalities, interpreted as a МonfТrmatТon of tСe ТnМonsТstenМв of ‘EТnsteТn’s realТsm’ [θ] anН
a final failure of the realism conception at all.
We believe that this conclusion from the situation is profoundly wrong, and in the argument
of Einstein and the followers of the orthodox interpretation of the quantum mechanics, Einstein is
right, when insisting on existence of 'the real state' of the physical system, that is possible to be
described, and showing the way to follow – the one of searching the means to describe it [3].
In this work we try to explain the main specifics of the de Broglie matter waves and the
results of the experimental verification of Bell inequalities from the point of view of the special
theory of relativity to illustrate the possibility to eliminate the gap between the quantum mechanics
anН ‘purelв Сuman’ poТnt of vТeа, anН РoТnР baМk to tСe realТstТМ аorlНvТeа.
Length of de Broglie wave and microparticle as an object of non zero size
Let us see if the idea of impossibility of classical interpretation of de Broglie material waves
is related to the common in the first half of 20th century view of microparticles as point objects
(‘materТal poТnts’Ψ. Аe Мan assume tСat Нe ψroРlТe СТmself аas ТnsТstentlв РoТnР baМk to tСe ТНea
of microparticles as verв small, loМalТzeН (‘poТnt’Ψ objeМts beМause Сe НТН not presumeН tСat tСe
properties of the space occupied by the microobject can be different from the properties of the
space in general. Although such a possibility was mentioned in the works of a variety of physicists,
mathematicians, philosophers of 19th-20th centuries, from Bernhard Riemann to E.J.
Zimmerman [7].
Let us imagine the microparticle as an object distributed by a certain area of the space. The
question of the nature of this distribution and the size of occupied space is left open. According to
de Broglie model, we assume that the microparticle with the mass m0 in own reference system
corresponds to the oscillation process with frequency
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δet us suРРest tСat tСese fluМtuatТons Тn tСe partТМle’s referenМe sвstem Сappen
synchronously and in phase in the whole volume of the particle as a whole entity with a mass m 0.
It seems obvious that the assumption of the synchrony and in-phase mode is equivalent to the
assumptТon about tСe speМТal propertТes of tСe mТМropartТМle’s spaМe.
According to the equalities of the special theory of relativity [8], if the object moves in
relation to tСe ТmmobТle observer аТtС tСe veloМТtв v, tСe tТme t Тn observer’s referenМe sвstem Тs
relateН to tСe tТme tʹ Тn objeМt’s referenМe sвstem bв tСe eбpressТon
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where x0 – the coordinate in own reference system of the object in the direction of the velocity of
the movement, – light speed,
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Let us see the result of the mal-synchronization of the time in the volume of the particle,
defined by the second summand in the right part (2). When the point in question declines from the
conventional center of the microparticle by the value of x0, from the point of view of observer it
results with the time shift in the point x0 in relation to the time in the center of the microparticle
by



 



(4)

Let us obtain the distance at which this time shift Δt will be equal to the de Brogliee
fluctuations Tb (phase shift 2π).
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t 

 x0
h
Tb 
;
c
m0c 2

(5)

from where

x (Tb ) 

h
 b .
m0

(6)

This way, phase shift 2π at the cost of mal-synchronization of the time, in the volume of
moving microparticle from the point of view of the immobile observer, corresponds to the change
of the coordinates by the length of de Broglie wave

b.

The volume of the moving particle in the

reference system of the immobile observer turns out to be phase-modulated in the direction with
the spatial period

b,

аСТle Тn tСe mТМropartТМle’s oаn referenМe sвstem Тts fluМtuatТons are

synchronous and in-phase. This is the reason why the particle while interacting with the immobile
object (apparatus) behaves like a wave with spatial

b

and different intervals of its volume interact

one to another and to immobile apparatus in full accordance with its phase shifts in the reference
system of the apparatus.
Phase speed of the matter waves and light speed
The second particularity of the matter waves is the phase speed of the wave that exceeds
the light speed by as much as the light speed exceeds the speed of the particle moving in the space.
ψut aММorНТnР to tСe DТraМ’s eleМtron tСeorв [λ] tСe momentarв veloМТtв of tСe eleМtron alаaвs
equals the light speed, whatever its average movement speed in the space is. This conclusion from
the electron theory was considered so important by Dirac, he even mentioned it in his Nobel
δeМture [10]. χММorНТnР to DТraМ’s tСeorв, tСe momentarв veloМТtв of tСe eleМtron Мan Сave a value
of only + . At that, the electron participates simultaneously in the oscillation process with de
Broglie wave frequency

= m0c2/h. While moving in the space with average velocity v, it

fluctuates at light speed, including in the direction of movement. But what leads from it is that the
concept of the phase speed is not applicable to the matter wave, because wave-particle (electron,
in this case) moves not by the rectilinear but by a more complex, rather saw-tooth trajectory
(Picture 1).
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Fig. 1. TСe nature of eleМtron’s movement aММorНТnР to DТraМ’s tСeorв.

As the matter waves happen to be the form of existence not only of electron but of any
other material particles, this conclusion should relate to any microparticle. So, this particularity of
the matter waves is explained by the unreasonableness of implementation of the phase speed to
the microparticles, while it has sense only for the rectilinear wave advance.
DТraМ’s tСeoretТМal МonМlusТon about osМТllatorв nature of tСe mТМropartТМles movement at
light speed is the only relation with quantum mechanics used here. Its presence allows stating that
the analysis we performed earlier on the de Broglie waves is beyond the scope of classical physics.
ψut аe Мan return Тt аТtСТn tСТs sМope, ТntroНuМТnР DТraМ’s НТsМoverв, no matter Сoа Тt аas
obtained, to the classical definition of the light speed, having assumed that the light speed is not
only maximally possible speed of information transmission and macroscopic bodies movement
but also the only possible momentary velocity of movement of the matter particles, both possessing
and not possessing the rest mass.
Einstein’s realism and the results of verification of Bell’s inequalities
For not to get into the trap of the terminological inaccuracies let us mention that when we
speak of tСe МontraНТМtТon betаeen tСe results of tСe eбperТmental verТfТМatТon of ψell’s inequalities
and the requirement of the reality of the world that Einstein was insisting on, we mean not the
realism in large but only its certain part that we can determine by the quote from the classic
χspeМ’s аork [θ]μ «EntanРlОmОnt Тs cОrtaТnly a property beyond any space-time description by
Einstein: a pair of entangled photons must be regarded as a united global object that cannot be
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seen as composed from separated objects with well-defined properties that are divided in time
anН spacО» .
Let us review this pair of entangled photons. At the moment of their birth we can surely
call them a united object, not considering it the violation of the world description according to
EТnsteТn. χfter tСat, revТeаТnР tСem Тn tСe observer’s referenМe sвstem, аe see these two photons
flying in different directions and ending their flight in the polarizers that can be situated on
different distances from the place of their birth. For example, one can be in the neighboring room,
and another – in the neighboring galaxy.
σoа let us see tСeТr storв from tСe poТnt of vТeа of tСe EТnsteТn’s speМТal tСeorв of
relativity, according to which the lifespan of the photon from the moment of its birth until it gets
into the polarizer in its own reference system equals zero:

dt '  dt (1 

c2 2
)  0;
c2

(7)

where dt – tТme span Тn tСe observer’s referenМe sвstem, anН Нtʹ - in the reference system of the
photon that moves with light speed c.
That means that the moment when each photon gets in its polarizer coincides with the
moment of its birth, and there is a zero time interval between them, and no change of state can
happen because any physical change requires time that is more then zero. Therefore, in accordance
with the special theory of relativТtв, Тn pСoton’s referenМe sвstem tСТs paТr must staв a unТteН objeМt
during the whole flight from the source to the polarizer, however long these flights could last in
our reference system.
ReРarНТnР tСe sТtuatТon on tСe χspeМ’s eбample of parallel arrangements of polarizers,
corresponding to the full correlation, we will obtain the following picture: if the first photon at the
moment of its birth in its reference system (but in 1 microsecond in our reference system) gets into
«+» МСannel of tСe polarТzer, situated 300 meters apart from the source, then the second photon at
the same moment of birth in its reference system (but in one year in our reference system), staying
tСe аСole entТtв аТtС tСe fТrst pСoton, аТtС neМessТtв аТll Рet Тnto «+» МСannel of the polarizer,
situated 1 light year apart from the source.
Вes, tСe results of eбperТments for ψell’s ТnequalТtв НesМrТbeН bв χspeМt [θ] Тn form
B.C.H.S.H. complies with the inequality
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2 2  S ( A , B )  2 2;

(8)

which is equivalent to the case of full correlation described above. But it does not speak about the
breakНoаn of ‘EТnsteТn’s spaМe-tТme НesМrТptТon' anН not about tСe faТlure of tСe EТnsteТn’s realism
but only about the need to make a ne t step in understanding of the nature of the time and space,
already laid out by Einstein 100 years ago into the formulas of the special theory of relativity.
Conclusion
In the works of the authors of the theory of microparticles in its infanthood (first half of the
last century), we can clearly see the deep shock of the physicists after the specifics of the
microphysics were discovered. Primarily the one of de Broglie wave mechanics, which made many
of them underline the differences between the microphysics and the classical physics when
interpreting the results. And even claim, like Haas did, that 'the essence of the physical progress
is in a gradual liberation of physics from the purely human point of vТОws’.
Nevertheless, when the first shock faded, and Einstein with his marvelous intuition and de
Broglie himself began to insist that it is necessary to try and go back to the classical, intuitively
comprehensive ways to interpret the microphysics. It is doubtless that any advancement in this
direction would not only be the tribute to these great physicists of the 20th century but could also
give a new impulse to the development of the theory of microparticles.
The specifics of space-time leading to tСe vТolatТon of bell’s ТnequalТtТes, requТres speМТal
conditions for observation and does now manifest in out mundane life in the macroworld. But it
can be considered a new wonderful instrument for the further investigation of the space-time
properties to continue the left to us by Einstein [3] search of the adequate means to describe these
not acknowledged yet properties of the real nature.
PlanМk’s quantum tСeorв tСat forms tСe basТs of tСe tСeorв of mТМropartТМles, tells us about
a crucially quantum nature of the interaction processes between the microparticles, their creation,
destruction, energy interchange. We know the worldviews (for example, [11],[12]), where it is
supposed that the creation and the destruction of the microparticles is accompanied by the creation
and the destruction of their individual spaces, the total of which generates what we call our usual
space.
χt tСat, аe Мan also assume tСe appearanМe of tСe effeМts observeН аСen stuНвТnР tСe ψell’s
inequalities. If the pair of particles entangled at birth exists in the related individual spaces that are
not vТolateН from tСe moment of tСe paТr’s bТrtС untТl tСe ne t events, then they are possibly to be
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regarded as a whole entity, no matter how far from each other they managed to move away in our
reference system. If exterior interactions get involved in the interval between the birth of the pair
of particles and them being registered in the detector, this wholeness breaks. Therefore, when there
are many exterior interactions we catch the phenomenon of quantum decoherence.
Regardless the truth or untruth of the hypotheses above, the attempts to realize the
manifestations of the matter movements that now seem to us unusual are still more reasonable then
refusing the reality of the world under our study that leads to the statement that the moon exists
only when we are looking at it.
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Introduction
As is known, the assumption of expansion of the Universe has been made on the basis of
the observational fact that the spectral lines of light emitted by a distant galaxy are shifted to longer
wavelengths. Quantitative characteristic of the observed increase in wavelength is the redshift
parameter z. This dimensionless parameter is defined to be the fractional change in the wavelength
of the emitted and detected light with respect to the one at emission. The equivalent definition of
z in terms of the photon frequency is not used in this article.
We consider two alternative approaches to explaining the nature of the cosmological
redshift:
1. Standard cosmological model [1]. In this model based on the general relativity (GR) the
growth of the wavelength of light from a cosmological source is a consequence of the expansion
of space itself in the Universe.
2. Kinematic cosmology by Milne [2]. The origin of the observed cosmological redshift is
the Doppler effect caused by the actual recession of galaxies in static space. The Kinematic
cosmology is based on the special relativity (SR) that makes it alternative to the Standard
cosmological model.
According to the empirical Hubble law [3] opened in 1929, the redshift is correlated with
the distance to a galaxy considered as a cosmological light source. Graphical expression of the
Hubble law is the diagram named after him. The linearity of the Hubble diagram means that the
Universe is expanding uniformly, with a constant rate, so that the wavelengths of light from
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cosmological sources increase proportionally with their distances from Earth.
At the end of the last century redshift measurements were significantly advanced toward
higher z. It became technically possible to observe supernovae of Type 1a (SNe1a) in distant
galaxies. In 1998 it was discovered that the Hubble diagram on which the supernova magnitudes
M are plotted as a function of their redshifts z (in logarithmic scale) deviates appreciably from the
simple linear law for rather distant galaxies. The behavior of this deviation is that at large distances
(for large z) galaxies look dimmer than expected at a constant rate of expansion (assuming no
luminosity evolution in the look-back time). This discovery was the reason to put forward the
hypothesis that the Universe was expanding slower in the past than is now. The cause of the
acceleration of the Universe rate expansion has been referred to as dark energy. The origin of dark
energy is unknown. And this is the problem.
There are many attempts to explain the SNe1a Hubble diagram and thus to solve the
problem of dark energy [4]. Most of them involve an ad hoc hypothesis to explain the non-linearity
of the Hubble diagram by the existence of a special mechanism of extra redshifting for
electromagnetic radiation and(or) additional decrease in its luminosity (flux) at large cosmological
distances.
The Standard cosmological model, for example, is forced to return the cosmological

constant  to the Einstein's equations, thus leading to anti-gravity effect between cosmological
objects against the backdrop of gravitational attraction been weakening over time. However, this
model gives rise to two serious problems known as the fine tuning and the cosmic coincidence [5].
As for the Kinematic cosmology an analytical expression fitting well the observational
SNe1a data has been recently obtained in the framework of this theory even without invoking the
concept of dark energy [6]. Unfortunately some additional assumptions made in this SR-model are
unacceptable for models based on general relativity.
The purpose of this paper is to show that there is a solution to the problem of dark energy
which does not depend on the intended physical mechanism of cosmological redshifting.
In our view, the desired solution of such a cosmological problem can be model-independent
if it is constructed by using only measurable values without any free theoretical parameters and it
admits physical interpretations on the ground of alternative theories as are general and special
theories of relativity.
In the search for such a solution we have found that the conventional definition of redshift
z used in practice is incorrect. In the belief that it is the blunder which has led to the discovery of
cosmic acceleration and to the hypothesis of dark energy we give a different definition of redshift
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parameter (z*) which we propose to call "squared redshift" or "red square". As the practically-used
redshift z (zpr) the newly-defined parameter z* contains only measurable values but it does not
distort the physical meaning of the theoretical determination of redshift (zdef) finding its
justification in GR-models as well as in alternative SR-models. The Hubble diagrams M(z) and
M(z*) constructed for some sample of observational data on SNe1a are superimposed to comprise
the rates of the Universe expansion in the old and new terms of redshift.
Originally-defined and measurable redshift parameters
The redshift parameter is a quantitative characteristic of wavelength growth of light that
occurs in the expanding Universe between two events: its emission by a cosmological source and
its registration by the observer on Earth.

In assuming that the detected photon with the measured wavelength obs had the

wavelength em at the time of emission the redshift parameter is originally (theoretically)
determined as follows:

z def 

obs  em 
,

em
em

or

z def  1 

obs
.
em

(1)

(2)

For calculating the redshift parameter it is necessary, according to definition (1), to measure
the increase in the photon wavelength which occurs during its propagation from the instant of
emission to that of registration and to divide the result by the initial (emitted) value of wavelength.
Unfortunately, the originally-defined redshift parameter zdef is not measurable. Since the

wavelength em at the instant of emission t00 (cosmic time from the beginning of the Big Bang) is

unknown. Unlike obs, it can't be measured directly; only assumptions can be made with respect to

its value. That is why in formula (1) the unknown wavelength em which characterizes some
observable spectral line as to be at the time of emission of the registered light (i.e. in the distant
past epoch) is replaced by the standard value 0 measured in the laboratory on Earth at the present
time t0.
Thus, the parameter zpr to be measurable in practice is defined as follows:
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z pr  1 

obs
.
0

(3)

The redshifts z used in observational cosmology generally and those listed in the tables of
observational data on Type 1a supernovae in particular are counted according to this definition
(3). So, in this paper, by a redshift z is meant one to be measurable (z  zpr).

In what follows we show that the formula (3) distorts the physical meaning of the original
definition (1) giving underestimated values for the redshifts to be correlated with the
corresponding distances on the cosmological scale when constructing the Hubble diagram.
A misconception about the measurable redshift parameter z (zpr) in GR-models
As already noted, in GR-models (in particular, in the Standard cosmological model) the
light wavelength growth is caused by the expansion of space and occurs gradually at the motion
of photons from the source to the receiver. Of importance is to emphasize that in expanding space
any standard measure of length (a ruler) varies over time synchronously with the lengths to be
measured (wavelengths, in our case). So that the numerical values of these lengths expressed in
scale units of a certain ruler remain unchanged.
Hence it follows that despite the expansion of space, the direct measurement of the
wavelength of a spectral line produced near the Supernova at the time of emission t00 would give
a numerical value N00(00) to be exactly equal to the numerical value N0(0) of the standard
reference wavelength of this line measured in the laboratory on Earth at the present time t00.
So, we really have:

N 00(00 )  N 0(0 ) .

(4)

The Standard cosmological model argues that equality (4) allows to make the substitution

0em in the original determination of redshift parameter zdef (1) for obtaining the measurable
values zpr according to expression (3). In our opinion, some misunderstanding lies here.
Let us express the redshift parameter z (zpr) as a result of measurements of the observed

(obs) and the standard (0) wavelengths (as is used in practice):
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z pr 

N 0(obs )  N 0(0 )
.
N 0(0 )

(5)

This is the formula (3) in which both the measurable wavelengths to be compared (obs and

0) are expressed in terms of a length unit [l]0 of the same ruler N0 to be applied for measurements
on Earth at the present time t0.
As mentioned above the redshift parameter is to evaluate the growth of the observed

wavelength (obs) compared with the initial (emitted) wavelength (em) rather than with the

standard one (0).

We believe that the wavelength of the emitted photon was a standard wavelength 00 at t00,

i.e. em00. Really, we can consider 00 to be a standard laboratory wavelength (similar to 0) in
the event that its measurement was provided at the moment t00 near the Supernova with the ruler
N00. This is the meaning of the equality (4).
Using (4) we can obtain from (5) another expression for the parameter z (zpr):

z pr 

N 0(obs )  N 00(00 )
.
N 00(00 )

(6)

In this formula, the registered wavelength obs is compared with the emitted wavelength

em(00) as required by the physically correct definition (1). However, the result of this
comparison (numerical value of redshift) is at least metrologically incorrect since the quantities to

be compared are measured by non-identical rulers. The fact is that, as we found out earlier, in GRmodels the ruler N00 in the Supernova should be different from the Earth ruler N0 because of the
expansion of space. The unit of length [l]00 of the ruler N00 appears to be shorter than the
corresponding length unit [l]0 of the ruler N0, i.e. [l]00 < [l]0. This means that the numerator of
expression (6) contains the difference between two values which are obtained by measuring with
non-identical rulers and, for this reason, are expressed in the length units being equal in name only
but different physically.
So, from the metrological point of view the number obtained with expression (6) is

physically meaningless. Consequently, replacement 0em leading to expression (5) which gives
the same result (6) can not be considered as allowable.
If this mistake is ignored, the formula (3) used in practice will lead to underestimating the
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redshift parameters z and, hence, the expansion rate of the Universe. So that the luminosity distance
to a galaxy will be greater than that determined by its redshift. A reasonable conclusion will be
that supernovae in distant galaxies look dimmer. And such illusion can be a basis for the dark
energy hypothesis which has arisen in 1998 [7]. In short, we believe that the dark energy problem
has been raised by the improperly defined redshift parameter z.
Removing the misconception about redshift parameter in GR-models

To assess properly the value of redshift we should measure the initial wavelength em(00)

by the same ruler N0 which is used for measuring the observed wavelength (obs) and laboratory
wavelength (0).

In our notation it looks like this:
z 

N 0 (obs )  N 0 (00 )
.
N 0 (00 )

or
z 1 

N 0 (obs )
.
N 0 (00 )

(7)

(8)

We have designated this new redshift parameter by star because it differs from
conventional z (zpr) by its numerical value and its physical meaning. Unfortunately, we are unable
to carry out such measurements to be in the distant past and in the vicinity of the Supernova.
But this is not required. As can be seen from (7), (8) it is sufficient to express the initial

wavelength em(00) in the current length units [l]0 which as we assume are greater than the
relevant units [l]00 at the emission time t00, namely:

[l ]0  [l ]00(z pr  1) .

(9)

The relation (4) is equivalent to the following expression:

00

 0 .
[l ]00 [l ]0
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Whence taking into account (9) and using only the current units of length [l]0 we get

00(z pr  1) 0

.
[l ]0
[l ]0

(11)

Finally, in current units of length the desired value of the Supernova standard wavelength

00 of an emitted photon is expressed in terms of its Earth laboratory wavelength 0 as follows:

00  0 /(z pr  1) .

(12)

Using (4), (8), (12) and taking into account that z  zpr, we find a link between the old (z)
and new (z*) redshift parameters:

z * 1  (Z  1)2 .

(13)

For practical purposes the newly-defined parameter z* is desirable to be represented by the

directly measured values. Such values are the observed (obs) and standard laboratory (0)
wavelengths, i.e. the same terms that are included in the conventional definition (3).
From expression (8), taking into account (12) and (3), we obtain
2
/ 02 ,
z   1  obs

or

z 

2
obs
 02
,
02

(14)

(15)

So, the dimensionless parameter z* can be determined, for example, as follows: the relation
of the difference of squares of the observed wavelength and the corresponding laboratory
wavelength to the square of the laboratory wavelength. This newly-defined parameter z* can be
МalleН as “squareН reНsСТft” or, sТmplв, “reН square”.
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A misconception about the measurable redshift parameter z (zpr) in SR-models and its
removing
For SR-moНels (Тn partТМular, for εТlne’s KТnematТМ МosmoloРвΨ аТtС spaМe beТnР

considered to be static the assumption that 0 (now) is equal to em (then) seems to be natural since
in such space the wavelength of the emitted light should not change as it propagates from the
source to the detector. Unlike GR-models, in SR-models the ruler does not change its length but

when measuring a standard wavelength (0 or 00) the relative velocity of the source and the
detector must be kept in mind. By definition, a wavelength to be standard is obtained by measuring
in the fixed reference frame, moreover both the source and detector should be at rest with respect
to each other.
As in the case of GR-models two standard wavelengths corresponding to the observed

wavelength obs should be distinguished:

1. Earth-standard wavelength 0 is measured in the laboratory with both the source and

detector being at rest on Earth (reference frame NV0).

2. Supernova-standard wavelength 00 refers to the case where both the source and detector

of the light to be measured are assumed at rest relative to the Supernova (reference frame NV00).
Physically, these two quantities being measured each in its own frame of reference are
equal. In our notation, this equation looks like this:

NV 00(em )  NV 00(00 )  NV 0(0 ) .

(16)

However, this is not to say that 00=0 since these values are measured in different
reference frames moving relative to each other with some non-zero velocity V. When measuring

the supernova-standard wavelength 00 it must be borne in mind that the detector as well as the

source should be fixed relative to the Supernova. Since the source on the Supernova recedes from
Earth at the velocity V, and the detector on Earth must be stationary relative to the source, then in
the reference frame associated with the Earth the detector should also move at the same velocity
V in the direction of SNe. With the detector moving towards the light emitted by the supernova we
find that wavelength 00 thus measured is less than the Earth-standard wavelength 0 and is:

00  0 /(z pr  1)
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which is equivalent to (12) obtained in the case of GR-models.

By substituting of 00 (17) for em in (1), taking into account (3) and the identity z  zpr, we

again arrive at (15). Whence, as in the case of GR-models, we obtain the same relationship (13)
between the old (z) and new (z*) redshift parameters which can be represented as:

z   2z  z 2 .

(18)

Fitting the SNe observational data
Hubble's law essentially means equality of the luminosity distance obtained from the
inverse square law and the distance defined by the corresponding redshift (the rate of expantion).
In the absence of luminosity evolution and/or variations of the expansion rate of the Universe,
Hubble diagram should be a straight line (at least in logarithmic coordinates). The Standard
cosmological model recognizes

НevТatТon from tСe straТРСt lТne Тn tСe НТaРram “maРnТtuНe vs.

redshift” obtaТneН аТtС Sσe1a Нata as an ТnНТМatТon of tСe aММelerateН eбpansТon [7]. Аe belТeve
that the cause of the discovered effect of the accelerating Universe is the metrologically incorrect
definition (3) of redshift parameter z (zpr) which is used observational cosmology.
Having made adjustments to the definition of the measurable redshift parameter we can
expect that the Hubble diagram M(z*) will be linear in new terms (15). According to the scale of
luminosity distances adopted in observational cosmology such linear relationship can be
analytically represented as follows:

M (z  )  M 0  5log10(z  ) ,

(19)

where M0 is a constant.
In order to obtain the observational values of z* we can take available redshifts z from the
observational data and recalculate them by using the established relationship (18) between these
two parameters. Due to the same relationship (18) the Hubble diagram in terms of old redshift z
ceases to be linear and should look like this:

M (z )  M 0  5log 10(2z  z 2 )

(20)

Precisely this analytical relationship was obtained in paper [6]. The derivation of this
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formula is based on the concepts of Milne's Kinematic cosmology and, notably, does not require
the concept of dark energy. We will not comment on those additional assumptions that the author
(F.Farley) has to do for reducing the apparent luminosity (magnitude) and obtaining the expression
(20) which, as shown in the article [6], fits well the SNe1a observational data. It is important for
us that this work lets have the numerical value of the constant M0 at which this analytical formula
(20) gives the best approximation of the observational data. This value is:

M 0  41.8 .

(21)

We believe that the constant M0 calculated for (20) should have the same value (21) for our
new representation of Hubble diagram (19) because only redshifts are changed in this relation with
remaining magnitudes unaltered. Thus, due to the results of [6], we have the opportunity to build
tСe Hubble НТaРram “maРnТtuНe M vs. squared redshift zΩ” even аТtСout МonНuМting statistical
analysis of observational data to determine the constant M0 which, incidentally, is the only free
parameter in expressions (19) and (20).
To build the Hubble diagram in new values z* a sample of SNe1a observational data is
produced from the papers [8], [9] (these data were used in [6]). A small portion of available data
(113 points) was taken only to demonstrate that simply transforming the observed redshifts z into
the newly-defined values z* we can get the data points to be lying on a straight line.
Fig. 1 shows two SNe1a Hubble diagrams "magnitude – redshift": M(z) (crosses) and M(z*)
(diamonds). Both are constructed on the basis of the same sample (113 points) from the SNe1a
observational data.
Upper solid line M(z) is given by formula (20). It approximates the observational data in
which the original values of redshift (z) are stored (as in the paper [6]). Dashed straight line is
optional and serves to demonstrate a deviation of observational data (with conventional redshifts
z) from the linear Hubble law. It should be mentioned that similar deviations were recognized in
1998 and served as a basis for the hypothesis of the Universe expansion rate acceleration (assuming
the existence of dark energy).
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FТР.1. Tаo tСeoretТМal Hubble НТaРrams “maРnТtuНe – reНsСТft” МompareН аТtС
observational data on SNela: 1) M(z) (upper solid line, crosses) and 2) M(z*) (lower solid line,
diamonds). The redshifts z and z* are in logarithmic coordinates.
Lower solid straight line defined by formula (19) is the expression of the Hubble law under
tСe neа НefТnТtТon of reНsСТft parameter (“reН square”Ψ. TСe observatТonal Нata МontaТnТnР tСe
recalculated values of redshift (z*) are shown as diamonds.
It should be recognized that in this paper we does not aim to assess how well the resulting
formula (19) approximates observational data. This, we believe, is a special task that requires a
serious statistical analysis and use of the entire body of observational data on supernovae. In this
regard, we only refer to the second paper [10] by F.Farley in which a numerical estimation of the
quality of his approximation (20) is given (in a somewhat different representation: instead of the
argument 2z +z2 the expression z + z2 /2 is used).
We emphasize that the graph M(z*) built on the SNe observational data is a straight line.
χs mentТoneН above tСe Hubble НТaРram “maРnТtuНe–reНsСТft” beТnР a straТРСt lТne sСoulН be
regarded as evidence of the lack of acceleration in the Universe. Such a diagram does not require
any type of dark energy hypothesis for its explanation.
Conclusion
The problem of dark energy has been solved by a simple redefinition of the measurable
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redshift parameter z.
The newly-defined parameter zΩ, аСТМС Сas been nameН “squareН reНsСТft” or “reНsquare”, Сas been ТnvolveН Тn orНer to elТmТnate tСe mТstake reМoРnТzeН Тn tСe МonventТonal
definition of z. This misconception is associated with incorrect assessment of the initial wavelength
of the photon emitted from a cosmological source as it appears to the observer in the expanding
Universe.
The proposed solution is model-independent since:
1) The red-square z* is a combination of two experimental (measurable) quantities, so there
is no need to attract a specific physical mechanism of redshifting (i.e. a specific theoretical model).
2) The definition of red-square parameter is substantiated in alternative models such as the
StanНarН МosmoloРТМal moНel anН tСe εТlne’s KТnematТМ МosmoloРв. TСe Hubble Нiagram
"magnitude M – squared redshift z*" is the same for these two models.
Namely, the linearity of Hubble diagram in terms of red-squares z* gives reason to rule out
the hypothesis of the accelerating Universe with a mysterious dark energy.
If the proposed solution of the dark energy problem is considered to be correct only for an
empty space universe then the situation in cosmology before 1998 will be restored when the current
question was: is the Universe expansion slowing down under the influence of gravity? Taking this
solutТon аТtС Тts lТnear Hubble’s laа to be absolutelв МorreМt, pСвsТМТsts аТll be РТven tСe
opportunity to concentrate on more difficult questions in cosmology. For instance: what is the
gravitation?
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1. Introduction
Currently, many-words interpretation of quantum mechanics [1] is becoming increasingly
popular as tСe basТs of tСe emerРТnР аorlНvТeа of tСe paraНТРm of tСe “Everett’s many-аorНs”.
Basic concepts everettics considered in the monograph "Many-Sided Universe" (the specific
relation between everettics and mathematics - in a special Chapter of the third part of this
monograph - "Everettical Pragmatics" [2, p. 484 - 541]). It is clear that further progress in
unНerstanНТnР tСe Everett’s manв-words impossible without the use of mathematics as
"traditional" and "designed" to describe the specific nature of this existential constructions.
Under "traditional use of mathematics" in the physical constructs refers to the methodology
of extracting the physical meaning of the mathematical model of the phenomena. So understand
the "correct" methodology of modern science Vladimir Kassandrov: "Indeed, the criterion of truth
of our understanding of Nature can serve, perhaps, only our ability to understand and explain the
structure of the universal numeric patterns discoverable by experience and independent of any
subjective factors: certain interpretations of the results of experiments, systems, units, or
theoretical assumptions" [3]. Indeed, those are the aspirations (unfortunately, rarely successful)
and the common practice of "traditional" quantum mechanics.
Opposite the methodology involves the introduction of physically meaningful concepts and
relations in a formal mathematical structure.
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This behavior reveals Archpriest Kirill Kopeikin: "the Convenience of mathematical
language is in its formality: the same equation can describe many different phenomena. However,
the flip side of this "formal convenience" is that a formal theory is open to its meaning" [4].
Often these trends coexist in the struggle with each other for the right to represent the "true"
epistemology. From the point of view Everett tolerance, each of them is only one of the linear
approximations of complex superposition of ways of knowing, including the "mixed" approaches.
Last yet is only a formal expression of the principle of Amakko [5], but in everettics this approach
promises to be particularly fruitful, as the Everett’s manв-words enters into consideration not only
physically, but also logically incompatible existential construction.
2.Everettical spaces
2.1. Geometrized Everettical spaces
Consider possible variants of geometrical representations everettical spaces – sets of
mappings relative state of holistic univers. The quality of the integrity of the univers allows not
to МonsТНer pСвsТМallв НevastatТnР МonsequenМes of НeМoСerenМe at tСe everett’s branМС. χs noteН
by M. B. Mensky, "decoherence in this case does not occur, because the quantum world as a
whole has no environment that could cause decoherence" [6, p. 16].
2.1.1 Formalization of the concept of "everettical world"
Small everettians
Was previously one of the proposed designs everettical spaces, the emphasis in the
construction of which was made on account of the evolution of event-driven characteristics of
Being [7,8]. In these works, the design of spaces that are metaspaces (GöНel’s sense) in relation to
the space-time of Minkowski.
Since time category refers to the quantum mechanical characterization of the relative state,
which enables an individual to any process physical and psychoid components, it is advisable to
consider formally atemporal mathematical construct relative state, containing the time in the
implicit form as a parameter. This will allow further consideration of evolution in different
temporal reference systems.
If you agree with the statement about Shakespeare that "All the world's a stage" [9]), we
should expect that scene to everettic existence must have a very fancy design.
First of all, we introduce the class of "dual entity" - small everettian
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 q  p  ev
i

j

i j

(1)

here:
– quantum wave function
– psychoid wave function ( analogue psychoid in reality)
q,p,i,j – identifiers (natural numbers).
The value of

�+

is called everettian, because it includes both poles everettical

interpretation of the relative state of a holistic universe – physical (

) and psychoid (

) and is

the representation of "everettical world" or, equivalently, the branches "altervers in Mensky". The
reasons for this everettian named "small", will be clear from further.
The very nature of small everettian quaiatemporal because of its structural elements
and

, describes the parameters of amplitude and phase, which have a physical meaning only

together with the notion of a locally Newtonian time.
You should say why q and p be natural numbers. This design assumes that the set of states
as the quantum and psychoid realities of the counting, and the set of many small everettian discretely. Indexing and quantum psychoid wave functions i and j individualizes them in
accordance with the hypothesis of the existence of memory. The concept of the memory of the
wave function, introduced by Everett [10, p. 458], individualizes as quantum and psychoid status
and allows you to select how the physical objects in the quantum reality, and psychoid entities in
reality psychoid.
This corresponds to the "ideology of the quantum universe" and is an evolution of the
МonМept of tСe ψarbour’s unТverse as "PТnakotСek states" - a chaotic meeting of the eternal and
immutable "frames", which show all possible in this branch of the multiverse state of all its
elements. [11] χ separate Тssue Тs tСe metСoН of orНerТnР ψarbour’s PТnakotСek - many small
everettian.
The possible operations with small everettian allowed only the addition operation. The physical
meaning of adding small everettian is the creation of their superposition.
As a result, for many, including "a" everettian, can be obtained the maximum superposition
of the form:

 q    p  ev
j a

i a

i 1

i

j 1
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In addition, the summation in (2) can be carried out on small parts everettian from the set
containing "a" elements by sets of (a-1), (a-2),..., 2 elements, and the set of summands in each case
may be different. Thus, the set of sums of the form (2) will give a new set everettian

�� +�

.

Everettian as complex numbers cannot be ordered according to the criterion of "more –
less". The only ordering criteria that have a clear physical meaning, is the criterion of "earlier –
later".
It is in the process of ordering, according to Barbour, consciousness and generates the time.
With Everett the point of view of the active element in the creation of any reality is psychoid of
"observer", so ways to organize, and, consequently, "times" should be very much. We can assume
that at the lowest level of psychoid (the level of "inert matter"), with the creation of the classic
realities of the physical world (CRPW) separating the quantum alternative consciousness (in the
sense usually used by M. B. Mensky [6]), distinguishes between things at the level of small
everettian (1). At a higher level (level of living) the difference is felt at the level of the extended
set of small everettian (2). As these sensations are synchronized, creating a temporary order of any
one variety (including "uniform mathematical time" Newton) – separate everettical issue. From a
substantive point of view, a simple linear order can be interpreted both numerologically and
abstract.
Geometrically the set of small everettian can be represented in the form of a set of points
of the first quadrant of the Euclidean plane.
A separate issue is the mathematical essence points

and

on the coordinate axes of

this plane. In the general case, every point on the coordinate axes is an individual or quantum or
psychoid world, and "point" on the plane first quadrant – individual CRPW, "the frame of the
Pinakothek of Barbour".
Since the specific structure of each everettical space depends on how the items are ordered
and

, which, in turn, determined by the choice of the arrow of time for each index, qi and pj,

built space is quasiatemporary not only in terms of the nature of the wave functions, but in the
sense of the order of the states of the memory settings for the constituent wave functions. This
time is determined by how much everettical memory wave functions

and

and some

additional rules build their vector arrow of time still to be determined.
As such the Euclidean plane there are no negative values, and there is no division because
there is no "return value" (which corresponds to the degree minus one).
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It does not contain zero. "Nature abhors a vacuum" - zero small everettian corresponds to
"absolute nothingness" CRPW. Geometrically axis

intersect at the point {1;1}.

and

In a constructed mathematical model of the four structural elements of a Cartesian cut the
Euclidean plane, only one identified as a tool to describe the everettical many-worlds . The plane
is in general conformity with the model of "internal" and "external" observers (observers "first
person" and "third person" in the terminology of James Hartle and Thomas Hertog [12]).
This design specifies the conditions for the existence and observation of our univers by
"third party" - an external observer, an essential role in quantum mechanics was discussed by
Everett [10], but introduced in this context in [13] and, independently, in [14].
However, the system introduced postulates displays an external observer from being and
quantum, and psychoid, and classical realities. He is three-quarters of the Euclidean plane
everettical space, but not fixed in any point and does not interact with everettian. Emerging
physicalistic analogy with dark energy may be informative in further development of the proposed
geometrized model of everettical space.
Based on these axioms space is the simplest quasiatemporary everettical space.
2.1.2 Everettical multiplication. Full everettian
The introduction of a multiplication operation of everettian introduces nonlinearity
description, entangling and generates new mathematical, physical and psychoid entity.
Accept that in operation everettical multiplying the first factor is active early, "source
action" on the second factor. In this regard, everettical multiplication is noncommunicational and
nonassociative. Distributivity is preserved and provides the appearance of new entities.

Indeed, in the simplest case, multiplying two small everettian

and

� +

� +

are:

( q   p )  ( q   p )   q   q   q   p   p   q   p   p
1

1

2

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

All the summands in the right part of (3) – entangled state of reality 1 (
In everettics these states are called sklejka (fouzia) [15, 16]. Then:
a)

∙

1

� +

(3)

2

) and 2 (

� +

- material sklejka (penetration, fouzia): influence of physical entities

of reality 1 for the physical nature of reality 2.
b)

).

∙

- physical and mental sklejka (penetration, fouzia): influence of

physical reality entity on 1 for psychoid essence of reality 2.
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∙

c)

- mental-physical sklejka (penetration, fouzia): impact psychoid

entity from actually 1 on the physical nature of reality 2.
∙

d)

- mental sklejka (penetration, fouzia): impact psychoid entity of

reality 1 on psychoid essence of reality 2.
An interesting special case of eq. (3) which is multiplied with the same everettian, i.e.
considers the square everettian (

� +

)2.

In this case, the material sklejka a) reflects the process of self-action of physical objects
(for example, the impact of the electric charge of the electron itself), physical and mental sklejka
b) corresponds to the representation of the physical impact of the object on the observer (the
measurement process), mental-physical sklejka c) is "mental" influence of the observer on the
physical object (such as telekinesis), mental sklejka d) reflects the process of reflection in
psychology.
Everettical multiplication in the general case creates resultings from the multiplication of
an arbitrary number of factors of the form

and

arranged in random order. The superposition

of the obtained distribution of works will also be existential. The interpretation of the semantic
content of such resultings from the multiplication and their superposition amounts is task specific
everettical research. In philosophical terms, the study of such objects is dedicated to the works of
A. Kosterin [17].
For description and identification of these objects must be entered in a special configuration
Hilbert space

�

, each axis of which represents a corresponding member of superposition, but

without indexes i and j, and the origin is the point {1;1; 1...}.
The ordering of the members of the index must comply with the rules imposed to organize
small everettian.
Each point that does not lie on the axes
everettian

�+

and

in the space

�

, will be in full

of some physico-psychoid object – specific "everettical world" with different

"content" physical reality and psychoid reality.
Fantastic variety full everettians lets hope that after breeding the anthropic principle among
them can be isolated worlds that are physically very different from our univers, but suitable for the
existence of the mind "our type". This possibility had been foreseen and expressed in artistic form
P. Amnuel in the novel "Three-universe". [18]
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2. 2. Algebraic everettical space
All options have been considered "the stage of world action" are Geometrized everettical
space designs. But there are also fundamentally different, deeper towards geometry, algebraic
versions! And under their consideration, for example, by group V. Kassandrov already constructed
an algebraic model worlds the Wheeler-Feynman, in which all the electrons and positrons univers
are manifestations of a single particle [19] and the model of interaction of this particle with the
observer [20].
Algebraic and approach is V. L. Janchilin to the description of motion [21]. Quantum
motion in this approach is defined as a movement, discontinuous at every point of space. In this
case, the nonlocality of quantum states is described by the Dirichlet function:
X(t)=X1, if t is a rational number
X(t)=X0, if t is an irrational number
This approach to the relationship of space (x) and Newtonian time (t) is essentially
atemporal notion, because the t parameter is not dynamically (at time of this review no duration),
and thermodynamically. Here, the time – marker of status and not of the process.
In this case, the Dirichlet function can easily be generalized so as to make an unambiguous
and multivalued, even infinite-valued. For example, the function becomes ten, if you require to
make it equal to some M the number after the decimal point in the decimal representation of a
point t on the real axis, if this point is rational, and N number, if it is irrational [22].
TСe problem of usТnР σeаtonТan (МontТnuousΨ tТme аСen НesМrТbТnР Everett’s branМСТnР
processes (discrete processes) is to establish the mechanism of ordering countable set of events on
a continuous timeline.
Of course, these examples do not exhaust the geometric and algebraic possibilities of
building a "Shakespearean scenes" to describe the theater of Existence. The philosophical question
is – are they all suitable for the production of any "reality"? In other words, can the Mind to "think"
something lacking a physical being? Or is all this and " external-Internal state", and realitys with
numerical axes of magnitude "less than zero" and "greater than infinity", and the mathematics of
psychoid in which "the sum of suffering gives the absurd" [23, p. 113] are only "mind game"? But,
say N. Bourbaki attributed to Hermite following sentence: "the Number, functions and other
mathematical concepts like animals in a zoo: they can admire, but cannot be changed: they ARE!".
Today M. Tegmark suspected HermТte’s animals not only in existential, but in physical reality
level, and shrewdly took them to many-worlds fourth, the mathematical level of everettical manyworlds [24].
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3. Conclusion
Presents design everettical spaces are not calculated mathematical models because include
meaningful nominees (in particular related to psychoid described structures), which currently do
not have a quantitative description. Furthermore, the analysis of the introduced axioms have shown
that the proposed configuration space to contain the area, a meaningful interpretation of the States
in which it is impossible neither in physics nor in the philosophy and refers to the fourth type of
many-worlds by M. Tegmark - mathematical many-worlds.
χ praРmatТМ sense of tСТs kТnН of moНelТnР anН НesМrТbТnР tСe Everett’s manв-worlds is
that opens up a new directory of your consideration of Entity and encourages their inclusion in a
holistic view of the universe.
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Measurement problem of structural-parametric identification on supernovae
type SN Ia for cosmological distances scale of red shift based
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By data, on which basis within the limits of model Friedman–Robertson–Walker the conclusion has been drawn on
tСe beРТnnТnР of «aММelerateН eбpansТon of UnТverse» about θ bТllТon вears aРo, tСe problem of МalТbratТon for
interpolation models of distances scale with form parameter is solved. According to results of identification at them
Doppler ТnterpretatТons Тn «UnТverse eбpansТon» about β.θζ–3.18 billion years ago there was pause. The pause was
replaced by accelerated expansion which by modern epoch has degenerated in Hubble's stream. On similar data of
Sternberg Institute the interpolation model gives practically linear dependence of red shift on photometric distance.
Keywords: cosmological distances scale, interpolation model with form parameter, structurally-parametrical
ТНentТfТМatТon, «maРnТtuНe stanНarН» of supernovae tвpe Sσ Ia.
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Introduction
The major metrological designs in astronomy and cosmology are scales of distances D. All
of them are based on method of indirect measurement [1]. The equation of method of indirect
measurement of distance or the equation of distances scale can be based on known geometrical
parities, physical laws or on likelihood models of stochastic dependences between distance to
observable object and the measured physical sizes connected with it.
Presence in radiation spectra of the majority of extragalactic objects of red shift z has
generated on this basis a number of cosmological distances scales. Red shift is accessible to
measurement at identification issue or absorptive lines as part of spectrum by comparison with set
of spectral lines in terrestrial conditions.
The physical nature of red shift is connected with gravitational shift zg at the expense of
difference of gravitational potentials in radiation and reception points and Doppler shift zv at the
expense of movement of source of radiation concerning point of reception [2].
ψesТНes, bв analoРв to «Нark matter» anН «Нark enerРв» Тt Тs possТble to assume existence
of one more mechanism of red shift – «Нark attenuatТon». From tСТs poТnt of vТeа to МosmoloРТМal
red shift z we will carry its component not identified on a source.
Distances scales DZ (z) on the basis of red shift are the kind equations
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DZ (z )  (c / H 0 )  z ,

(1)

DZ (z )  (c / H 0 ) [(1  z )2  1]/[(1  z )2  1] ,

(2)

DZ (z )  (R0 / q02 ) [q0z  (q0  1) ( 2q0z  1  1)] ,

(3)

DZ (z )  (2K )1 [ H 02  4K  c  z  H 0 ] ,

(4)

DZ (z )  (c / H 0 ) [z /(1  z )] ,

(5)

Dz (z )  (R 0 / k ) [(1  z )k  1] or (Dz / R 0 )k  k  (Dz / R 0 )  z k  z k ,

DZ 
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dz
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 sh{}, k  0


Six{}  sin{}, k  0 ,




,

(7)

where c – fundamental constant of light velocity, H0 – Hubble's constant, R0 = c/H0 – Hubble's
radius, q0 – delay/acceleration parameter, K – Hoyle's parameter, k – form parameter,
of weights,

Λ–

НensТtв of «Нark enerРв»,

k

=1–

M

–

M

– density

Λ.

Hubble's scale (1) [3], it Doppler variant (2) and scale on the basis of kinematical model
(5) [4] actually contain one parameter R0 = c/H0, and accuracy of these scales is defined by
accuracy of estimation of Hubble's constant. Mattig's scale (3) [5], Hoyle's scale (4) [6] and
interpolation scales (6) [4] have on one additional parameter, and scale in model Friedman–
Robertson-Walker (7) [7] – two additional parameters. Also there is natural question, whether
gives this circumstance and additional possibilities on increase in accuracy of these scales at the
expense of calibration on these parameters?
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Problems of calibration of scales cosmological distances on red shift
Structurally-parametrical identification of mathematical models of measurements objects
within the limits of method of collateral measurements [1] is spent by criterion of minimum
accepted functional inadequacy errors, for example, the average module of casual component.
Before introduction [1] problem here was that an inadequacy error named an approximation error
of model for measurements data.
This mess at number increase n model parameters conducted to reduction of an error of
approximation, and at equality of number of parameters of model to volume of sample of the given
measurements the approximation error appeared equal to zero. But at increase in sample at unit
without recalculation of parameters at the expense of inadequacy of model this readout, as a rule,
turneН to «alloМateН result» or «rouРС error».
The minimum of inadequacy error of model of physical object is reached at equality of
structural and parametrical components, and its position on an axis of structure codes of models
depends on dimensional component [1]. To more difficult models there correspond more exact
measurements. This minimum corresponds to terminological phrase – «Тn tСe ТНeal ТmaРe Тn tСe
qualТtatТve anН quantТtatТve relatТon».
Calibration of scale (7) on reference points of photometric distances scale DL with standard
Mst

SN Ia

= –19,37m absolute magnitude of supernovae type SN Ia has allowed to receive

funНamental result to ψТР ψanР tСeorв [κ, λ]μ «UnТverse eбpansТon oММurs to aММeleratТon».
Actually it means recognition of method for definition cosmological distances under
standard Mst SN Ia as the fundamental. To this circumstance it is necessary to add necessarily the
result established during experiment WMAP [10]: global geometry of astronomical Universe
praМtТМallв «flat» (EuМlТНТanΨ аТtС parameter of spatТal Мurvature

k

= – 0,0027 +0,0039/–0,0038.

Standard Mst SN Ia is based that in double system the white dwarf, reaching on weight of
Chandrasekhar limit [11] for the account accretion substances of the companion, becomes
supernovae (SN) from almost constant luminosity in maximum in absolute magnitude. Distance

modules of reference points for this scale 0  mpeak  M st SN Ia  5  lg DL  25 establish method of
collateral measurements under Hubble's diagram, under forms or templates of curves of luminosity
introduction of amendments for current observable magnitude for luminosity maximum mpeak.
For «flat» МosmoloРв tСe best approбТmatТon bв the form of curve luminosity method has
given (

M

= 0,24;

Λ

Hubble's diagram – (

= 0,76), template method – (
M

= 0,28;

Λ

M

= 0,20;

= 0,72) [9], that corresponds

Λ

= 0,80) [8] and method of the
k

= 0.

Calibration of such scales of distances has number of the problem moments.
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First, shift in spectra can contain little making and depending on their parity can be red or

violet: z  (1  z g )(1  zv )(1  z )  1. For gravitational component z g  (1  20 / c 2 ) /(1  2e / c 2 )  1 ,
where φe and φ0 – gravitational potentials in points accordingly radiations and measurements,
usually neglect, as gravitational red shift of white dwarfs makes zg ≤ 10–3. And though by the flash
moment gravitational red shift of the white dwarf increases more than 10 times, it masks Doppler
violet shift at the expense of extending at explosion towards the observer of cover of the white
Наarf

аТtС

speeН

of

an

km∙s–1.

γ∙104

orНer

Doppler

component

of

red

shift

zv  (1  Vr / c) / 1  (Vr2  Vtg2 ) / c 2  1 , where Vr and Vtg – radial and tangential component of movement

speeН of objeМt МonМernТnР tСe observer. ψut Тn МosmoloРТМal moНels «UnТverse eбpansТons»
divide it on peculiar and cosmological components. The first of them at big red shift neglect, and
last believe Doppler anН МonneМt аТtС «Нark enerРв».
χlternatТve to «Нark» faМtors Тs «Нark attenuatТon».
As result red shift into components do not divide, and for SN accept red shift of host
galaxies, as took place in [8, 9].
Secondly, calibration for distances scale assumes presence of quantity of reference points
which characteristics are known with accuracy, obviously not below demanded accuracy of
calibration. Such characteristic is mathematical model of dependence on observable sizes of
estimations for red shift not so much actually SN, how many red shift of their host galaxies:

z  DL  1050,2(m

peak

M stSNIa )

 10

where standard deviations of estimations for red shift make

50,20

z~

,

10–3 [9].

In [8] set of reference points sample from 27 SN forms at z < 0,13 and 10 SN at 0,30 ≤ z ≤
0,97, and in [9] – sample from ζβ Sσ аТtС reН sСТft 0,γηζ ≤ z ≤ 0,κβκ. TСe stanНarН of absolute
luminosity Mst SN Ia =–19,37m is accepted on SN 1992bs (z = 0,063; mBpeak = 18,24;
SN 1997ap (z = 0,830; mBpeak = 24,30;
standard Mst

SN Ia

0

0

= 37,6m) and

= 43,67m) in filter B. For others SN in [8] deviations from

= –19,37m are limited by an interval [–0,52m; +0,40m], and in [9] residual

deviations of effective observable star sizes on Hubble's diagram are limited by interval [–0,7m;
+1,3m]. However, in [9] SN 1992bs in sample has not entered; it is mentioned in review [12].
In [λ] transТtТon from Нelaв to «aММelerateН eбpansТon of UnТverse» Тt Тs НateН bв flasС Sσ
1997G ( mBpeak = 24,49m; z = 0,7θγΨ з θ∙109 years back.
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To tСТs moment Тn «flat» МosmoloРв МorresponНs DL ≈ 1κζβ εpМ, but tСus Mst SN Ia = –
m

16,84 .
The deviation from the standard of absolute luminosity 2,53m leaves far beyond the
specified deviations. However, dating in [9] is connected with scale of photometric distances of
tвpe «Hubble-constant-free», Тn НetaТl enouРС quantТtatТvelв not НesМrТbeН.
However among so-МalleН «uneбpeМteН МoТnМТНenМe» [1γ] maбТmum of acceleration
equТvalent on Doppler effeМt «UnТverse eбpansТons» on sМale (ηΨ а

= λ,ηλ∙10-10 m∙s–2 are

necessary on z = 0,732 and DL ≈ 1θθ7,β εpМ = η,ζ bТllТon lТРСt вears, anН to sМale zero-point
strictly there corresponds acceleration w(0) = c∙H0 =7,β1∙10-10 m∙s–2 [11]. This estimation
coincides with an abnormal component of acceleration Pioneer-10 on 23rd year of flight. However
problem of other scales that at similar Doppler interpretations for them w(0) = 0 and, the most
Тmportant tСТnР, «anomalв of PТoneers» МorresponНs not reН, but to vТolet sСТft.
Thirdly, the decision of considered problem of calibration by method of collateral
measurements demands the account of inadequacy errors of interpreting model [1] in common
with statistical variability of measurements data, i.e. not only kind of probabilities distribution,
anН МomposТtТons of НТstrТbutТons аТtСТn tСe lТmТts of tСТs moНel. TСe best fТttТnР for «flat»
cosmology is reached at
In these cases

M

carelessness (7) in [8] at
Тn lТmТts 100 km∙s-1 ≤
1

, and in [9] –

v

M

v

+
k

= 0,24 and

Λ

= 0,76 in [8] and at

= 1 or

k

= 0, also becomes record of the formula appreciable

Λ

M

= 0,28 and

Λ

= 0,72 in [9].

= 0. In [8] for peculiar making beam speed at dispersion of estimations

≤ ζ00 km∙s-1 standard uncertainty or mean square deviation

v

з β00 km∙s-

з γ00 km∙s-1 or ~10–3 in units z has been accepted. At the same time received in

[8, 9] results were limited to consideration of this problem moment of calibration only concerning
so-МalleН «normal laа» or Gauss НТstrТbutТon. ωСeМk aММorНТnР to [1η] on number of НТstrТbutТons,
including truncated, has shown, that is essential probability maximum of the consent to
approximation errors of model in [8] truncated Laplace distribution is. In border of the maximum
likelihood method in [8] used an estimation of dispersion parameter for this distribution is not
mean square deviation, and the average absolute deviation [16].
Fourthly, thanks to that for Hoyle's scale K ≈ c∙(H0/c)2, in [4] has been shown that for the
description of red shift can be involved as physical, so and interpolation models.
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Calibration for interpolation cosmological distances scales
Let's consider measuring problem of calibration for cosmological distances scale (6)
according to [9] about red displacement z and effective star sizes 42 supernovae SN Ia on
maximum of shine mBeff (Table 3) for model of red shift [4]

z k  (DL / R 0 )(1  kDL / R 0 )1/k .

(8)

For comparison data [17] (Table 1) in which beam speed is defined as Vr = c∙z, and
photographic magnitude m are used specified with color index.
Table 1. Reference points for interpolation scales at H0 = 7ζ,β km∙М–1∙εpМ–1 and Mst SN Ia = –
16,84m
SN

Data [9]

mBeff

zn

Data [17]
m

Vr, km∙М–1

SN

Data [9]

mBeff

zn

Data [17]
zn

Vr, km∙М–1

SN

Data 9]

mBeff

zn

Data [17]
zn

Vr, km∙М–1

1992bi 23,11 0,458 >R 22

137305 1995az 22,51 0,450 >R 24

1994F 22,38 0,354 >R 22

106126 1995ba 22,65 0,388 >R 22,6 116319 1997L 23,51 0,550 > 23,1 164886

134907 1997K 24,42 0,592 > 23,6 176878

1994G 22,13 0,425 >I 21,8 127411 1996cf 23,27 0,570 >R 22,7 170882 1997N 20,43 0,180 > 21,2

53963

1994H 21,72 0,374 >R 21,9 112122 1996cg 23,10 0,490 >R 22,5 146898 1997O 23,52 0,374 > 23,7 110923
1994al 22,55 0,420 > 22,6

125913 1996ci 22,83 0,495 >R 22,3 148397 1997P 23,11 0,472 > 23

1994am 22,26 0,372 > 21,7

111523 1996ck 23,57 0,656 >R 23

196664 1997Q 22,57 0,430 > 22,5 131909

140902

1994an 22,58 0,378 > 22,3

113322 1996cl 24,65 0,828 >I 23,5

248228 1997R 23,83 0,657 > 24,4 194865

1995aq 23,17 0,453 >R 22,4 135805 1996cm 23,17 0,450 >R 22,7 134907 1997S 23,69 0,612 > 23,6 182873
1995ar 23,33 0,465 >R 23,1 139403 1996cn 23,13 0,430 >R 22,6 128911 1997ac 21,86 0,320 > 23,1
1995as 23,71 0,498 >R 23,3 149296

95934

1997F 23,46 0,580 > 23,9

173880 1997af 23,48 0,579 > 22,3 173580

1995at 23,27 0,655 >R 22,7 196364 1997G 24,47 0,763 > 23,7

228741 1997ai 22,83 0,450 > 22,3 134907

1995aw 22,36 0,400 >R 22,5 119917 1997H 23,15 0,526 > 22,8

158890 1997aj 23,09 0,581 > 23,8 174179

1995ax 23,19 0,615 >R 22,6 184372

1997I 20,17 0,172 > 20,9

53963 1997am 22,57 0,416 > 22,9 124714

1995ay 22,96 0,480 >R 22,7 143900

1997J 23,80 0,619 > 23,4

185571 1997ap 24,32 0,830 > 24,2 248828

Model (8) has been checked up on parameterization correctness by substitution of distances
module and decision of equations system concerning of form parameter (Table 2)

z к  (R 1 10

50,2( mBeff,n M stSNIa )

)(1  k n R 1 10

50,2( mBeff,n M stSNIa ) 1/k n
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Table 2. Form parameter of cosmological distances scale
SN

Data [9]
DL, Mpc

Data [17]
kn

DL, Mpc

SN

kn

Data [9]
DL, Mpc

Data [17]

kn

DL, Mpc

kn

1992bi 977,237 3,75948

586,138 6,89063 1996cm 1004,616 3,52480 809,096 4,89906

1994F 698,232 5,68859

586,138 6,87822 1996cn 986,279 3,54651 772,681 5,14829

1994G 622,300 6,48357

534,564 7,55705

1997F 1148,154 3,14605 1406,048 1,61280

1994H 515,229 7,84012

559,758 7,21240

1997G 1828,100 0,56511 1282,331 2,90409

1994al 755,092 5,27614

772,681 5,13709

1997H

1994am 660,693 6,07376

510,505 7,91284

1997I

1994an 765,597 5,12401

672,977 5,95819

1997J 1342,765 2,28041 1116,863 3,38049

1995aq 1004,616 3,54100

704,693 5,70879

1997K

1995ar 1081,434 3,03856

972,747 3,81676

1997L 1174,898 2,89569 972,747 2,78208

1995as 1288,250 1,59878 1066,596 3,33059

1997N

995,405 3,83811 847,227 4,70829
–
–
–
–

–

353,183 11,43680

–2,67464 1224,616 2,78208
–

405,509 9,93353

–1,32145 1282,331 –8,55733

1995at 1051,962 3,71616

809,096 4,97998

1997O

1995aw 691,831 5,79737

737,904 5,39574

1997P

977,237 3,81094 928,966 4,12079

1995ax 1013,911 3,85961

772,681 5,21718

1997Q

762,079 5,23052 737,904 5,42915

1995ay 912,011 4,25083

809,096 4,92632

1997R 1361,445 2,34952 1770,109 –0,52256

1995az 741,310 5,40765 1472,313 –4,78147 1997S 1276,439 2,59689 1224,616 2,84963
1995ba 790,678 4,93565

772,681 5,08582 1997ac 549,541 7,33840 972,747 1,20870

1996cf 1051,962 3,61461

809,096 4,96594

1997af 1158,777 3,08849 672,977 6,00027

1996cg 972,747 3,89216

737,904 5,45015

1997ai

859,014 4,54806 672,977 5,98805

1996ci 859,014 4,60767

672,977 5,99491

1997aj

968,278 4,05794 1342,765 2,05331

1996ck 1207,814 3,03789

928,966 4,30142 1997am 762,079 5,21609 887,156 4,25366

1996cl 1986,095 0,22836 1169,499 3,35289 1997ap 1706,082 1,52087 1614,359 1,86046

In system (9) positive roots of the equations were considered only, and the received results
have found out presence of dependences which according to report of calculations with allocation
of meaning categories are presented by models in the form of position characteristics with
instructions of an average absolute deviation (fig. 1):

k[9](lg DL )  41,1527664  12, 45001197  lg DL  0,1574237748 ,

k[17](lg DL )  45, 4425535  13, 8738728  lg DL  0, 2564187429 .

(10)

Thereby for cosmological distances scale the general analytical expression of settlement
value for red shift take on form (fig. 1)

z к  (DL / R ) [1  (    lg DL )  DL / R ]1/( lg DL ) .
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For data [17] dependence (11) is practically linear and corresponds to fixed Hubble's
constant H0 = 73,9 km∙М–1·εpМ–1. For data [9] dependence (11) in return time corresponds to
change of Hubble's constant with 77,9 to 449,7 km∙М–1·εpМ–1 with smooth transition in present
period to 76,4 km∙М–1·εpМ–1 (fig. 2).
To last case there corresponds an distances interval between local extreme of dependence
(11) – [809,06; 897,84] Mpc. The nearest to it SN 1997Q and SN 1997P according to scale on the
basis of parity (10) according to [9] will be accordingly on distances 2,64 and 3,18 billion light
years. Further Hubble's constant is practically fixed.
k
[9]

k
[17]

Fig. 1. Dependence of form parameter on photometric distance
Physic, Statistics and Metrology
Parametrical identification of
components of substance with various
constants of condition in model
Friedman–Robertson–Walker on the
basis of the photometric distances
Fig. 2. Dependence of red shift on photometric
distance for interpolation models (11)

scale which reference points are
supernovae type SN Ia in luminosity
maximum, has been carried out in

1998–1λλλ bв tаo аaвs. TСe Рroup of researМСers «HТРС-Z SN SearМС Team» [κ] useН sМale
adjustment cosmological distances on the basis of red displacement under modules of distances of
supernovae type SN Ia within the limits of Hubble's diagram, and group of researchers Supernova
Cosmology Project [9] – adjustment of modeling dependence for maxima of luminosity
supernovae under given measurements. Thus estimations of free parameters have appeared
МompatТble, as Тt аas neМessarв Тn a МonМlusТon basТs about «aММeleratТon of eбpansТon of tСe
UnТverse».
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In these works the cosmological distances scale by results of calibration on reference points
of photometric distances scale is not constructed. An problem essence that estimations of distance
modules received thus, not speaking already about known extragalactic objects at 1 < z < 10, for z
~ 0.97 at Mst

SN Ia

= –19.5m give the photometric distances exceeding Hubble radius. This

circumstance has also purely metrological interpretation in terms of measuring problems
theory [1].
The matter is that in cosmology it is considered not only a scale of photometric distances,
anН also sМales of «anРular НТstanМe», «aММompanвТnР НТstanМe» anН «aberratТonal НТstanМe» аСТМС
are МonneМteН аТtС «UnТverse eбpansТon». τn НТstanМes of an orНer of 2 billion light years they
practically coincide, and further – disperse.
For photometric distances scale, unlike other scales, the fundamental experimental fact is
global Euclidean geometry for astronomical Universe. It allows considering as physical reality the
«observable» НТstanМes аСТМС are not НemanНТnР for tСe ТnterpretatТon МosmoloРТМal moНels
«eбtenНТnР UnТverse». χs varТous moНelТnР versТons «UnТverse eбpansТon» Нo not РТve tСe ansаer
to tвpe questТons «anН tСat аas before», «аСв tСere аas ψТР ψanР», etМ.
Developed in cosmology it is possible to compare situation to problem of gravitational
waves when interpretation of century reduction for orbital period of double pulsar PSR 1913+16
within the limits of General relativity theory as consequences of gravitational waves radiation is
МonsТНereН Тn [1κ] as «tСe fТrst eбperТmental aМknoаleНРement of tСeТr eбТstenМe». Hoаever
attempts of gravitational detection by method of direct measurement in projects LIGO (USA),
«VТrРo» (FranМe, ItalвΨ, GEτ-600 (Germany, Great Britain), TAMA-300 (Japan), LISA
(ТnternatТonal satellТte projeМtΨ, «σautТlus» (ItalвΨ anН «Eбplorer» (SаТtzerlanНΨ аСТle are
unsuccessful [19].
In a considered problem used by the mentioned groups of researchers of model have the
free parameters which physical sense has no experimental basis. On the same data the same
problem has been solved with the help interpolation models cosmological red shift with form
parameter. Dependence of parameter of the form on distanМe, anН tСe beРТnnТnР of «tСe aММelerateН
eбpansТon of UnТverse» аas tСus founН out аas НТsplaМeН to reН sСТft z ≈ 0,η1 or to tСe moment
аСen «Сave bloаn up Sσ 1λλ7P anН Sσ 1λλ7Q», Т.e. about γ bТllТon вears aРo.
In basis interpolation models of red shift (8), unlike model Friedman–Robertson–Walker
for an extending ideal homogeneous and isotropic liquid, mutual removal with initial speeds 0 ≤ v
≤ c dot sources of electromagnetic radiation concentrated during the initial moment of time in small
area some enough lays. For the observer in the centre of this area distribution of sources speeds on
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НТstanМe Тn «flat UnТverse» at eбpense of Нelaв submТts to the law v ~ D  (1 / H 0  D / c) 1 , where D –
observable distance, T0 = 1/H0 – time from the movement beginning moment [4]. For observable
distances D << c/H0 the law of speeds distribution becomes linear, further there is square-law
amendment Hoyle [6], and on Hubble's radius the model has rupture of 2nd sort.
Possible deviations from linear distribution of removal speeds of at Doppler interpretations
for interpolatТon moНels are МonsТНereН bв form parameter. ωСeМk of МorreМtness’s Сas sСoаn to
parameterization, that this parameter is function of photometric distance, that essentially raises
accuracy of interpreting model of red shift and, accordingly, calibrated in such a way cosmological
distances scales on the basis of red shift. Certainly, anything surprising is not present that on the
same data various models yield various results. Therefore received for interpolation models with
form parameter results should be considered only as an illustration of calibration technique of
cosmological distances scale for which more reliable data are necessary. After 4 objects that it is
possible to consider as sign of statistical heterogeneity of data or their sign unequal accuracy have
dropped out of sample in volume 42 SN Ia.
Moreover, interpolation model of red shift according to Supernova Cosmology Project [9]
has in a qualitative sense confirmed nonlinearity presence in dependence of red shift on distance,
that at Doppler ТnterpretatТon Нoes not МontraНТМt a СвpotСesТs about «aММeleratТon of eбpansТon of
UnТverse». ψut for Нata from МataloРue [17] for tСe same objeМts tСe same ТnterpolatТon moНel Сas
yielded negative result. From the point of view of Eljasberg–Hampel paradox [20, 21, 13],
МonneМteН bв tСat «statТstТМal МrТterТa Мannot prove anв СвpotСesТsμ tСeв Мan speМТfв onlв Тn
«absenМe of a refutatТon»» [ββ], Тn tСe matСematТМal statТstТМs neРatТve results Сas Рreater аeТРСt.
However from the point of view of the theory of measuring problems [1] data Supernova
Cosmology Project and [17] differ by data about effective star sizes on one category, i.e. by default,
errors of data Supernova Cosmology Project 10 times less. And to it there should correspond more
difficult model.
Conclusion
Thus, the phenomenon of change of dependence of red shift in spectra of extragalactic sources
from observable distance is qualitative proves to be true. However questions on real accuracy of
estТmatТons of «aММelerateН eбpansТon of UnТverse» at Doppler Тnterpretation of red shift demand
additional research and the comparative analysis of alternative models taking into account an
inadequacy error.
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Introduction
Problems of application for mathematical statistics in cosmology are coevals of Hubble
law and, unfortunately, are still actual, though many of them have received mathematical,
methodical and program decision during all-Union discussion of 1980–1990th years [1-8]. Foreign
experts P. Huber, F. Mosteller, J. Tukey, I. Vuchkov, F. Hampel, etc. have taken part in discussion.
Actually discussion was the answer to A.N. Kolmogorov's question on objective sense of
probability. The subject of its discussion was catastrophic phenomenon of 1985-1986 in aviation,
space-rocket and kern-power techniques its reasons [4]. It was unprecedented on mass character,
synchronism of occurrence and suddenness a stream of refusals for difficult techniques. The
phenomenon has caused confusion among experts. But then for first time among the reasons of
accidents and failures have been found inadequacy errors of mathematical models, infringement
of applicability conditions for statistical methods and out statement incorrectness of measuring
problems. Then 24 standards on statistical methods from 31 and all standards on applied statistics
have been disavowed.
Accuracy of astrophysical measurements for last decades has increased on usages, but the
reasons of some cosmology problems there is an incorrectness of the formulation and infringement
of applicability conditions for statistical methods at the decision of measuring problems of
structurally-parametrical identification for mathematical models of physical objects. Most difficult
of them is, naturally, astronomical Universe.
TСe knoаn matСematТМal reМТpe [λ] МonsТsts tСat «ТnМorreМt applТМatТon of statТstТМal
methods can lead to the incorrect conclusions. All (it is possible, and not stated obviously) the
assumptions concerning theoretical distribution, should be checked up. Debar is using the same
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sample for estimating and for verification. We will notice, at last, that statistical criteria cannot
prove anв СвpotСesТsμ tСeв Мan speМТfв onlв Тn«absenМe of refutatТon»».
During discussion tСe preventТon [λ] about «absenМe of refutatТon» аas speМТfТeН bв
Eljasberg–Hampel paradox [10, 11] according to which at any significance value the zero
nonparametric hypotheses will be rejected, let even at very great volume of sample. The prevention
ratСer «tСe same samples for estТmatТon anН for МСeМk» to equТvalentlв folloаТnР statementμ
«DТstТnМtТons Тn lТmТtТnР same НТstrТbutТons tСe statТstТМal at МСeМk of sТmple anН НТffТМult
hypotheses are so essential what to neglect it is absolutely inadmissible» [1β]. TСerefore alreaНв
by the end of XX century in mathematical statistics have refused statistical check of hypotheses at
beforeСanН set sТРnТfТМanМe value anН Сave passeН to «reaМСeН sТРnТfТМanМe value» at multТplechoice check irrespective of used criterion of the consent.
The most known part of problems for applied statistics is connected with application of
normal laа аТtС an averaРe arТtСmetТМ tСe РТven measurements as «result of measurement» anН
«root-mean-square error (RεSEΨ of arТtСmetТМ mean» for statistical number of measurements.
Problems of non-truncated probabilities distributions are less known. However the mess between
toleranМe anН МonfТНenМe Тntervals anН «eбpanНeН unМertaТntв of measurement» anН also betаeen
confidence probability, level of trust and probability of coverage became the most surprising on
long duration. Eccentricity of mess underlines that the satisfactory definition of the tolerant
interval which has appeared in [13], was absent in the international standard-prototype that it is
impossible to tell about the formulas generating thereupon illusion of accuracy. On this
baМkРrounН of sМСeme «Мross eбamТnatТon» anН «Мross МСeМk» lookeН revolutТonarв, tСouРС from
tСem to sМСeme of «Мross observatТon for ТnaНequaМв error» [1ζ] all one step.
The incorrectness of application of methods of statistics in measuring problems arises
in method of indirect measurement – at use Taylor formula for nonlinear models,
in method of cumulative measurements – at use of weight factors, normalized by
НТspersТons of measureН Мomponents, as «аaв of ТnМrease of aММuraМв» bв assoМТatТon of rouРС
results bв sМСeme «non-unТformlв» measurements Мontrarв to sМСeme of maбТmum lТkelТСooН
method, as dispersion average less than the least dispersion from components (non-identical
incident), but itself average is an estimation only position parameter of mix of components
distributions,
in method of collateral measurements – at application of regression analysis without
check of performance of statistical uniformity conditions, gaussianity, non-correlated ness, non-
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confluence, i.e. by negligible casual errors of measurements for entrance variable mathematical
models, and adequacy i.e. when the model structure is not neither superfluous, nor insufficient.
The most dangerous on consequences are infringements of those conditions of statistical
methods applicability, physical and which mathematical sense is not clear to users. Those are
infringements of stochastic compactness conditions for given measurements, similarity of the data
presentation form to structure for accepted statistics and minimum of inadequacy error for
mathematical models [14].
Stochastic compactness is generalization of statistical uniformity concept for the given
repeated measurements of random variables on stochastic function.
It is known, that for an extended number of the given measurements presence of
convergence of their selective distribution to general totality distribution is equivalent to condition
of statistical uniformity for data. Its performance is promoted by repeated measurements on object
in its same point, the same sizes, in the same conditions, the same copy of measuring apparatus,
the same operator with identical carefulness during a short time interval.
Under an inadequacy error of mathematical models for physical objects long time believed
an approximation error of the given measurements by model. Therefore requirements to it were
normalized [15] earlier, than in [14] procedure of its identification within the limits of the cross
observation scheme has been standardized.
Similarity between data presentation form and structure of statistics for nonparametric
hypotheses check is the fullest is reached at representation of some measurements of random
variable by statistical distribution function which is natural analogue for probabilities distribution
function.
As a result infringement of applicability conditions of statistical methods, irrespective of
measurements area, leads doubtful in the quantitative and qualitative relation to results. These
circumstances in cosmology demand special consideration.
Statistical problems in cosmology
One of the first application problems of statistical methods in cosmology is the statistical
heterogeneity problem for Hubble diagram.
On it characteristics of position for extragalactic objects of various morphological types
(galaxies, radio galaxies and quasars) have standard value of inclination parameter

1

= 0,2 at

essential statistical disorder of red shift and the various zero-points connected with absolute
magnitude of objects and Hubble parameter H0.
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The problem was that removal from quasars sample of one object changed estimations of
inclination parameter [16]. For sample [17] with MQM-estimation (Minimum Quadratic Method)
of inclination parameter
1|N=167

1|N=169

= 0,100 removal of allocated quasars gave

1|N=168

= 0,117 and

= = 0,177. For quasars with spectra without features and reliably certain angular sizes the

effect was even stronger:

1|N=63

= 0,1813;

1|N=62

= 0,2380;

1|N=61

= 0,2784 [18].

The problem of applicability for statistical methods in cosmology is illustrated by
«uneбpeМteН» results of Нata proМessТnР for astropСвsТМal measurementsμ
– century drift of key parameter for cosmological models, Hubble's parameter H0 =
ηγ0→θ7 km∙s–1∙Mpc–1 and acceleration parameter q0 = +β,θ±0,κ → –1,0±0,ζ [17, 1λ]ν
– global Euclidian geometry of the astronomical Universe [20];
– absence expected in Gaussian conditions the progress of accuracy for parameter
estimations of ΛωDε-model is proportional to a root square of volume of the given
measurements;
– decrease in accuracy of indirect estimations for H0 of within the limits of ΛCDM-model
from 1,28 to 6 times at the declared increase of accuracy of its adjustment to data of measurements
at the expense of increase in number of parameter accordingly from 50 % to 300 % [21];
– dependence of own red shift of objects on their luminosity [22];
– coincidence dipole anisotropies of red shift, spatial heterogeneity of extragalactic sources
and Galaxy polar axis [16, 23-25].
Dipole anisotropy of red shift in extragalactic sources spectra as first approximation is an
example only statistical heterogeneity of the given astrophysical measurements. The second
approach is connected with stochastic compactness of cosmological models. If in first case the
account of angular co-ordinates of sources has allowed to establish, that continuation large-scale
dipole anisotropies of red shift is the red-violet dipole of anisotropy in Local Super Congestion in
the second case the account of own red shift of objects has led isotropy to cosmological component
of red shift [26].
Stochastic compactness of objects models in method of collateral measurements is
connected with applicability conditions for regression analysis [27, 14].
Them concern:
– stochastic compactness and non-confluence given measurements,
– limitlessness and isolation of systems of the equations of identification of model,
– non-correlated ness estimations of parameters of models,
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– centrality, homoscedastic and gaussianity of approximation errors of models, and the
structure of models should not be superfluous or insufficient, i.e. inadequacy errors should be
neglible small.
The most negative consequence of infringement of these conditions is stochastic
multicollinearity [28] because of incorrect parameterization of variables and because absence of
an optimality by criterion of minimum for inadequacy error of model. These consequences for
standard cosmological ΛCDM-moНels Сave reМeТveН tСe name of «НeРeneratТon» [βλ].
TСe ТnМТНent suМС, «НeРeneratТon» [γ0], Сas oММurreН to θ-parametrical standard
cosmological ΛCDM-model and results of statistical data processing of experiment WMAP at
increase in number of parameters [31].
In ΛωDε-model parameters are baryons density
(CDM)

2

c∙С

, НensТtв of «Нark enerРв»

Λ

2

b∙С

, НensТtв of «МolН Нark matter»

with condition index w = –1, spectral index ns, optical

thickness to sphere of last dispersion , and amplitude of fluctuations of galaxies density in radius
8 Mpc

8.

Thus in parameters definition of baryons density and CDM Hubble's normalized

constant h or H0/(100 km∙s–1∙εpМ–1) is used. Command WMAP considered a parity of roots square
of determinants of correlation matrixes for estimations of parameters according to measurements
for 5 (WMAP-5) and 7 (WMAP-7) years. Then the conclusion has been drawn on increase of
accuracy of identification of ΛCDM-model by data for 7 years in comparison with data for 5 years
Тn 1,η tТmes at θ parameters, Тn 1,η … 1,λ tТmes at 7 parameters anН Тn γ tТmes at κ parameters
(Table 1).
Table 1. Dependence of accuracy indirect estimation of Hubble's constant
from number Q ΛCDM-model parameters [30]
ΛωDε-model with parameters Θ + additional parameters

WMAP-5
WMAP-7

h

ΛCDM

{

6

1,5

0,710 ± 0,025

ΛωDε + r

Θ + tensor–scalar relation

7

1,9

0,675 ± 0,038

Θ + logarithmic derivative of spectral index

7

1,7

0,735 ± 0,032

8

3,0

0,691+0,040/–0,041
0,745+0,031/–0,030

dn

ΛωDε + d lnsk
ΛωDε + r +

dns
d ln k

b∙С

2

,

c∙С

,

2

Λ,

8,

ns, } = Θ

Q

Θ + tensor–scalar relation + logarithmic derivative of spectral
index

ΛωDε + α–1

Θ + anti-correlated isocurvature modes CDM

7

1,9

ΛωDε + α0

Θ + uncorrelated isocurvature modes CDM

7

1,9

0,736 ± 0,032

ΛωDε + Neff

Θ + neutrino mass

7

1,8

0,826 +0,089/–0,087

ΛωDε +

Θ + spatial curvature

7

1,8

0,53 +0,13/–0,15

Θ + dark energy equation of state

7

1,5

0,75 +0,15/–0,14

ΛωDε + w

k
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χt tСe same tТme as Тt Тs РooН, as аell as tСe stanНarН МosmoloРТМal ΛωDε-model, to data
WMAP satisfies cosmological model with quintessence at the condition equation w = – 0,5 with
parameters

M

= 0,47 and H0 = η7 km∙s–1∙εpМ–1. But also it has been rejected, since the value of

a constant of Hubble received in its frameworks on two mean square deviation less than its value
in Hubble Space Telescope Key Project [32]; as the model with nonplanar space has been rejected
also at H0 = γβ,η km∙s–1∙εpМ–1,

Λ

= 0 and

total

= 1,28 [33].

In other words, an essential indicator of accuracy cosmological models actually is accuracy
of indirect estimation for Hubble's constant.
Last column of Table 1 describe accuracy of ΛCDM-model in the presence of additional
parameters, shows, that accuracy indirect estimation within the limits of model of a constant of
Hubble at ТnМrease Тn number of parameters Сas НeМreaseН Тn 1,βκ…θ tТmes.
And in report WMAP for 9 years of measurements [34] this incident was not mentioned
any more. Moreover, expected in conditions gaussianity specifications of estimations for
parameters of ΛωDε-model, inversely proportional to a root square of volume of data, have not
occurred [35], some progress has been reached according to mission Plank (Table 2).
Table 2. Estimations of constant of Hubble H0, km∙М–1∙εpМ–1 [34, 36, 37]
WMAP-1
7β ± η

WMAP-3
73,2

+3,1

/–3,2

WMAP-5
71,9

+2,6

/–2,7

WMAP-7

WMAP-9

71,0 ± β,η

70,0 ± β,β

Plank 21.03.2013 Plank 12.12.2013
θ7,λ ± 1,η

θ7,γ±1,β

In the consent with the mathematical recipe [9] logicians of statistical conclusion in method
of collateral measurements [14] as the zero consider hypotheses of degeneracy H0 (absence of
dependence), continuity H00 (absence of changes of structure and parameters – «НТsorНers»Ψ anН
composite uniformity H000 (existence of uniform model of the given measurements from various
sources). Using of combination for method of repeated measurements and method of collateral
measurements at identification of mathematical models of measurements objects and check of the
listed hypotheses is based on continuity and stochastic compactness of models. Criterion of

preference is the minimum of the average module of inadequacy error  (AMIE) as average
absolute deviation (AAD) d the given measurements from the position characteristic of model in
the cross observation scheme. This scheme allows reducing essentially restrictions on conditions
of applicability for regression analysis algorithms. Identification algorithms used on the basis of
this scheme name cross, and in aggregate with the described logic of statistical conclusion –
method of compactness maximum (MCM) [14].
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For competing models with equal number of parameters is admissible to use AAD

approximation errors though it is obvious, that in most cases  > d.

To the described logic of statistical conclusion the MQM-algorithms (MCMMQM), the
AAD-algorithms (MCMAAD) and the algorithms of cross sliding median (MCMMEDS) [14] are
subordinated. These algorithms provide consecutive complication of models by increase in number
of parameters at consecutive search of binary codes of the structure which categories are tracer
functions of corresponding parameters of model

j

≠ 0. SuМС proМeНure as a result allocates a

structure model code of optimum complexity by criterion of minimum AMIE.
Problem of calibration of a scale of distances
In frameworks of a statistical conclusion logic [14] we will consider a problem of
parametrical identification (calibration) on modules of photometric distance

p=η·lРDL+25DL

supernovae SN Ia cosmological distances scales on red shift z in model Friedman-RobertsonWalker [38]:


Six
DZ 
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1/2
H 0  k
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1/2
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where

k

=1–

M

–

Λ,

M

– density of weights,

Λ–

,

(1)

НensТtв «Λ-enerРв». For γ7 supernovae

SN Ia model (1) is characterized AAD of approximation errors d = 0,1456.
Let's present now data [39] about distance modules of SN Ia samples from 27 supernovae
SN Ia at lg cz = γ,γλκ … ζ,η7β anН 10 supernovae Sσ Ia at lР cz = ζ,ληζ … η,ζθζ, but for tСe
description of Hubble diagram it is used logarithmic model on the basis of radial velocity for
objects:

 p (z )  0   j  (lg cz )j .
J

j 1
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Check of hypothesis H0 and alternative hypotheses for model (2) has shown, that more
plausible in comparison with MCMMEDS-estimation is MCMMQM-estimation at AAD d =
0,1449m ≈ d (Table 1).
Table 1. Check of hypothesis H0 for the module of distance SN Ia [39] in a class of models (2) J
=7
Algorithm

MCMMQM

Parameters of continuous models

Model
code

0

1

2

1111110

15,9878

3,62405

0,72754

0

5

5

7

3

4

–

–

0,0458941 β,λβ1βγ7·10

5

ζ,1κθ1ηβ·10

6

7

0

0

–3

AMIE
0,176768
2

–2

MCMMED

1010000

26,3792

S

0

8

0

0,59914

0

0

8

0

0

0

0,208567
6

IНentТfТМatТon аТtС tСe aММount «НТsorНer» anН МomposТte СeteroРeneТtв sСoаs (Table βΨ,
that the method choice

model parameters essentially influences result of structurally-

parametrical identification: the MCMMQM-estimation shows significant statistical heterogeneity
of data [39] that will be co-coordinated with a conclusion [40]. At the same time the MCMMEDSestimation specifies in statistical uniformity of data about photometric modules of distance SN Ia
at «small» anН «bТР» reН sСТft.
The analysis of the MCMMEDS-estimation with same number of free parameters, as well
as at moНel (1Ψ, bв means of proРram «εRM-МСeМk β.0» [ζ1] Сas sСoаn, tСat from amonР tСe
truncated typical distributions by the most plausible it has appeared not Gauss distribution used in
[39], and truncated Laplace distribution. For it within the limits of maximum likelihood method in
parameter of dispersion the standard deviation and its estimation not in the form of RMSE, and an
AAD.
χnН after all on faМtors of lТkelТСooН funМtТon for (1Ψ Тn [γλ] tСe «non-ТНentТМal ТnМТНent»,
generating natural question was obvious: the received estimation

is that? RMSE, RMSE an

average arithmetic or RMSE average weighted on dispersions?
In otСer аorНs, tСe МonМlusТon about «aММeleratТon of UnТverse eбpansТon» НemanНs an
additional substantiation, the analysis of an inadequacy error of model (1) and specification of a
kind of probabilities distribution of deviations from it used data.
At the same time questions on observance of conditions of applicability of statistical
metСoНs anН sense of tСe results reМeТveН Тn frameаorks of «tСe normal tСeorв» bв «tСe best fit
2

» on tСe basТs of FТsСer's matrТб, RεSE an averaРe arТtСmetТМ anН RMSE average weighted on
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dispersions, in [39] remained without the answer. There are questions on solvency of statistical
МrТterТa at ТnfrТnРement of preМonНТtТons «РaussТanТtв» and about communication for distance
moНules of supernovae Sσ Ia аТtС «СorТzon of events».
Table 2. Check of hypotheses H00 and H000 for dependence of the module of distance SN Ia
according to [39] in class polynomial logarithmic models
Algorithm

MCMMQM

Range of
3,398–4,572

stochastic

4,954–5,464

compactness
Continuity

3,398–3,685

interval

3,734–3,859

3,871–3,891

3,896–4,178

4,189–4,572

4,954–5,464

Sample volume

5

4

2

9

7

10

Model code

10000000100

10000000001

01000000000

10000010000

10000000001

10000001000

9,091724

Model

31,70304

32,92661

parameters

7,ζζβγ11·10–5

γ,γζλγκκ·10–6

AMIE

ζ,θ0θ171·10–2

γ,07θ077·10–2 1,1κγ701·10–2

General AMIE

34,02461

35,75944

38,18179

η,1ηκκ·10–4

κ,17βκκ·10–7

ζ,βθηθβζ·10–5

0,1385603

0,1357891

0,1408153

0,1076418797
Algorithm

MCMMEDS

Range of stochastic compactness

3,398–5,464

Continuity interval

3,398–3,625

3,679–3,734

3,779–5,464

Sample volume

3

3

21+10

Model code

10100000000

01000000000

11000000001

26,41511

9,294743

16,90781

Model parameters

0,5710946

4,746854
7,1ζλθ0ζ·10–8

AMIE

1,β1κ1θ·10–3

General AMIE

γ,0γη7γθ·10–2

0,1555352

0,132873453

Unfortunatelв, «FТsСer's statТstТМal reМТpe» unНer tСe speМТfТМatТon of parametrТМal moНels
bв StuНent's anН FТsСer's МrТterТons for СвpotСesТs «РaussТanТtв» МonНuМts to EljasberР-Hampel
paraНoб. χnН Тn tСТs «reМТpe» are not present аorНs about absenМe of independence and
catastrophic non-robustness F-criterion (Fisher's criterion). Are not present words that various
criteria of the consent estimate various and often insignificant aspects of fitting that at the big
sample all level МrТterТa eбМeeН a sТРnТfТМanМe value. χnН аorНs tСat statТstТМallв «smootС» zero
hypothesis to prove it is impossible, it can be denied only, though and at great volume of sample
[10, 11]. χnН even «folloаТnР R. FТsСer, аТtС knoаn Мare Тt Тs possТble to tell, tСat an ТnformatТon
matrix (Fisher's matrix – author insert) describes average quantity of the information on parameters
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of tСe НТstrТbutТon laа, МontaТnТnР Тn Мasual sample» [ζβ]. χnН after all Тn praМtТМe tСe laа of
deviations distribution of measurements from interpreting cosmological model, as rule, remains
unknown.
Authors [39] have been puzzled by problems of statistics in 1996 because researchers
considered themselves as beginners in this area. And though in A. Riss's dissertation has suggested
to turn criterion

2

into a certain probability with weight factors on dispersions of components [43],

i.e. in function of credibility for so-called the «non-unТformlв» measurements, already known
problems for tСat moment «statТstТМal

2

» anН СвpotСeses «normalТtв» remaТneН unmarkeН.

Besides, errors of inadequacy of model (1) were not estimated and to results of calibration
on the same data for alternative models were not compared, that would represent not smaller
interest, than only estimations of parameters

M

and

Λ.

TСerefore one more «uneбpeМteН» result

has presented interpolation model with parameter of the form [18].
Use of this model for interpretation of data [38] has qualitatively confirmed presence of
significant nonlinearity of dependence of red shift from photometric distance; however for data
about the same supernovae of catalogue [44] interpretation model with parameter of the form of
such result has not given.
Conclusion
In measuring problems of cosmology a number of infringements of conditions of statistical
methods applicability takes place:
1) absence of statistical check of structural hypotheses,
2) indistinguishability simple and difficult hypotheses,
3) overestimate of probability of the consent by grouping of data for criterion

2

,

4) scheme applТМatТon «non-unТformlв preМТse» measurements anН tСe square-law criteria sensitive
to allocated results,
5) noncompliance with the terms of the statistical homogeneity for the sample data.
The formulation incorrectness of measurement problem for structural-parametric identification of
cosmological models is associated with the selection accuracy criteria of the models without taking
into account the inadequacy errors.
Each of these infringements even separately raises the doubts in estimations of structure and
parameters of cosmological models, let alone conclusions.
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The Question of Einstein's Speculation E = mc2 and Related Experiments
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The formula E = mc2 is actually only a speculation of Einstein because it has never been proven. This formula started
from special relativity and has become famous because of the atomic bomb. However, for a single type of energy,
Einstein has failed to prove it. Einstein thought that he had proved that the electromagnetic energy is equivalent to
mass because he had mistaken that the photons have only electromagnetic energy. However, General Relativity shows
that the photons necessarily have the combination of electromagnetic energy and the gravitational energy.
Theoretically, the electromagnetic energy is not equivalent to mass because the electromagnetic energy-stress tensor
is traceless and thus cannot affect the Rici curvature as a mass does. Moreover, the electromagnetic energy would
generate repulsive gravitation, which has been confirmed by experiments, but the mass generates only attractive
gravitation. It is due to the existence of such a charge-mass interaction, general relativity also must be extended and
Einstein's unification between electromagnetism and gravitation is necessary. In addition, experimentally a charged
capacitor has a reduced weight and a piece of heated-up metal would also have a reduced weight, instead of an
increased weight as Einstein predicted. Now, E = mc2 is established as an obstacle.
Keywords: anti-gravity coupling, gravitational radiation, repulsive gravitation, principle of causality.
DOI: 10.18698/2309-7604-2015-1-326-342

1. Introduction
The formula E = mc2 is probably the best known formula for the general population.
Because of this, it is the only formula in Hawking's popular book, "A Brief History of Time" [1].
(He was wrong since he considers it as generally valid.) However, such a formula has to be
questioned because it leads to the belief that the unique sign for coupling constants [2] of the
Einstein equation [3, 4] 1), and in turn this leads to the result that the Einstein equation has no
dynamic solution [5, 6]. 2) This result was suspected by Gullstrand [7], the Chairman of the Nobel
Committee for Physics. Thus Einstein obtained his Nobel Prize based on his photo-electric effects
[8], instead of general relativity as many physicists expected.
Nevertheless, in 1993 Christodoulou and Klainerman [9] claimed that they have
constructed dynamic solutions for the Einstein equation, and apparently this has convinced the
1993 Nobel Prize Committee to change their mind [10]. However, upon close examination, it is
found that they actually have not completed their construction [11].3) The contributions of
Christodoulou are just errors [12]. In view of this, the general validity of the formula E = mc2 must
be investigated.
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Note that, to have a bounded dynamic solution, it is necessary to modify the Einstein
equation [2, 3]

G   R  



/

g



R  – KT ,

(1)

аСere Р Тs tСe spaМe-tТme metrТМ, R Тs tСe RТММТ Мurvature tensor, T Тs tСe sum of enerРв-stress
tensors of matter, anН K Тs tСe МouplТnР Мonstant.ζΨ This is done by adding a gravitational energystress tensor with an anti-gravitational coupling [6],

G   R  



/

g



R  – K [T  t g



],

(2)

where t(g) is the gravitational energy-stress tensor.5) Due to inadequacy in non-linear
mathematics, many have failed this.
Historically, eq. (2) was first proposed by Lorentz [13] and one year later it was also
proposed by Levi-Civita [14] as Kt(g)ab = Gab + KTab, although they did not prove the necessity
of such a modification. However, Einstein [15] objected to eq. (2) on the grounds that his equation
(1) implies t(g) = 0. Now, Einstein is clearly wrong since his equation is proven invalid for the
dynamic case. Thus, eq. (6) should be called the Lorentz-Levi-Einstein equation.
Another clear evidence that eq. (1) has no bounded dynamic solution is, as shown by Hu,
Zhang, & Ding [16], that the calculated gravitational radiation depends on the perturbation
approach used.
2. The Conflict between E = mc2 and the Einstein Equation
An obvious conflict between E = mc2 and the Einstein equation is over-looked. χММorНТnР
to eq. (1Ψ, аe Сave

R  KT g  .

(3)

Since an electromagnetic energy cannot affect the curvature R, an electromagnetic energy
cannot be equivalent to a mass.
τne maв objeМt tСat eбperТmentallв a π0 meson Мan be НeМaвeН Тnto tаo pСotons (Т. e., π0
→ γ + γΨ. Hoаever, tСТs means onlв tСat tСe pСotons МonsТst of more tСan electromagnetic energy.
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Since the sum of two electromagnetic energies is still an electromagnetic energy whose energy
stress tensor is traceless, it cannot be equivalent to a mass whose energy-stress tensor is not
traceless. However, a photon, being a massless particle, actually contains also gravitational
energy [17].
3. The Photonic Energy Includes also Gravitational Energy
Note that the sum of two massless particles with respectively an equal but opposite
momentum can generate a rest mass although the energy-momentum tensor of a massless particle
is also traceless. Thus, a photon must consist of more than just electromagnetic energy.
Fortunately, this is supported by the (modified) Einstein equation [17, 18].
It has been shown that the anti-gravity coupling is necessary for the dynamic case of
massive matter [5, 6]. Naturally, one may ask if the anti-gravity coupling is also necessary for the
case of an electromagnetic wave as a source. Einstein [19] believed that there is no antigravity
coupling for this case. Then, it is found that there is no valid gravitational solution.6) Thus, Einstein
is proven wrong again [17, 18]. However, general relativity is not hopeless. If a photonic energystress tensor with an anti-gravitational coupling is added to the source, then one can find valid
gravitational solutions, i.e.

Gab  K T E   T  p   , and Tab   T  g   T E   T P  ,


ab

ab



ab

ab

ab

(4)

where T(E)ab and T(P)ab are the energy-stress tensors for the electromagnetic wave and the related
photons. Thus, we have that the photonic energy includes the energy from its gravitational wave
component. This solves the puzzle that the photonic energy can be equivalent to mass, but the
electromagnetic energy-stress tensor is traceless. 7)
The existence of the anti-gravity couplings implies that the energy conditions in the spacetime singularity theorems of Hawking and Penrose cannot be satisfied. Thus, their theorems are
actually irrelevant to physics.
4. Reissner-Nordstrom Metric and the Charge-Mass Interaction
Another major problem of E = mc2 is that gravity is mistakenly considered as the effect of
mass only. Therefore, the gravitational effects of the other types of energy are neglected. The
Reissner-Nordstrom metric was ignored since 1916. Due to the existence of many intrinsic errors,
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essentially nothing has been done until 1997 [20]. Now, let us reexamine again the ReissnerNordstrom metric [21] (with c =1) as follows:


2M q 2  2 
2M q 2 
ds   1 
 2  dr 2  r 2d 2
 2 dt   1 
r
r
r 
r 


1

2

(5)

where q and M are the charge and mass of a particle, and r is the radial distance from the particle
center. In metric (5), the gravitational components generated by electricity have not only a very
different radial coordinate dependence but also a different sign that makes it a new repulsive
gravity in general relativity [22].
However, theorists such as Herrera, Santos, & Skea [23] argued that M in (5) involves the
electric energy. Then the metric would imply a charged ball would increase its weight as the charge
Q increased. However, this is in disagreement with experiments of Tsipenyuk and Andreev [24],
who show that a metal ball would have decreased weight after it has been charged with electrons.8)
Thus, the repulsive gravitation confirms that the electromagnetic energy is not equivalent to mass.
Nevertheless, Herrera et al. [23] are not alone in such an error. For instance, Nobel Laureate
't Hooft even claimed, in disagreement with special relativity, that the electric energy of an
electron contributed to the inertial mass of an electron [25]. In the Nobel SpeeМС of АТlМzek [βθ],
Сe also НТН not knoа tСat m = E/Мβ must be justТfТeН. λΨ
On the other hand, if the mass M is the inertial mass of the particle, the weight of a charged
metal ball can be reduced [27]. Thus, as Lo [20] expected, experiments of Tsipenyuk and Andreev
[24] supports that the charged ball has a reduced weight. This is an experimental direct proof that
the electric energy is not equivalent to mass. According to metric (5), the static repulsive force to
a particle of mass m at a distance r is approximately mq2/r3. For a charged ball, the formula
becomes Q2/R3, where Q is the charge of the ball and R is the distance from the ball center [27].
The discovery of the repulsive gravitation is important because it would solve why we have
never seen a black hole. If gravity is always attractive to mass, simulation convinces Wheeler that
a black hole must be formed [28]. However, now we know that gravity is not always attractive to
mass. Understandably, the Wheeler School [21] ignored this new physics.
5. The Charge-Mass Interaction and the Necessity of Extending General Relativity
To show the static repulsive effect, one needs to consider only gtt in metric (5). According
to Einstein [2, 3],
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d 2x 
dx  dx 



 0,

ds ds
ds 2

    ( g     g    g  )g  / 2

where

(6)

and ds 2  g  dx  dx . Note that the gauge affects only the second order approximation of gt t [29].
Let us consider only the static case. For a particle P with mass m at r, the force on P is

m

M
q2
m

r2
r3

(7)

in the first order approximation because gr r  -1. Thus, the second term is a repulsive force.
If the particles are at rest, then the force acting on the charged particle Q has the same
magnitude

(m

M
q2
) rˆ , where rˆ is a unit vector

m
r2
r3

(8)

because the action and reaction forces are equal and in the opposite directions. However, for the
motion of the charged particle with mass M, if one calculates the metric according to the particle
P of mass m, only the first term is obtained.
Then, it is necessary to have a repulsive force with the coupling q2 to the charged particle
Q in a gravitational field generated by masses. Thus, force (8) to particle Q is beyond the current
theoretical framework of gravitation + electromagnetism. As predicted by Lo, Goldstein, &
Napier [30], general relativity leads to a realization of its inadequacy.
The charge-mass repulsive force for two point-like particles of respectively mass m and
charge q with a distance r is mq2/r3. Thus such a repulsive force would become weak faster than
gravity at long distance. Moreover, this force is independent of the charge sign. Such
characteristics would make the repulsive effects verifiable [31, 32] because a concentration of
electrons would increase such repulsion.
The repulsive force in metric (5) comes from the electric energy [22]. An immediate
question would be whether such a charge-mass repulsive force mq2/r3 is subjected to
electromagnetic screening. It is conjectured that this force, being independent of a charge sign,
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would not be subjected to such a screening although it should be according to general relativity.
Physically, this force can also be considered as a result of q2 interacting with a field created by the
mass m. Thus such a field is independent of electromagnetism and is beyond general relativity,
and the need of unification is established.
6. Extension of Einstein’s Theory and the Five-Dimensional Relativity
The coupling with q2 leads to a five-dimensional space of Lo et al. [30] because such a
coupling does not exist in a four-dimensional theory. Moreover, such a coupling also does not
exist in the five-dimensional theory of Kaluza [33].
Now let us give a brief introduction of the five-dimensional relativity. The five dimensional
geodesic of a particle is

d  dx k  1 g kl dx k dx l  g 5k g 5i  dx 5 dx k




g

ds  ik ds  2 x i ds ds  x i x k  ds ds

i ,55

dx dx
d x
 gi5
ds ds
ds 2
5

5

2

d 
dx k 1 dx 5 
dx 5 dx k 1 d 2x 5
g
g



 g



ds  5k ds 2 55 ds  k ,55 ds ds 2 55 ds 2
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where ds  g  dx dx ,
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5

1 g kl dx l dx k
,
2 x 5 ds ds
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,  0, 1, 2, 3, 5 ( d 2  gkl dx k dxl ; k , l  0, 1, 2, 3 ).

If instead of ds, d is used in (9), for a particle with charge q and mass M, the Lorentz force

suggests

q  Ai Ak
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  x
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where K is a constant. It thus follows that (9) is reduced to
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However, our position is that the physical meaning of the fifth dimension is not yet very
clear [30], except some physical meaning is given in the equation, dx5/Н = q/εМ2K where M and
q are respectively the mass and charge of a test particle. We denote the fifth axis as the w-axis (w
stanНs for “аunНerbar”, in memorial of Kaluza), and thus the coordinates are (t, w, x, y, z). Our
approach is to find out the full physical meaning of the w-axis as our understanding gets deeper.
For a static case, we have the forces on the charged particle Q in the  -direction
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in the (-r)-direction. The meaning of (12b) is the energy momentum conservation. Thus,
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Thus, g55 is a repulsive potential. Since g55 depends on M, it is a function of local property,
and thus is difficult to calculate. On the other hand, because g55 is independent of q, this force
would penetrate electromagnetic screening. However, because P is neutral, there is no chargemass repulsion force (from k, 55) on P.

Thus, general relativity must be extended to accommodate the charge-mass interaction, and
a five-dimensional relativity is a natural candidate. According Lo et al. [30], the charge-mass
interaction would penetrate a charged capacitor. On the other hand, from current four-dimensional
theory we would not get repulsive force acting on a test particle outside a capacitor. Since the
electromagnetic field outside a capacitor would cancel out, there would be no charge-mass
interaction outside the capacitor. To verify the five-dimensional theory, one can simply test the
repulsive force on a charged capacitor.
This repulsive force has been experimentally confirmed [31, 34].10) In fact, such a force is
confirmed as relating to repulsive gravitation after Liu measured the weight changes of curled up
commercial capacitors [34].
7. Weight Reduction of Heated-up Metals and Current-mass Interaction
To explain E = mc2, EТnsteТn [γη] МlaТmeН, “an ТnМrease of E Тn tСe amount of enerРв must
be accompanied by an increase of E/c2 Тn tСe mass.” He also МlaТmeН, “I Мan easТlв supplв enerРв
to the mass-for instance, if I heat it by ten degree. So why not measure the mass increase, or weight
increase, connected with this change? The trouble here is that in the mass increase the enormous
factor c2 occurs in the denominator of the fraction. In such a case the increase is too small to be
measureН НТreМtlвν even аТtС tСe most sensТtТve balanМe.” Hoаever, eбperТmentallв from sТб kТnНs
of metals, Тt Сas been sСoаn tСat a pТeМe of СeateН-up metal aМtuallв reНuМes Тt аeТРСt [γθ]. 11Ψ
TСus, EТnsteТn’s МlaТms on mass-enerРв equТvalenМe are ТnМorreМt. σevertСeless, botС PrТnМeton
anН HarvarН НТН not see tСese ТnМonsТstenМв аТtС eбperТments.
While the electric energy leads to a repulsive force from a charge to a mass, the magnetic
energy would lead to an attractive force from a current toward a mass [28]. Also, since a charged
capacitor has reduced weight, Тn a normal sТtuatТon, tСe МСarРe-mass repulsТve forМe sСoulН be
МanМelleН bв otСer forms of tСe Мurrent-mass forМe as GalТleo, σeаton anН EТnsteТn ТmplТМТtlв
assumeН. Thus, tСe eбТstenМe of tСe Мurrent-mass attraМtТve forМe аoulН solve аСв a МСarРeН
МapaМТtor eбСТbТts tСe МСarРe-mass repulsТve forМe sТnМe a МСarРeН МapaМТtor Сas no aННТtТonal
eleМtrТМ МСarРes.
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Such a current-mass attractive force has been verified by εartТn Tajmar anН ωlovТs Нe
εatos [37]. For a spТnnТnР rТnР of superМonНuМtТnР materТal ТnМreases, Тt аeТРСs muМС more tСan
eбpeМteН. Hoаever, aММorНТnР to quantum tСeorв, spТnnТnР super-МonНuМtors sСoulН proНuМe a
аeak maРnetТМ fТelН. TСus, tСeв are measurТnР also tСe ТnteraМtТon betаeen an eleМtrТМ Мurrent anН
tСe eartС. TСТs forМe Тs perpenНТМular to tСe Мurrent anН МoulН be tСe Мause for tСe anomalв of
flвbвs.
τne maв ask аСat tСe formula for tСe Мurrent-mass forМe Тs. Hoаever, unlТke tСe statТМ
МСarРe-mass repulsТve forМe, this general force would be beyond general relativity sТnМe a Мurrentmass ТnteraМtТon аoulН Тnvolve tСe aММeleratТon of a charge that would Рenerate eleМtromaРnetТМ
raНТatТon. TСen, the electromagnetic radiation reaction force and the varТable of tСe fТftС
НТmensТon must be МonsТНereН [γ0]. TСus, аe are not вet reaНв to НerТve tСТs forМe.
σevertСeless, аe maв assume tСat, for a МСarРeН МapaМТtor, tСe resultТnР forМe Тs tСe
ТnteraМtТon of net maМrosМopТМ МСarРes аТtС tСe mass. TСen one Мan ТНentТfв tСe repulsТve forМe
from a МСarРeН МapaМТtor аТtС tСe repulsТve forМe from metrТМ (ηΨ. From eq. (κΨ, аe obtaТn tСe
repulsТve forМe Тs mq2/r3 betаeen a partТМle аТtС МСarРe q anН anotСer partТМle of mass m separateН
bв a НТstanМe of r . Thus, as tСe НТstanМe r ТnМreases, tСe faМtor 1/rγ аoulН Тmplв tСat tСe repulsТve
forМe from a МapaМТtor аoulН НТmТnТsС faster tСan 1/rβ. TСus, a МapaМТtor lТfter [γ1] аoulН Сover at
a lТmТteН СeТРСt on eartС. TСe faМtor qβ аoulН ТmplТes tСat tСe repulsТve forМe from a МapaМТtor Тs
proportТonal to tСe square of tСe potentТal НТfferenМe V of a МСarРeН МapaМТtor anН tСus also Q2
since Q = VC, C is the capacity. TСТs Тs also supporteН bв Нata [γζ] (see SeМtТon κΨ.1βΨ
That tСe eleМtrТМ Мurrents are attraМtТve to tСe eartС [γ7] also eбplaТns a preНТМteН
pСenomenon. χs δТu [γζ] reporteН, Тt takes tТme for a МapaМТtor to reМover Тts аeТРСt after beТnР
НТsМСarРeН [γθ]. TСТs аas observeН bв δТu beМause СТs rolleН-up МapaМТtors keep Сeat better. χ
НТsМСarРeН МapaМТtor neeНs tТme to НТssТpate tСe Сeat РenerateН bв НТsМСarРТnР, anН tСe motТon of
Тts МСarРes аoulН aММorНТnРlв reМover to normal. TСus, tСe аeТРСt reНuМtТon Нue to Сeat Сas been
observeН. Hoаever, Нue to blТnН faТtС to EТnsteТn, anН ТnaНequaМв Тn pure matСematТМs anН
pСвsТМs, tСeorТsts suМС as ErТМ J. АeТnberР, eНТtor of PСвsТМal RevТeа D, НТstrusts tСe аeТРСt
reНuМtТon eбperТment of СeateН-up metals beМause tСeв НТН not knoа tСТs faМt.1γΨ
TСere are tСree faМtors tСat НetermТne tСe аeТРСt of matter. TСeв areν 1Ψ tСe mass of tСe
matterν βΨ tСe МСarРe-mass repulsТve forМeν anН γΨ tСe attraМtТve Мurrent-mass forМe. For a pТeМe of
a СeateН-up metal, tСe Мurrent-mass attraМtТve forМe Тs reНuМeН, but tСe МСarРe-mass repulsТve forМe
аoulН ТnМrease. TСe net result Тs a reНuМtТon of аeТРСt [γθ] ТnsteaН of ТnМreaseН аeТРСt as EТnsteТn
preНТМteН [γη]. TСus, aММorНТnР to eбperТments, δo [β0] Тs МorreМt, but EТnsteТn [γη] аas аronР.
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8. Invalid Interpretation of the Repulsive Force from the Charged Capacitor
The phenomenon of weight reduction of a charged capacitor was misidentified as being
due to the Biefeld-Brown (B-B) effect [31], which is related to the process of electromagnetic
polarization that produces a thrust toward the positively charged end; and would be saturated even
if the electric potential is still connected. However, the weight reduction continues as the capacitor
remains charged even when the potential is disconnected [31]. This misidentification is the main
reason that the weight reduction of a charged capacitor was rejected by many theorists.
For instance, the unconventional theory of Musha [34] was influenced by such a
misidentification. To explain the effect of weight reduction, Musha [34] proposed two
hypothesizes as follows:

(l) A charged particle under a strong electric field generates a new gravitational field A

around itself.
(2) Additional equivalent mass due to the electric field is canceled by negative mass

generated by A .

From Hypothesis (l), which is due to the misidentification as a B-B effect, the new
gravitational field satisfies

g ij



x

j

A  

q i0
F
m

(14)

which is derived from the relativistic equation of a moving charged particle, where F i0 = (0,-El,E 2 ,-E3) (E i : component of the electric field), q is charge of the particle , m is its mass and gij is a
metric tensor of space.

Then the new gravitational field A generated at the center of the charged particle becomes



x

j

A  

q
E
m

(15)

where E is the electric field. Comparing q/m values of an electron, A is generated by an electron.

Let  be a length of the domain where A is generated, the aММeleratТon α of the atom induced by
electric field E would be
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where  is a displacement of charge with the field E and a0 is an orbital radius of the electron
around the nucleus.
His experimental setup and data are as follows:

Fig. 2 Capacitor used for experiment

Fig. 3 Experimental setup at the Experiment

(1)

Fig. 4 Experimental Results

Fig. 5 Measured result and

and the theoretical Calculation

theoretical Calculation

Note that his data fit a parabola much better.
However, Liu's experiments on the weight reduction of rolled-up capacitors show that the
weight reduction is independent of the direction of the electric field. Moreover, tСe СoverТnР of a
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МapaМТtor lТfter [γ1] at a lТmТteН СeТРСt on eartС sСoаs tСat tСe forМe аoulН НТmТnТsС faster tСe
attraМtТve РravТtatТon. TСe repulsТve forМe from a МapaМТtor Тs proportТonal to tСe square of МСarРe
Q [γζ]. TСus, Тt Тs natural to МonМluНe tСat tСТs repulsТve forМe Тs also Нue to tСe МСarРe-mass
ТnteraМtТon.
9. Conclusions and Discussions
Einstein's error started with his failure to see that the mass and electromagnetic energy are
intrinsically different [22]. He overlooked that his field equation is in conflict with E = mc2. Since
he had proposed successfully but inadequately that the photons would consist of only
electromagnetic energy [2], Einstein had mistaken the equivalence of mass and photonic energy
as a proof for the equivalence of mass and electromagnetic energy. Thus, he overlooked that the
photons actually include the gravitational wave energy, and missed the need of the anti-gravity
coupling in general relativity. Consequently, Einstein did not know that the existence of photons
is a necessary consequence of general relativity.
This error leads to the spacetime singularity theorems of Hawking and Penrose. However,
it is proven that for the binary pulsars, the coupling constants must have different signs [5, 6].
Thus, their energy conditions are actually invalid because of the necessity of the anti-gravity
coupling. (The same invalid assumption was implicitly used by Schoen and Yau [38] in their
positive mass theorem.) These theorems are the starting points for the notion of black holes and
the assumption of an expanding universe. Now, one must find new justifications for these theories.
The formula E = mc2 leads to negligence of the gravity generated by non-massive energystress tensor. Thus, the 1916 Reissner-Nordstrom metric was not investigated until 1997 [20], and
the charge-mass repulsive force was discovered. This force was inadvertently verified by
Tsipenyuk & Andreev [24], and this proves the non-equivalence between mass and
electromagnetic energy [22]. This force shows that the theoretical framework of general relativity
must be extended by unifying electromagnetism and gravitation. Moreover, this force also shows
that gravitation is not always attractive.
In current theory, the charge-mass repulsive force would be subjected to electromagnetic
screening. Physically, because such a force is proportional to the charge square, it is unnatural that
such a neutral force could be screened. From the viewpoint of the five-dimensional theory,
however, the charge-mass repulsive force would be understood as that the charge interacts with a
new field created by a mass. Therefore, the repulsive force would not be subjected to such
screening. It thus follows that such a force is a perfect test for the existence of a five-dimensional
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space. Moreover, this can be verified by simply weighing a capacitor before and after being
charged [31, 32]. Some experimental consequences are that a charged capacitor would fall slower
than a stone [39] and there are capacitor lifters [31].
Since the existence of the charge-mass repulsive force is established, the unification of
gravitation and electromagnetism is necessary. From the weight reductions of charged capacitors
we conclude: 1) An electromagnetic energy is not equivalent to mass. 2) However, Einstein's
conjecture of unification is established. Moreover, the Einstein equation remains to be rectified
and completed in at least two aspects: a) The exact form of the gravitational energy-stress tensor;
and b) The radiation reaction force [12]. Due to the radiation reaction force, general relativity is
not just a theory of geometry.
The weight reductions of a charged metal ball [24], a charged capacitor 12) and a piece of
heated-up metal confirm the existence of a charge-mass interaction,13) and thus E = mc2 is not
generally valid although there are supporting cases. However, the American Physical Society did
not know these experiments and thus also their consequences because they pay little attention
beyond what are familiar with [32, 34]. Einstein failed to show such a unification because: 1) He
failed to see that it is necessary to create new interactions in a unification; 2) He rejected repulsive
gravitation due to the invalid belief that E = mc2 was unconditional. Hence, Einstein is the biggest
winner from the rectification of his theories. 14)
Einstein and his followers failed his unification because of over confidence on E = mc2,
but ignored experiments.15) For journals such as the Physical Review, the Chinese Physics, and the
Proceedings of the Royal Society A, a common root of their errors, is inadequacy in pure
mathematics, especially the non-linear mathematics. The charge-mass interaction shows that the
gravitational picture provided by Newton and Einstein is just too simple. Moreover, Einstein's
unification would open new areas in physics [31, 34].
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Endnotes:
1) The energy conditions of the space-time singularity theorems of Hawking and Penrose can
be satisfied only if all the coupling constants have the same sign [2]. The Chinese Physics
also failed to see this.
2) S. Chandrasekhar is a Nobel Laureate and an expert in general relativity. Since he approved
Lo's paper in 1995, after the 1993 Nobel Prize awarded to Hulse & Taylor, Chandrasekhar
also objected to the errors of 1993 Nobel Committee. Moreover, P. Morrison of MIT had
gone to Princeton University to question J. A. Taylor on their justification in calculating the
gravitational radiation of the binary pulsars. As expected, Taylor was unable to give a valid
justification [40] .
3) The Ph. D. degree advisor of D. Christodoulou was J. A. Wheeler, whose mathematics has
been known from Gravitation [21] as having crucial errors at the undergraduate level [41].
Perlick [42] pointed out that the book of Christodoulou and Klainerman is incomprehensible,
and Lo [11, 12] pointed out that their book is wrong. Accordingly, the honors awarded to
Christodoulou actually reflected the blind faith toward Einstein and accumulated errors in
mathematics and general relativity [12]. For instance, Yum-Tong Siu who does not
understand non-linear mathematics, approved to award him a 2011 Shaw Prize. In short, the
contributions of Christodoulou to general relativity are just errors.
4) Some journals, in disagreement with the principle of causality [12], accepted unbounded
solutions as valid. However, even accepting this, it is still necessary to have a bounded
solution to calculate the gravitational radiation.
5) For the dynamic case, the Maxwell-Newton Approximation is actually a linearization of the
up-dated modified Einstein equation (3) [43], but is independent of the Einstein equation [5,
6]. However, by assuming the existence of bounded solutions incorrectly, Hod [44] claimed
to have a solution for a two-body problem, and Turyshev & Tothy [45] even claimed to have
developed a perturbative method for the many-body problem.
6) TСe ωСТnese PСвsТМs ТnМorreМtlв МlaТmeН tСat for tСТs Мase a solutТon Мan be obtaТneН аТtС a
perturbatТve approaМС.
7) It Сas been sСoаn tСat Тn aННТtТon to РravТtв tСe МСarРe-mass ТnteraМtТon Тs also neРleМteН Тn
QED [γζ].
8) EТnsteТn anН tСe χmerТМan PСвsТМal SoМТetв (χPSΨ НТН not knoа tСТs eбperТment of
Tsipenyuk and Andreev [24].
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9) χlmost all σoble PrТze аТnners make tСe same mТstake. χpparentlв, noboНв МСeМks tСТs
formula aНequatelв. Moreover, they did not even attempt to understand the related
experiments.
10) The APS does not recognize the experiments of weight reduction of a charged capacitor [31,
34].
11) This is expected since a discharged capacitor has a delayed weight recovery until its heat is
dissipated [34]. However, the editors of APS do not know such important experiments of
weight reduction of heated-up metals.
12) Thus, the static repulsive charge-mass force from a charged capacitor is confirmed [31, 34].
However, the American Physical Society still has not recognized these experiments in their
March and April 2015 meetings.
13) Fan [46] misinterpreted the weight reduction experiments of heated-up metals as a loss of
mass because he does not know the charge-mass interaction. His error has misled to a
rejection of the experiments. However, if one knows the details of the weight recovery of a
discharged capacitor [36], his judgment would not be affected by Fan's error.
14) Apparently, Einstein did not know that his unification was that close to confirmation. If he
had known this, he may not be that willing to go by rejecting the modern medicine to
prolong his life [47].
15) The weight reduction experiments [24, 34, 36] were not known because editors of APS were
dominated by errors of the Wheeler School. In fact, the editors of APS often made errors in
general relativity [12, 20, 40, 41, 43] as Pauli did.
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seismic antenna, corresponding signals lie in planes perpendicular to the direction of the radiation source, have a
high degree of elliptical polarization.
The fact of registration gravitational wave confirmed by the detection of gravitational signals for a long time (90
hours) in a frequency band near 6.023 Hz.
Confidence probability of detection of gravitational wave is close to 1, it causes deformation (curvature) of the space
order of 10-21 .
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Introduction
Gravitational waves (GW) are an inevitable consequence of the many theories of gravity
[1,2]. Indirectly, GW were identified in the motion of binary pulsars [3].
Gravitational wave stretches and compresses space [1,2]. It causes a relative oscillatory
motion of different points of space and it can be registered.
Many works devoted to experiments on the detection of gravitational waves, including
projects based on laser interferometers (LIGO , VIRGO et al.) [1-8].
As a gravity detector is proposed to use the global seismic antenna (GSA), its elements arbitrary "quiet" seismic stations, the aperture should be about 10,000 km. Registration the relative
movement of different points on the Earth's surface implemented as a result of optimal processing
data of global seismic antenna (GSA) [9,10]. Using the Earth as a detector of gravitational waves
is explained in Appendix A.
In this paper we consider the variant of GSA, based on 19 seismic stations of the
International Monitoring System (IMS) of the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (CTBT),
placed on different continents (Figure 1) [11].
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1. The mathematical model of the gravitational signal
If gravitational wave falls on seismometer (detector) with an angular frequency

  2f

in the direction z, then in its own local frame motion seismometer mass element under the action
of gravitational waves is described by equations (TT coordinates) [2,12]:
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    perturbation metric.
  
 
  



If the source of the GW-periodic waves, the perturbations of the metric also are periodic
functions. Therefore, solving the system of equations (1) are also periodic functions:

               





and they can be expanded in a Fourier series:

  


  




             






               






First approximation of these solutions are harmonic components(n=1):
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x 1(t )  a x (1)cos(2 ft )  bx (1)  sin(2 ft )
y 1(t )  a y (1)cos(2 ft )  b y (1)  sin(2 ft )
.

Fig. 1. Location of selected IMS stations CTBT [5].
1 - three-component station; 2 - seismic array.
For an arbitrary direction of propagation of gravitational-wave signals registered are
represented as:

s(r ,t )  adisp (f , p)cos(2 f(t   ))e1  bdisp (f , p)sin(2 f (t   ))e2 , (2)

  (k , p), k  r / c ,

S(r ,t)  (S 1(r ,t ), S 2( r ,t ),0), S( r ,t )  L(e1 , e2 ), e1  p, e2  p,

S1(r ,t )  adisp (f, p)cos(2 f (t   )), S 2( r ,t )  bdisp (f , p)sin(2 f (t   )),
orthonormal basis (e1 , e2 , p);
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r=r(φ, Ψ=RЗ(cosφcos ,cosφsТn , sТnφΨ - vector from the center of the Earth to the

point on the surface with coordinates(φ , Ψ;Earth radius REм

p = (cosφpcos

p

,cosφpsТn p, sТnφp)– vector directed to the point of

the celestial sphere (φp, p)(second equatorial coordinate system).
Signal (2) – the ellipse in the plane perpendicular to the direction p, semiaxis
adisp(f, p)

bdisp (f,

p).

2. Detector gravitational signals
For the detection of weak GW - signals appropriate to apply the methods of optimal data
processing seismic network. The detector must perform the detection of elliptically polarized
signal to background seismic noise.
Data recorded by GSA represented as the vector of observations:

   



               




               



     registrable seismic wave field (SWF) on the i-th station;

   -detected harmonic signal on the i-th station;

  - the seismic noise on the i-th station;

 -vector from the center of the earth to the point of placing of the i-th station;

Nst - number of stations seismic network; N - size of the sample data;
Δt - sampling interval time, Fd = 1/Δt - sampling frequency.
Characteristics and properties of seismic noise [13 -17]:
- Normal distribution of seismic noise;

- Noise on seismic stations are independent, if stations are spaced apart from one another
at distances of several hundred kilometers or more;
- Power spectral density Gn(f)≤10-18(m/s)2/Hz to “quТet” seТsmТМ arraвs on total beamν
- Power spectral density decreases with increasing frequency Gn(fΨ≈ Gn(1Ψ∙ f -2;
- StatТonarв seТsmТМ noТse Тnterval ≈ θ-8 hours in the frequency band less than 0.1 Hz .





Functional optimal method of detecting the signal of the form (2) can be represented in the

form of log-likelihood ratio:

      

              

where

   

   




    - registrable SWF on the i-th station;

          - joint distribution density


y provided that availability detectable

signal, or lack thereof, respectively.

Since the seismic noise are independent for different stations, the functional (3) can be
written as:
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where  P( y i / s )( P( y i / n)) the density yi (t ) subject to the signal or lack thereof.
Optimal processing functional when it detects a priori unknown signal of the form (2) is [9]

           






where   {a( f , p), b( f , p), P} set of signal parameters of the form (2)
Optimal functional estimates the energy of gravitational radiation coming from an arbitrary
point on the celestial sphere (φp, p)at frequency f



            

                  
i.e. the energy estimation of elliptically polarized seismic process (EPSP),
(av(f, p)

bv (f, p))-semiaxes of the ellipse along speed.




(3)
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Estimation of energy is carried out on the time fragment [t0, t0 + T], whereby E(f,p) is a
function of the duration time t0 and T. To estimate the energy 32 directions (beams) p were
chosen:

p  75o  (k   1)d  , p  (k   1)d  , k   1  4, k   1  8,d  45o ,
d   22.5o .
Earlier, using the optimal processing seismic data of the global seismic antenna (T = 8
hours), seven signals were detected with the confidence probability Pconf=1-α>0.97[9]. These
signals describe the relative motion of the points

of seismic stations placement on different

continents of the Earth.
These signals lie in planes perpendicular to the direction on certain points of the celestial
sphere, have elliptical polarization, the degree of polarization of >90%[9]. These signals
МorresponНТnР аave НesМrТbes tСe relatТve motТon (≈10-15m) different points of the Earth distances
of several thousand kilometers (4,000 to 11,000 km), the theoretical justification of the possibility
of registering such levels found in [9,10].
They cause deformation (strain) of h≈10-21, wave propagation velocity vs> 1.7∙108m/s [9].
Next, we consider estimates of E(f,p) on the 4-hour fragments (T = 4 hours).
Averaging the values of the energies at a frequency f in space, we estimate the energy
received by the antenna at a given frequency Eaver ( f , t0 ) 

1
 E ( f , p) on the fragment [t0, t0+T].
32
p

Estimating the energy on time fragments ( shift =1 hour) , you can get a diagram of
spectral-tТme analвsТs , 0 ≤t0≤ 90 hours ,frequency step df=40/4096 Hz(Fig. 2). They vary in the
ranРe from 1∙10-27 (m/s)2 to γη∙10-27 (m/s)2.
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Fig. 2.The average energies EPSP Eaver(f, t0) for 0000 27.02.2009-1800 2.03.2009.
Bandwidth [5.86.4 Hz].
It is also possible to estimate the average spectrum of energy for 90 hours observation:

E av (f ) 

1 89
 E (f ,t 0 ), ,
90 t 0 0 aver

Eav(f) – the average energies EPSP in time and space.
Analyzing the Figure 2, one can observe a well-НefТneН sТРnal аТtСТn λ0 Сours (≈ζ НaвsΨ
in the band from 5.99 to 6.05 Hz with a center frequency f0 = 6.023 Hz.
Confidence probability of detection
Assessing the significance level (the error of the 1st kind), it is possible to confirm the
hypothesis that the fact that the ejection of energy at the frequency f0 = 6.023 Hz is not random.
Spectrum Eav(f) (Fig. 3) is the result of averaging 90 energy spectra (including strictly
λ0/ζ≈ββ ТnНepenНent speМtra anН equal to tСe number of speМtra on НТsjoТnt tТme ТntervalsΨ, anН
therefore we can assume that Eav(f) is distributed in almost normal law at each frequency.
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Fig. 3. The average energies EPSP in time and space for 90 hours.
Using the values of Eav(f) (Fig. 3) at the frequencies of the left and right of the band

[5.99  6.05 Hz], we can estimate the mathematical value of M(EavΨ ≈1.β∙10-27 (m/s)2,
rms σEav satisfies: 0.2(m/s)2≤σ Eav∙1027≤0.ζλ(m/sΨ2.

The amplitude of the ejection of A(f0Ψ ≈κ ∙10-27 (m/s)2 and SNR = Δ(f0)/σEav ≥1β.κ,
where Δ(f0) = A(f0) – M(Eav).
The error of the 1-st kind :
α ≤ P(ξ>12.8),
where = N (0,1) – normally distributed random
variable. The value α is close to zero, the confidence level detection signal Pconf = 1-α is
close to 1.
Threshold GSA
The minimum values Eav(f )(fig.3) determine threshold of GSA at frequencies close to 6
Hz:
- DEPSP ≈10-27 (m/s)2 with respect to energy;
- VEPSP ≈0.γ∙10-13 m/s with respect to speed;
- aEPSP ≈0.κ∙10-15m with respect to displacement.
The amplitude of the velocity and displacement are related by: Adispl= Av/(βπ∙f).
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The average amplitude of detected signals
The average energy of the detected signal at a frequency f = 6.023 Hz for 90 hours is
≈0.κ∙10-26 (m/s)2 (FТРure γΨ, МorresponНТnР to tСe veloМТtв ≈ 0.λ ∙ 10-13m/s and the corresponding
displacement:

Asignal detect ≈0.λ∙10-13 m/s /(βπ∙fΨ=β.η∙10-15 m.

(7)

Thus, it is experimentally confirmed (7) that using the optimal data of global seismic
antenna НeteМteН relatТve motТon (≈10-15m) different points of the Earth.
3. Sources of periodic gravitational radiation
The sources of these harmonic signals naturally associated with pulsars. Figure 2 shows a
plot of the signal of the radio emission of pulsar PSR 1919 + 21. It follows from the stability of
the pulsar period, but this property does not apply to the form of these signals. The spectrum of
temporary fragment (Figure 4) is shown in Figure 5.

Fig.4. Signals of radio emission PSR 1919 + 21 at a frequency of 72.7 MHz [18].
Pulsar period (P was equal to 1.33730113 s ) at the time of its opening.
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Fig.5. The spectrum of radio emission signals PSR 1919 + 21.
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The apparent frequency (Figure 4) of these signals fvisual= 1/T=1/1.33730113= 0.747 Hz.
The center frequency fcent=0.77Hz significantly differs from the apparent frequency, shift

Δ f ≈0.0βγ Hz tСat Тs ≈γ% of tСe Мenter frequenМвμ

| f visul  f cent |
 3% .
f cent

Instability waveforms radio emission is observed for many pulsars [18,19] so we can
assume that the radio emission of pulsars observed arbitrary property: center frequency can differ
by a few percent of the visible frequency specified in the catalogs of pulsars.
Gravitational wave radiation (GWR) of the pulsar is determined by the quadrupole moment
of the source. Given a priori ignorance of the quadrupole moment, we can assume that the
complexity of gravitational radiation is similar to the complexity of pulsar radio emission.
Consequently, the emission spectrum of GWR is the convolution of the spectra of the modulating
function and some of the original signal and this spectrum of GWR expands and "floats" near
the center frequency. Most of the signal energy is concentrated in band Δfpulsar ≈0.0γ Hz.
4. Characteristics of the detected signals
Local deformation caused by signal type (2) can be estimated:

h0  Dloc 

S(r, t ) 

adisp ( f , p) 2  bdisp ( f , p) 2 ,   2f .
r
c

(4)

Using (3) and (4) can be obtained on frequency signal f0:

h0 

E (f 0 , p)
.
с

(5)

The relative change in the distance between stations is

∆Li,j≈max|s(ri,t) – s(rj,t)|, i,j – station numbers.
If it is unknown the phase shift between the stations, in the worst case ΔLi,j is less
than double the amplitude of the recorded signal.
Deformation (curvature) of space can be estimated by the change in the distance
between any stations on the network, for example between stations ZALV and TXAR
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Dgl 

L

LZALV TXAR

2  2.5  1015

 5.26  1022 ,
3
9498  10

where LZALV-TXAR= 9498 km.
Given the expression (5), local deformation (strain) for f = 6.023 Hz can be estimated:

Dloc 

S (r ,t ) 
2.5  1015  2  6.023
a(f , p)2  b(f , p)2 


c
r
3  108

 3.15  1022.

From a comparison of the two estimates deformation Dgl, Dloc it is follows that the velocity
of gravitational waves and the speed of light are of equal order.
The estimation of the propagation speed of the GW-wave can be obtained using the
relation:

v grav  sv / Dgl

,

v grav  0.9  10 /5.26  10  1.7  108 m / s .
13

22

In the following will be given direct methods estimate the speed of gravitational waves
with better accuracy.
The pulsar J0λζη-ζκγγ Тs the most probable source of detected GW-signals, on
gravitational radiation expended about ≈10-5 on the total energy of the pulsar.
Conclusion
АТtС optТmal proМessТnР of Рlobal seТsmТМ antenna, relatТve motТons (≈10-15m) different
points of the Earth were detected , corresponding signals lie in planes perpendicular to the
direction of the radiation source, have a high degree of elliptical polarization.
Detection of signals for a long time (90 hours) confirms the fact of registration of the
GW-wave in the frequency band near of 6.023 Hz.
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Confidence probability of detection of gravitational-wave is close to 1.
Characteristics of detected signals (amplitude, center frequency) vary in time, i.e.
GW-signal is quasi-harmonic signal with a smoothly varying parameters. The source of
these GW-signals (GW-wave) is periodic (generally quasi-periodic), which is typical for
pulsars.
Verified that they cause deformation (curvature) of the order of 10-21.
The propagation speed of the GW-wave Vgrav> 1.7 * 108 m /s.
The pulsar J0λζη-ζκγγ Тs the most probable source of detected GW-signals, on
gravitational radiation expended about ≈10-5 on the total energy of the pulsar.
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Appendix A
Earth as a gravitational wave detector
A gravitational wave causes a deformation of the bodies, the deformation is very typical of
the type. The simplest type - this periodic compression and expansion of the body in two opposite
directions.
The intensity of gravitational waves is relative to the distortion of the body, so the more
the body itself, the greater will be the absolute value of the deformation. You can measure the local
variations of the earth's surface and at the disposal of researchers for a long time, there are devices
that detect such fluctuations - seismometers.

h  1021  R  hRЗ  3  1015 m
1
2

Fig.A1. The deformation of the Earth during the passage of a gravitational wave.
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Earth must be deformed into an ellipsoid in the field of gravitational radiation, extended
perpendicular to the direction of the incoming wave.
VТbratТons of tСe eartС's surfaМe at С≈10-21 will be several femtometrov(10-15 ) .
Appendix B
The Association of pulsars
The frequency of gravitational waves twice the angular speed,

pul

=β∙ r.

The energy of a full rotation of the pulsar:

E pul 

2
J  pul

8

,r  2 f r ,pul  2 f pul , f pul  2f r ,

(B.1)

J- moment of inertia about the axis of rotation;

where

fr – rotation frequency of pulsar ;
fpul – frequency of GW-radiation.
Maximum energy emitted per unit frequency interval, in the form of gravitational radiation
[1]:

dE J  pul
.

4
d
The spectral energy density of the gravitational-wave radiation (upper bound) at a distance

rpul [1]:

 max (pul , rpul ) 

J pul
E
.

2
2
  4  rpul 4  4  rpul

(B.2)

For a signal from the pulsar registered must be respected [1]:

GW (pul )  max (pul , rpul ) .

(B.3)

This is a necessary condition for registration GW-radiation from the real source is a simple
test for the accuracy of detection.
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The amount of energy transferred by GV-waves per unit frequency interval and per unit

area (the analogue of the equation (37.31) [2]):


 

        ,  





 

If the source is periodic (for example, if A+(t)=h+(t)= h0sТn(

0t)

,h =0,

(B.4)

0–

frequency of

gravitational radiation), the spectral energy density of the gravitational-wave radiation this source
takes the form:


   (B.5)




Using (5), the spectral energy density of gravitational-wave radiation can be represented
as:

      
  
   
       (B.6)


The energy value of the detected signal at the frequency f = 6.023 Hz:

 GW (0 ) =5*10-4 erg / (cm2 ∙ HzΨ.
Association of pulsars carried by radiation frequency and the position of the registered
source on the celestial sphere.
With the source of gravitational-wave radiation near the frequency f0 = 6.023 Hz can be
association three pulsars (Table B1) [3,4].
Table B1
δpМ , kpМ

fr ,Hz

ψ1κ00-β7

γ.θ

β.λλ

γθ.ζ

J10ζθ+0γ0ζ

β.βη

γ.0θ

λη.γ

J0λζη-ζκγγ

β.71

γ.01θ

θζ.7




Фmaб(ω pul,rulΨ ,∙ Hz).

Pulsar
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5
For these pulsars    GW (0 ) /  max ( pul , rpul )  10 ,that is expended on gravitational

raНТatТon about ≈ 10-5 on the total energy of the pulsar .
The most probable source is the pulsar J0λζη-ζκγγ.
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Gaussian as well as non-Gaussian wave packets in free fall. Here we study the effect of quantum statistics on the
arrival time distribution of quantum particles computed through the probability current density. We show that
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Introduction
The motion of freely falling particles is traditionally taken to conform to the weak
equivalence principle (WEP) of gravitation which states that all sufficiently small objects fall with
the same acceleration independent of their mass and constituent in a uniform gravitational field.
WEP is regarded to be a fundamentally classical and local principle. Study of the equivalence
principle in quantum mechanics has evoked a lot of interest. A statement of the principle in
quantum mechanics is as follows: "The results of experiments in an external potential comprising
just a sufficiently weak, homogeneous gravitational field, as determined by the wavefunction, are
independent of the mass of the system" [1]. This assertion is also called the weak equivalence
principle of quantum mechanics (WEQ).
Various approaches have been used to study the possibility of violation of weak
equivalence principle in quantum mechanics, such as the prediction of mass-dependence of the
radii, frequencies and binding energy of a particle in an external gravitational field [2]. A gedanken
experiment studying the free fall of quantum test particles in a uniform gravitational field predicts
mass-dependence of the time of flight distribution [3]. Another approach using a model quantum
clock predicts violation of WEQ in the vicinity of the turning point of classical trajectories [4].
Experimental violation has been observed in the interference phenomenon associated with the
gravitational potential in neutron and atomic interferometry experiments [5-6]. An explicit mass
dependence of the position probabilities has been shown for quantum particles projected upwards
against gravity around both the classical turning point and the point of initial projection using
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Gaussian [7] and non-Gaussian [8] wavepackets. Explicit mass dependence of the mean arrival
time at an arbitrary detector location has also been predicted for a Gaussian [7] wave-packet under
free fall, an effect which may be enhanced using suitably chosen non-Gaussian wavepackets [8].
The violation of WEQ has been established in single particle quantum mechanics. In the
present work we are interested to examine the effect of quantum statistics on the WEQ. Several
important phenomena based on quantum statistics are experimentally revealed through the
measurement of time of flight of quantum particles in free fall [9]. Here we study the effect of
statistics on the arrival time distribution of a system of freely falling wavepackets consisting of
two identical particles. Consideration of quantum mechanical effects on such time of flight
distributions beyond the standard semi-classical analysis could reveal interesting observational
effects, as discussed earlier in the literature [10]. Our analysis is based on the probability current
approach for computing the mean arrival time distribution of wavepackets [11].
Formalism
We consider a two-body system composed of two non-interacting identical particles in an
external field. Identical particles are classically distinguishable and obey Maxwell-Boltzmann
(MB) statistics, while they are indistinguishable in quantum mechanics and obey different
statistics. For Fermi-Dirac (Bose-Einstein) statistics the total wavefunction must be
antisymmetrized (symmetrized) under the exchange of particles in the system. Since particles do
not ТnteraМt, solutТons of tСe SМСröНТnРer equatТon are МonstruМteН from tаo sТnРle-particle
wavefunctions ψ and ψ as follows [1]


z ,z ,t   N
1

2



ψa  z1 ,t  ψb z2 ,t   ψb z1 ,t  ψa z2 ,t 



(1)

where the upper (lower) sign stands for BE (FD) statistics and the normalization constants are
given by N   [2(1  a (t )| b (t ) )] 2 .
2



1

Here we employ the probability current approach to study the effect of particle statistics on the
arrival time distribution of a two-body system. In this approach, the arrival time distribution at a
detector location

=

is given by [11]
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As a result one obtains

       




(2)



       Π  Z, t  


(3)



for the mean arrival time at the detector location

= . Now, using single-particle continuity

equation, one obtains the following relation for the one-body probability current density [12]
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Arrival time of particles in free fall
The arrival time of freely falling wavepackets using the probability current approach has
been studied earlier [7-8], where it was noted that the arrival time distribution acquires a massdependence due to wavepacket spread. Now we study the effect of symmetrization and
asymmetrization of the wavefunction of a system of two particles falling freely under gravity. Here
we choose the initial single-particle wavefunctions as Gaussians,

    

  







     


    
  
 
















and set the initial velocity of the particles to be zero, i.e., the particles are dropped from rest
with � = � = , and accelerate downwards under gravity with

single-particle wavefunctions in the uniform gravitational field
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and hence the normalization constants become
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Using the following values of the parameters �
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(7)

�m,

= � ,,

= .7 ms fo� nume��cal calculat�ons, we

plotted in figure 1 the arrival time distribution at the detector location

=

=

have

by substituting the

expression for the time-evolved wavefunction eq.(5) in the expression for the probability current
given by eq.(4), and then using eq.(2). As one sees, the particle statistics has an impact on the
arrival time distribution. Such an effect of symmetrization and asymmetrization of a two-body
wavefunction on arrival times of freely falling wavepackets may be regarded as nonlocal (in the
sense that the single-particle arrival time distribution depends on the spatially separated second
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particle, as well), and thus contrary to the tenet of the local weak equivalence principle of classical
gravity, which forms the inspiration of the statement of WEQ.

Fig. 1. Arrival time distribution versus time.
The mass dependence of arrival time for particles in free fall is exhibited in the plot of the
mean arrival time versus mass in the figure 2. Here again, the mean arrival time is computed at the
detector location

=

using eq.(2) and eq.(3) after substituting the expression for the time-

evolved wavefunction eq.(5) in the expression for the probability current given by eq.(4). The
values of the parameters used are as before. One sees that for all types of statistics the mean arrival
time decreases with mass at first and then becomes constant for large mass.

Fig. 2. Mean arrival time versus mass.
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Conclusions
In this work we have studied some effects of quantum statistics on the equivalence
principle in quantum mechanics. Symmetrization and asymmetrization of the wavefunction clearly
affects the magnitude of the violation of WEQ. Such an effect is more prominent compared to the
effect of violation of WEQ [13] through explicit spin-dependence of the probability current density
[14]. However, the violation of WEQ observed explicitly for low masses tends to disappear
smoothly in the limit of large mass. The classical limit of the mean arrival time may be computed
using the probability current approach [15]. We observe here that even in the presence of particle
statistics, the classical limit of mean arrival time emerges smoothly through this
approach.
Acknowledgements: ASM and DH acknowledge support from the project SR/S2/LOP-08/2013 of
DST, India.
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Backreaction due to inhomogeneities and the future evolution of an
accelerating universe
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We investigate the effect of backreaction due to inhomogeneities on theevolution of the present universe by considering a
multi-scale model within the Buchert framework. Taking the observed present acceleration of the universe as an essential
input, we study the effect of inhomogeneities in the future evolution. We find that the backreaction from inhomogeneities
causes the acceleration to slow down in the future for a range of initial configurations and model parameters, and even lead
in certain cases to the emergence of a future decelerating epoch.

Keywords: Dark energy, Cosmic backreaction, Large scale structure.
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1. Introduction
By now the present acceleration of the Universe is quite well established observationally
[1]. The cause for it is attributed to a mysterious component called Dark Energy whose true nature
is still unknown to us, although there is no dearth of innovative ideas to ac-count for the present
acceleration [2]. In recent times there is an upsurge of interest on studying the effects of
inhomogeneities on the expansion of the Universe and several approaches have been developed to
facilitate this [3-8]. It has been argued [7] that backre-action from inhomogeneities from the era
of structure formation could lead to an accelerated expansion of the Universe.
The Buchert framework [4,5] for evaluating the effect of backreaction on the global metric has been further extended in [9] where the universe is considered to be divided into multiple
domains and subdomains. The model considered in [9] involved the simplification of clubbing
together all spatial domains into one overdense subdomain and another underdense subdomain.
Recently, we have studied the backreaction scenario within the Buchert framework using a simple
two-scale model [10], which shows the possibility of the global acceleration disappearing in the
future as a result of backreaction due to inho-mogeneities. Consideration of an explicit event
horizon associated with the era of present acceleration favours further the possibility of a transition
to a future decelerated era [11]. In the present work we try to improve upon this model to mimic
the real universe to a closer extent. Instead of the previous two-scale model [9,10,11], here we
consider the Universe as a global domain D which is partitioned into multiple overdense and underdense regions, and all which are taken to evolve differently from each other.
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where g M3 
j

M aD3
3 j

j0

0

t0

and g 3 
j

 aD3
3 j

j0

0

are constants.

t0

We now perform a comparative study of the two cases where (i) the global domain is
considered to be divided into 50 overdense and underdense subdomains each, and (ii) 100
overdense and underdense subdomains each. In order to obtain numerical solutions of equation (5)
we willconsider the range of values for the parameters
which is of the form

 ( x   )2 
exp  
 , where
2 2 
 2

1

 j and  j as a Gaussian distribution,

 is the standard deviation and m is the

mean (therange of values corresponds to the full width at half maximum of thedistribution). We
also assign values for the volume fractions

and

based on a Gaussian distribution and

impose the restriction that the totalvolume fraction of all the overdense subdomains at present time
should be 0.09, a value that has been determined through numerical simulationsin the literature
[9]. Note here that using our ansatz for the subdomain scale factors one may try to determine
theglobal scale factor through Eq. (4). In order to doso, one needs to know the initial volume
fractions l which are in turn related to the

and

.However, in our approach based upon the

i

Buchert framework [4,5,12] we do not need to determine

and

,but instead, obtain from

Eq.(5) the global scale factornumerically by the method of recursive iteration, using as an

‘initialcondition’ the observational constraint q0  0.7 , where q0 is the current value of the

deceleration parameter. The expression for q0 is a completely analytic function of  j ,  j

and

t0 , but since we are studying the effect of inhomogeneitiestherefore the Universe cannot strictly
be described based on a FRWmodel and hence the current age of the Universe ( t0 ) cannot be fixed
based on current observations which use the FRW model tofix the age. Instead for each

combination of values of the parameters  j and  j we find out the value of t0 for our model from
(5) by taking q0  0.7 .
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subdomains (curve (i)). When  j  1 then we see that the acceleration curves for the two cases are
almost identical, with the maximum value being very slightly larger for partition type (i) (curve
(iii)). After reaching the maximum the acceleration decreases and goes asymptotically to a small

positive value. When  j  1 then the first two terms of (5) are negative, but the last term, which is
always positive, gains prominence as the number of subdomains increases thus increasing the

acceleration. When  j  1 then only the first term in (5) is negativeand hence the acceleration
curves for the two partition cases (curves (iii) and (iv)) are very similar, the only visible difference
being the slightly higher maximum value when  is partitioned into a lower number of
subdomains.
In Fig. 2 we have illustrated the behaviour of the global accelerationby taking narrow and
broad ranges of values of

 j and keeping  j  1 and the same for all the curves. As seen in Fig.

1here also the acceleration becomes negative in the future for all the curves because we have  j  1

for all of them, but wesee that the difference between the acceleration curves for the twopartition
cases is very small when we consider a narrow range of values of

 j (curves (i) and (ii)) and the

difference increasesconsiderably when we consider a broad range of values of  j (curve (iii) and

(iv)). The acceleration attains a much greater valuewhen  is partitioned into a larger number of
subdomains and also becomes negative quicker. The reason for the latter behaviour is that the

broad range of values of  j makes the third term in (5) gain more prominence when we consider
a larger number of subdomains, thus resulting in greater positive acceleration.
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possibility of the global acceleration vanishing at a finite future time, provided that none of the
subdomains accelerate individually (both  j and  j are less than 1).
Our analysis shows that if the

 j parameters are distributed over a narrow range of values

and  j  1 , the global acceleration reaches a greater maximum, when the number of subdomains

is larger, showing that the last term in (5), which is always positive, has more prominence for a
large number of subdomains.This difference between the accelerations for the two partition cases

decreases even more when  j  1 , because then only the first term in (5) has a negative

contribution. However when we consider a broad range of values of  j , then the difference
between the accelerations for the two cases becomes much larger, the acceleration being greater
for a larger number of subdomains. The cause for this is attributed to the dominance of the third
term in (5) when we have a larger number of subdomains and a broad range of values of  j .

Our results indicate that backreaction can not only be responsible for the current
accelerated expansion, as shown in earlier works [7], but can also cause the acceleration to slow
down and even lead to a future decelerated era in some cases. In drawing this conclusion it is not
necessary for us to assume that the current acceleration is caused by backreaction, and the
acceleration could have been caused by any other mechanism [2].
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An imaginary temperature far away from a stationary spinning star
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By what appears to be a natural extension a temperature is assigned to the vacuum spacetime outside an isolated
rigidly rotating star in an asymptotically flat stationary axisymmetric spacetime. This temperature becomes imaginary
far away from the axis of the star turning the equation for the concentration of test particles in the few particles limit
in this region into a SchröНТnРer tвpe equatТon. χ НТstanМe from tСe aбТs аСere tСe temperature РТves PlanМk’s Мonstant
is crudely estimated for various gravitating objects assuming linear and quadratic temperature dependence of the
diffusion coefficient to argue for a gravitational origin of basic quantum mechanics. For a uniform density classical
object having the mass and angular momentum comparable to that of a neutron and assuming quadratic temperature
(magnitude) dependence of the diffusion coefficient with the proportionality constant bk ψ and with mobility b =
a/m (m mass of tСe test partТМleΨ аe Рet PlanМk’s Мonstant rouРСlв at 0.β ψoСr raНТus on tСe equatorТal plane. In

view of the crudeness of the various estimations involved it must be a remarkable coincidence and it calls for detail
analysis using expertise from several branches of mathematical physics.
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Introduction
We begin with a stationary axisymmetric perfect fluid solution modeling a rigidly
rotating star surrounded by asymptotically flat vacuum. It has a metric of the form

g  g abdx adx b  Vdt 2  2Wdtd   Xd  2  g
where
=

=

+

on the axis and

>

,

= √

, and

+

,

, , �,

(1)

are functions of

and .

elseаСere. χnРular veloМТtв of “tСe НraРРТnР of ТnertТal frame” Тs

= − / . TСТs means test partТМles аТtС “zero anРular momentum” move alonР trajeМtorТes

whose angular velocity relative to a stationary observer at infinity is
�

observer has 4-velocity � in his proper frame.
аСere fluТН’s (normalТzeН) 4-velocity is

�/

. Such an

is not the angular velocity of the fluid measured

by the same observer. Energy-momentum tensor of perfect fluid is
�

=

� �

= �

�

� �

=

+

+

. It is known (see Lindblom [1]) that

in thermal equilibrium the fluid moves rigidly, the temperature � is constant along an integral curve
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of

，and that

is a Killing vector field. � is the temperature in the rest frame of the fluid. In

thermal equilibrium the shear and expansion of the integral curves of

Ka



x

a



vanishes. If we write




t


(2)

then rigid rotation corresponds to a constant Ω inside the star [1]. The Killing vector

then

extends outside the star to the whole of the stationary axisymmetric vacuum exterior. Inside the
star � − is the redshift factor so that



   V  2W Ω  X Ω 2



1/2

(3)

We put the + sign to alert the reader for future discussion. The above equation (modulo a
Мonstant fТбТnР tСe unТt of tСe temperatureΨ Тs a РeneralТzatТon of Tolman’s equatТon � = √−

for a fluid at rest [2], Thorne [3]. In the exterior we shall insist on the definition of � using Eq.(3)
with the same constant Ω. We may also include an extra factor k in the RHS and speculate on k

changing with distance very slowly so that k can be considered constant locally. We shall use
geometrized units

=

=

. Since � defined as a ratio of two 4-vectors inside the star is a

dimensionless quantity, the relation
density

+

has the unit cm-2. Eq.(2) gives

Ω . In the fluid this becomes

asymptotic flatness condition that

= � +

= −� − ⇔

→ ,

→

=

and

(Eqs. 7a,7b in [1]) implies that entropy
�

�

�

�

�

+ Ω �� , � + Ω �� = − +

Ω+

= − . If the fluid extends to infinity
=

gives Ω =

. Ω is called the

angular velocity of the fluid element measured by a stationary observer in the asymptotically flat
region in his rest frame.
Physically the temperature is not defined outside the star because

is not defined in the

exterior. However in the exterior we can call � defined by Eq.(3) a temperature or to be careful gtemperature of the vacuum. Here g stands for the gravity. g-temperature becomes imaginary if

becomes spacelike. Although it is defined far away from the axis of a stationary spinning star by
a deeper analysis g-temperature could possibly be associated with any physical angular momentum
carried locally in a much more general gravitational field. g-temperature may not be a mere
mathematical construction. In the absence of the star the exterior geometry analytically extended
inward does not close up the hole left without forming singularities or creating another end. g375
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temperature is some measure of these distortions. For simplicity in this paper we assume that our
spacetime has no ergoregions. For any constant

,

�

�

+

�

��

is a Killing vector field of the

spacetime metric of Eq.(1). It is only that in the exterior we choose a

which has a meaning on

the surface of the star. Since we are overlooking how the star and the exterior came to be attached,
we are overlooking the history of this vector field. But that should not belittle the fact that this
vector field is special. Wald [6], Jacobson [7, 8] and several other authors demonstrated
connections between Einstein equations and thermodynamic considerations. In defining gtemperature we are not following their path but because of the involvement of the Killing vector
field we guess that there is some relation which remains to be explored. Before proceeding we
note that in the static case Eq.(3) becomes � =

− /

. For a Schwarzschild black hole

=

on

the event horizon. Thus � is not the Bekenstein temperature [4] of a black hole surface unless the

latter temperature is also defined in a limiting sense off the black hole surface. The Bekenstein
temperature was defined using thermodynamic analogy that the area of a black hole is nondecreasing like entropy. It was further justified by Hawking [5] using quantum field theoretic
arguments. We shall not consider black holes. Except for the occasional mentions of the universe,
our spacetime is globally regular having space topology ℝ .
Planck’s constant from g-temperature

Imaginary temperature would create a Schrödinger type equation for a test particle. We
suppose that we are in the tail end far from the singularity in Eq.(3) so that we can consider locally
the temperature to be constant. Let us imagine a test particle in the exterior vacuum at a place with
imaginary g-temperature like a suspended molecule undergoing Brownian motion in a fluid in the
limiting theory that the concentration of the suspended particles is small. If we assume roughly
that the g-temperature is constant, Einstein relation for the diffusion coefficient
gives

=

and mobility

�. We suppose that Einstein relation also holds for imaginary temperature. Assuming

that the temperature is measured in kelvin we take Einstein relation in the form

= �ψ � where

�ψ is the Boltzmann constant. Such a simple model however does not give a comparable value of

tСe PlanМk’s Мonstant for tСe SМСrödinger type equation unless we manipulate the factor k we want
to put in the Tolman-Thorne equation Eq.(3). An effect of a variable k can also be produced by
not assuming a linear dependence of the diffusion coefficient on temperature which is used when
temperature is constant. Thermal diffusion needs temperature gradient. We shall take the diffusion
coefficient to be

= � �ψ |�|

+�

.
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Assuming

to be real we find that

normal coordinate the concentration

,

= � ̂ . Then in a geodesic

is imaginary. We write

about a point satisfies the equation


 
ГО
ГО x  C
      


(4)

where � depends on the curvature components of the Riemannian 3-metric ̂ at the origin of the
coordinate system. Since inside the star � was the temperature in the rest frame of the fluid and
since in the exterior we have only gravitational field we assume that the drift
gives



 


ˆ  ˆ  ˆ    


. Then Eq.(4)

(5)

when ̂ >

This is a Schrödinger type equation for complex

=

or its complex conjugate

when ̂ < . Since we are in a stationary spacetime our direction of time corresponds to the

sense of spin (rotation) but otherwise unimportant. Also in a more rigorous treatment one would
possibly want to consider a norm devised from the symplectic inner product and compare || ||

with the probability density function of Brownian motion. But this and other rigorous
investigations we shall leave for interested readers. My aim is to draw attention to some qualitative
results. One can later try to make a better sense of mobility with a better model of Brownian
using Newtonian mechanics. Let the mass of the

motion. We find an estimate for the mobility
star be

and the asymptotically defined angular momentum per unit mass be

РravТtatТonal forМe Тs tСe onlв forМe ТnvolveН assumТnР PasМal’s laа аe equate tСe speeН
| | times the gravitational force

/

heuristically for a test particle of mass
−

, taking

and use

=−

/ ≈

/

ˆ  

 Ω  
 



with

for large . We find that

, | | = | |/ . Since for large , � = − � |Ω|

and Ω to be positive we get

. Since

−

+

(6)

We take ̂ < . Usually the signs of the mobilities are taken to be positive. For electrons

and holes in the study of the p-n junction charges change the signs of the diffusion coefficients. In





should be negative because drag force is directed opposite to the velocity. Equating ̂

our case

Ψ аe tСen Рet an analoРue of tСe reНuМeН PlanМk’s Мonstant for our ТmaРТnarв Р-

to −ℏ /

temperature:



For numerical estimation we remove



Ω  

 



(7)

using the radius of the star. Let

radius of the star. Angular momentum of the star is

. Using

=

=

be the average
Ω we get

/

=

Ω. Here 2/5 comes because we used the moment of inertia of a Maclaurin spheroid. It is

/

not important at the level of our accuracy. Thus Eq. (7) gives



Let

ave



  

Ω   

be the average density. Using Ω ≈ 4 /

(8)

ave

(which is derived by equating the

value of the centrifugal force on a test particle and that of the Newtonian gravitational force on
it)≈

/

, we get



Let

=

ℏ ≈ ℏ at ≈
.74

⤫

−

. For

=

⊙



  

 

=

.
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Мm and

   

   

ave

=

⊙

Мm. We recall that in geometrized units we have
Мm,

erР=0.κβθζ ⤫

−

cm andℏ = .

−

⤫

= .

=

(9)

−

⤫

⤫

Мm-β we get
Мm, Рm =

cm . Here is the distance

from the axis of symmetry. On the axis g-temperature never becomes imaginary because on the
axis

=

. Crudely speaking imaginary temperature comes out at a distance of

imaginary temperature comes out at a distance of
rotating stationary star the points on a

�

≈

ave

− /

≈

�

≈ Ω− . So the

Мm from the axis. For a

= constant hypersurface where the Killing vector field

becomes null is a surface. Let us denote the minimum -value on the intersection of this surface
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with the equatorial plane by

�.

In case this minimum value occurs at a point where the asymptotic

coordinate system is a valid approximation we denote the corresponding value by � .

After finding that ℏ does not match ℏ in isolated astrophysical objects at meaningful

distances we consider modeling elementary particles with gravitation. Here we get a surprise. We
assume that the Newtonian approximations crudely apply to a neutron and take
=

.

⤫

−

Мm and

= neutron mass =

.

⤫

−

= neutron radius

Мm. First we estimate the distance

at which g-temperature becomes imaginary. If we continue to believe that this distance is of the
order of Ω− (in geometrized unit) and angular velocity (angular frequency) of the neutron is

relateН to Тts spТn ½ bв Ω =
. ⤫
−

−

ℏ

−

−

Bohr radius. We estimate ℏ

then this distance is approximately .4 ⤫
for the case

=

−

Мm ≈

. Eq.(9) gives ℏ ≈ ℏ at

≈

Мm ≈ . Bohr radius. This does not seem bad because of the crudeness in the estimating

process. A question arises about the level surfaces of the imaginary temperature. They are not

spherical in axisymmetric rotating objects. Does this fact have any connection with the so-called
spatial quantization in basic quantum mechanics?
Discussion
One may get a shock that ℏ , аСТМС sСoulН be tСe reНuМeН PlanМk’s Мonstant ℏ, is vanishing

far away from the star. This happens because the g-temperature decays at large . It could be
related to the quantum mechanical fact that in the limit ℏ →

we get Newtonian mechanics. The

important point, however, is that ℏ is vanishing for only one star and if there is a gravitating
particle like neutron anywhere in the universe, there will be a halo of imaginary g-temperature and
ℏ ≈ ℏ at appropriate distance from its axis. In this average sense, as far as quantum particles are

concerned, ℏ will be almost the same near the particles even when the particles are at astronomical

distance from us. Another shock results when we see that an isolated astronomical object would
produce a Planck type constant at some distance from it. Fortunately this distance is enormous. Its
enormity reminds the well-known problem associated with large powers of ten separating the
cosmic scale from Planck scale. For an astronomical object one may wish to push this distance
towards the boundary of the visible universe. Taking
.

�ψ / . This givesℏ ≈ ℏ at about ≈

=

, that is,

= �ψ � we find ℏ ≈

Мm for a star. Let us forget the issue of the Killing

vector field and matching the vacuum at the surface of the star for a moment. One feels that
imaginary g-temperature will in general also appear at some places outside a non-perfect fluid,
non-stationary or non-rigidly rotating star in a realistic universe. In any case we possibly cannot
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produce g-quantum effects for normal astrophysical objects at a manageable distance. Since the
axes of the stars may have different orientations and the universe is expanding, g-temperature of
far way stars may not add up. Our setting of a single star in an asymptotically flat space is not
satisfactory in the universe with a cosmic horizon. On the onset of the imaginary temperature
according to Eq.(3), � is unbounded. The resolution of this problem may require some history of
the formation of the star and the exterior as well as a model of the entropy-energy relation. If we
consider the star to spin up from rest always rotating rigidly then as angular velocity increases the

region of imaginary temperature seems to expand inwards from infinity. This region of imaginary
temperature is bounded in the inner side by the surface where the Killing vector field becomes
null. Thus maximum angular velocity may correspond to some sort of maximum entropy that can
be associated with some part of the exterior. On the other hand uniqueness or rigidity type results
indicate some upper bound for the energy.
Open questions
One would like to look for highly compact rapidly rotating axisymmetric gravitating
objects not made of perfect fluid in an asymptotically flat empty space or space with an
electromagnetic field. Previous example of neutron suggests modeling the interior with coupled
Einstein-Yang-Mills with or without other fields. The observation of Bartnik and McKinnon [10]
that for their particles mass-to-raНТus ratТo Тs approбТmatelв 1 anН tСe “reРularТzТnР effeМt” of
gravity discussed by Finster, Smoller and Yau [11] for their static solutions of Einstein-DiracMaxwell equations also suggest for such an undertaking. Rotating stationary axisymmetric
solutions are rare or nonexistent (Biz and Radu [12]). There are rotating boson stars found by
Yoshida and Eriguchi [13]. For a globally regular solution without the attached exterior vacuum,
the Killing vector

(or its appropriate analogue) may not become null unless there is an

ergoregion. In such a situation without the ergoregion g-temperature may not become imaginary.
On the other hand many solutions are numerically constructed so that error in matching the exterior
may result or exclude imaginary g-temperature. We leave these investigations for interested
readers. Although at present there is no known solution matching rigorously vacuum exterior to a
spinning star, Heilig [14] Сas sСoаn tСat tСeв eбТst for EТnsteТn’s equatТons of EСler’s frame tСeorв
in the neighborhood of a Newtonian star and small angular velocity. See also MacCallum, Mars,
Vera [15]. There are however numerically matched exact or numerical solutions. Pachon, Rueda
and Sanabria-Gomez [16] found exact vacuum or electromagnetic exteriors matched with
numerical interiors. Pappas and Apostolatos [17] found exterior solutions matched numerically
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with a neutron star. The imaginary temperature we are getting is because of the rotation. In general
a magnetic field outside a spinning star is a very natural phenomenon. Although the Killing vector
field producing this imaginary temperature has associated with it a magneteic field or generally an
electromagnetic field (Wald [18]) in the vacuum, one should also consider exteriors made up of
solutions of Einstein-Maxwell coupled equations. Only physical example of imaginary
temperature we found in the literature is associated with antiferromagnetism. At this point one
recalls the two roots of Eq.(3). For the Schwarzschild solution the possible negative square root of
Eq.(3) occurs on the image obtained by doubling across the horizon. For a single rotating star in
the region where imaginary temperature comes about, two roots correspond to

and

at the

same point. Orientations of stars in a group of stars may provide an analogue of spin-glass type
moНels. Аe РlosseН over tСe Тnvolvement of PlanМk’s Мonstant ℎ in the surface temperature of the

star in choosing the expression for the Einstein relation. The surface temperature of a star comes
about from the choice of the equation of state of the fluid. The equation of state is constructed
assuming quantum related matter. Whether the star radiates as a black body or it is a silver sphere,
in general, the expression of the surface temperature аoulН Тnvolve tСe PlanМk’s Мonstant.
Physically surface temperature of the star is related to the luminosity. Some equation (for example
Stefan-Boltzmann law in the case of a black body) relates the luminosity with the surface
temperature. Clearlв our analвsТs Мan be ТmproveН Сere. Involvement of PlanМk’s Мonstant Тn tСe
coupling constants, for example of Einstein-Yang-Mills equations, may create new problems
because to be consistent we may have to replace the constant ℏ by variable ℏ .
Conclusion
We did not try to derive Einstein equations from thermodynamic laws. We consider
Einstein equations as a fundamental law of physics creating the inertial mass and the energymomentum tensor of various types of fields. Thermodynamic laws are of mathematical or
statТstТМal orТРТn. SТmТlarlв, eбМept for PlanМk’s Мonstant, quantum pСвsТМs Тs of matСematТМal
origin associated, roughly speaking, with certain type of differential equations having variational
formulation, and formulation in terms of operators having discrete spectra. Physicists invented
quantum mechanics but now people can quantize finance. What is meant by a unified theory when
the aim is to unify different subjects on the same footing? We are trying to see everything in
Einstein equations. In Einstein equations, the metric and its derivatives up to second order gives
the energy-momentum tensor. The only task remains is to extract the matter fields from this
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energy-momentum tensor. In the present paper we found a Schrödinger type equation with a
suТtable PlanМk tвpe “Мonstant.”
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tensor is a simple additive to the cosmological constant. Space-like and time-like massive vector fields describe two
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rotation curves. The time-like massive field displays repulsive elasticity. In balance with dark energy and ordinary
matter it provides a four parametric diversity of regular solutions of the Einstein equations describing different possible
cosmological and oscillating non-sТnРular sМenarТos of evolutТon of tСe UnТverse. In partТМular, tСe sТnРular “bТР banР”
turns into a regular inflation-like transition from contraction to expansion with accelerated expansion at late times.
The fine-tuned Friedman-Robertson-Walker singular solution is a particular limiting case at the boundary of existence
of regular oscillating solutions (in the absence of vector fields). The simplicity of the general covariant expression for
the energy-momentum tensor allows analyzing the main properties of the dark sector analytically, avoiding
unnecessary model assumptions. It opens a possibility to trace how the additional attraction of the space-like dark
matter, dominating in the galaxy scale, transforms into the elastic repulsion of the time-like dark matter, dominating
in the scale of the Universe..
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Introduction
The two most intriguing long standing problems in astrophysics (plateau in galaxy rotation
curves [1,2] and accelerated expansion of the Universe [3,4]) strictly pointed to the existence of
"hidden sector", containing "dark energy" and "dark matter", whose interaction with the ordinary
matter (baryons and leptons) is observed only via gravitation.
At first glance, these two problems had nothing to do with one another. The accelerated
expansion of the Universe indicated the existence of a hidden mechanism of repulsion, while a
plateau of galaxy rotation curves was the result of some additional attraction. Nevertheless, the
macroscopic approach to the dark sector problems [5], based on the analysis of vector fields in
general relativity, provided an appropriate universal tool for theoretical description of both these
phenomena. The space-like massive vector field is attractive. It is responsible for the observed
plateau in galaxy rotation curves. The time-like massive vector field displays repulsive elasticity.
In the scale of the whole Universe it is the source of accelerated expansion. Naturally, the previous
solutions of the Einstein equations, describing the expansion of the Universe filled with the
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mutually attracting matter only, inevitably contained a singularity. Inclusion of the repulsive dark
matter into consideration allows the existence of nonsingular solutions describing various possible
regular scenarios of evolution of the Universe.
My review article [5] contains the macroscopic theory of dark sector, based on the analysis
of vector fields in general relativity. The step by step derivations are accompanied by the
references to the benchmark achievements of the predecessors. The main attention was paid to
clarify the validity of basing assumptions. This text of my talk contains a discussion of physical
nature of manifestations of dark sector. Analytical derivations are presented briefly only by final
results.
Regularity in General Relativity
In regular solutions of the Einstein equations all invariants of the Riemann curvature tensor
are finite. Hence, the invariants of the Ricci tensor �

�

are finite too. By virtue of Einstein

equations the requirement of regularity automatically excludes a possibility to achieve an infinite
value for all the invariants of the energy-momentum tensor � � . In General Relativity, the

distribution/motion of matter and the curvature of space-time are mutually balanced. Necessary
restrictions, if any, on the signs of existing parameters arise as a consequence of the condition of
regularity.
The requirement, that all the invariants of the Riemann curvature tensor are finite, is a
necessary condition of regularity in General Relativity.
Vector fields describing dark sector
Vector fields are widely used to describe quantum particles of the ordinary matter.
Equations for ordinary particles are easily established in accordance with the properties of their
free motion in plane geometry. This approach is convenient for description of already known
particles. However, it does not help to describe the unknown substance of dark sector.
In general relativity, the standard approach, starting from a general form of the Lagrangian
of a vector field, is capable to describe not only the already known particles. Starting from a general
form of the Lagrangian of a vector field in general relativity, one should derive vector field
equations and energy-momentum tensor. Then, excluding the terms associated with the ordinary
matter, one gets a chance to separate a Lagrangian describing the dark sector. The separation of
the Lagrangian of dark sector is necessary, especially if the ordinary matter is considered as a
continuous medium with the macroscopic energy-momentum tensor
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Tom IK     p uI uK  pg IK .
Otherwise, the ordinary matter would be taken into account twice: as a medium with the
energy-momentum tensor

�

, and as quantum particles described by a vector field.

It turns out that the simplest Lagrangian of a vector field  ,

 

Ldark  a ;MM

2



V  LL



(1)

allows describing the main observed manifestations of dark sector completely within the frames
of minimal general relativity. In this case, the massless field corresponds to the dark energy, the

massive space-like field (  <0) is responsible for a plateau in galaxy rotation curves, and the

massive time-like vector field (  >0) displays a repulsive elasticity. The competition of

repulsive dark matter and attractive ordinary matter leads to a variety of possible regular scenarios
of evolution of the Universe. In case of Proca equations, describing ordinary particles, the term
with covariant divergence is set to zero (a  0). For this reason
Lagrangian of ordinary matter.

d r

gets separated from a

In accordance with (1) the field equations and the energy-momentum tensor are

a

;MM
x I
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Here
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⁄ (  ). The energy-momentum tensor

vector field reduces to

T(0)IK  g IK (a(0 ')2 V (0)),
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d r �

(3)

of a zero-mass (V′  )

(4)



where  ′

;

is the constant divergence of a zero-mass vector field.

�

acts in the

EТnsteТn equatТons as a sТmple aННТtТon to tСe МosmoloРТМal Мonstant, МСanРТnР Λ to

ϰis the gravitational constant.

         


In the case of weak vector fields the second and higher derivatives of the potential





(  ) can be neglected, and the energy-momentum tensor of a massive field is

 

  



 





         

In general, it is necessary to consider two independent vectors: 

like and a time-like massive fields with different potentials





and 
and

for a space 

.

As far as the dark energy is taken into account by Λ̃ , the energy-momentum tensor of the

dark sector is the sum

     


In the scale of a galaxy (~ 10 kpc) the space-like vector field    dominates. It is

responsible for the plateau in galaxy rotation curves. The time-like field    dominates at the
scales much larger than the distance between the galaxies, where the Universe can be considered
uniform and isotropic. The time-like field displays repulsive elasticity. Together with the dark
energy and the ordinary matter it gives rise to a variety of possible regular scenarios of evolution
of the Universe, and rules out tСe problem of fТne tunТnР. In partТМular, tСe sТnРular “bТР banР”
turns into a regular inflation-like bounce with accelerated expansion at late times.
It would be interesting to trace how the additional attraction of the space-like dark matter,
dominating in the galaxy scale, transforms into the elastic repulsion of the time-like dark matter,
dominating in the scale of the whole Universe. Both types of massive fields 
in the intermediate region.



and 

are active



The study of the structure of the Universe in the intermediate range (Mpc to hundred Mpcs)

had been initiated in the pioneering papers by Zel'dovich [6]. Continuous research by his followers
[7] shows that dark energy and dark matter significantly affect the structural dynamics of galaxies
and clusters in this range. Utilizing the energy-momentum tensor

d r �

in the analysis of the

large scale structure of the Universe would allow avoiding unnecessary model assumptions.
Galaxy rotation curves
The velocity V of a star, orbiting around the center of a galaxy and satisfying the balance
between the centrifugal V²/r and centripetal GM(r)/r² aММeleratТons, sСoulН НeМrease аТtС raНТus r
of its orbit as � � ~ ⁄√� at r → ∞. Hoаever, numerous observeН НepenНenМes V(r), named
galaxy rotation curves, practically remain constant at far periphery of a galaxy. It had been a
funНamental problem for a lonР tТme, beМause General RelatТvТtв reНuМes to σeаton’s tСeorв Тn
the limit of nonrelativistic velocities and weak gravitation.
Applying general relativity to the galaxy rotation problem it is reasonable to consider a static
centrally symmetric metric


    
                   

It МontaТns tаo metrТМ funМtТons (rΨ anН (r) depending on only one coordinate - circular
radius r. It is the same metric as for a Schwarzschild solution.
Real distribution of stars and planets in a galaxy is neither static, nor centrally symmetric.
However, most galaxies are concentrated around super heavy objects, be it a black hole, or a
neutron star. The deviation from central symmetry, caused by peripheral stars, is small. In the
background of centrally symmetric metric the vector 
component  � depends on r.

is longitudinal. Its only non-zero

Omitting details (one can see a complete derivation in my review article [5]), I present here

the following analytical formula for the velocity � � of a star, rotating around a black hole far
outside the Schwarzschild radius ��� ∶

       




   
 

   




 

(5)



Here    

  
is the plateau velocity at
 

a space-like vector field. Recall that
) (5) would give the Newton's
the velocity of rotation

tends to

′

~

=

− /

at

= √| ′ ⁄ | is the mass of

→ ∞, and

⁄ (  ) at   = . Without dark matter ( ′ =
→ ∞. In the presence of dark matter ( ′ ≠ 0Ψ

at

→ ∞ with damping oscillations.

The deviation from the Newton's law due to dark matter takes place at
At

�c�

( ⁄

�c�

( ⁄

) .

) the curve of rotation around a black hole is a universal function, see Figure

1. In dimensionless units /

and

=

there are no parameters.



Fig. 1. Universal function    
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.

Though the rotation curves of galaxies differ from one another, the deviation from the
σeаton’s �−

/

� ���

is their common feature. In order to compare

with observations, it looks natural to choose the galaxies having stars outside the main disc. Fitting
the rotation curves of two such galaxies by the universal function
in Figure 2.




−

�/ �

− /

is shown
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Fig. 2. Fitting the rotation curves of two galaxies in the Ursa Major cluster by the universal curve
−

�/ �

− /

These spiral galaxies are located in the Ursa Major cluster (UMa). Their numbers are taken
from "The New General Catalogue of Nebulae and Clusters of Stars" (abbreviated as NGC). It is
a catalogue of deep-sky objects in astronomy compiled by John Louis Emil Dreyer in 1888 [8], as
a new version of John Herschel's Catalogue of Nebulae and Clusters of Stars.
Damping oscillations of a rotation curve at far periphery of a galaxy I consider as a
"signature of dark matter", and I strongly recommend this observational test. It confirms the
existence of dark matter, along with its adequate description by a longitudinal non-gauge vector
field.
From the physical point of view, a more strong attraction to the center at the periphery of
a Рalaбв (tСan preНТМteН bв tСe σeаton’s tСeorвΨ Тs a МonsequenМe of a fТnТte veloМТtв of
propaРatТon of ТnteraМtТons. In tСe σeаton’s tСeorв anв variation of a gravitating object
immediately changes the gravitational field everywhere in the whole space. In General Relativity
retardation is taken into account, and propagation of interactions has a wave-like character.
Roughly speaking, the static Newton's potential � � ~ 1/ � takes place in the near zone. In the
wave zone

wave zone ~

�≳

it gets proportional to �
� /� at

�

� ⁄�. Accordingly, the force of attraction in the

НeМreases more sloаlв tСan tСe σeаton’s ~ 1/ � .

As a matter of fact, appearance of a plateau in a rotation curve can be interpreted as a

manifestation of gravitational waves in the galactic scale. Meanwhile, huge efforts and funds are
being spent in vain to detect gravitational waves on the Earth, just to prove their existence.
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Regular evolution of the Universe
Discovery of the accelerated expansion of the Universe [3],[4] shows that the source of
aММeleratТon МontТnues to eбТst for a lonР tТme after tСe “bТР banР”. σaturallв, tСe faМt of
accelerated expansion gave rise to the assumption that the physical vacuum is not just the absence
of the ordinary matter. The existence of dark energy and dark matter, as the unknown source of
the Universe's expansion, is widely discussed in modern literature.
If we include into consideration a dark sector providing a mechanism of repulsion, then a
singularity ceases to be an inevitable property of evolution of the Universe. It is reasonable to
analyze possible scenarios of the Universe evolution in frames of regular solutions of the Einstein
equations. The approach to the theory of regular evolution of the Universe driven by vector fields
looks most successful among numerous attempts to guess the riddle of accelerated expansion. It
alloаs avoТНТnР unneМessarв moНel assumptТons lТke “f(RΨ”, quТntessenМe, pСantom-like
cosmologies, …. It alloаs remaТnТnР Тn tСe МlassТМal frames of tСe EТnsteТn's Рeneral relatТvТtв.
The solutions have additional parametric freedom, allowing forgetting the fine-tuning problem.

Fig. 3. Stuff of the Universe
Today it is generally accepted that among the staff of the Universe only 4.5% is the ordinary
matter, see Figure 3. Remaining 95.5% is dark sector, consisting of dark energy (zero-mass field,
72%) and dark matter (massive fields, 23%).
According to observations, the Universe expands, and its large scale structure remains
homogeneous and isotropic. Consider the space-time with metric
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depending on only one time coordinate � = �. The uniform and isotropic expansion is
characterized by a single metric function � � , and

�

�

�′ �

the rate of expansion.

Longitudinal massive vector field � in this case is time-like: as it follows from (2), the only
nonzero component is � . In contrast to a space-like field, a massive time-like field demonstrates
elastic repulsion.

Role of dark energy
The energy-momentum tensor (4) of a massless field acts in the Einstein equations as a part
̃:
of the cosmological constant �


        




The contribution of the zero-mass field to the curvature of space-time remains constant in
the process of the Universe evolution. The metric function

 





             
̃ < . This solution belongs to de
is a regular solution of the Einstein equations, provided that �
Sitter (1917). It describes either expansion of the Universe at a constant rate �′ =
′

horizontal line � /

′

= + in Figure 4), or contraction (blue horizontal line � /

4) . H is the Hubble constant.




(green

= − in Figure
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Fig. 4. Rate of evolution of the Universe. Upper green horisontal line is expansion. Lower blue
horisontal line is compression. Red curve is a transition from compression to expansion.
As long as the physical nature of vacuum is not known, the "geometrical" origin of the
̃ by a zero-mass vector field can not
МosmoloРТМal Мonstant Λ anН tСe "materТal" МontrТbutТon to �
be separated from each other. The combined action of the massless field and/or the cosmological
constant is described by the single parameter  Hubble constant H.

Without a massive field �′′ = . The dark energy by itself can be responsible only for

either contraction, or expansion at a constant rate. In particular, a zero-mass longitudinal vector
field alone can not explain the observed switch from deceleration to acceleration at about a half of
the age of the Universe [9].
Role of dark matter
With account of a massive time-like field �

�′′ = |�|�

� .

(6)

�′′ is positive, it is repultion. We conclude, that the massive time-like vector field makes

the rate of evolution �′ �

a monotonically growing function from − in the past to + in future

(red line in Figure 4). If we set the origin � =

at the moment when �′ = , then the Universe

contracts at x⁰ < 0, and expands at x⁰ > 0. x⁰ = 0 is the moment of maximum compression. The
field equations (2) for a longitudinal time-like field reduce to the only one equation
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In the case of a small mass,

(in dimensional units

compression-to-expansion transition is described by the analytical solution
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One can find complete derivations, including the analysis of other cases, in my review

article [5].
Dark energy, dark matter, and ordinary matter acting together
Equation (6) takes into account only elastic repultion of a time-like longitudinal vector field
(dark matter). With account of attraction of the ordinary matter equation (6) is replaced by


       
Here � = � �

is determined by � �


     


(8)

is the energy density of ordinary matter now. The present moment �
= . Remind, that �′ =

at the moment � =

of maximum

compression. In the process of expansion the metric function is negative in the past: � �
at � < � .

<

Equations (7),(8) with initial conditions
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denotes the ratio of today's energy density of the ordinary matter to the density of kinetic energy
of expansion at a constant rate H. Regular solutions are free from any fine tuning. Moreover, the
existing parametric freedom leads to a great variety of possible regular scenarios of evolution. See
details of numerical and analytical analysis in [5] and [10].
With ordinary matter taken into account, there are two kindes of regular solutions: cosmological,
and oscillating.
̃<
Regular cosmological solutions (�

Cosmological solutions describe a transition from contraction to expansion. The parameter

� =�

determines the degree of maximum compression at the turning point �′

<

= .

The peak value of the rate of expansion grows exponentially with increasing negative value of � ,

while the width of the transition decreases exponentially. It resembles inflation, except that there

is no singularity. The regular contraction-to-expansion transition is often referred to as
"nonsingular bounce".
In the most interesting case of small

the transition from contraction to expansion,

resembling inflation, can be described analytically. For the rate of evolution �′ � , and for the
scale factor � �

=

�(� )

we have

F '(x 0 )  H

(10)

sinh(3Hx 0 )

,
3F
cosh(3Hx 0 )  (1  (2/ )e 0 )1


1
1 
R ( x )  (e 3F0  )cosh(3Hx0 )   
2
2 


1/3

0

χММorНТnР to tСe "slТМeН Мake" НТaРram (FТРure γΨ

, m  H .

∼ 0.06. A transition, resembling

inflation, is shown in Figure 5. For the parameters F₀ 10, m/H  10,

= 0.0θ tСe peak Тs verв

sharp, there is 10 order difference in horizontal and vertical scales. The numerical result (blue
dashed curve) coincides with the analytical solution (10) (red solid curve). It is because the
analytical solution, derived for
turning point, provided that |F₀|

, is applicable as well for
1.

In the process of compression the repulsing term ~

compressing term ~

− �

−��

~

in the vicinity of the

increases faster than the

. It is the reason why a regular bounce replaces the singularity
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independently of how big the negative F₀ is. After the bounce the repulsing term decreases faster
than the compressing one, leading to matter domination over the field at late times.

Fig. 5. F′/H in the vicinity of the turning point. Blue dashed curve is the numerical result for F₀
10, m/H = 10,

= 0.0θ. It МoТnМТНes аТtС tСe reН solТН Мurve  analytical solution (10).

̃>
Regular oscillating solutions�



Without ordinary matter regular solutions describing a contraction-to-expansion transition

̃ < . If the ordinary matter is taken into account, then there appears a possibility for
exist only if Λ

̃ > . If Λ МСanРes sТРn, tСen H becomes imaginary. The equations (7),(8)
regular solutions with Λ

are invariant against



→ � , but the initial conditions differ from (9) :



     
     
  
         (11)




̃>
A necessary condition for regular solutions with Λ

̃>
(11). Regular solutions with Λ

follows from the initial conditions

exist if there is an extremum moment (

energy density of ordinary matter exceeding the kinetic energy of expansion:

Ω 



In the case m

̃>
H, Λ

ε



    

′

= ) with the

   

the symmetric analytical solution of the equations (7),(8) is

expressed in terms of trigonometric functions. The scale factor R(x⁰) and the rate of evolution
�′

,
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1
1
R ( x )  e (1  e 3F0 )cos(3Hx 0 )  e 3F0 
2
2


0

F0

F '(x0 )  H

sin(3Hx 0 )

(1  (2/ e

3F0

))1  cos(3Hx 0 )

1/3

.

,

̃>
are periodic functions with no singularity, see red curves in Figures 6 a,b. In the case Λ

(12)

(13)

the

origin x⁰ = 0 is a moment when the scale factor R(x⁰) reaches its maximum. The points of minimum

(where cos(3Hx⁰) ) are

x 0  x n0 


1  2n  , n  0, 1, 2, .
3H

For the values of the parameters m/H  0.0β,
boundary

eбp(3F₀)  1.032 (barely exceeding the

eбp(3F₀)  1) there is no difference in Figures 6 a,b between the curves found

numerically and analytically. Without a massive field � =
fine-tuned (

̃ are
the solutions with positive �

eбp(3F₀)  1) and have a periodic singularity at � = � . In the vicinity of each

singular point � , as well as at H → 0, tСe Hubble Мonstant H drops out, and the scale factor (12)
reduces to the one of the Friedman-Robertson-Walker cosmology. Dark matter, described by a

longitudinal time-like vector field � ≠ , removes a singularity and rules out the problem of fine
tuning.
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Fig. 6. Regular oscillating solutions: scale factor R/R(0) (a) and rate of evolution

′

/

(b). The

horizontal axis is "time" Hx⁰. Red curves  numerical solution coinciding with (12), (13) for m/H
= 0.0β,

eбp(3F₀)  1.032. Blue curves with a periodic singularity are fine-tuned solutions at
the lower boundary of the domain of regular oscillating solutions.

Conclusion
As simple a Lagrangian as possible (1) turns out an appropriate tool for macroscopic
description of dark sector by vector fields. The dark substance is described via the covariant vector
field equations (2) and the energy-momentum tensor (3). So far, it no longer needs to invent its
own model of dark matter for understanding each observed astrophysical phenomenon.
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In General Relativity there are both York's extrinsic time, constructed of the extrinsic curvature tensor and Misner's
intrinsic time, built of the spatial metric tensor. In our paper, to extract the intrinsic time, we generalize the Dirac's
mapping of transition to conformal variables. As far as the conformal time is a physical observable as coordinate
distance, so the intrinsic time is also a physical magnitude. The choice of the intrinsic time leads inevitably to the
Conformal gravitation, where conformal metric is postulated to be a metric of physical space. York's conformal
transverse-traceless method of Cauchy problem solution in General Relativity looks quite natural in conformal
variables. In Friedmann cosmology, the many-fingered intrinsic time in General Relativity has a sense of a global time
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Introduction
The problem of time and the problem of energy inherently associated with it is a key one
in the mathematical General Relativity. Nowadays we see enormous progress in observational
cosmology. One can state, that cosmology enters into an era of precise science. Therefore, various
theoretical approaches to explaining the fundamental problems are checked with the modern
cosmological tests. Our position is that the theory of Einstein's gravity without any modifications
provides answers to urgent questions; you just have to obtain them. The Dirac's mapping reflects
the transition to physical (conformal) variables. In spirit of ideas of Conformal cosmology [1], the
conformal metric is a metric of the space, where we live and make observations. The choice of
conformal measurement standards allows us to separate the cosmic evolution of the devices of
observation from the evolution of cosmic objects. Thus we avoid unpleasant artefact of expanding
Universe and the inevitable problem of Big Bang. Werner Heisenberg in Chapter ``Quantum
Mechanics and a Talk with Einstein (1925 - 1926)'' [2] quoted Albert Einstein's statement: ``But
on principle, it is quite wrong to try founding a theory on observable magnitudes alone. In reality
the very opposite happens. It is the theory which decides what we can observe''. This conversation
between two great scientists about the status of observable magnitudes in the theory (quantum
mechanics or General Relativity) remains actual nowadays.
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Many-fingered intrinsic time in Geometrodynamics
The ADM formalism supposes the spacetime with interval

                

is to foliated into a family of space-like surfaces  t , labeled by the time coordinate t , and with
1

2

3

spatial coordinates on each slice x , x , x . The first quadratic form

                

(1)

defines the induced metric on every slice  t . The components of the extrinsic curvature tensor K ij
of every slice are constructed out of the second quadratic form of the hypersurface. The
Hamiltonian dynamics of General Relativity is built in an infinite-dimensional degenerate phase

space of 3-metrics (1) and densities of their momenta  ( x , x , x , t ) . The latter are expressed
ij

1

2

3

through the tensor of extrinsic curvature

  
        

Where we introduced the following notations

         

     

      

       

(2)

Paul Dirac, in searching of dynamical degrees of freedom of gravitational field, introduced
conformal field variables [3]

  

 







  




      



ij
There are only five independent pairs (~ij ,  ) per space point, because




(3)



  
  




  
   .


The remaining sixth pair

   

    



(4)

is canonically conjugated. The essence of the transformation (3) lies in fact, that the metric

~ij is

equal to the whole class of conformally equivalent Riemannian three-metrics  ij . So, the conformal
variables (3) describe dynamics of shape of the hypersurface of constant volume. The extracted

canonical pair ( D,  D ) (4) has the transparent physical sense: an intrinsic time and the Hamiltonian
НensТtв of РravТtatТonal fТelН. Unfortunatelв, tСe DТraМ’s transformatТons (γΨ, (ζΨ Сave a lТmТteН
range of applicability: they can be used in the coordinates with dimensionless metric determinant.
We should suppose that information of time must be contained in the internal geometry (1)
and Hamiltonian must be given by the characteristics of external geometry – tensor of extrinsic
curvature K ij . It is in agreement with concepts of quantum Geometrodynamics of Bryce DeWitt
[4] and John Wheeler [5]. They assumed the cosmological time to be identical the cosmological
scale factor. To overcome the difficulties, we use a fruitful idea of bimetric formalism [6].
Spacetime bi-metric theories were founded using some auxiliary background non-dynamical
constant metric with coordinate components f ij (x) of some 3-space, Lie dragged along the
coordinate time evolution vector. The restriction to only flat background metric is not strong, so
there is a possibility of its choosing. To use an auxiliary metric for a generic case of spatial
manifold with arbitrary topology, let us take a local tangent space T ( t ) x as a background space
for every local region of our manifold  t .

Let us introduce the scalОН DТrac’s conformal varТablОs by the following way:

  





 

 

  





        



(5)



Here additionally to the determinant  defined in (2), the determinant of background metric f is

appeared:

    

The conformal metric

.

~ij (5) is a tensor field, it transforms according to the tensor

representation of the group of diffeomorphisms. The scaling variable ( / f ) is a scalar field; it is
an invariant relative to diffeomorphisms. We add to the conformal variables (5) a canonical pair:

a local intrinsic time D and a Hamiltonian density  D by the following way

  
     
  

   

(6)

The formulae (5), (6) define the scalОН DТrac’s mappТnР

     

         

(7)

Cauchy problem in Conformal gravitation
Let us consider the solution of the Cauchy problem following to York [7] in conformal
variables. By this way we get components of metric

~ij on some hypersurface with a conformal

factor as a function of coordinates

      

(8)

The matter characteristics – components of energy–momentum tensor in Euler observer
reference under the conformal transformation (8) are transforming according to their conformal
weights

    ,

         .






The Hamiltonian constraint in the new extended phase space





     
      
           



 

(9)

~
~
is called the Lichnerowicz – York equation. Here  is the conformal Laplacian, R is the

conformal Ricci scalar. The ADM functional of action takes the form





                          








(10)

where the conformal momentum densities are decomposed on longitudinal and traceless –
transverse parts


    


H  is the Hamiltonian constraint,

H i are momentum constraints, N, N i are Lagrange

multipliers.

Substituting the expressed  D (9) into the ADM functional (10), we get the functional 1-form with
local time D











        
      
    

(11)

Thus, we have implemented the procedure of dereparameterization [8], passing from the
coordinate time t description to the intrinsic time D description.

Global intrinsic time in Geometrodynamics
Set tСe Вork’s РauРe [λ] on everв slТМe, аСТМС labeleН bв tСe МoorНТnate tТme t ,






where

:

      ,

1
(1   2   3 ) is a mean curvature of the hypersurface
3

(12)

 t - arithmetic mean of the

principal curvatures. One can now introduce an averaging of functions [10, 11] for arbitrary

manifold. The averaging rate of the function D is defined as an integral over a slice  t with a
volume V0




 

  
 

  


(13)

Then, one yields the conjugated momentum, having a sense of Hamiltonian

     

(14)

Thus, we obtain, taking into account the gauge (12), a global interval of time  dD  is

one for all observers. In a particular case, when K  const for every hypersurface, the Hamiltonian
(14) does not depend on coordinate time; one maximal slice (K  0) exists at the moment of time
symmetry. The ADM action takes the form

 


                   
       

 








(15)

The Hamiltonian constraint (9) is algebraic of the second order relative to K that is
characteristic for relativistic theories. Reducing the theory, we choose a sign plus in front of the
Hamiltonian pD . δet us notТМe, Тf tСe Вork’s tТme аas МСosen, one sСoulН Сave to resolve the
Hamiltonian constraint with respect to variable D , that looks unnatural difficult.
Global intrinsic time in FRW universe
The observational Universe with high precision is homogeneous and isotropic. The action
of the model is
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 dD

 NH   ,
W   dt  pD
 dt

tI
t0

(16)

where

H  

1 3D 2 6kV 0 D
e pD  2 e V 0e 3D (   3p )
24V 0
a0

(17)

is the Hamiltonian constraint as in classical mechanics. Here D(t ) is a generalized coordinate, and
p D is its canonically conjugated momentum. Here V0 is a volume of the Universe, k is a sign of

curvature of the space, a 0 is a modern scale,  is a density, and p is a pressure.
Resolving the constraint (17), we obtain the Friedmann equation

 dD  1
H 
  ( M  rigid  rad  curv ).
 dt  6
2

2

(18)

In the left side of equation we see the Hubble parameter, in the right side – the sum of

densities of matter, radiation, term of curvature,  rigid corresponds to density of matter with rigid
state equation p   . The CDM model considered has not dynamical degrees of freedom.
According to the Conformal cosmology interpretation, the Friedmann equation has a following

sense: it ties the intrinsic time interval dD with the coordinate time interval dt . The Hubble
diagram demonstrates the existence of the intrinsic time itself in the Universe.
A relative changing of wavelength of an emitted photon corresponds to a relative changing
of the scale

z

0  I a0  aI
,

I
aI

where  I is a wavelength of an emitted photon,  0 is a wavelength of absorbed photon. The Weyl
treatment suggests also a possibility to consider
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1z 

m0
,
a(t )m0 

where m 0 is an atom modern mass. Masses of elementary particles according to Conformal
cosmology interpretation becomes running

m(t )  m0a(t ).
Instead of an expansion of the Universe (Standard cosmology) we accept the rate of mass
(Conformal cosmology). Thus we avoid an unpleasant unresolved problem of initial singularity
(Big Bang) in the framework of the Standard cosmology. It is in agreement with the stationary
EТnsteТn’s МonМeptТon of tСe UnТverse.
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It is known that the equations of mathematical physics for material systems (material media) such as the
thermodynamical, gas-dynamical, cosmologic systems, the systems of charged particles and others consist of the
equations of conservation laws for energy, linear momentum, angular momentum, and mass.
It turns out that the mathematical physics equations for material systems possess some hidden properties that are
manifested only under investigation the consistency of the conservation law equations. Under such investigation one
obtains a relation in skew-symmetrical differential forms for the functionals such as the action functional, entropy,
Pointing's vector, Einstein's tensor, wave function and other. As it is known, the field-theory equations, which describe
physical fields, are equations for such functionals. And this emphasizes the correspondence between the field-theory
equations and the relation obtained.
Such a relation, which appears to be evolutionary, nonidentical and self-varying, discloses the connection between the
field-theory equations, which describe physical fields, and the equations of mathematical physics, which describe
material media. The connection of the field-theory equations with the equations of mathematical physics and the
correspondence between the field-theory equations and the evolutionary relation enables one to understand the basic
principles of field theory and the properties of physical fields.
The present investigation was carried out with the help of skew-symmetric differential forms, which properties
correspond to the conservation laws that lie at the basis of the equations of mathematical physics and the field-theory
equations. In doing so, the skew-symmetric forms, which possess some peculiarities, were used. Namely, they are
evolutionary ones and can generate closed exterior forms corresponding to the conservation laws for physical fields.
Keywords: material media, evolutionary relation, conservation laws, properties of the field theory.
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Introduction
It is known that the equations of mathematical physics for material systems (material
media) such as the thermodynamical, gas-dynamical, cosmologic systems, the systems of charged
particles and others consist of the equations of conservation laws for energy, linear momentum,
angular momentum, and mass. It turns out that the mathematical physics equations for material
systems possess some hidden properties that are manifested only under investigation the
consistency of the conservation law equations. Under such investigation one obtains a relation in
skew-symmetrical differential forms [1] for the functionals such as the action functional, entropy,
Pointing's vector, Einstein's tensor, wave

function and other. As it is known, the field-theory
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equations, which describe physical fields, are equations for such functionals. And this emphasizes
the correspondence between the field-theory equations and the relation obtained.
Such a relation, which appears to be evolutionary, nonidentical and self-varying, discloses
the connection between the field-theory equations, which describe physical fields, and the
equations of mathematical physics, which describe material media. The connection of the fieldtheory equations with the equations of mathematical physics and the correspondence between the
field-theory equations and the evolutionary relation enables one to understand the basic principles
of field theory and the properties of physical fields.
1. Specific features of the equations of mathematical physics for material systems.
Evolutionary relation
The equations of mathematical physics for material systems, which consist of the equations
of conservation laws for energy, linear momentum, angular momentum, and mass, possess the
hidden properties, that enables to understand the basic principles of field theory. Such properties
are due to the specific features of equations of mathematical physics, which become evident when
studying the consistency equations of conservation laws.
1.1. Analysis of consistency of the conservation law equations. Evolutionary relation for the
state functionals
The consistency of the conservation law equations is realized under correlation of the
conservation law equation between themselves.
Let us analyze the correlation of the equations that describe the conservation laws for
energy and linear momentum.
We introduce two frames of reference: the first is an inertial one (this frame of reference is
not connected with the material system), and the second is an accompanying one (this frame of
reference is connected with the manifold built by the trajectories of the material system elements).
The energy equation in the inertial frame of reference can be reduced to the form:

D
 A1
Dt
where D / Dt

is the total derivative with respect to time,  is the functional of the state that

specifies the material system, A1 is the quantity that depends on specific features of material system
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and on external energy actions onto the system. [The action functional, entropy, wave function can be
regarded as examples of the functional  . Thus, the equation for energy presented in terms of the action functional

S has a similar form: DS / Dt  L , where   S , A1  L is the Lagrange function. In mechanics of continuous

media the equation for energy of an ideal gas can be presented in the form [2]: Ds / Dt  0 , where s is the entropy.]

In the accompanying frame of reference the total derivative with respect to time is
transformed into the derivative along the trajectory. Equation of energy is now written in the form


 A1
 1

(1)

Here  1 is the coordinate along the trajectory.
In a similar manner, in the accompanying reference system the equation for linear
momentum appears to be reduced to the equation of the form


 A ,   2,...
 

(2)

where   are the coordinates in the direction normal to the trajectory, A are the quantities that
depend on the specific features of material system and on external force actions.
Eqs. (1) and (2) can be convoluted into the relation

d  Ad   ,   1,

(3)

Relation (3) can be written as

d  

(4)


here   A d is the skew-symmetrical differential form of the first degree. (A summing over

repeated indices is carried out.)
In the general case (for energy, linear momentum, angular momentum and mass) this
relation will be the written as
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d   p

(5)

where  p is the form degree p ( p takes the values p  0,1,2,3 ).
[A concrete form of relation (4) and its properties in the case of the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations were considered

in papers [3]. In this case the functional  is the entropy s . A concrete form of relation (5) for p  2 were
considered for electromagnetic field in paper http://arxiv.org/pdf/math-ph/0310050v1.pdf.]

Since the conservation law equations are evolutionary ones, the relations obtained are also

evolutionary relations, and the skew-symmetric forms  and  p are evolutionary ones.
1.2. Properties of evolutionary relation
The evolutionary relation obtained possesses inconvenient properties.

This relation

appears to be nonidentical and self-varying. [Such properties relate to the fact that this relation includes a
skew-symmetric form, which, unlike the exterior skew-symmetric form, is defined on nonintegrable deforming
manifold and is evolutionary one. (About the properties of such skew-symmetric form one can read, for example, in
papers [1,3].]

Evolutionary relation proves to be nonidentical since the differential form in the right-hand
side of this relation is not a closed form, and, hence, this form cannot be a differential like the lefthand side.
To justify this we shall analyze relation (4).


The form   A d is not a close form since its differential is nonzero. The differential




d form   A d can be written as d  K  d d , where

K  A : :  A : : are the

components of the commutator of the form  , and A :: , A: : are the covariant derivatives. If we
express the covariant derivatives in terms of the connectedness (if it is possible), then they can be


written as A : :  A /    A , where the first term results from differentiating the form

coefficients, and the second term results from differentiating the basis. We obtain the following
expression for the commutator components of the form  :

 dA dA
K      
 






  (    )A
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(In the commutator of exterior form, which is defined on integrable manifold, the second

term is absent.) The coefficients A of the form  have been obtained either from the equation of
the conservation law for energy or from that for linear momentum. This means that in the first case
the coefficients depend on the energetic action and in the second case they depend on the force
action. In actual processes energetic and force actions have different nature and appear to be
inconsistent. Therefore the first member of the commutator is nonzero. The expressions


(
 
) entered into the second term are just components of commutator of metric form that

specifies the manifold deformation and hence equals nonzero. It turns out that the differential of

the form  is nonzero. Thus, the form  to be unclosed and cannot be a differential like the lefthand side. This means that the evolutionary relation cannot be an identical one.
The evolutionary nonidentical relation is a selfvarying one, since this relation includes two
objects one of which appears to be nonmeasurable.
2. Hidden properties of the equations of mathematical physics for material media: the
existence of double solutions
The evolutionary relation discloses a peculiarity of the equations of mathematical physics,
namely, the existence of double solutions. The evolutionary relation was obtained when studying
the consistency of the conservation law equations. The nonidentity of the evolutionary relation
points to the fact that the conservation law equations appear to be inconsistent. This means that
the initial set of equations of mathematical physics proves to be nonintegrable (it cannot be
convoluted into identical relation for differentials and be integrated). That is, the solutions to the
mathematical physics equations are not functions (they will depend on the commutator of the form

 p ). This also points to the fact that the tangent manifold, on which the solutions are defined, is

not integrable.
During selfvariation of evolutionary relation the conditions when an inexact (closed on
pseudostructure) exterior form is obtained from evolutionary form can be realized. This leads to
the fact that from nonidentical evolutionary relation it will be obtained an identical relation, and
this and this will point out to a consistency of the conservation law equations and an integrability
of the mathematical physics equations.
However, the transition from unclosed evolutionary form (with nonzero differential) to
closed exterior form (with vanishing differential) is possible only as degenerate transformation,
namely, a transformation that does not conserve the differential.
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The degenerate transformation can take place under additional conditions. The conditions
of degenerate transformation can be due to the degrees of freedom of material system (such as the
translational degrees of freedom, internal degrees of freedom of the system elements and etc.).
[The conditions of degenerate transformation are reduced to vanishing of such functional expressions as determinants,
Jacobians, Poisson's brackets, residues and others.]

If the conditions of degenerate transformation are realized, from the unclosed evolutionary

form  p (see evolutionary relation (5)) with non vanishing differential one can obtain a closed

(only on some pseudostructure) exterior form with vanishing (interior) differential. That is, it is
realized the transition

d  P  0  d   P  0,d  *  P  0
The realization of the conditions d   p  0 , d   p  0 means that it is realized a closed

dual form  p , which describes some structure



(which is a pseudostructure with respect to its

metric properties), and it the closed exterior (inexact) form p , which basis is a pseudostructure,

is obtained. On an pseudostructure, from evolutionary relation (5) it follows the relation
d 

 p

(6)

which occurs to be an identical one, since the form p is a differential. The identity of the relation
obtained from the evolutionary relation means that on the pseudostructure the equations of
conservation laws become consistent. This points out to that the equations of mathematical physics
become locally integrable (only on pseudostructure). Pseudostructure in this case is integrable
structure. The solutions to the mathematical physics equations on integrable structures are
generalized solutions, which are discrete functions, since they are realized only under additional
conditions (on the integrable structures).
2.1. Physical meaning of double solutions to the equations of mathematical physics.
Description of the state of material medium
The evolutionary relation can describe the material medium state, so how this relates
includes the state functional, which specifies the material system state.
But here there is some delicate matter. Although the evolutionary relation includes the state
functional (which specifies the material medium state), but since this relation is nonidentical one,
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from this relation one cannot get the differential of the state functional d . This points out to the
absence of the state function and means that the material medium is in the non-equilibrium state.
The non-equilibrium means that an internal force acts in material medium. It is evident that the

internal force is described by the commutator of skew-symmetric form  p . (Everything that gives
a contribution into the commutator of evolutionary form  p leads to emergence of internal forces

that causes the non-equilibrium state of material medium (see [4]).) The solutions of the first

type, which are not functions (since they depend on the commutator of form  p , describe such a
non-equilibrium state of material medium.
Another property of the nonidentical evolutionary relation, namely, its selfvariation, points
out to the fact that the non-equilibrium state of material medium turns out to be selfvarying. State
of material medium changes but in this case remains to be non-equilibrium during this process,
since the evolutionary relation remains to be nonidentical during the process of selfvariation.
The realization of identical relation from the evolutionary one point out to the transition of
material medium to a localli equilibrium state.From identical relation one can define the
differential of the state functional, and this points out to a presence of the state function and the
transition of material medium from non-equilibrium state into equilibrium one. However, such a
state of material medium turns out to be realized only locally due to the fact that differential of the
state functional obtained is an differential interior (only on pseudostructure). And yet the total state
of material medium remains to be non-equilibrium state because the evolutionary relation, which
describes the material medium state, remains nonidentical one. (That is, there exists a duality.
Nonidentical evolutionary relation goes on to act simultaneously with identical relation.) It may be
noted that these results show that the functionals of evolutionary relation are actually state functionals.]

The transition from non-equilibrium state to locally equilibrium state means that
unmeasured quantity, which is described by the commutator and act as internal force, converts into
a measured quantity of material medium. This reveals in emergence of some observed formations
in material medium. Waves, vortices, fluctuations, turbulent pulsations and so on are examples of
such formations. The intensity of such formations is controlled by a quantity accumulated by the
evolutionary form commutator.
Thus, from the evolutionary relation it follows that the equations of mathematical physics
has double solutions that describe the transition of a material medium from non-equilibrium state
into a localli equilibrium one, and this process is accompanied by origination of a discrete
(observable) formation. Such a process is connected with origination of physical structures.
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2.2. Differential-geometrical structures and their physical meaning. Physical structures
As it was shown, the discrete realization of generalized solution (and an advent of
observable formation) is related with the realization of dual form and closed inexact exterior form.
The closed dual form and associated closed inexact exterior form made up a differentialgeometrical structure that describes a pseudostructure with conservative quantity (a closed dual
form describes a pseudostructure, and a closed exterior form, as it is known, describes a
conservative quantity, since the differential of closed form is equal to zero). Such a differentialgeometrical structure possesses a duality. In the case of the equations of mathematical physics,
such a differential-geometrical structure is an integrable structure, on which the solutions to the
mathematical physics equations become functions, that is, a generalized solutions. (The structures
like the characteristics, singular points, characteristic and potential surfaces,are such integrable structures.)

The

differential-geometrical structure is associated with a discrete observable formation, to which the
generalized solution is assigned.
On the other hand, the differential-geometrical structure describes a conservative object (a
pseudostructure with conservative quantity). It appears that the physical structures that made up
physical fields are such conservative objects. (In the next section the justification of this statement will be
presented.)

3. Connection of the field-theory equation with the equations of mathematical physics for
material media
The evolutionary relation discloses one more unique property of the equations of
mathematical physics, namely, a connection between the mathematical physics equations, which
describe material media, and the field-theory equations, which describe physical fields. And this
emphasizes the correspondence between the field-theory equations and the evolutionary relation.
Such correspondence bases on the properties of conservation laws. The peculiarity consists in the
fact that the equations of mathematical physics consist of the equations of conservation laws for
energy, linear momentum, angular momentum, and mass, which are conservation laws for
material media, whereas the field-theory equation are based on conservation laws for physical
fields, that claim an existence of conservative quantities or objects. The conservation laws for
physical fields are described by closed exterior skew-symmetric forms. (The Noether theorem is
an example.) It turns out that there exists a connection between the conservation laws for material
media and the conservation laws for physical fields. This follows from the evolutionary relation.
And this discloses a connection between the field-theory equations and the equations of
mathematical physics.
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3.1. Basis of the field-theory equations: Closed exterior forms correspond to conservation
laws for physical fields

From the closure conditions for exterior differential form d k  0 one can see that the

closed exterior differential form is a conservative quantity. This means that the closed exterior
differential form can correspond to conservation law for physical fields, namely, to existence of a
certain conservative physical quantity. If form is a closed inexact one then from conditions of

closure for the dual form d   k  0 (describing the pseudostructure) and closed inexact form
d   k  0 (describing the conservative quantity) one can see that the dual form and inexact form

describe a conservative object that can also correspond to conservation law for physical fields.
The equations of existing field theories, which describe physical fields, are the equations
obtained on the basis of the properties of exterior form theory.
Closed inexact exterior or dual forms are solutions of the field-theory equations. And there
is the following correspondence.
-Closed exterior forms of zero degree correspond to quantum mechanics.
-The Hamilton formalism bases on the properties of closed exterior and dual forms of first
degree.
-The properties of closed exterior and dual forms of second degree are at the basis of the
equations of electromagnetic field.
-The closure conditions of exterior and dual forms of third degree form the basis of
equations for gravitational field.
One can see that field theory equations connected with closed exterior forms of a certain
degree. This enables one to introduce a classification of physical fields in degrees of closed
exterior forms. Such a classification shows that there exists an internal connection between field
theories that describe physical fields of various types. It is evident that the degree of closed exterior
forms is a parameter that integrates field theories into unified field theory [1]. (A significance of
exterior differential forms for field theories consists in the fact that they disclose the properties
that are common for all field theories and physical fields irrespective of their specific type. This is
a step to building a unified field theory.)
It appears that the closed exterior and dual forms, on which the field-theory equations are
based, are generated by the evolutionary relation, obtained from the equations of mathematical
physics. This is justified by the fact that there is a correspondence between the field-theory
equations and the evolutionary relation.
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3.2. Correspondence between the field-theory equations and the evolutionary relation
The field-theory equations, which describe physical fields, are equations for functionals
such as wave function, the action functional, Pointing's vector, Einstein's tensor, and others. The
nonidentical evolutionary relations derived from the equations of mathematical physics, which
describe material media, are relations for all these functionals.
To the connection between the field-theory equations and the equations of mathematical
physics it also points out to the fact that, all equations of field theories, as well as the evolutionary
relation, are nonidentical relations in differential forms or in the forms of their tensor or
differential (i.e. expressed in terms of derivatives) analogs. For example,
- the Einstein equation is a relation in differential forms;
- the Dirac equation relates Dirac's bra- and cket - vectors, which made up a differential
form of zero degree;
- the Maxwell equations have the form of tensor relations;
- the Schr\H{o}dinger's equations have the form of relations expressed in terms of
derivatives and their analogs.
From the evolutionary relation one can obtain closed inexact exterior forms which
corresponds to the conservation laws for physical fields and on which (as it was shown) the field
theory bases.
From the field-theory equations, as well as from the nonidentical evolutionary relation, the
identical relation, which contains the closed exterior form, is obtained. As one can see, from the
field-theory equations it follows such identical relation as
- the Poincare invariant, which connects closed exterior forms of first degree;

- the relations d 2  0 , d  2  0 are those for closed exterior forms of second degree
obtained from Maxwell equations;
- the Bianchi identity for gravitational field.
Thus, one can see that there exists a correspondence between the field-theory equations,
which describe physical fields, and the evolutionary relation obtained from the equations of
mathematical physics for a material medium.
Such a correspondence between the evolutionary relation and the field-theory equations
point to a connection of the field-theory equations and the equations of mathematical physics for
material media.
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3.3. Hidden properties of the field theory
Connection of the field-theory equation with the equations of mathematical physics for
material media enables one to understand the basic principles of field theory and the properties of
physical fields.
1. From the correspondence between the field-theory equations and the evolutionary
relation it follows that the functionals of field-theory equations (such as wave function, the action
functional, the Pointing vector, Einstein tensor, and others) are functionals that specify the state of
relevant material medium (material system), that is, they are state functionals (functionals that
describe a state of relevant material medium).
2. Closed inexact exterior and dual forms, which are solutions to the field-theory equations
and corresponds to conservation laws for physical fields, are generated by evolutionary form
obtained from the conservation law equations for material systems, namely, the conservation laws
for energy, linear momentum, angular momentum, and mass. This points to a relation of the
conservation laws for physical fields (availability of conserved quantities or objects) and the
conservation laws for material media (the conservation laws for energy, linear momentum, angular
momentum, and mass).
3. The degree of closed exterior forms, which can serve as a parameter of unified field
theory is connected with the number of the equations of interacting noncommutative conservation
laws for material systems.
4. The constants and characteristics of field theories are connected with characteristics of
relevant material media. (But this connection is indirect. This connection is realized in
evolutionary process).
5. Physical structures that obey the conservation law for physical fields (existence of
conservative objects) and made up physical fields are described by the differential-geometrical
structures obtained from the equations of mathematical physics for material media.
6. Type of physical structures generated by material media depends on the degree p of the
evolutionary form in evolutionary relation connected with the number of interacting conservation
laws, on the degree k of the closed exterior form obtained, and on the dimension n of the initial
inertial space.
7. Realization of the differential-geometrical structures (inexact exterior skew-symmetric
forms and relevant dual forms, which describe physical structures) proceeds discretely under
realization of the degrees of freedom of material systems. This explains the quantum character of
field theories.
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8. One can see the correspondence between the degree k of the closed forms realized and

the type of interactions. Thus, k  0 corresponds to strong interaction, k  1 corresponds to weak

interaction, k  2 corresponds to electromagnetic interaction, and k  3 corresponds to
gravitational interaction.
The connection between physical structures and closed exterior and dual forms allows to
disclose the properties and the characteristics of physical fields.
Conserved physical quantity (closed exterior form) describes a certain charge.

Under

transition from some structure to another, the conserved on pseudostructure quantity, which
corresponds to the closed exterior form, changes discretely, and the pseudostructure changes
discretely as well.
The discrete changes of the conserved quantity and pseudostructure are determined by the
value of the evolutionary form commutator, which is a commutator at the time when the physical
structure emerges. The first term of the evolutionary form commutator obtained from the
derivatives of the evolutionary form coefficients controls the discrete change of the conserved
quantity. The second one obtained from the derivatives of the metric form coefficients of the initial
manifold controls the pseudostructure change. Spin is the example of the second characteristic.
[As it was shown, a non-measurable quantity that is accumulated in the evolutionary form commutator partly
converts into conservative quantity of physical (observed) structures under realization of any degrees of freedom (to
which a degenerate transformation is assigned).
A non-measurable quantity that does not convert into physical structure turns out to be a non-observed and
non-measurable quantity. Dark matter and dark energy are such an essence which reveals as the result of the
noncommutativity of conservation laws of relevant material media produced by various nonpotential actions. The
deformation of manifolds, which is made up by the trajectories of the material system elements, arisen under the action
of external forces (due to nonpotential actions) relates to this fact.]
[In paper [5] was carried out proof of the invariance of the equations for the energy, momentum and
continuity. But Einstein did not put the question of the consistency of these equations. The presence of energymomentum tensor in Einstein's equation supposes that the equations of conservation laws of energy and momentum
are consistent identically. But, as has been shown, the consistence of conservation law equations (due to
noncommutativity of conservation laws) is fulfilled only discretely. In particular, this means that the energymomentum tensor is fulfilled only discretely. And this imposes restrictions on the Einstein equation.]
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combined algebra has a special significance in being identical to that of the Dirac equation of relativistic quantum
mechanics. This is the equation that applies to the point-like fermion, the most fundamental physical state. Many other
symmetries and the fundamental symmetry-breaking that occurs between the four physical interactions can be seen to
emerge from this foundational symmetric structure.
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Introduction
We are not very good observers – science is a struggle for us. But we have developed one
particular talent along with our evolution that serves us well. This is pattern recognition. This is
fortunate, for, everywhere in Nature, and especially in physics, there are hints that symmetry is the
keв to Нeeper unНerstanНТnР. χnН pСвsТМs Сas sСoаn tСat tСe sвmmetrТes are often ‘broken’, tСat
is disguised or hidden. A classic example is that between space and time, which are combined in
relativity, but which remain obstinately different.
Some questions are relevant here. Which are the most fundamental symmetries? Where
does symmetry come from? How do the most fundamental symmetries help to explain the subject?
Why are some symmetries broken and what does broken symmetry really mean? Many symmetries
are expressed in some way using integers. Which are the most important?
We may begin our explanation with a philosophical starting-point. The ultimate origin of
symmetry in physics is zero totality. The sum of every single thing in the universe is precisely
nothing. Nature as a whole has no definable characteristic. Zero, in fact, is the only logical startingpoint. If we start from anywhere else we have to explain it. Zero Тs tСe onlв ТНea аe МoulНn’t
conceivably explain.
To go from there it is convenient to give a semi-empirical answer, though it is possible to
do it more fundamentally. The major symmetries in physics begin with just two ideas, duality and
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anticommutativity, and there are only two fundamental numbers or integers, 2 and 3. Everything
else is a variation of these. In effect, anticommutativity is like creation, duality is like conservation.
We can now start with a symmetry that is not well known, but which appears to be foundational
to physics. This is between the four fundamental parameters
SPACE

TIME

MASS

CHARGE

Here, mass has the more expansive meaning incorporating energy, and charge incorporates
the sources of all 3 gauge interactions (electric, strong and weak). The symmetry-breaking between
the charges is an emergent property, which we will show later emerges from algebra.
It is possible to represent the properties of these parameters symmetrically in terms of a Klein-4
group:
space

nonconserved

real

anticommutative

time

nonconserved

complex

commutative

mass

conserved

real

commutative

charge

conserved

complex

anticommutative

Many physical, and even some mathematical, facts, not fully understood, may be seen
principally as consequences of this symmetry. They include:
TСe МonservatТon laаs anН σoetСer’s tСeorem
The irreversibility of time
The unipolarity of mass
Why like charges repel but masses attract
The need for antistates
Lepton and baryon conservation and nondecay of the proton
Standard and nonstandard analysis, arithmetic and geometry
Гeno’s paraНoб
The irreversibility paradox
Gauge invariance, translation and rotation symmetry
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Representations of the parameter group
One of the key aspects of the exactness of the symmetry between the parameters is that
space, to be truly symmetrical to charge in its 3-dimensionality, is not just an ordinary vector, but
one which has the properties of a Clifford algebra:
i

j k

vector

ii ij ik

bivector

pseudovector

quaternion

i

trivector

pseudoscalar

complex

1

scalar

The space-time and charge-mass groupings then become exact mirror images, 3 real + 1
imaginary against 3 imaginary + 1 real.
The vectors of physics are what Hestenes called multivariate vectors [1], isomorphic to
Pauli matrices and complexified quaternions, with a full product

ab  a.b  ia  b
and a built-in concept of spin (which comes from the i a × b term). Hestenes showed, for example,

that if we used the full product  for a multivariate vector  instead of the scalar product .

for an ordinary vector , аe МoulН obtaТn spТn ½ for an eleМtron Тn a maРnetТМ fТelН from tСe
nonrelativistic ScСröНТnРОr ОquatТon.

In the parameter group, space and time become a 4-vector with three real parts and one
imaginary, by symmetry with the mass and charge quaternion, with three imaginary parts and one
real.
space
i x jy k z

time

it

charge

is je kw

mass
1m

Vectors, like quaternions, are also anticommutative.
The group properties can be represented very simply using algebraic symbols for the
properties / antiproperties:
mass

x

y
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time
charge
space

–x

–y

–x

y

–y

x

In algebraic terms, this is a conceptual zero.

z
–z
–z

The symmetry may be assumed to be absolutely exact – no exception to this rule has ever
been found in forty years [2-7]. And this condition can be used to put constraints on physics to
derive laws and states of matter. We can also develop a number of representations, which not only
show the absoluteness of the symmetry, but also the centrality to the whole concept of the idea of
3-dimensionality. A perfect symmetry between 4 parameters means that only the properties of one
parameter need be assumed. The others then emerge automatically like kaleidoscopic images. It
is, in principle, arbitrary which parameter we assume to begin with, as the following visual
representations will show. The representations also suggest that 3-dimensionality or
anticommutativity is a fundamental component of the symmetry.
In the colour representation, space, time, mass and charge, occupy concentric circles,
divided into sectors suggesting the 3 properties / antiproperties. The properties (say, Real,
Nonconserved, Discrete) can be by primary colours (say, Red, Green, Blue, or R, G, B), and the
‘antТpropertТes’ (ImaРТnarв, ωonserveН, ωontТnuousΨ bв tСe Мomplementarв seМonНarв ones
(Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, or C, M, Y). All of these choices are arbitrary, and we can, for example,
as in the second figure, reverse the representation. Only the overall pattern is fixed.

In any version of the representation, the total colour in each sector adds to white,
representing zero.
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Alternatively, we can make a direct Cartesian plot of the x, y and z and –x, –y, –z algebraic
representations of properties and antiproperties from an origin at the centre of a cube to four of its
corners. As in the colour representation, there is a dual version (here depicted using dotted lines),
which can also be seen as a depiction of a dual group to that of the parameters with one of the
properties / antiproperties reversed. Such a dual group emerges in the representation of the
fundamental parameters in the Dirac equation.

A third representation would place the parameters at the four faces or vertices of a regular
tetrahedron, whose edges take on the primary / secondary colours as shown to stand for the six
properties / antiproperties. There is, again, a built-in duality in this representation, as there is in the
others.
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Algebra and the parameters
What is striking about the parameters and their properties is that they are purely abstract.
They can be reduced, in effect, to pure algebra. Real / Imaginary and Commutative /
Anticommutative are obviously so. But Conserved / Nonconserved can also be shown to be purely
algebraic. They also each have their own alРebra, аСТМС serves to НefТne tСem. TСeТr ‘pСвsТМal’
properties come solely from this algebra.
Mass

1

scalar

Time

i

pseudoscalar

Charge

i j k

quaternion

Space

i j k

vector

TСe fТrst tСree are subalРebras of tСe last, anН МombТne to proНuМe a versТon of Тt, let’s saв
i j k. In otСer аorНs tСeв are equТvalent to a ‘veМtor spaМe’, an ‘antТspaМe’ to Мounter i j k. We see
why space appears to have a privileged status. It has 3 subalgebras:
bivector / pseudovector / quaternion, composed of:
ii ij ik

bivector

1

scalar

pseudovector

quaternion

trivector / pseudoscalar / complex, composed of:

i

trivector

1

scalar

pseudoscalar
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and scalar, with just a single unit:
1

scalar

The three parameters other than pace produce a combined vector-like structure, even
though there is no physical vector quantity associated with them.
mass

scalar

1

time

pseudoscalar

i

1

charge

quaternion

ijk

1

pseudovector

ii ij ik

1

ijk

ijki

1

ijk

ii ij ik i

1

bivector
COMBINED

vector

STRUCTURE
This is what we will call vacuum space.

We now have another symmetry, leading to zero totality:
Space

Everything else
Mass

1

scalar

Time

i

pseudoscalar

Charge

i j k

quaternion

------------------------------------------------Space

i j k

vector

Antispace

i j k

vector

Vacuum space
We note that the algebras of charge, time, mass are subalgebras of vector algebra. It seems
that, though all the parameters are equivalent in the group structure, they also produce a
mathematical hierarcСв, аСТМС suРРests an ‘evolutТonarв’ struМture Тn a loРТМal, not a tТme
sequence. This evolution can, in fact, be derived, and applied much more generally as a
fundamental information process. It seems to operate in mathematics, computer science, chemistry
and biology, as well as in more complex aspects of physics.
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We can also derive many aspects of the complexity directly. This is by packaging the
physical information produced by combining the information from the individual algebras:
Time

Space

Mass

Charge

i

i j k

1

i j k

scalar

quaternion

pseudoscalar vector

Working out every possible combination of the four parameters and their 8 units requires
64 combined units. This turns out to be the algebra of the Dirac equation, the relativistic quantum
mechanical equation of the fermion, the only true fundamental object that we know must exist.
There 64 possible products of the 8 units are given by:
± , ± i)

± , ± i × i, j, k)

± , ± i × i, j, k)

± , ± i × i, j, k × i, j, k)

4

units

12

units

12

units

36

units

The + and – versions of the units:

i

j*

k

ii

ij

ik*

i

j

k

ii

ii

ik

ii*

ij

ik

iii

iij

iik

ji*

jj

jk

iji

ijj

ijk

ki*

kj

kk

iki

ikj

iki

i

1

form a group. The simplest starting point for a group is to find the generators. These are the set of
elements within the group that are sufficient to generate it by multiplication. Here they are marked
with an asterisk.
Since vectors are complexified quaternions and quaternions are complexified vectors, we
obtain an identical algebra if we use complexified double quaternions:

i

j*

k

ii

ij

ik*

i

j

k

ii

ii

ik
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ii*

ij

ik

iii

iij

iik

ji*

jj

jk

iji

ijj

ijk

ki*

kj

kk

iki

ikj

ikk

There is also a double vector version:
i

j*

k

ii

ij

ik*

i

j

k

ii

ii

ik

ii*

ij

ik

iii

iij

iik

ji*

jj

jk

iji

ijj

ijk

ki*

kj

kk

iki

ikj

iki

i

1

The introduction of symmetry-breaking
We started with eight basic units, but, by the time that we have worked out all the possible
combinations of vectors, scalars, pseudoscalars and quaternions, we find that the Dirac algebra has
32 possible units or 64 if you have + and – signs. This group of order 64 requires only 5 generators.
There are many ways of selecting these, but all such pentad sets have the same overall structure.

However, the most efficient way of generating the 2  32 is to start with five composites, rather
than eight primitives.
All the sets of 5 generators have the same pattern, as we can see by splitting up the 64 units
into 1, –1, i and – i, and 12 sets of 5 generators, each of which generates the entire group:
1

i

ii

ij

ik

ik

j

ji

jj

jk

ii

k

ki

kj

kk

ij

i

iii

iij

iik

ik

j

iji

ijj

ijk

ii

k

iki

ikj

ikk

ij

i

–1

–i

–ji

–jj

–ii

–ij

–ik

–ik

–j

–ki

–kj

–kk

–ij

–i

–iji

–ijj

–ijk

–iii
–iki

–iij

–ikj

–jk

–iik
–ikk

–ij

–ik
–ii
–ij

–i
–j

–k
–i

The creation of any set of 5 generators requires symmetry-breaking of one 3-D quantity.
From the perfect symmetry of
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i

i

j

k

1

j

k

1

i

j

k

we rearrange to produce:

i

i

i

j

k

and finally:

ik

ii

ij

ik

1j

The symmetry-breaking has an impact on the nature of the parameters involved. If we You
have to break the symmetry of one space or the other, of i, j, k or i, j, k. Since space is nonconserved
and, therefore, rotation symmetric, we choose this to be charge. So, beginning with time, space,
mass and charge, we may take one of each of i, j, k of charge on to each of the other three.
Physically, to create the generators we have to distribute the charge units onto the other parameters.
TСТs Мreates neа ‘МompounН’ (anН ‘quantТzeН’Ψ pСвsТМal quantТtТes, аСТМС, usТnР arbТtrarв names
anН sвmbols, аe Мall ‘enerРв’, ‘momentum’ anН ‘rest mass’. So
Time

Space

Mass

Charge

i

i j k

1

i j k

Energy

Momentum Rest Mass

i

ii ji ki

1j

E

px py pz

m

become

The combined object is nilpotent, squaring to zero, because

ikE  iip

x

 jip y  kip y  jm

 ikE  iip

x

Аe Мan ТНentТfв tСТs as EТnsteТn’s relatТvТstТМ enerРв-momentum equation

E 2 – p 2 – m2 
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 jip y  kip y  jm  0

(1)



or, in its more usual form,

Nilpotent quantum mechanics

  –    –   

The Dirac equation simply quantizes the nilpotent equation, using differentials in time and
space, operating on a phase factor, for E and p. So (1) becomes



 k



 i  j    k  ip  j    p.r   




by simultaneously applying nonconservation and conservation. Here, we note there are four sign
variations in E and p. The fact that this is reduced by nilpotency from eight leads to another
symmetry-breaking. We lose a degree of freedom, leading to chirality.
Written out in full the four components are:







–

–
––









(2)

The signs are, of course, intrinsically arbitrary, but it is convenient to identify the four states
by adopting a convention.
TСe spТnor propertТes of tСe alРebra stТll СolН, even аСen аe Нon’t use a matrТб

representation, and is a 4-component spinor, incorporating fermion / antifermion and spin up /

down states. We can easily identify these with the arbitrary sign options for the iE and p (or .p)
terms. This is accommodated in the nilpotent formalism by transforming (ikE + ip + jm) into a
column vector with four sign combinations of iE and p, which may be written in abbreviated form

as ( ikE  ip + jm). Using an accepted convention, this can be either operator or amplitude. The
symmetry between operator and amplitude is another leading to 0.




 ikE  ip  jm   ikE  ip  jm   0
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gives us both relativity and quantum mechanics – a version which is much simpler and seemingly
more powerful than conventional quantum mechanics.
In quantum mechanics we take the first bracket as an operator acting on a phase factor. The
E and p terms can include any number of potentials or interactions with other particles. Squaring
to 0 gives us the Pauli exclusion principle, because if any two particles are the same, their
combination is 0. In tСТs form, аe Нon’t even neeН an equatТon, just an operator of the form ( ikE

 ip + jm) because the operator will uniquely determine the phase factor needed to produce a

nilpotent amplitude. Rather than using a conventional form of the Dirac equation, we find the
phase factor such that, using the defined operator,
(operator acting on phase factor)2 = amplitude2 = 0.
If the operator has a more complicated form than that of the free particle, the phase factor
will, of course, be no longer a simple exponential but the amplitude will still be a nilpotent.
The same operation which gives us energy, momentum, and rest mass also gives us the broken
symmetry between the 3 charges

i

ii ji ki

1j

weak

strong

electric

which now adopt the characteristics of the mathematical objects they are connected to, and the
corresponding group symmetries:
pseudoscalar

vector

scalar

SU(2)

SU(3)

U(1)

The connections can be demonstrated with full rigour.
A particular subalgebra of the 64-part algebra creates a symmetry between the two spaces
which remains unbroken. This is the H4 algebra, which can be obtained using coupled quaternions,
with units 1, ii, jj, kk. The result is a cyclic but commutative algebra with multiplication rules

ii ii = jj jj = kk kk = 1
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ii jj = jj ii = kk
jj kk = kk jj = ii
kk ii = ii kk = jj
The same algebra can be achieved with the negative values of the paired vector units 1, –
ii, –jj, –kk. (1 is equivalent here to –ii.) This time we have:
(–ii) (–ii) = (–jj) (–jj) = (–kk) (–kk) = 1
(–ii) (–jj) = (–jj) (–ii) = (–kk)
(–jj) (–kk) = (–kk) (–kk) = (–ii)
(–kk) (–ii) = (–ii) (–kk) = (–jj)
If we use the symbols I = ii = –ii, J = jj = –jj, K = kk = –kk, 1, to represent this algebra,
we can structure the relationships in a group table:

*

1

I

J

K

1

1

I

J

K

I

I

1

K

J

J

J

K

1

I

K

K

J

I

1

The group is a Klein-4 group, exactly like the parameter group.
All the standard aspects of spin and helicity are easily recovered with nilpotent quantum
mechanics (NQM). This means that it is possible to find a spinor structure which will generate the
NQM state vector. A set of primitive idempotents constructing a spinor can be defined in terms of
the H4 algebra, constructed from the dual vector spaces:






– ii – jj – kk  / 4

– ii  jj  kk  / 4

 ii – jj  kk  / 4
 ii  jj – kk  / 4
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As required the 4 terms add up to 1, and are orthogonal as well as idempotent, all products
between them being 0. The same terms can be generated using coupled quaternions rather than
vectors:

1  ii  jj  kk  / 4
  ii – jj – kk  / 4
 – ii  jj – kk  / 4
 – ii – jj  kk  / 4

TСe ‘spaМes’ Тn tСe spТnor struМture are notablв Мompletelв Нual. TСe ortСoРonalТtв
condition effectively creates a quartic space structure with zero size, a point-particle.
Vacuum
Another way of looking at Pauli exclusion leads to another symmetry. Here, we say that
Nature represents a totality of zero, and if you imagine creating a particle (with all the potentials
representing its interactions) in the form

 ikE  ip  jm 
then you must structure the rest of the universe, so that it can be represented by

–  ikE  ip  jm 
TСe nТlpotent formalТsm ТnНТМates tСat a fermТon ‘МonstruМts’ Тts oаn vaМuum, or tСe entТre
‘unТverse’ Тn аСТМС Тt operates, anН аe Мan МonsТНer tСe vaМuum to be ‘НeloМalТseН’ to tСe eбtent
tСat tСe fermТon Тs ‘loМalТseН’.
We can consider the nilpotency as defining the interaction between the localised fermionic
state and the delocalised vacuum, with which it is uniquely self-dual, the phase being the
mechanism through which this is accomplished. We can also consider Pauli exclusion as saying
tСat no tаo fermТons Мan sСare tСe same vaМuum. TСe ‘Сole’ left bв МreatТnР tСe partТМle from
nothing is the rest of the universe needed to maintain it in that state. We give it the name vacuum.
So the vacuum for one particle cannot be the vacuum for any other.
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Аe Мan also tСТnk of tСe Нual ‘spaМes’ representeН bв i, j, k and i, j, k as combining together
to produce zero totality in a point particle with zero size. It is the only way we can produce discrete
poТnts Тn spaМe. TСe nТlpotent formalТsm ТnНТМates tСat a fermТon ‘МonstruМts’ Тts oаn vaМuum, or
tСe entТre ‘unТverse’ Тn аСТМС Тt operates, anН аe Мan МonsТНer tСe vaМuum to be ‘НeloМalТseН’ to
tСe eбtent tСat tСe fermТon Тs ‘loМalТseН’. Аe Мan МonsТНer tСe nТlpotenМв as НefТnТnР tСe ТnteraМtТon
between the localised fermionic state and the delocalised vacuum, with which it is uniquely selfdual, the phase being the mechanism through which this is accomplished.
We can also understand the behaviour of fermion and vacuum in terms of more abstract
mathematics. Set boundaries themselves have vanishing boundaries. The boundary of a boundary
is zero:

  2  0
For A as subspace of the entire space X, then the boundary A is the intersection of the
closures of A and of the complement of A or X – A, the closure being the union of the set and its
boundary. Here the universe is X, the fermion A, the rest of the universe X – A. The point-fermion
is itself a boundary. The boundary of the fermion is 0. This is nilpotency.
Vacuum space
If we look at the four components of the fermion in (2) we see that two have +E and two
have –E. Where are those with –E? The answer is that they are in the vacuum space. There are as
many antifermions as fermions. However, the chirality we have built into the structure (and that
we can derive conventionally from the Dirac equation) means that only those in real space are
observable.
If the lead term in the fermionic column vector, defines the fermion type, then we can show
that the remaining terms are equivalent to the lead term, subjected to the respective symmetry
transformations, P, T and C, by pre- and post-multiplication by the quaternion units i, j, k defining
the vacuum space:

Parity

P

Time reversal

T

Charge conjugation

C

i ( ikE  ip + jm) i = ( ikE ip + jm)

k ( ikE  ip + jm) k = ( ikE  ip + jm)
–j ( ikE  ip + jm) j = ( ikE ip + jm)
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We can easily show that CP  T, PT  C, and CT  P also apply, and that

TCP  CPT  identity as

k (– j (i ( ikE  ip  jm )k ) j ) j  – kji ( ikE  ip  jm )ijk  (ikE  ip  jm )

The nilpotent formalism defines a continuous vacuum –( ikE  ip + jm) to each fermion

state ( ikE  ip + jm), and this vacuum expresses the nonlocal aspect of the state. However, the

use of the operators k, i, j suggests that we can partition this state into discrete components with a
dimensional structure. In fact, this is where the idempotents become relevant. If we postmultiply
( ikE  ip + jm) by the idempotent k( ikE  ip + jm) any number of times, the only change is to
introduce a scalar multiple, which can be normalized away.

( ikE  ip  jm )k ( ikE  ip  jm )k ( ikE  ip  jm ) (ikE  ip  jm )
The identification of i(ikE + ip + jm), k(ikE + ip + jm) and j(ikE + ip + jm) as vacuum
operators and (ikE – ip + jm), (–ikE + ip + jm) and (–ikE – ip + jm) as their respective vacuum
‘refleМtТons’ at ТnterfaМes provТНeН bв P, T and C transformations suggests a new insight into the
meaning of the Dirac 4-spinor. We can now interpret the three terms other than the lead term in
the spinor as tСe vaМuum ‘refleМtТons’ tСat are МreateН аТtС tСe partТМle. Аe Мan reРarН tСe
existence of three vacuum operators as a result of a partitioning of the vacuum as a result of
quantization and as a consequence of the 3-part structure observed in the nilpotent fermionic state,
while the zitterbewegung can be taken as an indication that the vacuum is active in defining the
fermionic state.
The operators i, j, k have many fundamental roles. They are charges, C, P, T transformation
operators, vacuum projections onto 3 axes, indicators of fermion / antifermion / spin up / down in
the Dirac spinor, etc. They constitute the dimensions of vacuum space, dual to real space. The
fermion has a half-integral spin because it requires simultaneously splitting the universe into two
halves which are mirror images of each other at a fundamental level, but which appear asymmetric
at the observational level because observation privileges the fermion singularity over vacuum.
Zitterbewegung is an obvious manifestation of the duality, but, in observational terms, it privileges
the creation of positive rest mass.
A particularly interesting example of the operation of vacuum space is reflection in a real
mirror. This is due to an aspect of the electric force. The mirror produces a laterally-inverted virtual
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image. TСe mТrror refleМtТon Тs aМtuallв Нue to tСe rest of tСe unТverse (‘vaМuum’Ψ of аСТМС tСe
mirror is a component. The virtual image is the reflection due to one component force. The mirror
is constructed to concentrate the resources of vacuum almost entirely on this single force.
Conclusion
The Klein-4 symmetry between mass, time, charge and space is the most fundamental in
physics, and its algebraic representation allows us to generate a version of relativistic quantum
mechanics which is applicable to the fundamental particle or fermionic state. Its group structure
also generates the symmetry-breaking between the interactions which occurs at the most
fundamental level in physics. Other symmetries which occur at the deepest levels in physics can
be seen to be consequences of this one.
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Gravitational time dilation is an important consequence of general relativity and any metric theory of gravitation.
Tests of this effect are important not only for fundamental physics but also for applied science as it is finding
applications in such fields as satellite navigation and geodesy with clocks. Currently the best test of the gravitaitonal
redshift effect is the one of the Gravity Probe A mission with accuracy of

1.4 104 performed in 1976. We give

and account of historic experiments to test the effect as well current initiatives to improve the result obtained by
Gravity Probe A. We also give the status update of the experiment to measure the effect with Radioastron.
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Introduction
Phenomenon of the "photon gravitational redshift" was predicted by Einstein in the paper
[1], i.e. much before the creation of General Relativity (1916). It is accepted now the "photon
gravitational redshift" lies in the foundation of GR composing its crucial experimental basis. In
particular the redshift effect can be considered as Equivalence Principle Test for photon: i.e. it
provides the information concerning the acceleration of photons in gravitational fields [2]. Thus a
precise measurement of this effect with growing accuracy could define limits of GR validity and
stimulate a new physics search.
TСe EТnsteТn’s formulatТon of tСe pСenomenon МonsТsts Тn tСe statement tСat "anв МloМk
marches slowly in the gravitational field". So the frequency of atomic clock depends on the value
of gravitational potential in the place of its location. The terminology "redshift" has historical
origin associated with the first observation of the effect [3] through the measurement of the
hydrogen spectral lines in the light coming from the white dwarf Sirius B. On the contrary in the
Earth gravity field a clock lifted at some altitude has to show a blue shift. Other interpretation of
the "electromagnetic gravitational redshift" effect as a loss of the photon energy while traveling
through the gravitational field is not completely correct and could lead to contradictions [4].
At present time the most precise test of "red shift" effect was performed in the mission of
Gravity Probe A (GP-A) of 1976, in which the frequencies of two hydrogen masers clock were
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compared-one on the Earth and the other on board of a rocket with a ballistic trajectory of 104 km
apogee. The experiment [5] confirmed the value of frequency shift predicted by GR witheaccuracy

1.4 104 . There are several planned experiments aimed at improving the currently achieved

accuracy by 2-ζ orНers of maРnТtuНe. TСe European SpaМe χРenМв’s χωES mТssТon [θ] ТntenНs to
install two atomic clocks, an H-maser and the cesium fountain clock (complex PHARAO), onto
the International Space Station. The active phase of the mission currently is being scheduled for
β01θ. ψeМause of tСe ISS’s loа orbТt, tСe РravТtatТonal potentТal НТfferenМe betаeen tСe РrounН
and the on-board clocks will be only 0.1 of that achievable with a spacecraft at a distance of : 105

km from the Earth. Nevertheless, predicted accuracy, which is expected to be reached 1016 in
microgravity, provides for measurement accuracy at the level of 106 .

Another European initiative is STE-QUEST, a candidate mission for the ESA Cosmic

Vision M4 program, with a goal to test RS with 107  108 accuracy in the gravitational field of
the Earth. Additionally, a special choice of the orbit, which will allow the spacecraft to

simultaneously communicate with tracking stations at different continents, will provide
opportunities for testing the "redshift" in the field of the Sun. The accuracy of this type of
experiment [7], not requiring a frequency standard on board the spacecraft, is speculated to
reach : 106 .

Meanwhile the experiment with a potential of testing the "redshift" effect in the field of the

Earth with 106 accuracy is currently being carried out as a part of the mission of the space radio

telescope (SRT) "Radioastron" (RA) [8]. The possibility for such measurement came with the
decision to add a space hydrogen maser (SHM) frequency standard to the scientific payload of the
mТssТon’s spaМeМraft.
However the modes of the high-data-rate radio complex (RDC) at this satellite do not allow
independent synchronization of the frequencies of the links used for transmission of tone signals,
i.e., 7.2 GHz (up) and 8.4 GHz (down), and the 15 GHz carrier of the data downlink (used for
observational and telemetry data transmission). It is possible, however, to independently
synchronize the carrier (15 GHz) and the modulation (72 or 18 MHz) frequency of the data
downlink. This mixed, or "Semi-МoСerent," moНe of sвnМСronТzatТon Сasn’t been useН Тn
astronomical observations so far. As our analysis shows, for this mode it is possible to devise a
compensation scheme, which is similar to the one used by the GP-A experiment, and which results
in the contributions of the nonrelativistic Doppler effect and the troposphere eliminated in its
output signal. The accuracy of the experiment based on this compensation scheme can reach the
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limit 1.8 106 part of the total gravitational frequency shift, set by the frequency instability and
accuracy of the ground and space H-masers (GHM, SHM) [9].
Parameters and operational regimes of RA
TСe Rχ satellТte Сas a verв ellТptТМal orbТt аСТМС МСanРes unНer tСe εoon’s РravТtв

influence. Namely: the perigee varies in the region 103  80 103 km; apogee in (280  350)  103

km; the orbital period varies in the range 8 – 10 days; the amplitude modulation of the gravitational

frequency shift effect occurs into the interval (0,4  5.8) 1010 . The satellite and land tracking
station (Puschino ASC) have in operation equivalent hydrogen frequency standards (production of
the national corporation "Vremya-Ch") with the following characteristics: Allan variance under

average time 10 100 sec is 31014 , under 103  104 sec – 31015 ; the frequency drift was

estimated as 1015 per day (and 1013 per year). The SHM output signal is transmitted to a TS by
the both radio data and radio science complexes (RDC, RSC), which includes two transmitters at
8.4 and 15 GHz, and a 7.2 GHz receiver. The frequencies of the signals used in both complexes,
can be synthesized either from the reference signal of the SHM or from the 7.2 GHz output of the
on-board receiver, which receives the signal transmitted by the TS and locked to the ground Hmaser (GHM). The mode of the on-board hardware synchronization significantly affects not only
the achievable accuracy but the very possibility of the gravitational redshift experiment.
In order to compare the output frequencies of a ground f e and a space-borne f s atomic
standards, one needs to transmit any (or both) of these signals by means of radio or optical links.
The comparison thus becomes complicated by the necessity of extracting a small gravitational
frequency shift from the mix of accompanying effects, such as resulting from the relative motion
of the SC and the TS , also the signal propagation through media with non-uniform and time
varying refractive indexes. The total frequency shift of a signal, propagating from the SC to the
TS, is given by the following equation:

f s = f s  f grav  f kin  f instr  f media ,

(1)

where f s is the frequency of the signal, as received by and measured at the TS, f grav is the

gravitational frequency shift, f kin is the frequency shift due to the SC and TS relative motion,

f media is the propagation media contribution (ionospheric, tropospheric, interstellar medium),
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f instr encompasses various instrumental effects, which we will not consider here. The Eq. (1) can

be used to determine the gravitational frequency shift f grav . Indeed, f s is measured at the TS,
f kin can be evaluated from the orbital data (assuming special relativity is valid), f media can be

found from multi-frequency measurements (for the ionospheric and interstellar media
contributions) and meteorological observations (for the tropospheric one), estimation of f instr

involves calibration of the hardware and a study of the transmitting, receiving and measuring
equipment noise. The value of f s is unobservable and, therefore, presents a certain difficulty. It is
convenient to express it in terms of the frequency of the ground-based standard f e and an offset

f 0 :

f s = f e  f 0 .

(2)

The problem of f s (or f 0 ) being not measurable directly has different solutions
depending on the type of the frequency standards used and the possibility of varying the
gravitational potential difference U between them.

The two principal but typical operation modes were foreseen and realized in the
"Radioastron" satellite so called "H-maser" and "Coherent".
a) H-maser mode.
This is the main synchronization mode used in radio astronomical observations. In this
mode the SHM signal is used to synchronize both the RDC and RSC frequencies. The frequency

f s of the signal, transmitted by the DRC, and frequency f s received at a TS are related by the

equation (1) where the f media = f trop  f ion presented by sum of troposphere and ionosphere
shifts. The kinetic shift having the main contribution from Doppler shift depends on radial velocity
of SC in respect of TC D /c = ( vs  ve )n/c , where n is the unit vector of the view line of the sight.
The kinematic, gravitational and tropospheric contributions are proportional to the
transmitted signal frequency, while the ionospheric contribution is inversely proportional to it. The
availability of the 2-frequency link ( 15 and 8.4 GHz) provides for accurate estimation of the
ionospheric term, but the contributions of the other effects cannot be separated from each other
and need to be calculated from ballistic data. This causes a large error of the Doppler effect
determination and thus degrades the experiment accuracy of the red shift measurement to the value
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of the order of 1% .
b) Coherent mode.
The "Coherent" mode of the on-board hardware synchronization, also known as the phaselocked loop mode. Here a sinusoidal signal of 7.2 GHz frequency, synchronized to the GHM, is
sent to the SC, where it is received by the RDC and used to lock the frequencies of the RSC. All
the signals transmitted to the TS by the RDC are also phase-locked to the received 7.2 GHz signal:
the 8.4 GHz tone, the 15 GHz carrier of the data transfer link, and, lastly, its 72 (or 18) MHz
modulation frequency. The "Coherent" mode alone is of no interest to the redshift experiment,
because, it is obvious that the received signal has no information about the gravitational redshift
effect. However, in the case of simultaneous operation of the one and two-way communication
links, their signals can be combined by means of a special radio engineering compensation scheme
[5], which outputs a signal containing information about the gravitational redshift but, at the same
time, free from the 1st-order Doppler and tropospheric contributions. It is also possible to
compensate for the ionosphere but only in case of a special selection of the ratios of the up and
down link frequencies. Such compensation scheme, first used in the GP-A mission, cannot be
applied directly in the case of "RadioAstron," because, the mode of independent synchronization
of the carrier frequencies of the RDC links is not supported.
Coming back to the "H-maser moНe" let’s evaluate a potentТal sensТtТvТtв of tСe redshift
measurement with Radioastron.
During the favorable periods for the gravitational experiment are such that the perigee
height is at minimum, (the winter-spring of 2014 and 2016), when it is equal to 1.5103 km, so

2
10
that (U ap  U per )/c = 5.5 10 .The frequency drift of used standards is enough small 11015 per

day – less then its frequency instability under the 103 sec of average time 31015 . Approximately
one day is needed for the RA to travel from perigee to a distance where the gravitation potential is
almost equal to its value at apogee. Therefore, the accuracy of a single modulation-type experiment
is limited not by the frequency drift of either the SHM or the GHM but by the H-maser frequency
instability. Thus supposing the compensation of coherent hindrances (Doppler, troposphere,
ionosphere), we obtain the following limit for the total relative accuracy of a single experiment to
determine the value of the gravitational redshift modulation in the favorable period of low perigee:
5.5106 .

The important advantage of the "RadioAstron" mission, as compared to GP-A, lies in the
possibility of conducting the experiment multiple times. Statistical accumulation of measurement
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results provides reduction of the random error contributions by a factor of

N , where N is the

number of measurements performed. For N = 10 , in particular, the contribution of the frequency
instability becomes equal to the one of the frequency drift. Since the drift causes a systematic error,
accumulating data any further will not improve the experiment accuracy. Then, we arrive at the
following limit for the accuracy of the modulation-type gravitational redshift experiment with
"RadioAstron": 1.8 106 .

Mixed regime "semi-coherent" and preliminary result
The new approach to the compensation scheme for Radioastron specific was proposed in
the paper [9]. There is the possibility to synchronize the 8.4 and 15 GHz frequencies of the RDC
transmitters to the GHM-locked 7.2 GHz tone (the "Coherent" mode) of RDC, while the RSC is
synchronized to any of the on-board frequency standards. This "Semi-coherent" mode turns out to
be the most suitable for the gravitational experiment. Indeed, just like in the "Coherent" mode, the
net gravitational redshift is canceled in the received 8.4 GHz tone and in the carrier of the 15
GHz data link. However, in contrast to the "Coherent" mode, the modulation frequency of the data
link is locked not to the 7.2 GHz uplink but to the SHM signal, hence all components of the data
link signal spectrum, except for the carrier, are influenced by the gravitational effect. As it is shown
in the paper [9], the compensation scheme can be arranged in such a way that all disturbing effects
are transferred to the modulation frequency scale, too. Moreover, just like in GP-A, it turns out to
be possible to eliminate the contributions of the 1st-order Doppler and tropospheric effects as well.
The ionospheric effect is cancelled through the two frequency measurement.
Below we present two pictures as an illustration of the Radioastron operation in the "semi
Coherent" mode.
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a)

b)
Fig. 1. a) Result of the carrier frequency ( 8.4 GHz) measurement, b) The time evolution of the
carrier ( 15 GHz) and two sidebands
In Fig. 1 (a) result of the carrier frequency ( 8.4 GHz) measurement derived from the data
received at the Onsala radio telescope. The width of the line is estimated as 0.0003 Hz after the
complex filtration algorithm used in the radio-astronomical experiments for moving space
apparatus [10]. This result provides the accuracy of a single redshift measurement at the level

6 105 (the absolute magnitude of the red shift is 5 Hz).

At the Fig. 1 (b) the time evolution of the carrier ( 15 GHz) and two sidebands is presented
as it was recorded at the Puschino tracking station. It demonstrates the similar (coherent) time
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perturbations for the central line and sidebands, despite of the fact they were synchronized from
different (land and board) standards.
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The relativity theory has arisen in the beginning of the twentieth century as a result of
negative result of measurement of the Earth velocity with respect to the ether [1, 2]. This
experiment generates a transition from the nonrelativistic physics to the relativistic one. After
numerous discussions the scientific community accept the relativity principle. The principle of
relativity means the requirement that the equations describing the laws of physics have the same
form in all admissible frames of reference. It looks as a general physical principle, which concerns
the event space arrangement and dynamics of physical bodies. Besides, formulation of the
relativity principle contains a reference to coordinate systems and to the laws of their
transformation. The reference to the way of description (frames of reference) looks rather strange
in the formulation of a physical principle. Any physical principle is to admit a formulation, which
does not contain a reference to the means of description. The fact, that such an important physical
principle is not formulated in the coordinate free form, is a defect of our understanding of the
relativity nature. We try to find a coordinate free formulation of the relativity principle.
Note, that in the first formulation of Einstein the relativity principle concerns only
dynamics and dynamical equations. Minkowski showed that the principle of relativity concerns
also the event space (space-time). Now the principle of relativity is considered as conditioned by
the space-time properties. Unfortunately, conventional description of the contemporary space-time
geometry begins from introduction of a coordinate system. Coordinate free description of the
space-time geometry is absent in the axiomatic conception, which is used practically in all papers.
Coordinate free description of geometry exists only in the framework of the metric conception of
geometry [3].
The relativity principle means essentially that space and time have equal rights. Space may
transform to time and vice versa. Space and time were different entities primordially. The relativity
principle declares their connection. But the difference between the space and the time was primary,
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whereas their connection was secondary. It is possible another approach, when connection between
the space and time is primary, whereas their difference is secondary. In this case the space-time
geometry is a monistic conception, described by a unique structure: the space-time interval ρ (P,
Q) between any two events (points) P and Q of the event space. To divide space and time one may
introduce a second space-time structure T (P, Q), describing temporal interval between any two
events P and Q of the event space. In this case an absolute simultaneity appears. In this case we
have the fortified geometry, i.e. a space-time geometry with two space-time structures. Having
the two structures ρ and T, one can introduce absolute spatial distance S (P, Q) between any two
events (points) P and Q.
The relativity principle means, that there is only one space-time structure ρ in the real event
space. It is the coordinate free formulation of the relativity principle. Such a formulation is
possible, if one uses the metric conception of the space-time geometry. Only in this case one can
speak about one structure of the space-time geometry. In the conventional presentation of the
space-time geometry there are several independent fundamental quantities, describing the spacetime geometry: (1) the metric dimension D, (2) linear vector space L and coordinate system K, (3)
space-time interval or the world function  

1 2
 .
2

In this case it is impossible to calculate the number of structures, which are used for
description of the space-time geometry, because the enumerated quantities are not independent in
reality. It is impossible to determine the real number of fundamental quantities. There is such a
representation of the space-time geometry, where all geometric quantities and geometrical objects
can be described in terms of one quantity: space-time metric ρ. This representation is realized at
the metric approach to geometry.
Now the most general space-time geometry is the (pseudo) Riemannian geometry G R . It is
constructed as a deformation of the proper Euclidean geometry G E . On a D-dimensional manifold
there is the proper Euclidean geometry G E , which is given by its world function  E ( P, Q)

between two infinitesimally close points P and Q

                     ,

      

(1)

The D-dimensional Riemannian geometry arises after replacement Euclidean metric tensor

g Eik by the Riemannian metric tensor g ik . Such a replacement means a deformation of Euclidean
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geometry G E . In other words, the Euclidean world function  E is replaced by the Riemannian

world function  R . Such a replacement is made on the same manifold, in the same coordinate
system for world function of infinitesimally close points.
Unfortunately, infinitesimal world function (i.e. world function of infinitesimally close
points) does not determine the geometry completely. The topology is important for definition of

the geometry. For instance, geometry is different for two-dimensional Euclidean plane PE 2 and
for cylinder C E 2 , which is obtained from PE 2 as a result of identification of points with coordinates
(x-L,y) and points with coordinates (x+L,y). Metric tensors and are the same in PE 2 and in C E 2 ,
but the world functions are different

PE 2 :2 P 2  x , y ; x ', y '   x  x '   y  y '
2

E2



2

:2 C 2  x , y ; x ' y '  minn  x  x ' 2nL    y  y '
2

2



(2)

(3)

n is integer
Thus, world function may describe topology of geometry, if one uses a finite world
function, but not infinitesimal one.
The world function is an invariant, which does not depend on a choice of coordinate
system. It seems to be reasonable to construct a generalized geometry by means of a replacement
of the finite world function. It is possible, if all geometrical quantities can be expressed via the
world function G E .
Usually the Riemannin geometry is constructed by introduction of the metric tensor without
a reference to the fact, that the Riemannian geometry is obtained as a result of the G E deformation.
As a result of such an approach one cannot consider transformation of dimension D of G E . In

reality the dimension D of G E depends on the world function  E of G E . There exist such

deformations of G E (replacements of  E ), that a finite dimension of the generalized geometry
becomes to be impossible. For instance, deformation of G E to a discrete geometry G d leads to

impossibility of determination of a finite dimension of G d . Absence, of a finite dimension in the
discrete geometry G d leads to impossibility of a use of the conventional formalism of differential
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geometry. It looks rather natural, because, the differential geometry is based on the supposition of
the geometry continuity.
However, the real space-time geometry is discrete in microcosm, and one needs to work
with discrete space-time geometry. Let us consider, how geometrical quantities and geometrical
objects are defined in term of  E in the proper Euclidean geometry G E .

The proper Euclidean geometry is given on the set of points Ω. The geometrical vector (gvector) AB is the ordered set of two points A and B. The scalar product (AB.CD) of two g-vectors
AB and CD is defined by the relation

  E   E   E   E 
|AB| 2 =(AB.ABΨ=β (A,B)

(4)

(5)

n g-vectors P0 P1 , P0 P2 ,  P0 Pn are linear dependent, if and only if the Gram's determinant

�ⁿ = 

(5)

 (PⁿΨ=det||(   )||, i,k=1,2,...n

(6)

Fn
where Pⁿ={    

 } and

The Gram's determinant is determined via the scalar products of the g-vectors

P0 P1 , P0 P2 ,  P0 Pn , and it can be determined independently of the existence of linear vector space
L in the event space .
The dimension of G E is determined as the maximal number of g-vectors. In order that the
maximal number D exists, the following condition must be fulfilled.

 





      ≠      Ω,    

(7)

In force of (6) relations (7) are restrictions on the form of the world function of the
geometry G E . These constraints are fulfilled for the D-dimensional proper Euclidean geometry
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and for the Riemannian geometry, when the pointset =Н is infinitesimal. It means, that (P,QΨ
is infinitesimal quantity at P, Q  d .

The discrete geometry G d МontaТns a mТnТmal lenРtС . TСe НТsМreteness of tСe Рeometrв
means that

|  d (P,Q)| 

,λ ,  P,Q  Ω

(8)

Conventionally, inequality (8) is considered as a constraint on

. One obtains a geometry

on a lattice. Space-time geometry on a lattice is not uniform and isotropic. It is more correct to
consider (8) as a constraint on the world function  d 

1 2
 d . The point set
2

is manifold  M ,

where the geometry of Minkowski is given. The world function  d is defined by the relation

d M 

2
2

sgn(  M )

(9)

where  M is the world function of the geometry of Minkowski. As far as  d is a function of

 M , the discrete geometry has the same symmetry as the geometry of Minkowski. Maximal

number of linear independent g-vectors is the same in all points of G d .
δet <<1. Then calculation of the Gram's determinant (6) for g-vectors P0 P1 , P0 P2 ,  P0 Pn
of the length of the order 1, gives the following result. There are four g-vectors for which the result

is of the order 1. If n>4, then Fn ≈O( n4 ). It means, that for distances l  , tСe НТsМrete spaМetime geometry G d coincides approximately with the geometry of Minkowski. However, for l 

one needs to develop special formalism of the discrete geometry with indefinite dimension.
Unexpected property of new formalism is multivariance of G d for all vectors. It means,
that there are many g-vectors P0 P1 , P0 P1 ,  , which are equivalent to g-vector Q0 Q1 , but g-vectors

P0 P1 , P0 P1 , .are not equivalent between themselves. Formally such a situation arises, because
equality of two g-vectors is defined by two coordinate free equations
( P0P1eqvQ0Q1 ):

P P .Q Q   P P
0 1

0

1
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0 1

Q0Q1



P0P1  Q0Q1

(10)



In G E equations (10) determine g-vector P0 P1 single-valuedly, but in G d one obtains many gvectors P0 P1 , P0 P1 , .which are equal to g-vector Q0 Q 1 .

At the metric approach there is only one fundamental quantity 

P,Q).

geometrical quantities becomes to be derivative. If they exist, they are expressed via metric

  2  . It is possible such a situation, when the metric



dimension D, and the linear vector space do not exist in space-time geometry. However, the spacetime geometry do exist with indefinite dimension D and with absent linear vector space L.
Such a situation is perceived hardly. Some researchers are ready to consider a fractional
dimension, but not an absence of dimension. Besides, they considered linear dependence of
vectors as a property of the linear vector space, because the linear dependence is formulated
usually in terms of linear operation in the linear vector space. In reality the linear dependence of
vectors is a property of the space-time geometry. It may be formulated in terms of the world
function .

The space-time geometry of Minkowski is single-variant with respect to timelike vectors.
It is multivariant with respect to spacelike vectors. This result is obtained, if equality of two vectors
is defined by two relations (10). It means, that spacelike world line of a tachyon wobbles with
infinite amplitude. As a result a single tachyon cannot be detected, but the tachyon gas may be
detected by its gravitational field. If the equality of two g-vectors is defined as a coincidence of
the vector coordinates, the world line of a tachyon must be smooth. In this case tachyons do not
exist, because they have not been discovered experimentally. . Tachyon gas as a dark matter [4, 5]
and the induced antigravitation [6] tell in favour of the metric conception.
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We analyze the physical process of gravitational collapse of a spherically symmetric perfect fluid space-time
with a linear isentropic equation of state p = kρ. We propose two models, with ansatzes ( i ) v( ׳t, r)/v(t, r) =
' (r) and ( ii ) rv( ׳t, r)/v(t, r) = g(v) that give rise to a family of solutions to Einstein equations with equation
of state that evolves from a regular initial data satisfying weak energy conditions. The model with first ansatz
leads to homogeneous collapse that terminates into the formation of black hole. We establish that as the
parameter k → 1 in the range −1/3 < k ≤ 1, the formation of black hole gets accelerated in time, revealing
the significance of equation of state in black hole formation.
In the second model, the end state of collapse in marginally bound spacetime is investigated in the range 0 <
k ≤ 1. It is shown that end state of the inhomogeneous collapse culminates into formation of black hole and
naked singularity, and that solely depends on the generic regular initial data and the role played by the
pressure through p a r a m e t e r k. These studies give us deeper insights into the final states of collapse with a
physically relevant equation of state in the light of cosmic censorship conjecture.
Keywords: Gravitational Collapse, Equation of state, Black h oles and Naked singularities.
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1. Introduction
The cosmic censorship conjecture (CCC) formulated by Penrose [1], is stated as ‘a
singularity of gravitational collapse of a massive star developed from a r e g u l a r initial
surface must always be hidden behind the event horizon of the gravity’ [2]. This conjecture
advocates the formation of black hole (BH) only as against the formation of naked singularity
(NS) (wherein the time of formation of singularity precedes the epoch of formation of
trapped surfaces). The CCC is fundamental to the well developed theory and astrophysical
applications of black hole physics today.
The physical attributes of the matter field constituting a star are described by an
equation of state, but an equation of state describing super dense states of matter close to
the end stages of the collapse where the physical region has ultra-high densities, energies
and pressures is not precisely known. To describe the collapse of a massive star, we can
choose the equation of state to be linear isentropic or polytropic after it loses its equilibrium
configuration. The gravitational collapse of a perfect fluid with a linear equation of state is of
454
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interest from both theoretical as well as numerical relativity perspectives. Over the decade
many authors have shown existence of counter examples to CCC [3-9]. Recently studies
regarding gravitational lensing in the strong field limit from the perspective of cosmic censorship
have been investigated [10-11]. Further attempts are made to know whether or not naked
singularities, if at all they exist in nature, can be distinguished from black holes [12,13].
Author has studied the model I with ansatz v( ׳t, r)/v(t, r) = ( ׳r) [14] and model II
with Saraykar and Joshi, with the choice rv( ׳t, r)/v(t, r) = g(v) [15] to analyze the effect
of pressure through parameter k. And further to know what if the value of k increases in its
range when a BH/NS appears as collapse final state for t h e u n d e r l y i n g spacetime, will
the BH/NS formed sustain its nature? If, it is so, will the formation of BH/NS precede
in time as k → 1 ? We believe answers to these and similar issues are important in the
understanding of the physical aspects and the role of an equation of state in gravitational
collapse of a star.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 , the d yn a m i c a l e q u a t i o n s o f collapse
with linear equation of state are presented. These equations are further used in understanding the
collapse of homogeneous matter field in section 3 and the corresponding apparent horizon is
discussed in subsection 3.1. The special solution obtained due to ansatz (ii) is used in analyzing
the inhomogeneous collapse of the cloud in section 4. The conclusions and remarks are
specified in section 5.
2. Collapse dynamics with linear equation of state
The general spherically symmetric metric
2  t ,r
2 t ,r
ds 2   e   dt 2  e   dr 2  R 2 t , r dΩ2

(1)

in comoving coordinates (t, r, θ, φΨ, describes space-time geometry of a collapsing cloud where
dΩ 2 = dθ 2 + sin2 θ Нφ2 is the metric on a two-sphere. The stress energy-momentum tensor

for the type I matter fields for perfect fluids in diagonal form is expressed by, T i j = d i a g [ ρ , p , p , p ] where the physical entТtТes ρ and p represent energy density and pressure
respectively. The weak energy condition gives rise to requirements ρ ≥ 0ν ρ + p ≥ 0. Cloud
having perfect fluid relation is described through the linear equation of state p(t, r)=k ρ(t, r).
The Einstein field equations for the metric (1) are written as (8πG = c = 1) [16]
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(5)

where the functions G and H are defined as G(t, r) = e−2 R′ 2 and H (t, r) = e−β Ṙ 2 and
the arbitrary function F(t, r) has an interpretation of the mass function for the star. On
any spacelike hypersurface t = const., F(t, r) determines the total mass of the star in a
shell of comoving radius r. The weak energy conditions restricts F, namely by F(t, r) ≥ 0,
and we have F(t, 0) = 0 to preserve the regularity of the model at all the epochs [7].
We introduce a new function v(t, r) by v(t, r) = R(t, r)/r, and using the scaling
independence of the comoving coordinate r, we write R(t, r) = r v(t, r) [5]. In the continual
collapse of the star, we have Ṙ < 0, it specifies that the physical radius R of the collapsing
cloud keeps decreasing in time and ultimately, it reaches R = 0, and it denotes spacetime
singularity, namely the shell-focusing singularity at R = 0, where all the matter shells collapse
to a vanishing physical radius at the epoch t = ts .The mass function F(t, r) acts suitably at
the regular center so that the density remains finite and regular there at all times till the
occurrence of singular epoch [7]. The Misner-Sharp mass function for the cloud can be
written in general as, F(t, r) = r 3 M (r, v) where the function M(r, v) is regular and
continuously twice differentiable. On using Misner-Sharp mass in equation (2), we have


ρ

    
      





 

We rearrange the terms in equation (6) and express it as



(6)



           
  .

(7)

Let A(r, v) be a suitably differentiable function defined by A(r, v), v = ′ /R′ .

Now solving field equations (4), we obtain G(t, r) = d(r) e2rA where d(r)=1 + r 2 b(r)
and b(r) is at least twice continuously differentiable. Now, in order to know the nature of
R(t, r), the field equation (5) can be expressed in the form


  


  


(8)

where G −1 = r 2 b(r), and so b(r) basically characterizes the energy distribution for the
collapsing shells.
3. Model I: Collapse of Homogeneous matter field
In this model, we use the function v(t, r) as a catalyst to find solution of field equation
(2) and thereafter, (t, r) coordinates are b e i n g used in understanding the collapse of the
dense star with equation of state p = kρ where k ∈ (−1/3, 1]. Now, to obtain the general
solution of equation (7), we consider here the ansatz [14],


   ' � 


(9)

due to which equation (7) has a general solution of the form,

     

    � 


 

(10)



where mo is an arbitrary positive constant, and (r) is a continuously differentiable function
restrained

by

compatibility

condition

and

no-trapped

surface

condition

F (ti , r)/R(ti , r) < 1 at the beginning of the collapse, this allows for the formation of
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trapped surfaces during the collapse. M (r, v) expressed in equation (10) represents many
classes of solutions of equation (7) but only those classes are physically realistic which satisfy
the energy conditions, which are regular and which give ρ → ∞ as v → 0.
We have M,r (0,v) = 0 under the conditions

(0) = const.,

′ (0) = 0. Here M,r(0,v) = 0 is in

accordance with the requirement that the energy density has no cusps at the center.

Integrating equation (9), we obtain v(t, r) = e (r) S(t) where S(t) is an arbitrary
function due to integration. Hence, the physical quantities in (t, r) take the form

F (t , r )  mo r 3e 3 (r )S (t )3k ,  t   3 moS (t )3(k 1)

(11)

and it is easy to verify that these equations together satisfy field equation (2). At the
dynamical equilibrium event t = ti , R(ti , r) = re (r) S(ti ) = r1 , and 0 < r1 < rb where rb is
the radius of the collapsing cloud. Since ρ0 ≥ 0, we have mo ≥ 0 with S(ti ) = const.
Since the density profile is homogeneous, on integrating equation (3), and solving
equation (8), the metric takes the form,

ds 2  dt 2 

2
R '2
2
dr
R
t
r
dΩ2

,


2
1  r b r 

(12)

Further, at some t = tb , r = rb which is the boundary of the cloud where pressure is
zero, and where the interior is matched initially with Vaidya radiating metric by exhibiting
that pressure vanishes at the boundary [14].
In the study of Einsteins field equations with equation of state, the system of equations
gets closed but still, we have introduced equation (9) so it needs its compatibility with the
field equations. It is found that for the case b(r) = 0, the function (r) remains arbitrary in
satisfying the compatibility condition. While for the case b(r) = 0, the choice of function
(r) is restricted by the condition b(r) = ±bo eβ (r) where bo is a positive constant, thus

shrinking the domain of the solution set. The collapse condition ̇ < 0 becomes Ṡ (t) < 0. At
the singular epoch t = ts , S(t) should converge to zero and so that density would diverge
as t → ts . So, next we aim to find such S(t) satisfying all the above conditions.
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We integrate equation (8) using p h y s i c a l q u a n t i t i e s i n equation (11), and
obtain

t  r , S  t i 

S t i 

 r
e   dS



S t 
mo e

S

2  r 

13k 

 b r 

(13)

where the variable r is treated as a constant. Let t0 = t(0, 0) be the time at which the
central shell becomes singular. The time taken by the central shell to reach the singularity
should be positive and finite, and hence we have the model realistic condition (MRC) for
any k ∈ (−1/3, 1] which compels us to take b(0) = − bo eβ (0) , giving rise to the range of
S(t) as 0 ≤ S(t) < [mo /bo ]1/(1+3k) [14]. Thus the initial data of mass and density profiles

is restricted by the introduction of the equation (9) through the condition b(r) = −bo eβ
(r) . For b(0) = 0, the MRC takes the form S(t) ≥ 0.

Now using b(r) = −bo eβ (r) and integrating equation (13), we have
3 k 1
3 k 1


2
2  S t i 
H 1  S t  2 H 2 


t  S  t i  
3 mo  k  1

(14)

Where H 1  hypergeom([1 / 2, K 1 ],[K 2 ],bo S (t i )(K 3 ) / mo ),

H 2  hypergeom([1 / 2, K 1 ],[K 2 ],boS (t i )(K ) / mo ),
3

K1 

3 k  1

23k  1

,K 2 

9k  5 ,K
23k  1

3

 3k  1.

K3

The hypergeometric series mentioned above is convergent for |bo S(t) /mo | < 1 and
1/3 < k ≤ 1. The convergence condition on S(t) augurs well with the MRC restriction 0 ≤
S(t) < [mo /bo ]

1/(1+3k)

. From above equation, we find Ṡ (t) < 0, and thus the desired
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collapse condition is satisfied for the dense cloud as t → ts and this indicates perpetual
gravitational collapse of the star.
The time taken by the central shell to reach the singularity is given by

t 0 t i 

a ( k 1)

2H 1s (t i )

2

3 m0 (k  1)

(15)

The time for other collapsing shells to arrive at the singularity can be expressed by
ts (r) = t(r, 0) and since the energy density has no cusps at the singularity curve

then this gives us ts (r) = t0 [14]. This indicates that time of formation of central singularity
(t = ts , r = 0) and the non-central singularity (t = ts , r = rc > 0) in the neighbourhood

of the center r = 0 is same. Clearly these events are simultaneous and it is understood that in
such scenario the singularity be remain covered behind the event horizon, thus confirming
the formation of BH as the end state of collapse.
3.1 Apparent horizon
For a naked singularity to come into existence the trapped surfaces should form later,
especially after the formation of singularity. Thus for a naked singularity to form we need,
tah (r) > t0 for r > 0 , near r = 0 where t0 is the epoch at which the central shell hits
the singularity [14]. When the singularity curve is constant (

1

and other higher order

terms are all vanishing), or would be decreasing, then a black hole will necessarily form as
the collapse final state.
We know since the collapsing shells are simultaneous in model I, the end state of
collapse is bound to be a black hole but the intriguing question is that, what is the role of
parameter k of equation of state in the formation of the black hole. Is their a certain range
of k in which the formation of black hole will be accelerated in time?
Since we have b(r) = − bo e (r) with positive bo , therefore, we have only two cases
to study namely that spacetime is bound or marginally bound. The time of occurrence of
apparent horizon in a bounded spacetime is written as
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t bah  t bs 



S ah

dS

where tbs = t0 is given by equation (15) and S(
solving equation (16), we have

ℎ)

≡

t bah t bs t bk where t bk 

and

ℎ

= ℎ

[ ,

],[

],

(16)

m0
 b (r )
S (t )(13k )

0

,

=

ℎ

is determined from F /R =1. On

31  k 

2Rah H 2rah

ℎ

� �ℎ

(17)

.

It is clear that tbk is a positive quantity for all k ∈ (−1/3, 1], and therefore tbah <
tbs for any r > 0, near the center r = 0. The collapse progresses to culminate into the
formation of trapped surfaces first and eventually the singularity forms later, leading to
formation

of BH as a final state

of collapse for all k ∈ (−1/3, 1]. Now, we study the

characteristics of the parameter k in the formation of the BH. I t is indeed possible to testify
whether formation of trapped surfaces of such a star would accelerate or decelerate in
time relative to change in parameter of equation of state. In view of these aspects the
theorem follows [14]:
Theorem 1: Consider tbk = tbk (k, rah ), rah depends on k and 0 < Sah < S(ti ) <
1. We prove that both tbk and tbs are positive decreasing time functions as k → 1 and that tbs > tbk
for all k ∈ (−1/3, 1]. Further tbah < tbs for any r > 0, near the center r = 0 and tbh is a
positive decreasing time function as k → 1 .

Theorem 1 holds under the conditions that 0 < Sah < S(ti ) < 1 and |z | < 1. These
physically realistic conditions are possible with the appropriate choice of the function (r)
such as [1 + rah (׳rah )] > 0. Clearly indicating that trapped surfaces are being formed first,
and the event of the formation of singularity is taking place at the later time. Thus black hole
forms for all k. Further since tbah is a positive decreasing function as k → 1.
Therefore, the equation of state is stimulating the formation of apparent horizon of gravity
to take place at the earlier epoch and further strengthening this characteristic as k increases
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as compared to the usual process of formation of trapped surfaces in the final stages of
collapse of the sufficiently large star, culminating it into the black hole at the earlier time.
This process is accelerated in time as k → 1 with the physically plausible choice of the function
(r) [14].

In the marginally bound case that is when b(r) = 0, on integrating equation (13), we
have

3

S t    mo 1  k t s t 
2


2/ 31k 

(18)

then Ṡ (t) < 0 and as t → ts , Ṡ (t) → − ∞. The Theorem 1 and results thereof follows for
marginally bound space-time, for details refer [14].
4. Model II: Inhomogeneous collapse
To study the spherical gravitational collapse of a perfect fluid, we consider here a
linear isentropic equation of state, p = kρ with 0 ≤ k ≤ 1. We have R(t, r) = rv(t, r), at the
initial surface v(ti , r) = 1, and the singular surface t = ts , v(ts (r), r) = 0. The collapse
condition is now written as v̇ < 0. The time t = ts (r ) corresponds to the shell-focusing
singularity at R = 0, where all the matter shells collapse to a vanishing physical radius. We
set r and v ∈ [0, 1] as independent coordinates by performing a transformation from (r, t) to
(r, v), thus considering t = t(r, v). We consider here the ansatz [15]

r '
 g v 


(19)

due to which the equation (7) has a general solution of the form,

M  r, v   mo f  x  e

and

 3 Z v 

Z (v )  


where x  re

k
d
 [(k  1)g ( )  1]
1
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 Z v 

(20)

(21)
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where mo is a positive constant. The density profile for this class of models then takes
the form,

(r, ) 


 
 3 f  x   x f  x  .
v 3   k  1 g  v   1

mo e

 3 Z v 

(22)

Such a density profile diverges at t = ts , and decreases away from the center r =
0, which is a physically reasonable feature for the collapsing matter cloud and this is

p o ssible through the appropriate choice of function f (x) and obtaining g(v) through the
compatibility condition, for details refer [15]. The requirement of energy condition on the
surface v = 1 is fulfilled through ρo (r) > 0. Such a decreasing density of the cloud finally
becomes zero at some r = rb , and at the epoch t = tb . Hence we would take such a value of
r = rb as the boundary of the cloud where the energy density is zero, and where the interior

is matched to a suitable exterior metric.
Existence of a solution of equation (7) is an important question which is answered
through the Theorem 2. A l s o i t is very crucial in the study of gravitational collapse that
collapse commences from the non-singular initial data, and this issue is addressed through the
Theorem 3 [15].
Theorem 2: The general solution of equation (7) exists in domain of v ∈ (0, 1] and 0 ≤ r ≤
rb if f (x) and g(v) are continuously differentiable functions in the domain such that the l�m
�→

exists.

Theorem 3: Consider the equation of state p = kρ, the mass profile F (t, r) = r3 M (r, v) and
the density profile as in equation (22). Now, if rv ′ (t, r) = v(t, r)g[v(t, r)] is introduced as an

additional equation in the set of field equations then the initial data of mass function, and thereof
density is non-singular at the initial epoch t = ti

We note, from equation (19) that g(1) = 0 and assume that g(0)=limv→0 r v ′ /v

= αo exists and note that at the initial epoch, g(1) = 0, Z (1) =0. Solving field equations, we

can write the metric in the neighborhood of the center r = 0 of the cloud as,

ds 2    2 l dt 2 

2
R '2 2
dr  R t , r  dΩ2
2rA
e
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As per the ansatz (19) g(v) need not be zero in general, for r = 0. If we assume
g(v) = 0 for r = 0, then we obtain M(0, v) = mo /v3k . This can be obtained directly also
from equation (7) by putting r = 0. We now analyze the outcome of end state of collapse
in this particular case where g(v) = 0 for r = 0 i.e. g(v) vanishes at the central shell at
all regular points of the spacetime.
Integrating equation (8), we have

t  r ,v  t i  
1

v

e   dv

M  r ,v  e 2rA  1

v
r2

(24)

Regularity ensures that, in general, t(r, v) is at least C 2 near the singularity and
therefore can be expanded around the center as,

t  r ,v  t 0,v   r 1 v  
1 v  

where

r2
2!

 

2 v  O r 3

dt
d 2t
|r 0, 2 v   2 |r 0.
dr
dr

(25)

Now, for examination of the nature of central singularity at R = 0, r = 0,
r
we consider the equation of outgoing radial null geodesics,
given by, dt/dr=

Ψ−

Further, we write the null geodesic equation in terms of the variables (u = r , R),
choosing

= 1/(1-k) [5/3 − k] for k ∈ (0, 1), and using equation (5), we obtain

x o 3(1k )/2 

3(1  k )
1 kk1
mo (
) 1(0)
2
3mo

(26)

for k ∈ (0, 1). The radial null geodesic emanating from the singularity in (R, u) co-ordinates is
R = xo u. Therefore, xo > 0 iff

1 (0)

> 0, and hence
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occurrence of the NS at the center of the cloud as the end state of gravitational collapse of
a sufficiently dense star. Further using equation (24), we can obtain

1 0  4 l 3l mo 

l 3/2

f  0 


 5  3k 5  3k 
1



20 l 7  4k 



mo 7  9k 7  5k 7  3k 7  k  
(27)

where l = k/(k + 1). Now from above equation, we clearly observe dependency of

1 (0)

on

the initial data of mass function through the function f , mo and the parameter k of
equation of state. Thus the sign of

1 (0)

will be decided by the initial mass profile of the

collapsing star and the pressure profiles expressed through p = kρ.
Now for t he choi ce say mo = 1, if
′′′

′′′

(0) = 1 then we have formation of NS whereas

(0) = −1 propels formation of BH a s the end state of collapse. Next, in case the collapse

begins with higher initial central density through mo together with

f ′′′ (0) = 1 t h e n

f o r m a t i o n o f N S t a k e s o v e r f o r h i g h e r v a l u e s o f mo . This is illustrated through Fig. 1.

When

1 (0)

= 0 then analysis is carried out through

2 (0).

Also these results are authenticated

through the study of apparent horizon [15]. When we consider k = 0, the model here reduces
to the dust collapse model. In the special class of dust collapse obtained here, the final state
is a black hole, because with a vanishing k, we obtain a homogeneous dust collapse m o d e l .
The detail analysis and results thereof pertaining to this aspect are presented in [15].
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Fig.1 The above illustration of

1 (0)

indicates the role played by initial central

density through the mass the function. f ′′′ (0) =1 together with higher initial central
density through mo propels formation of NS for all k.

5. Conclusions and Remarks
Let us summarize the results, firstly we have obtained the solution of Type I matter
field equations through the ansatzs introduced in equations (9) and (19). Certainly, this
has led to a special class of solutions with an isentropic equation of state p = kρ that
satisfy weak energy conditions

and evolve as the collapse begins according

to the

homogeneous/inhomogeneous distribution of matter.
With the varied choices of function

(r) in model I satisfying physically realistic

conditions, we can study different models, for eg. in the case of b(r) = 0 if we choose
(r) = 0, metric (12) gives us Einstein-deSitter model with equation of state while for bo = 1,
(r) = 0, we have a closed Friedman model, and so on. So, we have a class of bound and

marginally bound space-times which can be explored further. It is shown that how the
choice of initial data of mass function and the physical radius through the function

(r)

lead to the formation of BH.
The study of gravitational collapse with a linear equation of state has revealed
the role of the parameter k in terms of formation of BH in homogeneous collapse in the
range of −1/3 < k < 1 and further strengthening it by accelerating the formation of trapped
surfaces in time, in both the bound and marginally bound space-times as k →1.
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In model II, in marginally bound inhomogeneous collapse with b(r) = 0, end
state of collapse leads to BH/NS subject to the choice of regular initial data of mass
function and pressure profiles k ∈ [0, 1).
The parameter value k = 1 depicts the case of stiff fluid ( that the equation of state
becomes rigid enough ) which itself may halt the progress of the collapse at some stage
[17]. Therefore our results are more significant in the range of −1/3 < k < 1.
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It is provided an overview of the tetradic approach (the Palatini formalism) for gravity. It is considered some theory
with new additional field B. It is shown that this model is equivalent the Einstein gravity with cosmological term and
topological term in the tetradic approach. It is considered the limit of the gravitational constant G goes to 0. In the
leading non-zero order of G is obtained some equation for spin connection which is equation of zero condition. It
is discussed relation of this equation with MacDowell-Mansouri-Stelle-West gravity.
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The Einstein gravity may be considered in the tetradic approach [1]. Naively tetrad e is
vector in tangent space and the metric tensor is expressed as

g   e aea .
It is more convenient for gravity to use description of fiber bundles and differential forms.

a

ab
Let us consider following 1-form of tetrad e  e dx . The spin connection   is connection in

ab

the spinor bundle. Certainly there is the form of spin connection     dx .

The tetradic approach has some advantages. At first is that here may be introduced
fermions. By the way there are two different manners for fermions in general relativity. In the
Palatini formalism The another dignity of the tetradic approach is more general point of view on
gravity. Also tetrad e is mapping between tangent fiber bundle and vector fiber bundle. If e is
isomorphism (the mapping of maximal rank) then the tetradic formulation of gravity is equivalent
to the Einstein gravity. It seems that gravity with fermions is more delicate. Usually tetrads are
useН Тn superРravТtв. TСe PalatТnТ aМtТon аТtС МosmoloРТМal Мonstant Λ Тn spaМe-tТme manТfolН
has following form

SP 


1
tr (F  e  e )  tr (e  e  e  e ).

2 
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Here   8 G where G is the gravitational constant, M Pl2  1/ G is square of the Plank

mass.  is the cosmological constant, e is 1-form of tetrad and R is the curvature form which
can be built using 1-form spin connection

R  d       d  [ , ].
1
2

Let us consider the action with some 2-form B

S 0  tr ( B  B  (  R   e  e )  B ).


(1)

Then a equation of motion for B is

2B   R   e  e  0.
Let us exclude field B. Then we can obtain follow action

S

1
tr (  2R  R  2 R  e  e   2e  e  e  e ).
4 

Also it is possible to obtain this action using the functional integral. This action looks like
action for MacDowell-Mansouri-Stelle-West gravity [2], [3], [4]. Here the first term is

topological. It is proportional the second Chern class of R. Put   1 . There is the following
system of equation


2

1

 .
,
2 2 4

The solution of this system is

  4 ,   4.
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Then the action S 0 when G goes to 0 is

S G 0  tr (R  B 4e  e  B ).


(2)

It is simply obtained the following equations

d B  0,

e  B  0.

The following equation for ω is obtained varying this action on the field B

d       4e  e

(3)

Note at first that if   0 then a solution of this equation is the Minkowski space.
The simplest solution of this equation when   0 is

AdS4 -space if  is negative and

dS 4 if is positive.
MMSW-gravity can be described by unified connection A:

A   e ,
l
1

where l is a constant

l



4

.

Here if  is positive then A is so(1, 4) -connection (de Sitter space). If  is negative then
A is so(2,3) -connection (Anti de Sitter space). It can be demonstrated that the curvature form for
A is
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F  R  4e  e  d e

(4)

The last term is the torsion form. The action of MMSW-gravity has the following form

S MMSW  

1
tr (F  F ) .
6G  

The equation (3) is condition of zero curvature for MacDowell-Mansouri-Stelle-West
gravity with zero torsion. By the way when e is isomorphism and torsion is zero there is
Schwarzschild-AdS-solution (AdS black hole) of the equation (3). This solution was investigated
[5] due to AdS/CFT-correspondance for research of supersymmetric gauge theory at finite
temperature.

Let us try to find general solution of the equation (3). Let us consider  as a small

parameter. Put 0 flat connection. Then let us consider following expansion in power 

  0  1   22  ...

(5)

There is the following equation for 1

d 1  [ 0 , 1 ]  4e  e .
One can take differential d by left and right sides. Then it turns

de  0  e  0 .
This equation means that the torsion of 0 is zero. It is unclear will be the remaining
terms of expansion (5) have zero torsion.
I would like to thank A.S. Losev for discussion and D. A. Polyakov for corresponding.
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In this paper we have first derived the compactified Kruskal-Szekeres like coordinates for the metric
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Carter-Penrose diagram for the geometry. We have then obtained a foliation of the Carter-Penrose diagram
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1. Introduction
In order to model behavior of the universe as a whole, we apply general relativity. To do
this, we usually make some far-reaching assumptions. For example, the universe is isotropic or
homogeneous etc. Evidently, matter distribution is highly irregular (non homogeneous) on small
scales but on large scale it looks more and more uniform (homogeneous). So we have good
physical background to study simple cosmological models with the assumption of homogeneity
and isotropy of the universe. This led to the cosmological principle, which states that, the universe
looks the same at all times to all observers [1]. The concept of a moment of time is ambiguous in
general relativity and is replaced by a time slice or three dimensional spacelike hypersurface. So
in order to define a globally accepted time parameter, we slice up (foliate) the spacetime by a
sequence of disjoint spacelike hypersurfaces. Hence a particular time means a particular spacelike
hypersurface. The hypersurfaces, t = constant, may be constructed in a number of ways and there
is no preferred way of slicing and consequently no preferred time. Maximal slicing (foliation by
hypersurfaces of zero mean extrinsic curvature) of the Schwarzschild spacetime was tried by A.
Lichnerowicz [2] but was unsuccessful. York defined a time parameter which is proportional to
the mean extrinsic curvature (K), called the York time [3]. So one may expect foliation of a
spacetime by hypersurfaces having constant mean extrinsic curvature. Brill et. al. [4] have
provided a comprehensive discussion of foliation of static, spherically symmetric spacetimes by
hypersurfaces of constant mean extrinsic curvature (named as K-surfaces), but were unsuccessful
to completely foliate the Schwarzschild spacetime. They used only the non negative values of K
and proposed that a use of full range of values might provide with a complete foliation. A complete
473
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foliation of the Schwarzschild geometry is provided in [5] and foliation of the Ressiner Nordstrom
spacetime in [6]. In the following subsections, we first discuss the black hole surrounded by the
quintessence (SHQ), construct the Kruskal-Szekeres like coordinates for this geometry, and then
present the foliation of SHQ by hypersurfaces of constant mean extrinsic curvature.

2. Schwarzschild Black Hole Surrounded by Quintessence
In this section we briefly introduce the Schwarzschild black hole surrounded by
quintessence as derived by V. V. Kiselev [7]. This derivation assumes the gravitational field to be
spherically symmetric and static; and the energy momentum tensor of the form

Tt t =Trr = q ,

(1)

T =T =  q (3  1),
1
2

(2)

where  is the quintessence state parameter and  q is the density of quintessence matter given
by

q = 

 3
,
2 r 3( 1)

(3)

where  is a constant called normalization factor. Solution of the Einstein field equations with
energy momentum tensor given by equs. (1) and (2) leads to the following metric

ds 2 = f (r )dt 2 

dr 2
 r 2(d  2  sin2 d  2 ),
f (r )

(4)

where f(r) is given by

f (r )=1 

2m

r
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r 3 1

,

(5)
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where m is the black hole mass. For the existence of cosmological horizon we have the following
constraint over the allowable values of 

1
1<  <  .
3

(6)

The scalar curvature is given as

R =2T =3

(1  3 )

r 3( 1)

It is clear from equ. (7) that there is a singularity at r = 0 if   1, 0,
For  = 

(7)

.

1
.
3

2
the metric (4) takes the form
3



ds 2 =  1 



dr 2
  r dt 2 
 r 2 d  2  sin2 d  2  . (8)
r
 2m


1  r  r 



2m

The horizons are at

r =

1  1  8 m
.
2

(9)

Here r and r are black hole and cosmological horizons respectively. Clearly the horizons
are possible, when

m<

1
,
8

which gives an upper limit on mass, m, for a given value of  .
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Fig. 1. The figure depicts the relation between r and f(r) for  = 0.15 and m= 0.5.
3. Non-singular compactified coordinates for SHQ
In order to examine the geometrical and physical features of the SHQ, we need to construct
the coordinates that can smoothly cross the horizons. The technique for resolving the problem of
unsatisfactory coordinates is to investigate and explore the spacetime with geodesics, which being
coordinate independent will not be influenced by coordinate validity boundaries. In this regard we
use the worldlines of radially moving photons as considered by Eddington-Finkelstein [8, 9]. For
metric (8) the radial null geodesics are given by
r
r


 r

r r
r r
r


 
 
 ln|  1|
constant  ,
t =  ln|  1|
r
 r


(11)

where plus/minus sign corresponds to the outgoing/incoming photons.
For the construction of Eddington-Finkelstein like coordinates, we define the constants of
integration appearing in equ. (11) as new coordinates and label them by p and q. Thus, the
coordinate transformations are given by
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(12)

(13)

For the construction of Kruskal-Szekeres like coordinates, we use the following
transformations


      
 

  
      
  

(14)

To get the usual form of the mertic we define new variables u and v, which are spacelike
and timelike respectively, and are given by



 






Using equs. (12)-(14) in equ. (15) we have

 




  
     
    
                

   







  
     
    
                

   







(15)

(16)

(17)

The coordinates given by equs.(16) and (17) are singular at r = r . In order to eliminate
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 r
 r
the singularity we need to cancel the factors containing 1   and 1   , but in any way both
r
 

 r 
can not be canceled simultaneously. So to keep the coordinates regular at r = r we take

 =  =

2r
,
r   r

 =  ,

(18)

and for coordinates to be regular at r = r we take

 =  =

2r
,
r  r

 =  .

(19)

The values of  are chosen so that at a point r, between r and r hypersurfaces get
matched properly in (v , u ) and (v , u ) coordinates. Since the coordinates (v , u ) are regular
at r = r they are used for the region in which 0 < r < r . Similarly as the coordinates (v , u )

are regular at r = r , so they are used for r < r < . Here r = r correspond to v = u = 0 and
v = u = 0 respectively. The implicit relation between u, v and r is
2r


2r


 ( r r ) r
 ( r r )
r
u  v  =  |  1|    |  1|    ,
r
r
2

2

2

2r


(20)

2r


 ( r r ) r
 ( r r )
r
u 2 v 2 = 2 |  1|    |  1|    .
r
r

(21)

To get the compactified coordinates for SHQ metric we use the coordinate transformations
as

 =tan 1(v  u )  tan 1(v u ),

(22)

 =tan 1(v  u ) tan 1(v u ).

(23)
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Fig. 2. Carter-Penrose diagram of the SHQ spacetime. Note that the essential singularity
here is timelike.

Fig. 3. Maximally extended Carter-Penrose diagram of the SHQ spacetime. Note that as
the essential singularity is timelike, so a time like curve can enter the new
universes by passing through the two coordinate singularities.
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The implicit relation between  ,  and r is given as
 ( r r ) r
 ( r r )
r
 
 
u v =  |  1|   |  1|   =  tan
tan
.
r
r
2
2
2r


2

2

2r


2

(24)

4. Foliation of SHQ by hypersurfaces of constant mean extrinsic curvature
In order to obtain the constant mean extrinsic curvature hypersurfaces for SHQ we follow
the procedure of Brill et. al. [4] and obtain the following ordinary differential equation in KruskalSzekeres coordinates

dv Av  Eu
=
,
du Au  Ev

(25)

with

E (r )= H 

Kr 3
3

,

A 2(r )= E 2(r )  r 3(r  r )(r  r ).

(26)

In compactified Kruskal-Szekeres coordinates equ. (25) is given as

d A sin cos   E sin  cos
=
.
d  A sin  cos  E sin cos 

(27)

In order to obtain the foliation we follow the similar procedure as is given in reference [5].

For a specific value of K we require that A = 0 at  = 0 in equ. (27). This requirement provides a
relation between initial value of r and H given as

H=

Kri 3
3

 ri 3(ri  r )(ri  r ),

(28)

where ri is the initially selected value of r. For each choice of K we get two choices of H, of which
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we select the one having sign opposite to that of the sign of K. In this way we get an initial value

of  and call it as  * . Also for K  K we get the hypersurfaces by taking H  H . So on
both  and  axis we have the reflection symmetry.

Fig. 4. Foliation of the SHQ spacetime in Carter-Penrose diagram by K-surfaces. Few
spacelike hypersurfaces for K = 0, 0.00001,  0.005,  0.015 are shown.

N0.

K

ri

H

*

1

0

r+

0

0

±β

±0.00001

7.2

23.6077

±0.θβη7

±β

±0.00η

6.8

33.8600

±0.λ7κθ

±β

±0.01η

6.4

37.3670

±1.1λ7θ

Table 1. The mean extrinsic curvature, K, initial value, ri , of r, constant H, and initial
value of  , labelled as  * are given for seven different K-surfaces.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have considered the Schwarzschild black hole surrounded by quintessence
(SHQ) for the case when there are two horizons. This case is similar to the usual ReissnerNordstrom black hole (RN). Following the similar procedure as adopted for the RN black hole we
have constructed the non singular Kruskal-Szekeres like coordinates for the SHQ. We have also
presented the Carter-Penrose diagram for this geometry. A foliation of the Carter-Penrose diagram
by hypersurfaces having constant mean extrinsic curvature is obtained. Like foliation of the RN
black hole [8] here the hypersurfaces also foliate the geometry upto the inner horizon.
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In classical mechanics, the following assumptions are used:
Any environment of the body, or the observer and his instruments for non-contact
measurement and observation has no effect on the body - this allows you to take the basic




postulate of the existence of inertial reference frames;
Speed of propagation of information about the coordinates of the body etc. is infinite;
The geometry of space is Euclidean, and geometric space used in the mathematical
modeling of phenomena is a direct sum of the three-dimensional coordinate space and



one-dimensional time;
Coefficient of proportionality between force and acceleration is the inertial mass of the
body.
As we know, these assumptions contain arbitraries and contradictions:



In micro-world, an observer unavoidably affects the object, and in mega-world the object
unavoidably affects the observer in a non-deterministic way in both cases; therefore, the
postulate of existence of inertial systems in the real physical world (1st law of motion) is




not true or requires restrictions;
Infinite speed of the signal propagation leads to logical paradoxes [1] that make it
impossible to have the causality structure in the theory;
Selection of the modeling space geometry and its dimension is arbitrary and is
determined by the observer;
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The nature of the property of inertia, i.e. whether it belongs to the body or to the outside
world, can not be regarded as established, and is a philosophical assumption [2].
In modern science these problems are partly overcome, although not always in a completely

satisfactory manner. For example, micro-world is successfully described using quantum
mechanics, which, however, contains such paradoxes as wave-particle duality, wave function
reduction, etc. In mega-world, the successes of general relativity are undeniable, but lately the
interpreting of observations confronted with a problem of dark concepts (dark matter and dark
energy), while the share of them had suddenly become 96% of the material content of the Universe;
the carriers of them cannot be found. If we assume that the 1st law of motion dealing with the
existence of inertial systems is valid approximately, i.e. starting from some distance between
objects, the theory should include a constant with the dimension of distance.
Denying the infinite speed of signal propagation, first, makes it necessary to introduce a
universal constant having the dimension of speed in all the theories. And secondly, it pushes to the
choice of non-Euclidean geometry of space modeling the physical world in those situations where
it is justified. In the simplest case, the SRT uses the 4-dimensional Minkowski geometry, while
the GRT uses the 4-dimensional Riemannian geometry. Usage of these geometries allowed to
strictly describing the observed effects, either no worse than in the corresponding physical theories
(compare SRT and Lorentz theory of the electron) or even better (compare GRT and Newton's
theory of gravitation). This indicated a new area of application of geometric ideas to the physical
world.
As to the problem of inertia, the equivalence principle is used in the theories of macro- and
mega-аorlН, so tСe faМtor tСat makes sense of boНв’s mass, sometТmes falls out of tСe equatТons,
which deprives the concept of force of the conceptual significance. In addition, there is a direct
micro-world experiment (the so-called Aharonov-Bohm effect, reported in [3]), in which the
motion of a particle is determined not by the forces but by potentials.
Thus, the axiomatic basis of classical mechanics (Newtonian dynamics), which allows to
compare theoretical results with observations, contains two separate parts, which are not related
to each other: the geometry as a way to adequately describe the real space and the processes in it
and the force as the cause of the acceleration of bodies.
1. Geometrical form of the laws of dynamics
Let us formulate [4] the following propositions:
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Proposition 1: The geometry of space, modeling physical reality, is chosen so that the
observed free body moves along the geodesic.
Example 1: In classical mechanics, when there are no forces at a distance (like gravitation),
when the information spreads infinitely fast, and when the uniform and rectilinear motion of a free

dr 
body can be presumably observed, the geodesic is given by
 v0 .
dt
Then, the modeling space can be chosen as a direct sum of a plane isotropic 3-dimensional space
with Euclidean geometry and one-dimensional time.
Example 2: If the speed of action propagation is finite, while the free body has an observed
acceleration, it is possible to endow the modeling space with due curvature and consider it to be a
4-dimensional space-time with Riemannian geometry, (as is done in GRT). Then the geodesic
equation, which coincides with the equation of motion, has the form

dy i
  i kj y k y j  0 , and it
ds

can be used to determine the metric tensor with the help of the observational data.
Example 3: if the observed accelerated motion of a free body shows an additional
dependence on a vector field, then, alongside with curvature, the modeling space should be
endowed with anisotropy. In this case, the tangent bundle appears and the geodesic equation
becomes more complicated (see below).
Proposition 2: The force acting on a body is equal to the product of the matter amount
measure (mass) by the acceleration determined by the equation of the geodesic.
Proposition 2 shows that now the force is only auxiliary concept in contrast to the classical
2nd law of Newtonian dynamics.
Proposition 3: Acceleration of the first body, measured with respect to the second one, is
equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to the acceleration of the second body measured with
respect to the first one.
Proposition 3 corresponds to the 3rd Newton's law, which refers to the equality of forces
of action and reaction.
2. Equation of motion in an anisotropic space
The formal mathematical construction was given in [4,5,6], and we would only mention
that here we consider slightly curved and weakly anisotropic space with metric

g ij   ij   ij ( x, y) , where ij  diag{1,1,1,1} is Minkowski metric on the main manifold, and

yi 

x i
. Assuming that  ij ( x, y)   ij ( x, y);  1 is small (linearly approximated) anisotropic
t
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deformation, only the terms proportional to  1 ij ,  2

 ij
x

k

, 3

 k  O(1), k  1, k  0  3 ) will be retained in calculations.

 ij
y

k

and  4

 2 ij

x l y k

(

Then in accordance with Proposition 1, the equation of motion is a geodesic of the space
chosen for the modeling of physical reality. With the adopted linear approximation, the equation
of geodesic takes the form

2 kl
1
dy i
 (i lk   it
y j )y k y l  0
j
t
2 x y
ds

(2.1)

 jk
 hj 
1
where  i jk   ih ( k  hkj  h ) are the connection coefficients; here they are
2
x
x
x
conventional Christoffel symbols that depend also on y. The list of assumptions reads:
1) Only linear terms proportional to  1 ij ,  2

 ij
x k

, 3

 n  O(1); i, j , l , k  0  3; n  1  4 are retained in the metric;

 ij
y k

and  4

 2 ij

x l y k

wherein

2) Components y1, y2, y3 can be neglected in comparison with y0 ;
3) Time derivative in the equation of a geodesic can be neglected in comparison with the
derivatives with respect to coordinates;
4) In the y-subspace y0 derivative can be neglected in comparison with the derivatives with
respect to y1, y2 and y3.
As a result, equation (2.1) takes the form [6,7]

 2 00
dy i
1
 i 00   ik
y j 0
j
k
ds
2 x y

(2.2)

Thus, it turns out that the only component of the metric tensor, which remains in the
equations for the case of small curvature and weak anisotropy, is
the equation (2.2) has the form
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00.

Spatial 3D-sectional view of



 
 
   

      
    

 
  

(2.3)

It gives the equation of motion in terms of the metric tensor of the anisotropic space with
regard to the velocity of the probe body.

dv
c2
If  00   00 ( y ) , then   00 , and this expression leads to the known geometric
2
dt
formalism of GRT for gravitation, as well as to the formalism of classical mechanics as a whole.



c2
rot 00   , then the trajectory of a free particle motion is a helix whose
2
v

axis is directed along vector  . Helix is a basТМ form of tСe trajeМtorв of a partТМle’s free motТon
If  00   00 ( x) , and

in this anisotropic space.

If  00 component of the metric tensor becomes more complex, the helix axis ceases to be

a straТРСt lТne. If tСe metrТМ Тs suМС tСat tСТs “aбТs” presents a МloseН МТrМle of raНТus RM , which is
greater than or equal to twice the radius R of the helix, then the free motion takes place on the
surface of a torus. If

  

(2.4)

wherein n1 and n2 are integers, the trajectory on the torus surface becomes closed, and since in this
 
case n1 2RM  n2 b , tan(v , ) is a rational number. The typical linear dimension of the body,
whose surface is a location of a particle free path, is equal to or larger than 2R.
3. The field equations
In classical physics, they talk about the material carriers of the cause acting on a moving
body and associate them with the appropriate (force, physical) fields that can be measured.
However, the direct measurement of the forces can only be performed in certain (static or
stationary) cases, and usually the forces are calculated using the law of dynamics.
In the anisotropic space, every point is equipped with a vector. Let us note some
mathematical circumstances related to the presence of an arbitrary vector field. Consider an






arbitrary covariant vector with components
 


      and construct an anti
symmetric covariant tensor,

Fik Bk ,i  Bi ,k , where Bk ,i 









 






Bk
. Then the expression
x i




 

(3.1)

is a geometric identity, sometimes called the Maxwell identity, valid for any geometry.
Writing this identity in components [6, 8], one can introduce a formal notation for a pair of
new vectors constructed out of the components of tensor Fik, namely,

 (**)
F (*)  ( F12 , F31 , F
( F30 , F20 , F23 ) . Then we get a couple of homogeneous equations
10 ); F

 
   









,

(3.2)

where t  x 0 . The type of geometry of the space has no effect on these equations.
Let us arbitrarily choose and fix the geometry of space: let it correspond to the metric tensor
ik

g , which makes it possible to switch from the covariant components of the tensor Fik to its
contravariant components Fik by the formula, F ij  g ik g jm Fmk . We introduce new additional

symbols, namely, a contravariant 4-vector,

             , such that I i 
  

F ij
. Using
x j

0
1
2
3
the notation I   ; I  j x ; I  j y ; I  j z , get the second pair of – now inhomogeneous –

equations

  

 




   




(3.3)



Never going beyond the mathematical formalism, we call ρ the density of sources

distribution, and call 

the current density. In order to describe these quantities present in

equations (3.3, 3.5), we can formally apply the appropriate integral theorems. This will lead to the
expression known as the continuity equation

 






(3.4)

The relations (3.2, 3.3, 3.4) are always true, because they are the consequences of the
mathematical identity (3.1).


If vectors F (*) , and F (**) , composed out of the components of tensor

Fik Bk ,i  Bi ,k , do
 (*)
not depend on t, then it follows from the equations (3.2, 3.3) that F   , where  is a certain

scalar function (scalar potential) such that it satisfies the Poisson equation  
 , and, in the
absence

of

sources

(

=

0),

it

satisfies

the

Laplace

equation

 
0.

For a point source,   q (r ) , tСe ТntroНuМeН sМalar potentТal satТsfТes tСe “ωoulomb”
expression  ~

q
. The Poisson equation is linear, so, for the distributed sources, the superposition
r

principle yields

    

  
 
    

(3.5)

If the sources distribution is finite, homogeneous and has a spherical symmetry, then for

tСe eбterТor problem аe Мome to tСe “ωoulomb laа”, mentТoneН above, аСere q   dV . For the

interior problem the expression (3.5) leads to  ~ q1 r , where q1   dV , and V1 is the volume
V

2

V1

of a sphere of radius r.




Vector F (**) can be represented as F (**)  rotD , where D is another new vector – the so

called (3-dimensional) vector potential which satisfies the equation D 
 j , and,
correspondingly,





     

  
  .
    

(3.6)


The 4-vector ( , D)  U k characterizes the geometric properties of the anisotropic space,

each point of which is equipped with a given vector, Bk  g ik B i . If vector Bi is the 4-velocity of

x i
, all the above arguments remain valid.
t

0; j 
0 , then the system of equations (3.2) still
If there are no sources and currents, i.e.  

the probe body, y i 

has nonzero solutions that satisfy the equation

 

 
 .
   

(3.7)

For the Minkowski metric, g ik   ik , equation (3.7) represents the wave equation written
in the four-dimensional form. For other geometries, the resulting expressions may be also of

g ik  ik   ik ( x, y ) , and the wave
interest. In particular, for the case considered in this paper,

equation becomes inhomogeneous. Since the correction is linear in , it must be preserved in
calculations. However, if Ui is also proportional to , then the correction can be neglected, and the
equation (3.7) will be the usual wave equation.
4. Hydrodynamics and Electrodynamics
Let us use the notation common in hydrodynamics. We introduce u i 

c 2  00
, where c
2 y i

is a fundamental parameter with the dimension of speed, and take  i 



1
rotui and
2

 

 
c2
 00  (v , u ) . The relationship of these notations with symbols B, F (*) , F (**) used above is
2

obvious. Let us regroup equation (2.3), and multiply and divide its right hand side by a constant
value, . Then it takes the form







   

      
       
 

  


(4.1)


We assume vector u characterizing the anisotropy of the modeling space, be the flow rate

of an incompressible fluid. We assume the value of  be a constant density of the fluid in the

neТРСborСooН of tСe probe boНв (аСТМС Тs a “lТquТН partТМle”Ψ,  = const. Then, assuming that the
gradient of the two terms on the right side is the effective pressure, we obtain the Euler equation

for a (rather large) region of the liquid rotating as a whole with angular velocity,  . The meaning
of equation (3.6) is also evident.
If necessary, repeat the calculations for the components of Fik and get for hydrodynamics

the expressions, similar to eqs. (3.2, 3.3), for the case when u is considered the flow rate of an
incompressible fluid. Accordingly, equations (4.1) have both potential and wave solutions. Indeed,
 
considering the speed of the liquid particle equal to the speed of its environment, v  u , we seek
a solution of eq. (4.1) in the form

        .

(4.2)




The amplitude V is assumed to be small enough to neglect the term, (v , )u  0 . Then


     .


(4.3)


Select a local Oz axis parallel to vector,  , and apply the rot operator to both sides of eq.
 
  



(4.3), given that rot[, v ] 
divv  (, )v 
(, )v . Then, we obtain [9]:



  



Dispersion equation has the form




(4.4)



 




   
   ,


(4.5)

and the velocity of the wave is given by

 




    
 













(4.6)


In such a wave, the velocity vector, v of the fluid particle retains its value and varies only
in direction. In classical hydrodynamics, such waves are generated by "Coriolis force" and are
called inertial waves; they have no dependence on such force characteristics as pressure. However,
in the geometric theory, where both the original geodesic equation and Maxwell's identity are
present, there is no Coriolis force, but there is only the metric tensor describing the anisotropic
space, in which the motion of bodies takes place. In this space, the zero component of metric is
 
 
2V 2
the wave in accordance with the condition v  u , i.e.  00  2 e 2i (( k ,r )t ) .
c
 (*)   (**)

Let us now designate, F  E , F  H and interpret them as the stresses of electric

and magnetic fields. Then, the equations (3.2, 3.3) are usual Maxwell equations and the
corresponding stresses are determined by formulas (3.5, 3.6). Using the notation

c 2  00 1 
  A , the equation of motion of a probe body takes the familiar form
2 v
c






           






c2
 00   ,
2

(4.7)


Here, the values of  and A are so-called scalar and vector potentials of the
electromagnetic field. The meaning of the continuity equation (3.4) is obvious. As is known from

electrodynamics (and mentioned above), in the particular case of    (r ); rotA  const a charged

particle moves along a helix, whose axis is directed along vector, rotA . And electromagnetic





waves are the classical result of theoretical physics, predicted by Maxwell on the base of the
equations (3.2) and (3.3) and on the corresponding interpretation. In particular,


 
 

A  Re{A0 e i ( kr t ) } , where k  n is the wave vector, n is a unit vector in the direction of wave
c
 



propagation, E  ikA is the stress of "electric field", H  i[k , A] is the stress of "magnetic field".
Note that the electric field vector rotates in the plane perpendicular to the direction of wave
propagation. Charge motion in the wave with circular polarization takes place in the same
circumferential plane.
Thus, in the case of hydrodynamics and electrodynamics, the approach under consideration
is simply another language for modeling the known observations, leading to almost the same
results as the previous one. We can say that instead of the concept of a physical field now the
concept of metric field is used, and the physical meaning can be assigned to it not as initially
"inherent" but in view of possible interpretation.
5. Quantum Mechanics
The characteristic object of a micro-world, whose properties can be studied in a variety of
ways, is an atom. As follows from experiments, it is a compound dynamic system (planetary
model), a direct measurement of whose parameters is hardly possible, and hence, the atom can be
also described in terms of metric dynamics.
For this purpose, we use the geodesic equation (2.3) and the condition of closed trajectory,
eq. (2.4). Closed orbits are stable. For simplicity, we assume a trajectory to be a circle of radius R,
and the number of revolutions n1 = 1. Then we obtain:



   
      
    


 
   

(5.1)
(5.2)

 c2

here b is a pitch of the helical trajectory,  
rot 00 , n is a positive integer. Thus, the basis
v
2
of quantization is equation (5.2), which has the purely mathematical nature.

Solving the equation (5.1), we search for v in the form


           ,




(5.3)



and we search for a correction

00

to the component of the metric tensor in the form

    
        ,

  

  

(5.4)



 c 2  00
2
2ik  00 , (v ,
considering the real parts in both cases. Then,  00 
 )  c 2ik  00 ,
2 v
 
 i  

[V , k ] exp{i{(k , r )  t}} , and equation (5.1) gives
2
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(5.5)


 V
where w  , and the dispersion relation has the form
V





 
                  .



(5.6)

The obvious connection between the characteristics of the wave and the helix, gives

b

2
, so, we find an estimate for the size of an atom from equation (5.2):
k




.


(5.7)

The estimates, that follow from eqs. (5.3, 5.4) in this case, are

   

  

 
  .






(5.8)
(5.9)



Let us, as usual, assume that the atomic transition from one state to another state,

characterized by different number n, МСanРes tСe atom’s enerРв. σoа tСe enerРв Тs






 






       

 


 

(5.10)

  
 
  
  
      
 
    
 


 



(5.11)

It turns out that in this case the motions along the various closed paths are determined by
the same (zero) value of the "potential energy". This circumstance arising in metric dynamics is a
mathematical reflection of the "physical" Bohr postulate of the existence of stationary orbits, i.e.,
of the stability of such a dynamic system as an atom, and even in several possible states. Thus,

             .





 

(5.12)

If the further interpretation suggests that the transition from one state to another results in
the emission of the energy difference from the system in the form of a quantum, then (5.12) shows
that the spectrum of radiation should be almost continuous. Indeed, the difference of the squares
of cosines of integers can be made almost any (less than unity) with an appropriate choice of
integers. This is consistent with the observable fact that, e.g. xenon, and other light sources based
on inert gases provide a substantially continuous spectrum of radiation.
Since Planck's quantum hypothesis is natural for metric dynamics, and the photon energy

is  
h , let us use the value of h, obtained from experiments with radiation, to estimate the rate

of finite motion of the particle with regard to 
 | En1  En2 | . The frequency of visible light,

 ~ 1015 s 1 , and electron mass is equal to me ~ 1030 kg , both measured independently, hence, we
obtain V ~ 106 m / s . Then with the help of (5.6, 5.7), we get an estimate R ~

1 V
~ ~ 1010 m for
k 

the size of an atom, which coincides with the known one.
The difference between the results of the theory of hydrogen atom proposed by Bohr and
based on the analysis of its spectra, and the results obtained here, stems from the fact that a
hydrogen atom is described in the framework of the two-body problem with Coulomb interaction





potential. However, for more complex situation, the problem of many bodies (with the Coulomb
potential) has no analytical solution. So, the use of the classical approach to describe transitions in
atoms of inert gases2, occurring within the "electron shell" containing several bodies, is impossible.
This was one of the reasons why the further development of quantum mechanics has followed an
abstract and even contradictory way rejecting visual representations.
In metrical dynamics with the geodesics (2.1, 2.2) as the equations of motion, the trajectory
of the free motion is a helix of general form. Therefore, the motion of a particle is naturally
characterized by a concept of phase (compare to [10]), and plane waves correspond to the
projections of the trajectory of motion on various planes 3. At the same time, the wave properties
of the moving micro-particle such as rounding the obstacles and the emergence of a variety of
diffraction and interference patterns, depending on the boundary conditions, can be now described
by selecting the suitable geometry of modeling space. Notice the wave-like form of the correction
to the metric.
6. Gravitation
The approach based on the geometry discussed here was proposed and used as the theory
of gravitation, and it was natural to call it anisotropic geometrodynamics (AGD). It is described in
more detail in papers [7,11] and in the monograph [6]. Here we shall mention only the main points
and present the results previously obtained in these studies.
The equation of motion is again determined by the equation of the geodesic eq. (2.3), and
the gravitational force in accordance with Proposition 2 has the form




 
 
       .
    

 
 

  

(6.1)

It contains the contributions of three terms. If there are no additional assumptions, neither
one of the terms can be neglected in comparison with the others. The physical meaning, which can
be attributed to the additional terms in the interpretation, is also clear. Namely, the equivalence
principle must be generalized: since the force of inertia may depend on the velocity of the body,
the force of gravity should also depend on it. For this reason, AGD may also be called a generalized


2

And in other complex atoms

3

The formalism of the regular quantum mechanics corresponds to the description of these very projections.
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theory of equivalence (GTE). Depending on the angle between the velocity vector of a particle,
and vectors associated with

 00
 , their contributions, comparable in magnitude, can have different
v

signs. This reflects the possibility to observe not only attractive action but also repulsive or
tangential action. Using the concepts of "metric field" given in Section 3, one can calculate any


model situation, in which the distributions of moving sources  and j allow to calculate F (*) and

F (**) . For a simple system where the test body moves along a closed circular current surrounding
a singular source, the equation of motion will lead to v 2 

C1
 vC2 , where C1 and C2 are
r

constants, and the sign depends on the direction of motion of a probe body. Solutions have the
form

v

C2

v

2

(1  1 

C2
2

4C 1

rC 22

(1  1 

4C 1

rC 22

)

(6.3)

)

(6.4)

If we apply this model to describe the motion of stars in a spiral galaxy, then eq. (6.3)
corresponds to the Newtonian result and means that the velocity of the orbital motion decreases
with increasing distance from the center. This is consistent with general relativity and Newton
gravitation. At the same time, formula eq. (6.4) describes the situation when the speed of the orbital
motion of a star tends to a constant, which corresponds to the observed flat rotation curves. In [6,7]
and in [11] it is shown that there is also a quantitative agreement with observations. Writing down
the explicit expressions for the constants C1 and C2 through the parameters of the problem and
assuming that the luminosity of a spiral galaxy is proportional to its area, we get the Tully-Fisher
law, vorb ~ Llum

1/ 4

, known from observations, which has no explanation in general relativity.

Thus, the use of anisotropic geometry to describe the astronomical observations on the
РalaМtТМ sМale makes Тt possТble to aНequatelв НesМrТbe tСem, anН no "Нark matter” Тs requТreН.
Other results obtained in the framework of the AGD in [6,7] and [11] are summarized in the
following table:
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Table 1.
AGD Results

Observations

Modern interpretation

1. If the gravitational field does not

Confirm the theory on the scale of

GRT

depend on the velocities of the bodies,

the solar system

the AGD equations become the GRT
equations.
2. When a body performs the

Effect of "Pioneers" which has just

14 various explanations that take

gravitational acceleration maneuver

the order of cH.

into account the following aspects:

driving in the planetary system, an

technical, data processing, space

additional acceleration directed

objeМts, anН «neа pСвsТМs". TСeв

toward the center, which is

are comparable in order of

proportional to cH should be

magnitude, which does not allow

observed. (H is Hubble constant)
3. The rotation curves for spiral

choosing only one of them.
Yes.

1.

galaxies are flat

There is dark matter,
whose mass is 4 to 7
times the mass of the
luminous (baryonic)
matter in the galaxy. Dark
matter particles possess
exotic properties and have
not yet been found in a
direct experiment

2.

In the MOND theory the
change of the Newtonian
dynamics equations is
proposed by introducing
an additional term,
ensuring fit to the
observations.

4. The orbital velocities of stars and

Yes.

Interpretation is missing.

5. If the luminosity of a galaxy is

Tully-Fisher law resulting from

Interpretation is missing.

proportional to its mass, and the mass

the observations.

gas, corresponding to the flat rotation
curves of spiral galaxies must comply
with centripetal acceleration of order
cH at distances of the order of the
radius of the galaxy.

of a spiral galaxy is distributed in the

Note that in these observations, the

plane, the luminosity should be

hypothetical dark matter present in
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proportional to the fourth power of

a galaxy does not manifest itself,

the orbital velocity of the stars on the

which contradicts its supposed

periphery.

property to have a gravitational
action.

6. The galaxies with large angular

Yes, spiral galaxies.

The theory of density waves.
It does not predict the bars.

momentum should have arms.
7. Spiral galaxies should have bars.

Yes.

Interpretation is missing.

8. The motion of individual objects in

Observations of globular clusters

Interpretation is missing.

the plane of the spiral galaxy must

in the galactic plane disclose a

contradict the Kepler law

violation of the Kepler law
statistics: the number of clusters in
the center of the galaxy is
significantly greater than in the
periphery.

9. The motion of objects in the plane

Observations of globular clusters

of a spiral galaxy and in the plane

in the perpendicular plane

perpendicular to it should be different

correspond to Kepler's law as

Interpretation is missing.

opposed to i. 8
10. In some gravitational lenses

Yes.

Considered to be related to the

having the necessary orientation,

action of dark matter and is used to

there must be a significant excess of

estimate its amount.

refraction compared with the estimate
following from GRT
11. Gravitational lenses, which are

Yes. For example, the Einstein

spiral galaxies, with the profile

Cross.

Interpretation is missing.

orientation should give the asymmetry
in the image.
12. In view of mass and energy

F. Zwicky oobservations.

equivalence, the clusters of galaxies

"Hidden mass" (in accord with
F.Zwicky) and dark matter.

should have larger mass than it can be
assessed by their luminosity, and
larger than a correction, which
follows from the GRT.
13. In collisions of individual

Observation of the collision of

galaxies, there should be manifested

galaxies in the Bullet cluster made

the excess of "mass-energy"

by "Chandra" observatory.

Dark matter.

associated with mutual movement
14. The red shift in the emission of

Empirical law discovered by

Cosmological expansion of the

distant objects should increase

E.Hubble

Universe
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linearly with distance, which is
associated with vortex motion of
object on the scale of galaxies and
higher.
15. There can exist concave

Deviations from the linear Hubble

Expansion of the Universe is

gravitational lens, resulting in

law, relevant to this hypothesis

accelerated due to the dark energy

incorrect (overvalued) determination

were detected.

(of repulsion).

of the distance to the corresponding
light sources.
16. The distribution of matter near the

Discovered

nuclei of spiral galaxies can have a

observatory under the supervision

by

"Herschel"

characteristic form (the "infinity"

of cold gas clouds in the center of

sign)

our galaxy.

Interpretation is missing.

From a formal point of view, the use of force fields is equivalent to the use of appropriate space
geometry selected for the simulation of physical reality. In a sense, it returns to the old
philosophical debate about the materiality of the field and about the action at a distance. As before,
it may be subject to personal preferences of the researcher. But just as before, the involvement of
new mathematical apparatus may enable a new theoretical progress and compare the results with
the results of appropriate experiments.
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This work is an investigation of the properties of space-time continuum. The phase velocity of the wave is a
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Introduction
The relativity principle can be formulated as a statement, that the laws of nature are
invariant with regarding transformations of movement. Also, other principles of invariance and
symmetry are known from practice. It is known proof of direct and inverse theorems, that
homogeneity of space = the law of conservation of momentum, the isotropy of space = the law of
conservation of angular momentum, the homogeneity of time = the law of energy conservation.
These four transformation form a group called the Poincare group. Transformations of the
Poincare group are universal. So, we may assume, that Poincare group describes the properties of
space-time, rather than the properties of specific processes [1].



E  t , r  E0 exp i t  kr
The wave motion is periodic. Function 



describes a plane

wave. Its argument is a linear combination of time and coordinates, which is a phase of the
oscillations. If we are moving along the oscillation curve both on the time scale and the scale of
the coordinates, we observe that these fluctuations are similar. From this viewpoint, the spatial and
temporal coordinates are indistinguishable. When we integrate wave space (electromagnetic field)
and classical physics we get the electromagnetic constant 
�

It’s tСe speeН of lТРСt с = к . So, we can say that the SRT is an extension of classical mechanics,

Т.e. Тt’s tСe unТon of МlassТМal meМСanТМs anН eleМtroНвnamТМs. ψut tСТs moНel Тs not suffТМТent. TСe





quantum mechanics appears to explain the phenomena that could not be explained by
electrodynamics. So the problems, which associated with the properties and structure of space, are
very interesting. In [2] there is very effective concept which reduces the known properties of matter
(wave and corpuscular) to the space –time structure. In addition the founders of the relativity
theory and quantum mechanics considered matter and its properties as a product of space [3].
The appearance of the SRT was caused by conflict of electromagnetism laws and Newton
laws. In the inertial reference frames there is force, which is not invariant under Galilean
transformations. So, the Galilean transformations were replaced by Lorentz transformations.
Contradiction was eliminated. And the fundamental concept of space-time have changed.
Oscillations in mechanics and Maxwell equations.
The wave formula is a solution of the Maxwell equations, it means that the wave equation
is incorporated therein. Maxwell equations describe all the known properties of the electric and
magnetic fields, and e / m wave is a part of them. In [4] the author analyzes the Maxwell equations
and interprets them in terms of mechanics. Usually, these equations look like

   

  

   




   




It’s possТble to Рet tСe moНТfТeН equatТons, anН tСen аe’ll Мompare tСem аТtС tСe equatТons
of the theory of elasticity.
Let us suppose that



 
 
                                
 
 

we obtain
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,



where u - the vector potential, j - current density, ρ – charge density, q - charge.





As for the elastic or mechanical waves, we know that these waves are longitudinal and

transverse. After comparison we see, that the electromagnetic wave can be longitudinal, but its
velocity should be equal to ∞. The author [4] points on this fact. We are going to pay attention to
another fact. The existence of waves depends on the properties of matter. We know that in a
vacuum elastic waves do not exist. In a solid, there are longitudinal and transverse elastic waves

in the gas - only longitudinal. The velocity of propagation of elastic waves depends on the elastic
properties of matter. Propagation speeds of longitudinal or transverse waves are different.
Movement of the receiver or the transmitter does not affect to the properties of matter. Thus, the
Doppler effect changes the frequency of the wave, and does not change the speed of its distribution.
In the vacuum continuum only transverse electromagnetic waves spread and velocity of wave
propagation 
is c 2,998 108 м / с . In a dielectric speed of electromagnetic wave is

different.

And offer in an anisotropic dielectric general direction of wave propagation k and the direction of
energy transfer  E  H 

are different. We can say that constant c is characteristic of

electromagnetic permeability of vacuum. It is fixed in the International System of Units (SI).
Wave properties of space-time continuum
The fundamental properties of space-time continuum are described by wave processes.
δet’s МonsТНer аave НТffraМtТon on some objeМt. DТffraМtТon аas НefТneН bв ГommerfelН as «...
any deviation from the straight light path, besides which can be interpreted as a reflection or
refraМtТon. » If аe МonsТНer tСe ТnteraМtТon of аave anН meНТum at tСe atomТМ level, tСe refleМtТon,
refraction and diffraction are the result of the wave scattering. Electromagnetic waves are scattered
by electrons (atomic shells). The de Broglie electron wave is scattered by the electrostatic potential
of the atoms, similar wave of neutrons is scattered by the nucleus and the magnetic moment of the
atom. Therefore, the terms "diffraction" and "scattering" are often used interchangeably.
Wave function   r , t  НesМrТbe tСe СarmonТМ plane аave. It’s form Тsμ





 
          ,

Where a - amplitude: k
time.

- the wave vector: r - coordinate of the observation point; t -

The constant phase surface, where r  k 
const is a perpendicular plane to the vector k .






For a spherical harmonic wave





                 ,




where r  r . In this case, the wave surface is the sphere surface. Sphere radius is r. Let us select

tСe pСase faМtor НepenНeН onlв on tСe МoorНТnates, It’s НesТРnateН   r  . For a plane wave we
obtain

     
          , where the





 0
ikr a exp  i  r   - complex amplitude.
 r  a exp 
δet’s fТnН tСe amplТtuНe of tСe НТffraМteН аaves at tСe poТnt ε, аСТМС Тs Тn tСe FraunСofer
zone. The complex amplitudes, because of different scattering centers, are added. We take into
account only an optical path difference  (e  e0 )  r .





          ,

 

 

 



     
   .



Let,   r  the space density of scattering centers. Hence:

  
          , where  


   .


(1)

The amplitude of the diffracted wave in the Fraunhofer zone is the Fourier transformation

of the density of scattering centers   r  .

δet’s МonsТНer tСe formatТon of tСe optТМal image in the approximation of geometrical
optics (Figure 1). We see dimensional object with a transmittance f(x). Left plane monochromatic
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wave with amplitude a0 falls on the object. Just behind the object the amplitude of the scattered
wave is equal a0 f  x   A0  x  .

Fig. 1. Image formation in the geometrical optics approximation.
δet’s МonsТНer tСe raвs (1, 1 ', 1 "Ψ = 1ж anН д(β, β', β"Ψ = дβж. If аe put a sМreen Тn tСe
Fraunhofer zone, the rays {1} and {2} will give points 1 and 2 on the screen. All of these points
form a diffraction pattern (Fraunhofer spectrum). In Figure 1 the Fraunhofer spectrum is moved
by lens L from infinity to focal plane F. The amplitude of the wave in this plane is written as

АФ  а0 F  f  x   where the F - Fourier transform symbol. The next step of image formation is

a Fourier transformation of the diffraction pattern, placed in the focal plane. Thus we obtain the

amplitude in the image plane AP  x '  a0 F  F  f  x    a0 f  kx ' . The coefficient k is


determined by the properties and lens location relative to the object. Image of the object is the
result of two Fourier transformations. In a case of Fraunhofer diffraction we can obtain the first
transformation without the lens. Is it possible to obtain image which is the result of the inverse
Fourier transformation without a lens? It is holography. At first, we create a first Fourier transform
of the object on a physical medium. Then, we illuminate holographic plate by the same spectrum
light. So we get two images: real, inverted and imaginary, regular. The information about the
complex amplitude is needed for reconstruct the image of object, i.e. information about the phase
and amplitude.
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δet’s МonsТНer tСe metrТМ of tСe НТffraМtТon pattern. It Мan be seen from FТР. 1, tСe raвs of
the type {1} emanate from different object points and fall at the point (1) in the diffraction pattern
as well as the scattered rays {2} fall at point (2). In other words, the unique connection between
the object space coordinates and the coordinates of the Fourier space does not exist. Each of the
points of the Fourier space gets information from all points of the object, as well as each of the
object points transmits information to all points of the Fourier space.
Is the Fourier space real? [5]. If we consider the Fraunhofer diffraction, the space, where
we

register the diffraction pattern on photo plate, is real as well as the object space. Counter

Diffractometer counter registers scattered photons, "catches" them out of the Fourier space. SpacetТme МontТnuum МontaТns a “usual” spaМe of objeМt anН “reverse” FourТer spaМe.

If a function f(x) exists in the interval  x1 , x2  . δet’s НefТne perТoН as T  x2  x1 and the

frequency as   n0 

n
. Hence the function can be represented as
T

f x  

 C    exp i 2x  ,


(2)



where the

C  

1

T

 f  x  exp  i 2x dx

T /2

T /2

We denote TC     F    and then period T is tended to infinity. Hence

f x  

F  

 F    exp  i 2x d 



(3)



 f  x  exp  i 2x dx
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.

(4)



Equation (3) describes the function f  x  in the spatial domain; the equation (4) describes

the function in "frequency" domain. We can restore f  x  , using the relation (3) and coefficients
of F    . From (1) and (3) we see that the vector
dimension of the vector 

e


is the vector of spatial frequency  . The

is the inverse of dimension of the vector r .

Using the basis of the general form аi  , we write the vector r in object space as:

              ,

and the vector  in Fourier space as

             

TСere Тs sТmple МorresponНenМe betаeen tСe bases. It’s the normalization condition:

     

The vectors of the main basis аi  are oriented relative to the vectors of the conjugate
basis

а  :   






 

      ,       

Object space and space of Fourier image are conjugated due to the symmetry of
normalization condition regarding

In the canonical basis: i , j , k . One denote {ei }:

i e1
, j e2
, k e3 , Hence e i  1, e i ei

and ei  e j 
ij .

 

Triple of vectors e i have the same magnitude and direction as the triple of vectors ei  .

However the properties of the object space and Fourier space are different.





The metric describing by the metric tensor ĝ , is the same metric in both spaces. When

operating in the object space it is necessary to use covariant coordinates of tensor  g ij  , And,

g  . These coordinates are given as

аСen operatТnР Тn ТmaРe spaМe Тt’s neМessarв to use МontravarТant МoorНТnates of tСТs tensor
ij

      ;       

The relation between the vectors can be written as ri  gij r j ; r i  rj g ji
Conclusion
Relativity theory is a theory of existence and of the motion of matter in space and time.
Relativity theory is the foundation of the theory of gravity and the theory of elementary particles.
[6]. The moving elementary particles possess corpuscular - wave dualism. They can be described
as the de Broglie wave. The development of the space – time concepts will improve the
understanding of the microcosm nature. The following provisions are highlighted in this article.
The phase wave speed is a characteristic of the medium in which the wave propagates. Velocity
of the electromagnetic wave is invariant in all inertial frames. This postulate of the relativity theory
is a characteristic of space – time continuum.
Diffraction phenomenon is one of the fundamental peculiarities of the wave process. In
formal (mathematical) theory of diffraction they use vector algebra and Fourier - transforms. Real
diffraction pattern exists in the dual (conjugate) space. Hence, the discreteness of space means
limitation of space and continuity of space means infinity of space. And then description of the

motion of objects is possible by space-time coordinates  x, y, z , t  in four-dimensional space-time
of Minkowski , They correspond to the invariant s 2 c2t 2  x2  y 2  z 2 And it is possible
-

by vector of momentum - energy





 px , p y , pz ,  

,

It corresponds to the invariant

2  c2 px2  p 2y  pz2 m2c4 .Thus, we can assume that the vector of space-time and momentum-

energy are mutually conjugate. Conjugation of coordinate and momentum, as well as time and
energy is manifested in the form of the uncertainty relation (Heisenberg).
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We looked at the properties of wave processes, which are determined by the properties of
space. Rotational - vibrational motion of matter there is a global phenomenon. Investigation of
wave processes can be useful in studying the properties of space – time.
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1. Classification of the physical constants
All physical constants can be divided by their dimensionality into the two main classes:
dimensional and dimensionless constants. Dimensionless constants such as the fine-structure
constant 1/137 and the mass ratios of the particles are given by the laws of Nature and do not
depend on the choice of the units. All of them should be purely mathematically justified in the
"Theory of Everything." The numerical values of the dimensional constants such as the speed of
light c, Planck constant h and others, on the contrary, are arbitrary and depend on the choice of
units. Russian physicist M.P. Bronstein in 1935 rightly noted that the problem of the numerical
values of the dimensional constants does not exist [1], they are due to selected units of
measurement. However, this "axiom of Bronstein" needs to be clarified. The fact is that the
dimensionless constants form some closed class of the physical constants (the class is denoted by
symbol A) since any combination of them is a dimensionless constant too. For the dimensional
constants it is not the case: some combinations of dimensional constants are dimensionless ones
(for example, the mass ratio of the particles). Therefore, for a proper classification the dimensional
constants should be also divided into the two classes: constants, none of the combinations of which
forms a dimensionless number (class C), and all remaining dimensional constants (class B). Thus,

the whole set of fundamental physical constants = A  B  C . Obviously, the constants of class C
511
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are metrologically independent and they actually should be called the fundamental constants. First
of all, they include such constants as speed of light c and the Planck constant h that play a
fundamental role in the theory of relativity and quantum mechanics.
Each constant of class B can be shown to form one and only one combination with constants
of class C which is a dimensionless number (if combinations > 1 then constants of class C are not
metrologically independent). Therefore, this combination due to its uniqueness should be
considered as the definition of class B constants, i.e. all constants of class B are secondary and any

of them can be expressed as: bi  ai   c nj , where ai is a dimensionless constant, and ci is
j

fundamental dimensional constants in some n degrees (in fact, ai is numerical value and
combination

c
j

constant  
ke  

2

n
j

is a fundamental dimension of bi). For example, the Stefan-Boltzmann

k4
 2  k4 

 , constant in Coulomb's law

60  3 с 2 60   3 с 2 







c
  c/e 2 , аСere α-1=137,035999139(31), etc. In natural system c=1,  =1, e=1
2
e

constants  

2

60

and k e   . It should be noted that P.W. Bridgman and some physicists

believed that such natural system is impossible in principle [2]. However, with the philosophical
point of view it is in essentially denial of the unity of Nature, because in Nature all these constants
are natural units simultaneously. From a physical point of view there are no problems in the
selection of such system of units (see below).
2. The number of fundamental units is 5.
What is the number of the most fundamental constants (constants of class C), and what
kind of constants should be related to this class? It is generally accepted that the number of
fundamental constants is equal to the number of basic (or fundamental, as are called by
Sommerfeld) units of measurement (and that is inherent in the definition of class C constants). It
is believed that the number of basic units is arbitrary. In fact, in different problems we successfully
use different systems such as kinematic system of units (LT), e.g., in celestial mechanics, the
mechanical system (LTM) (e.g., Gaussian system in electromagnetism) and systems based on a
larger number of basic units (e.g., SI).
The equality of the number of fundamental physical constants to the number of main units
should be interpreted as the fact that in nature there are a certain number of fundamental physical
512
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constants as fundamental units of the appropriate physical quantities (e.g., speed of light is natural
limit of velocity of interactions, Planck constant  and elementary charge e are natural units
respectively for angular momentum and electric charge) and this determines the preferable system
of units. The fundamental physical constants as some natural amounts of corresponding physical
quantities help us to choose the number of basic units. In fact, if we use the kinematic system of
units LT (e.g., centimeters and seconds) the Planck constant h in such a system has dimension of
L5/T3 but arbitrary numerical value because mass unit can be ambiguously reduced to the units of
length and time: h = any number × Мm5/s3. But when using the system with the three basic LTM
units the Planck constant will have certain numerical value. Similar arguments (the certainty of
the numerical values of the elementary charge e and the Boltzmann constant k) lead to the need to
introduce two more basic units – for electromagnetism and thermodynamics.
Note that the dimension of the elementary charge has never been written in mechanical
units due to the ambiguity of the numerical value of the elementary charge e in mechanical units:
e2 = any number × Рram·Мm3/s2 (for example, as in the Gaussian system, and the Lorentz-Heaviside
the main units are centimeter, gram and second but the numerical values of the elementary charge
are different). Thus, the very existence of such natural constants as c, h, e and k requires five basic
units of measurement (and these four constants are not enough for a complete set). It has actually
determined the transition to modern metrology based on the choice of these constants as units (and,
additionally, a certain frequency).
3. Development of metrology as a transition from arbitrary measures to absolute natural
standards
Humanity has used originally random, arbitrary measures, anthropomorphic as a rule,
convenient for practice but caused large errors in the standards themselves. However, there has
always been an idea of the need to find and use some more fundamental natural standards. Such
an opportunity was offered with the discovery of the fundamental constants – the speed of light,
Planck's constant, the elementary charge, the Boltzmann constant and others as absolute natural
quantities.
Consequently, physicists have begun offering different natural systems of units based on
these constants. In 1832 C.F. Gauss proposed the idea of a mechanical system of units, which later,
after its modernization by W. Weber, became widespread. From the point of view of the constants,
the meaning of this system is the reduction of units of nonmechanical quantities to the three
mechanical units by the choice of coefficients in laws, in which mechanical action is manifested,
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equal to 1 (for example, the choice of the coefficient k e  1 in Coulomb's law F  k e 

q1q2
). In
r2

1870 and 1873 J.C. Maxwell proposed two systems of units, from which the two classes of modern
natural systems of units – atomic and gravitational [3, 4] – were originated. Systems proposed by
G.J. Stoney (c, G, e; ke=1) in 1874/1881 and M. Planck (c, G, h, k) in 1899/1906 should be
attributed to the gravitational system (G=1), and systems of D. Hartree (ћ, e, me; ke=1), A. Ruark
(c, ћ, me; ke=1), U. Stille (c, h, e, mp, k) and electronic system (ћ, e, me; ke=1) to the atomic ones
(mass of some elementary particle as unit of mass) [5-12]. Planck values were forgotten and
rediscovered again in 1950s as the limits of applicability of modern physical theories. Hartree
system is widely used in atomic physics and the system (c, ћ, eV; ke=1/ζπΨ arТsen from tСe sвstem
of Ruark is widely used in modern quantum electrodynamics. It should be noted that J.C. Maxwell
besides the velocity of light also discussed two constants: the elementary charge e as the most
natural unit of electricity and the Boltzmann constant k as universal constant for different
substances.
StТlle’s sвstem СaН not reМeТveН tСe reМoРnТtТon at tСat tТme anН СaН been forРotten but Тt
underlies in the modern QSI (quantum SI) which is implemented nowadays (at least, he was the
first one who suggested the system of units in which all four constants c, h, e, and k were chosen
as units).
4. On the problem of simultaneous fundamentality of c, ħ and e
During the XX century a few ideas on the development of physics based on reduction of
some physical constants to the others have been proposed by some theoretical physicists: 1)
reduction of the Planck constant h to the constants e and c (A. Einstein, J. Jeans, H. Lorentz,
P.A.M. Dirac et al. [13-15]), 2) reduction of the elementary charge e and c to the constant h
(M. Planck, A. Sommerfeld, M. Born, M.P. Bronstein, W. Pauli et al. [1, 16-19]). Such a debate
took place, in particular, on the 1st Solvay Congress (1911). Other physicists as H. Weyl,
W. Heisenberg contrarily considered these three constants as fundamental due to their fundamental
role in particle physics [20]. Indeed, all of the secondary constants must be reduced to a
combination of the most fundamental constants (e.g., Rydberg constant discovered independently
was reduced to the combination of other constants) but there is no reason to regard the elementary
charge e as a secondary constant because of its independence from mechanical units of
measurement. The fallacy was caused by use of the Gaussian system of units. Thus, all of these
ideas on the reduction of constants were unproductive.
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Furthermore, some prominent physicists such as P.W. Bridgman, D. Hartree, F. Wilczek
and others, argued that the system of units c=1, ħ=1, e=1 is impossible in principle since the
combination

e2
e2
is a dimensionless constant equal to 1/137 [2, 21, 22]. However, in fact,

c
c

is not a law of Nature, this is a conventional relation and true only for Gaussian system; for
example,

k e2
e2
e2
 4 in the Heaviside-Lorentz system,
 40 in SI, and in general e  
c
c
c

, where ke is coefficient in Coulomb's law. The physical meaning of these equations is obvious. It

is nothing as the definition of the elementary charge in the mechanical units: e2  c in the

Gaussian system, e2  4c in the Heaviside-Lorentz system, and e 2  40c in the modern

SI system. Therefore, there is no problem to choose the units so that c=1, ħ=1 and e=1
simultaneously [23], and, moreover, such a system of units has already been proposed by U. Stille
in 1949 [10]. As well a number of erroneous statements were also caused by use of the Gaussian
sвstem of unТts (suМС as DТraМ’s approval of non-fundamental status of Planck constant and
uncertainty relations [15]).
5. Modernization of the SI and Gaussian systems of units due to the modern reform of
metrology
A number of well-known theoretical physicists at different times argued for the Gaussian
system and against the use of the SI in theoretical physics. However, their arguments were, in
substance, completely incorrect or applied to the version of the SI system legally adopted in 1960.
In fact, from the metrological point of view, the Gaussian system of units, being quite correct in
mechanics, violates almost all metrological principles in the theory of electromagnetism. For
example, in mechanical systems it is impossible to express the units of electromagnetic values
uniquely as some combination of mechanical units; different physical quantities are related to the
same dimension (e.g., charge and magnetic flux) whereas different units are introduced for the
quantities of the same dimension (Franklin as electrostatic unit of charge and Maxwell as a unit of
magnetic flux). On the contrary, the SI met the requirements of metrology in the electromagnetism
and the principal possibility of its modernization. The transition to the modern quantum metrology
occurs only on basis of the SI that leads to some modernization of the SI [24-30]. Firstly, the
metrological reform finally overcomes one of the drawbacks of the SI subjected to fair criticism
in the 1960s that the fourth main unit – ampere – is in fact determined by the mechanical units
because such a natural quantity as the elementary charge e irreducible to mechanical units is
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selected as unit of measurement. Secondly, we must abandon the two electromagnetic constants
and

0

in favor of one of them since they are connected by the well-known relationship  0 0 

0

1
с2

(as it has already been done by R. Feynman in his lectures). Besides, it should be noted that the
inverse of dimensional constant  01 has the clear physical meaning as dimensional constant

characterizing the strength of the electromagnetic interaction and the SI should be added with this
constant defined as  01  4 

1 e2
с



(the
formula
was discovered by A. Sommerfeld
e2
4 0 c

in 1935 [31]). Also it is reasonable to reject symbol  01 and to use another constant instead of it
such as ke   01 or ke  (40 ) 1 .

As can be seen, the modernization of the SI induced by the requirements of quantum
metrology goes in the direction to improve it and to identify the deep physical meaning in the
equations, quantities and constants of electromagnetism. At the same time, this metrological
reform leads to a principal contradiction with the Gaussian system of units because simultaneous
choice of the constants c, ħ and e as the units of measurement is impossible in this system. This
presents the need for modernization of Gaussian system: namely, explicit allocation of fine
struМture Мonstant α Тn tСe equatТons of eleМtromaРnetТsm, for eбample, Тn tСe ωoulomb laаμ
F  

q1q2
, etc. But it is just the form that represents the physical meaning of the fine structure
r2

Мonstant α as tСe strenРtС of electromagnetic interaction.
TСus, suМС a GaussТan sвstem upРraНeН аТtС tСe appearanМe of α Тn tСe laаs of
electromagnetism leads to the fact that the Gaussian system becomes more physically justified in
the electromagnetism and allows to transit easily to the natural system of units c=1, ħ=1, e=1. It
eliminates the principal contradictions between the SI and CGS system. In this case the relation

e2  c (i.e. essentially the formula h  e2 / c written by A. Einstein [13]) is fulfilled in such

modernized CGS-system.
Thus, the requirements of modern quantum metrology based on the existence in Nature of
fundamental physical constants as some natural absolute standards, completely determine the path
to modernization and convergence different systems of units used nowadays to the unified system
of units based on fundamental constants.
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6. The physical quantities and laws of electrodynamics in the natural system of units
The modern presentation of classical electrodynamics is inadmissible because in the
textbooks such fundamentally different objects as definitions of physical quantities, mathematical
identities, physical laws, space-time metric, hypothesis, conventional agreements and empirical
elements are not differ and mixed. All of these should be clearly and uniquely separated. It should
be noted the important works on axiomatics of classical electrodynamics [32-36].
Definitions of physical quantities. The natural classification of physical quantities should
be based on the consistent insertion of physical quantities using differential operators (with taking
in account of the space-time metric) and the principle of Mie-Sommerfeld – separation of
“intensive” (IntensТtätsРrößenΨ pСвsТМal quantТtТes suМС as ζ-potential A, 4-tensor of
electromagnetic field F anН “extensive” pСвsТМal quantТtТes (QuantТtätsРrößenΨ suМС as ζ-vector of
current density J, 4-tensor of excitation G (e.g. definitions of electromagnetic tensor
~
A 
A
 G 
~
   G   J / c ).
F     and dual tensor of excitation
x
x
x 
Dimensions of extensive quantities are directly proportional of dimension of charge Q and
does not include of dimension of mass M. On the contrary dimensions of intensive quantities are
inversely proportional of dimension of charge Q and directly proportional of dimension of mass M.
Also it is necessary to restore in eleМtroНвnamТМs tСe εaбаell’s pСвsТМal quantТtв
“concentration of the potential” as one of tСe funНamental quantТtТes. TСe МonМept of tСe

concentration  2 q  q was introduced by J.C. Maxwell as mathematical quantity which
"indicates the excess of the value of q at that point over its mean value in the neighbourhood of
the point" [4, p.29]. Then J.C. Maxwell introduced in electrostatics the concept concentration of
the potential (see. A fragment of his "Treatise") [4, p.80]. A special symbol for the concentration
of the potential Maxwell did not used, and the symbol V he used to denote the scalar potential.
Since the symbol A is usually used for designation of the 4-potential, so the symbol V will use for
designation of concentration of the potential. Nowadays it should be obviously generalized as a 4vector V (or as a 3-form, see below) in taking into account of the 4-dimensional space-time and
defined mathematically as V 

 F 
   F  or as the d'Alembertian of electromagnetic fourx 

potential V = □A (for the Lorenz gauge), where operator □=

1 2
 .
c 2 t 2

Laws. The general laws of classical electrodynamics are linear relationships between

intensive and extensive physical quantities, in which the coefficient of proportionality is 4 (in
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natural unТtsΨ, аСere α – fine structure constant characterizing the strength of the electromagnetic
interaction. The general law of electrodynamics for tensors:

          .

Maxwell law of proportionality between concentration of the potential and charge density
introduced by him for electrostatics [2, p.80] is generalized as the physical law of linear
proportionality between four-concentration of the potential V=(V0/c, v) and four-current density
J= (cρ, j):

    
(in natural units с=1,  =1, e=1). In general, the coefficient is dimensional constant, in SI:



   







where the magnetic constant  0  4  /(e 2 c)  0,091701236853  /(e 2 c) .

 
 
  0,091701236853 c / e .

Also vacuum impedance Z 0  4  / e 2  0,091701236853  / e 2



and the electric constant  01  4 c / e 2

2

These formulae are universal and true in any systems of units (SI, CGS etc.). The empirical

constant    .

There are also continuity equations for concentration of the potential and current density:

V
J



V

0

 J 
0 , which express conservations laws of magnetic flux and
and

x
x


electric charge.
The definitions of physical quantities and laws of electromagnetism with Hodge star
operator are as follows. 2-form of the electromagnetic field F is determined by 1-form potential A
using of the operation of exterior differentiation d:
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Note that due to the fact that d 2  0 , the mathematical identity d F  0 is valid (in vector
form: rotE 

B
 0 ).
t

3-form of the concentration of the potential V is determined by the operation of external
differentiation of the dual 2-form *F:

V d *F
The excitation tensor G should be determined as d G  J . Since d  0 the continuity
2

equations (the laws of conservation of magnetic flux and electric charge) d V  0 and d J  0
are valid.
Thus the system of physical quantities and
laws of electromagnetism can be expressed in the
following short form (in natural units), where the
vertical arrows show the definitions of physical
quantities with using of differential operators, and
the horizontal – the conversion to dual tensor using
the Hodge star. A – the potential, F – the
electromagnetic field tensor, V – the concentration of
the potential, J – the current density, G – the tensor
of

excitation

(the

denotation

belongs

to

A. Sommerfeld).
For these purely mathematical definitions of
physical quantities (taking into account space-time metric), the basic laws of electromagnetism
can be expressed in the form of linear equations (in natural units):

*F  4 G
V  4  J
аСere α – fine-structure constant, the empirical constant, which characterizes the strength of the
electromagnetic interaction. In SI: V 

0

J . This form of laws clearly demonstrates the fact that
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the laws of electromagnetism are linear, and the fine-struМture Мonstant multТplТeН bв ζπ aМts as a
coefficient of proportionality in electromagnetic laws. Later, in the justification (for example,
geometric) fine-structure constant, it can lead to a change in the definitions of physical quantities.
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This work is devoted search and research of a quasi-oscillatory trend on the schedule of distribution of number of
quasars on cosmological distance. Results of the analysis of distribution of quasars on absolute luminosity in vicinities
of extreme of a trend are resulted. It is shown, that the oscillatory trend is present at various directions on celestial
sphere.
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1. Introduction
Elements of the analysis of distribution of quasars on red shift contain (figure 1), in
particular, in the tenth edition of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey quasar catalog [1]. The catalogue
contains 166.583 quasi-stellar objects with red shift from a diapason from 0.053 to 5.855.

Fig. 1. Distributions of quasars on red shift it agree to data of catalogues [1 – 3]
On the left panel of figure distributions of quasars according to the tenth [1], the ninth [2]
and the seventh [3] editions of the catalogue are presented. On the right panel of drawing
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distribution of all set of quasars of the tenth edition, and also the basic and additional parts of this
edition are represented. Authors [1] notice, that the distributions represented on the left panel, have
two peaks near to values of red shift z≈0,κ, anН also z≈1,θ аСТМС are МauseН bв features of
measurements.
Therefore for the comparative analysis of repeatability of distributions the data of the
catalogue characterized by values z which surpassed 2,0 (the right panel) have been selected. In
this area satisfactory similarity of the distributions constructed under catalogues of various releases
is observed, and also are constructed on samples of various volume of the tenth edition.
It is necessary to notice, that in allocated with authors on the right panel of figure of area
of values z аТtСТn β,0 … ζ,0 sМСeНule of НТstrТbutТon of number of quasars looks lТke, НТfferТnР
from monotonously falling line. On this distribution the quasi-oscillatory component at which
local minima close z≈β,κ are observeН, anН also z≈γ,η, anН maбТma Мlose z≈γ,1, anН also z≈γ,7 Тs
imposed.
It is necessary to notice also, that the quasi-stellar objects placed in the catalogue are
various types of celestial bodies. Quasars, active galactic kernels, and also some classes of stars,
in particular, concern them actually. As quasars, as a rule, consider starlike objects, or objects with
the starlike kernel, possessing wide issue lines and characterized by the absolute luminosity
exceeding on absolute star size value MB = –22,25.
Other big types of the quasi-stellar objects which have been not included in the catalogue
[1], aМtТve РalaМtТМ nuМleТ are. To tСem, Тn partТМular, Мarrв Seвfert’s РalaбТes of tвpes 1s anН βs.
Active galactic kernels are considered possessing as absolute star size, smaller threshold value
MB =–22,25.
The third wide type of quasi-stellar objects is BL-lacertidae. These objects are characterized
by considerable fluctuations of luminosity.
The fourth wide type contains the quasi-stellar objects possessing spectra and luminosity,
characteristic for quasars or active galactic kernels, and earlier concerning these classes.
Subsequently they have been identified with stars or normal galaxies. These objects are of interest
in respect of formation of the fullest set of the remote objects characterized limiting from nowadays
revealed values of red shift, reaching several units.
Objects of the second, third and fourth types are not included in the catalogue [1].
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2. Quasi-oscillatory trend in distribution of quasi-stellar objects on cosmological distance
Let's address to data of the catalogue [4]. This catalogue contains data on all to four types
of the quasi-stellar objects listed above. In figure 2 distributions on red mixture actually quasars
(a), active galactic nuclei (b), BL-lacertidae (c), and also the rejected objects (d) are represented.
Unlike distributions of figure 1 (the left panel), the presented distributions do not contain features
in vicinities of red shift z≈0,κ, anН also z≈1,θ. It alloаs Мonstructing the general distribution of
quasi-stellar objects, both on red shift, and on cosmological distance D. As in various catalogues
for calculation of cosmological distance various values of a constant of Hubble are used, for
construction of the subsequent schedules the system, in which H=1 and с=1 is used.
Distribution of quasi-stellar objects on red shift is shown in figure 3 (a) in the form of the
diagram from columns. The distribution histogram is represented in figure 3 (b). The histogram
contains the approximating curves, allowing revealing presence on the histogram of systems of
maxima and minima. In figure 3 (a) monotonously falling approximating of curves and also six
extreme approximating curves which represent a quasi-oscillatory trend of distribution are
presented. This trend contains system from three maxima and three minima consistently replacing
each other.
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Fig. 2. Distributions on red shift of quasars (a), active galactic nuclei (b), BL-lacertidae (c), and
also the rejected objects (d)
To state an estimation of capacity of sample for release of 2013 of the catalogue [4],
distributions of quasi-stellar objects on cosmological distance for releases of the same catalogue,
concerning accordingly to 2006 [5], 2003 [6], 2001 [7], and also have been investigated to 2000
[8]. The statistics of the quasi-stellar objects containing in these catalogues is presented in table 1.
Distributions of quasi-stellar objects on cosmological distance for the listed releases of the
catalogue with 2000 for 2006 similar to figure3 (a) (2013, [4]), are presented in figure 4.
The analysis of distributions shows, that with increase in number of quasars of their
distribution become relatives each other, since figure 4 (b), i.e. about 11 releases [6] at the sample
containing more of 60.000 quasars. At volume of the databases, exceeding 100.000 quasars, i.e.,
for 12 [4] and 13 [5] releases on schedules of distributions the quasi-oscillatory trend is allocated.
Scope of the revealed fluctuations reaches 25 % on the relation to background value of monotonous
decrease of a curve of distribution.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of quasi-stellar objects on cosmologic distance D, (a), approximation of
distribution monotonous and quasi-oscillatory functions (b), and also features of bending around
lines (c)
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Fig. 4. Distribution of quasi-stellar objects on cosmological distance D for releases 2006 [5],
2003 [6], 2001 [7], 2000 [8] of catalogues [4]
Table 1.-Statistic an of quasi-stellar objeМts on varТous releases of tСe МataloРue «Vцron-Cetty, M.P. anН Vцron, P. A Catalogue of Quasars and Active Nucley»
Quasars, Active

BL-

number

galactic

lacertidae, objects,

nuclei,

number

Rejected

Total,

Distribution,

number

figure

Year Reference

number

number
1

2

3

4

5

528

6

7

8
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133.336

34.231

1.374

178

169.119

3(a)

2013 [4]

85.221

21.737

1.122

141

108221

4(a)

2006 [5]

48.921

15.069

876

76

64942

4(b)

2003 [6]

23.760

5.751

608

70

30189

4(c)

2001 [7]

13.214

4.428

462

55

18.159

4(d)

2000 [8]
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Fig. 5. distribution of quasi-stellar objeМts on absolute lumТnosТtв for 0≤zξ1 (aΨν 1≤zξβ (bΨν
β≤zξγ (МΨν γ≤zξζ (НΨν ζ≤zξη (eΨν η≤z (fΨ
3. The statistical analysis of a quasi-oscillatory trend
In figure 5 distributions of quasars on their absolute luminosity for various intervals of red
shift are presented. Values of red shift between intervals differ on unit. For red shift at which
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extreme of a quasi-oscillatory trend are observed, with growth of red shift of a maximum of density
of distribution of number of quasars towards the big absolute luminosity, i.e. towards smaller
values of absolute star size is realized. It is caused by that with growth of red shift z cosmological
distance D and consequently, the number of experimentally revealed quasars with rather small
absolute luminosity decreases grows. Calculations show, that average quadratic values within
adjacent intervals differ slightly.
In figure 6 by three continuous lines character of change of average absolute luminosity of
quasars with growth of red shift is shown. The average continuous line corresponds actually to an
estimation of average value of absolute luminosity. Two extreme continuous lines, equidistant
from central, reflect disorder of absolute luminosity of separate quasars in relation to average
value. The distance between average and extreme lines corresponds to one average quadratic
deviation of luminosity of quasars.

Fig. 6. Character of change of average absolute luminosity of quasars with growth of red shift
It is possible to assume, that statistical properties of absolute luminosity of quasars in
vicinities of the red shift corresponding to maxima and minima of distribution of numbers of
quasars, represented on figure 3, differ from similar properties at other values of red shift. For
check of this assumption from a general totality of absolute luminosity of quasars the partial
samples characterizing vicinities of red shift have been taken. The width of vicinities on red shift
for first two maxima and minima has been appoТnteН Тn ±0,1 sвmmetrТМallв Тn relatТon to reН shift
of extreme. For the third extreme in view of reduction of number of quasars with growth of red
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shift tСТs аТНtС Сas been appoТnteН Тn ±0,β. In fТРure 7 НТstrТbutТons of quasars on reН shift for all

six extreme are presented.

Fig. 7. Distribution of quasars on absolute luminosity for vicinities of the first minimum (a); the
first maximum (b); the second minimum (c); the second maximum (d); the third minimum (e);
the third maximum (f)
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For these distributions corresponding to maxima and also confidential intervals in one
average quadratic deviation from an average has been calculated absolute the luminosity. Results
of calculations are put on the schedule of figure 6 in the form of three dashed lines similar on
statistical sense to three continuous lines constructed earlier.
TСe affТnТtв of famТlТes’ МontТnuous anН НasСeН lТnes testТfТes tСat НТstrТbutТons of quasars
on absolute luminosity near to extreme of the schedule of figure 3 are similar to distributions for
"background" wide databases on intervals of red shift. Thus, the statistics of luminosity of quasars
in areas of space with their big or smaller density rather poorly differs from the similar statistics
for other areas of space.
It is necessary to notice, that the revealed quasars are distributed on celestial sphere nonuniformly enough (figure 8).

Fig. 8. Distribution of quasars on spherical quadrants of celestial sphere in galactic coordinates
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Fig. 9. Distribution of number of quasars on space distance for northern (a), southern (b),
western (c) and east (d) hemispheres of celestial sphere agrees figure 8
Table 2. Statistic of an arrangement of abscises of extreme on schedules of figure 3 and 8
max1

min1

max2

min2

max3

min3

total,

galactic

galactic

number

attitude

longitude

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0.0796

0.1651

0.3683

0.4130

0.4807

-

88203

0…1κ0

–λ0…+λ0

0.0713

0.1657

0.3798

0.4125

0.4814

0.5051

79485

1κ0…γθ0

–λ0…+λ0

0.0764

0.1652

0.3641

0.4156

0.4812

0.4985

124000

0…γθ0

0…+λ0
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0.0808

0.1664

0.4364

0.3842

0.4778

0.5066

43688

0…γθ0

–λ0…0

0.0770

0.1671

0.3781

0.4197

0.4875

0.5130

167688

0…γθ0

–λ0…+λ0

0.0770

0.1659

0.3854

0.4090

0.4817

0.5058

10061

Average value

4.77

0.515

7.59

3.46

0.740

1.17

46.8

normalised average
quadratic deviation, %

It is possible to assume also, that presence and position of extreme in figure 3 differ
depending on a direction on celestial sphere. In figure 9 schedules of distribution of number of
quasars on red shift for northern (a), southern (b), western (c) and east (d) hemispheres of celestial
sphere according to figure 8 are represented. Results of the analysis of schedules are placed in
table 2. The table analysis testifies that distribution extreme are present on all schedules of figure
3 and figure 8, and abscises of extreme differ no more than for some percent. Thus, investigated
extreme are present at all directions of celestial sphere.
It is necessary to notice also, that the catalogue [4] contains references to 2701 source of
various authors. Figure 10 illustrates distribution of sources on values of red shift of the quasars
described in these sources. The high density of points of the schedule shows, that the investigated
oscillatory trend is present at a database received by numerous authors and consequently, presence
of this trend with the big share of probability is not a consequence of a rough error.

Fig. 10. Distribution of number of sources of the information from the catalogue red shift
4. Conclusions
Schedules of distribution of quasi-stellar objects on red shift have a quasi-oscillatory trend
Тn a bТР аaв to β0 %. TСТs trenН аТtСТn reН sСТft 0≤z ξζ МontaТns tСree mТnТmum alternatТnР eaМС
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other and a maximum. The analyzed trend is present at samples of quasars of the various catalogues
reaching number 50.000 and more. Distribution of quasars on absolute luminosity in vicinities of
extreme practically does not differ from similar distributions for adjacent areas of red shift. The
revealed alternation of maxima and minima is present also at the samples corresponding to various
directions of celestial sphere. Thus abscises of extreme depending on a direction on celestial sphere
fluctuate within several percent.
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“StanНarН”

Doppler

 o   e 1   2 1   cos  . On correcting it, we then obtain  o   e 1   cos  1   2

sСТft

formulaμ

. However, this

“МorreМt” speМТal relativistic formula for the Doppler shift disagrees with the Ives-Stilwell experiment, and with all
experiments supporting the standard formula. We therefore argue that the relativity of time is ruled out by experiments,
and that the universality of time Тs upСelН as tСe onlв possТble alternatТve. UnТversal tТme also arТses “naturallв” аТtСТn
the categorical framework of the Universal Theory of Relativity.
Keywords: Correct Doppler formula, No relative time, Universal Time.
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I. Introduction
While proposing special relativity, Einstein took [1–3] a bold and revolutionary step of
proposing, also, the relativity of time.
Special relativity got eventual wide acceptance when its predictions agreed with results of
the Ives-Stilwell experiment [4] and those of many cosmic ray experiments involving highly
energetic charges emitting radiation [5].
Since then, the relativity of time; that time runs at different rates for observers differing in
their states of motion; is the “ТmplТМТt” basТs of tСeorТes lТke quantum fТelН tСeorв [θ], Рeneral
relativity [7], unified field theory [8], string theory [9], quantum gravity [10], cosmology [11], etc.
Predictions of the relativistic quantum field theory (specifically, those of quantum
electrodynamics and quantum chromo-dynamics) have been verified [6] in many particle
accelerator experiments, importantly, to quite remarkable accuracies.
Notwithstanding aforementioned achievements of various theories involving the relativity
of time, derivation of the standard Doppler shift formula using Lorentz transformations has an
error that had gone unnoticed in the past.
ReМentlв, аe poТnteН out tСТs error Тn χppenНТб of [1β]. TСereТn, аe СaН obtaТneН “МorreМt
speМТal relatТvТstТМ formula” for tСe Doppler shift, also; and had shown that it disagrees with the
Ives-Stilwell experiment [4]. For completeness here, we will recall the derivation of Doppler shift
from [12].
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II. Deriving doppler shift
Our further considerations are, then, based on Figure 1, showing in Part (a), a stationary
sourМe emТttТnР “fТrst” pulse at tТme t1 anН tСe “seМonН” pulse at tТme t2, time measured in the restframe of the source. The frequency of emission of the wave train is then 1/(t2 − t1). TСe “ТnТtТal”
line-of-sight, (SO), makes an angle  with the Y –axis; as is shown in Figure 1. When the first
pulse reaches the observer at O, time elapsed in the rest frame of the source is T1 = t1 + (SO)/c.

Fig. 1. Geometry for derivation of Doppler shift

Let the observer move along the line OP making an angle  with the X-axis, with P
being the point at which the second pulse reaches the observer at time T2 = t2 + (SP)/c in the
rest-frame of the source. Then, we have

T2 T1  t 2  (SP )/ c  t 1  (SO )/ c
With (SP )  ( x 1  x )  ( y 1  y ) , (SO ) 
2

2

(1)

x 12  y 12 , x 1  x , y 1  y ,

we get:

T2 T1  t 2  t 1  sin x  cos y

(2)

But, x  (OP ) cos and y  (OP ) cos ; and we get to first order of x and y :

T2 T1  t 2  t 1 

(OP )

c

sin(   )  t 2  t 1 
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c T  c t  (OP )cos 

(3)

аСere θ Тs tСe anРle OP makes with SO.
Now, consider the observer to be stationary and the source to be moving. Then, to first

order of the infinitesimals x and y , considerations similar to those of the above applied to Part
(b) of Figure 1 lead to

T '2 T '1  t '2  t '1 

(SP )

c

sin(   )  t '2  t '1 

(SP )

c

cos 

c T '  c t ' (OP )cos 
(4)
Time measured by the observer is distinguished here an overhead prime.
Importantly, we are not required to specify how the observer moves along line OP or the
source moves along line SP, ie, with uniform velocity or uniform acceleration or variable
acceleration. Equations (3) and (4) hold for any relative motion of the source and observer,
generally; we note.
Now, for the case of uniform velocity that we denote as u, we may approximate (see Page
142 of [13]):

(SP )  u t '

(5)

Using Eq. (5) in Eq. (4), we then obtain

T '  (1   cos )t '  1

1  2
   e
T ' o
1   cos 
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where we have used t '  1  e 1   2 , and that   u / c , with  e being the frequency of emitted
wave in the rest frame of the source. Eq. (6) is the standard formula for Doppler shift (or Eq. (517) on Page 143 of [13]).
On using the inverse Lorentz transformation in Eq. (3), we also obtain Eq. (6). This is
therefore the manner in which the special theory of relativity ensures that the observer does not
detect self-motion using Doppler Effect, then.

But, Eq. (5) is in error. Distance (SP) is “not” ut ' , but (SP)  uT ' . The Source (or the

observer), if at all it does so, moves only during the period T '  T '2 T '1 (or T ); and not during

the period t '  t ' 2 t '1 (or t ).

We emphasize here that the time interval t is that of the emission of successive pulses

by the source, while the time interval T is that of the reception of those pulses by the observer,
moving or not.

Then, using (SP)  uT ' , the only correct expression, we obtain:

T ' 

t '
1
   e (1   cos ) 1  2
T ' o
(1   cos )

(7)

The same equation, Eq. (7), is also obtained using the inverse Lorentz transformation.
Consequently, it is therefore ensured that the observer does not detect self-motion using Doppler
Effect.
In terms of wavelengths, we obtain from Eq. (7):

o () 

e

(1   cos ) 1  2

(8)

On calculating for   0 and    , we obtain for the first and second order wavelength
shifts from the above as:

3
3  (1) 2
(1)  e  , (2)  e 2  (2) 
 

2
2e 
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Clearly, Eq. (9) provides the parabolic relation of the first order and second order
аavelenРtС sСТfts, but аТtС “tСree tТmes” tСe МoeffТМТent as is implied by the standard formula, Eq.
(6), for the Doppler shift.
Recall that Ives and Stilwell experiment [4] shows that:

(2) 

1  (1) 2
 

2e 

(10)

Eq. (9) is therefore ruled out by the Ives-Stilwell experiment. So, tСeoretТМallв “МorreМt”
result of special relativity as contained in Eq. (7) is inconsistent with the results of the Ives-Stilwell
eбperТment. χlso, all eбperТmentsν anН tСere are manвν supportТnР tСe “stanНarН formula”, Eq. (θΨ,
of the Doppler shift rule out Eq. (7), then.
SpeМТal relatТvТtв Рets eбperТmentallв rejeМteН, tСen. ωertaТn “uРlв” eбperТmental faМts
Сave “kТlleН” a beautТful ТНea of relatТve tТme, Сere.
III. Implications
АТtС “unТversal” tТmeν or tТme runnТnР at tСe same rate for all observersν beТnР tСe “onlв”

permissible alternative we set T '  T and t '  t , now. Then, Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) yield the same
Doppler shift whenever (SP) = (OP). This is then the manner in which an observer does not detect
self-motion using Doppler Effect, now.
For the situation of a uniform velocity u, we then obtain using either Eq. (3) or Eq. (4):

o  e (1   cos )

(11)

an expression for the Doppler shift that, as can be very easily verified, disagrees with the result of
the Ives-Stilwell experiment.
It maв seem tСat tСe “unТversal tТme” Тs ruleН out also bв tСe Ives-Stilwell experiment and
other cosmic ray related experiments, then.
But, the involved issue is not just of the velocity dependence of the Doppler shift; but of
its acceleration dependence, also.
Recall that the distance traveled by the source (observer) as in Eq. (4) (Eq. (3)) involves its
acceleration. We emphasize that the acceleration dependence of the Doppler shift has not been
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investigated, adequately, in interpreting experimental or observational results as in, eg, [4], [14],
etc.
Then, we may think of the velocity dependence of the acceleration of a body for the
possible resolution of this issue. That is to say, we may then assume velocity dependence of
acceleration that leads to a formula for the Doppler shift agreeing with all the known experimental
results.
To this end, recognizing also that it becomes difficult and difficult to accelerate a body at
higher and higher velocity, we may postulate the velocity dependence of acceleration a as:

a

da
 cao f ()
d

(12)

where a o is a constant,   u / c and f ( ) is some function. Then, we have:

2a
d a
   o
dt c
c

0 f ( ')d  '


2K 1

c2

  Ag ()  B

(13)

where K1 is a constant of integration, and we have also set here that g ( )   f ( ' )d ' ,


0

A  2ao / c , and B  2 K1 / c .
2

In recognition of fundamental fact that a body of zero inertia moving with   1 cannot be

accelerated, we set a  0 for   1 .

Then, if we let g ( )   for   1 , we have B  A  2ao / c . Thus,

2ao
d
  g ()

dt
c 
Therefore, we obtain:

t t o  


0
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with to as a constant of integration. Here, time t is that of the motion of the source or the observer,
and was T’ in Eq. (4) or T in Eq. (3).

To proceed any further, we now need an explicit form of function g ( ) or of function

f ( ' ) . Using it, we perform the integration in Eq. (15) to obtain the equation as t  t o  G (  ) ,

where G( ) denotes the result of the involved integration.

TСus, аe obtaТn an equatТon Тn , аСТМС Мan be solveН to obtaТn tСe НТstanМe (SP) traveled
by the source or distance (OP) traveled by the observer. It can then be used in Eq. (4) or Eq. (3) to
obtain the Doppler shift formula that can be made consistent with experiments for a proper choice
of function f ( ' ) or g (  ) .

Hoаever, Тmportant Тs not “tСТs” formula alone, but also are “reason(sΨ” for veloМТtв
dependence of acceleration. That is, any formula for velocity dependence of acceleration needs to
be put on some sound physical basis as a resolution of the involved issue. Thence, some physical
principles, than are meeting the eye and of genuine significance, appear to be involved here.
IV. Discussion
In conclusion, Eq. (6), the standard formula for Doppler shift, is experimentally supported,
but is theoretically inappropriate. Furthermore, correct special relativistic formula of Eq. (7) gets
ruled out by the Ives-Stilwell experiment.
Now, notice that Eq. (7) has been obtained on transforming time as per Lorentz
transformation. It is irrelevant whether we use Eq. (3) or Eq. (4) to obtain the Doppler shift,
because it is also ensured that the observer does not detect, in any manner, self-motion using
Doppler Effect.
Therefore, the relativity of time as proposed in special relativity is inconsistent with the
Ives and Stilwell result, the very first instance indeed of a special relativistic formula contradicting
any of the laboratory experiments. So, special relativity gets experimentally rejected here.
It Тs noteаortСв tСat аТtСТn tСe “most Рeneral matСematТМal frameаork” of МateРorв tСeorв
[15] as has been used to describe the physical concepts of universal relativity, universal time also
arises in a natural manner [16]. Therefore, we had then also discussed [17–21] in some details,
various implications of time being universal.
Then, with universal time and with the (temporally variable) acceleration of the source
beТnР ТnМluНeН Тn tСe Doppler sСТft, tСe “enerРв buНРet” of tСe prТme mover Тn χGσs anН quasars
is substantially non-relativistic, and the non-relativistic jets are of wide angular spread.
Specifically, we find [20, 21] that the blue-shifted jet in micro-quasar SS433 has speed 0.022c and
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an angular spread of [33o, 133o] with average angle of inclination of the jet to the line of sight
being 86o. The red-shifted jet has speed of 0.29c, angular spread of [245o, 255o] (obtained from
only six spectral lines) and an average angle of inclination of 248o to the line of sight. These
ТnferenМes are аТНelв “НТfferent” tСan tСose obtaТneН [ββ] usТnР tСe stanНarН formula for tСe
Doppler shift. (Refer to talk by Dr. Sarwe in this conference.)
In SeМtТon §III, аe НТsМusseН a plausТble аaв to reМonМТle tСe tСeorв of Doppler effeМt аТtС
results of eбperТments, аТtС unТversal tТme tСat runs at tСe “same rate” for all observers. Аe
imagined the velocity dependence of acceleration as being this reason. We also emphasized the
need for physical justification of this assumption.
We avoid stating an explicit Doppler shift formula here without an appropriate and
adequate discussion of reason(s) for the velocity dependence of acceleration. This will be the
subject of an independent study providing for relevant details.
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The current widely accepted theory of gravitational collapse relies on an assumption - the attractive gravity paradigm
- used in selecting the boundary condition at the centre. This assumption is basic to the Newtonian theory, but it is not
appropriate in General Relativity. We have integrated the field equations of the latter for a sphero-symmetric neutron
star in the static limit, modelling the stellar material as a free Fermi gas, and following the treatment of Tolman,
Oppenheimer and Volkoff. If the outer surface is at a radius exceeding the gravitational radius 2MG/c2, we found for
M exceeding the critical mass, there exist solutions with the stellar material entirely confined to a shell, whose inner
radius also exceeds that radius.
We now address the question of how the repulsion of stellar material away from the centre is produced. We proceed
from the energy pseudotensor of Landau and Lifshitz, modifying it along the lines suggested by Logunov and
Mestvirishvili so that it becomes a tensor. This procedure requires the adoption of a preferred system of coordinates,
whereby the radius appearing in the well-known Schwarzschild free-space metric is transformed to the harmonic
radius. The gravitational energy then becomes a well-defined function of position, taking negative values inside the
neutron shell, so that the field associated with it is repulsive. The equality of gravitational and inertial mass is
guaranteed, while the Equivalence Principle holds only in its weaker form.
Keywords: neutron star, Oppenheimer-Volkoff, energy tensor, repulsive gravity.
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1. Introduction
It is well known that, in General Relativity (GR), it is not possible to define a covariant
energy tensor, and the early history of GR is largely dominated by the frustrated efforts of the
tСeorв’s founНers to НefТne suМС a tensor.
In 1913 Einstein[1] had written
The tensor of the gravitational field energy, together with the tensor of the material energy,
is the source of the gravitational field. The gravitational field energy occupying a special position
as compared with all other forms of energy would have inadmissible consequences.
This position he abandoned after adopting the geometrical interpretation of GR in 1915,
because the strong form of the Equivalence Principle, on which the geometrical interpretation is
based, does not allow the existence of any favoured coordinate frame; without such a frame it is
not possible to construct an energy tensor as was established by Hilbert[2] two years later. Einstein
nevertheless reverted to his 1913 position in 1918, when he derived the quadrupole formula[3] for
the emission of gravitational waves from a bounded non-spherical source; there he was obliged to
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use a specific frame which later came to be called (Fock[4]) the harmonic coordinates. He had
already changed his mind twice about gravitational waves when he wrote that article. Throughout
the subsequent four decades, not only would he change twice more, but his oscillations of opinion
were mirrored in the communal understanding of gravity, causing confusion among virtually all
of the leading scholars in the field [5]. The communal view changed radically when observation
of the Hulse-Taylor pulsar[6] confirmed that this binary system is losing energy at the rate
predicted by the quadrupole formula, and subsequent measurement of its changing keplerian orbit
parameters over decades have confirmed the harmonic-frame predictions to high accuracy.
Einstein attempted also to establish the equality of inertial and gravitational mass in a
second article of 1918[7], but, because he wanted to stay within the geometrical interpretation, he
again had to use a pseudotensor for the energy. However, it was established that this result also is
frame dependent by Logunov and Mestvirishvili[8], who argued that harmonic coordinates are
necessary to describe properly the energy of gravitational compression in objects like white dwarfs
and neutron stars. The argument in the latter work was strongly influenced by the earlier work of
Fock [4], but also they moved further than Fock did in their preference for the harmonic frame.
Following a suggestion by Rosen[9], they argued that, in addition to the Riemann metric of GR,
there is an underlying flat space with the Minkowski metric of Special Relativity. Certain field
quantities related to the Riemann metric have to satisfy equations additional to the geometrical
ones. These are expressed as covariant derivatives in the Minkowski space, but in the unique
harmonic coordinates the covariant derivatives become ordinary derivatives, that is they do not
involve derivatives of the metric coefficients.
Such an extension of GR enables us to convert the energy pseudotensor of Landau and
Lifshitz[10] into a tensor, or more simply as suggested in [8], to keep using the pseudotensor but
with the harmonic radius.
The present article applies the above ideas to neutron stars, and in particular to solutions
we have obtained to the Oppenheimer-Volkoff equations[11] for masses at which these authors
considered a solution to be impossible. We show that the breakdown of their solution for high
masses resulted from their carrying over from Newtonian gravity the assumption that the pressure
increases monotonically towards the centre of a neutron star. We then show that, if we integrate
from the surface inwards, rather than from the centre outwards, with no assumption other than that
the outer surface lies beyond the gravitational radius 2GM/c2, where M is the gravitational mass,
then the stellar material is entirely confined to a shell whose inner radius also exceeds that radius.
Such solutions indicate that supermassive neutron stars, and even supermassive white giants with
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electrons rather than neutrons supplying the internal pressures, may be present within our own
galaxy, with Sagittarius A* at the galactic centre as a prime candidate. In supermassive objects the
shell becomes very thin, and we have likened them to a giant football; for example the radius of
Sagittarius A* is 13 million km, but its shell has a thickness of less than 10,000 km.
TСere must be a forМe aМtТnР Тn tСe ”emptв” ТnterТor reРТon to Мompress tСe stellar materТal
into such a shell; Newtonian attractive gravity is replaced by GR repulsive gravity. Geometrical
GR, based on the strong Equivalence Principle, pretends to have abolished gravitational force, but
now that we have an energy tensor we may reinstate it. Only the Weak Equivalence Principle
(WEP) remains, which states that the mass associated with all forms of energy (including
gravitational) gravitate equally and the total inertial mass (defined below) of an isolated object is
equal to its gravitational mass.
2. The neutron star
Oppenheimer and Volkoff (OV)[11] took the metric outside and inside a neutron star to be

ds 2  B (r )dt 2  A(r )dr 2  r 2(d  2  sin2 d  2 ) ,

(1)

We introduce the variables u(r) and v(r), defined by

A

,B 

r

r  2u

2
.
A

(2)

Then the OV field equations become, in the same units as used there (G = c = 1, mass
unit=9.2625 Msun),

du
 4 r 2  ,
dr

d 4 r 2( p   )
,

dr
r  2u

( p   )(u 4 r3 p )
dp
.

dr
r (r  2u )
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(3)
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The density ρ(r) and pressure p(r) were taken to satisfy the ideal Fermi gas equation of
state

4  4(1  2 )  (1   )  4t ,
4
4  (2  3)  (1   )  4
3
t  ln(   1   ).
Note that the OV parameter t is related to our

by

(4)

= sinh2 t. Now we put

= 0, u= M,

v = 1 in an exterior region r > R, where R is an arbitrarily chosen radius greater than the
gravitational radius 2M. For r less than R we solve (3) with the third field equation written as

d
2(1   )(u  4 r 3 p )

,
dr
r (r  2u )

(5)

and continuous boundary values at r = R. There results a solution, having a zero of
value r = R1 and with u1 = u(R1) negative and v1 = v(R1) positive. We then take
v1 in the interior region r < R1. Since ρ is a multiple of

3/2

at a certain

= 0, u = u1 , v =

for small , ρ(r) is continuously

differentiable at both r = R and r = R1. So our solution of the OV equation is a shell-like structure
with the massive particles all occupying the space between r = R1 and r = R.
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Fig. 1. Plots of integrated energy of a Fermi gas (T=0) neutron star with mass M = 1.5Mo,
whose baryonic mass exceeds the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff limit of ~2 Mo. The radius in
the Schwarzschild frame was taken as R = 5Rg and the maximum baryonic density is
219Mt/cm3. The profiles show the baryonic mass density dropping to zero within the
gravitational radius (4.5km), but the gravitational energy density significant. The gravitational
energy is low within the shell (10-15km) but extends far beyond it.
The theory gives us no indication how to determine the relation between R and M; the
arbitrary nature of the solution arises because, as a consequence of the OV equation of state (4),
the neutron density is strictly zero inside the shell, so there is no boundary condition at r = 0, which
is a contrast with the OV theory, based on an incorrect boundary condition. For the value
we have put R equal to 5 times the gravitational radius 2GM/c2, which corresponds to
a typical neutron star with R = 22.1 km; this gives R1 around 10 km, well outside the gravitational
radius of 4.5 km. Both of these radii will be slightly amended after changing to the harmonic
coordinates treated in the next section. From computed results in terms of ρ(r), we extract two
pieces of data, namely the maximum baryonic density and the baryonic mass, defined as the
integral of ρ between r = R1 and r = R. In this case the maximum density is 219 megatonnes/cm3,
which is comfortably less than the limit at which hyperons may be produced, and the baryonic
mass is about 2.25M (Fig.1). The difference between the latter and M, called the mass defect, may
be ascribed to the negative gravitational energy, whose contribution we consider in the following
sections.






The theory also predicts that neutron stars far in excess of the OV limit can exist; we have

calculated the values of R1, as well as the maximum density and baryonic mass for a range of M
from 1.5 to 105 solar masses, and with R somewhat greater than the gravitational radius 2GM/c2.
A striking feature emerges, namely as M goes into the supermassive range R1 can approach very
close to R, that is the density profile describes an object whose baryonic mass is concentrated in a
very thin shell; we have called this object a football collapsar (Marshall and Wallis [24]). Because
of the rapid enlargement of the surface area as M increases, the maximum density within the shell
decreases steadily even though the shell width is decreasing, so that somewhere around
a large proportion of neutrons decay through the weak interaction and the neutron star becomes a
supermassive white giant, in which the pressure supporting it is provided by electrons as in white
dwarfs. The mass defect increases steadily with M.
3. The harmonic condition
Field theories of gravity, beginning with [3], impose the non-covariant condition

     ,

(6)

аСere tСe fТelН quantТtв Φµ is related to the Riemann metric by

Φ
      

(7)

Einstein imposed this condition in order to establish the existence of gravitational waves,
аСТМС prompteН tСe famous МrТtТМТsm from EННТnРton tСat suМС аaves ”travel at tСe speeН of
tСouРСt”[1β] tСerebв ТnТtТatТnР a fТftв-year debate on the subject[5]. Our proposal, referred to in
tСe prevТous seМtТon, Тs to meet EННТnРton’s МrТtТМТsm bв makТnР tСe МonНТtТon МovarТant, tСat Тs

          




where Dµ is the covariant Minkowski derivative associated with the metric
being that, when

µ

is the galilean metric




(8)

µ

, the special case
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d  2  dt 2  dx 2  dy 2  dz 2 ,

(9)

so that the covariant derivative becomes an ordinary partial derivative and = −1, gµ satisfies the
harmonic condition (6). In the case of the static sphero-symmetric Riemann metric (2), the
harmonic coordinates are (t,x,y,z) = (t, rH sin cosφ, rH sin sinφ, rH cos ) where rH satisfies (see
Fock[4], also Weinberg[13] (8.1.15))

d
dr

 2 B dr 
H
r
  2rH AB


A
dr



(10)

In terms of our variables u and v, this becomes

d 2rH  1 1  2u '  '  drH
2
rH ,
 
 

2
dr
 r r  2u   dr r (r  2u )

d 2rH  1 1  4 r 2( p   )  drH
2
rH .
 

that is

2
r  2u
dr
r
 dr r (r  2u )

(11)

(12)

This has to be solved with appropriate boundary conditions. In the regions r > R and r <
R1, where p and ρ are zero, the general solution is



rH  a(r  u )  b u 



2u  
ln  1   
r 
2


r u

(13)

and, with u = M in r > R and u = u1 in r < R1, these may be matched, with suitable a and b, to a
numerical solution in the shell region R1 < r < R. Any nonzero value of b at r = 0 is unphysical,
so therefore putting a = 1 in the exterior region and b = 0 in the interior region fixes a unique value
b = b0(M,R) in the exterior region and a = a1(M,R) in the interior region. On carrying out a
numerical integration for values of M ranging from 1.5 to 105 solar masses, we found consistently
monotonic increasing rH(r) with rH taking a positive value rH0 at r = 0. Note that, for r →∞,

b0M 3
M4
rH ~ r  M ( 2 )  O ( 3 )
r
3r
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(14)
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After transforming from r to rH, the Riemann metric becomes
H H
x iH x jH
 2(r  2u ) 2  r
dr 2 x i x j r 2 
 2   ij 
ds 
dt 
(
)
r
rH2
rH 
rH2
 r  2u drH
2

 H H
  dx i dx j



(15)

and the Minkowski metric becomes

d  2  dt 2   ij dx H i dx H j ,

(16)

or, if we wish to return to the Schwarzschild coordinates,

 dr 
d   dt   H  dr 2  rH2 (d  2  sin2 dф 2 )
 dr 
2

2

2

(17)

4. The energy tensor
The covariant form of the Landau-Lifshitz pseudotensor tµ g (see [10] page 2804) combines
with the material stress tensor,

T   ( p   )

dx  dx 
 pg 
ds ds

(18)

to give a total energy tensor

t   t g T  


D Dk (Ф Фk  Ф Ф k ,
16 g

(19)

which satisfies, in the harmonic frame, the conservation equation

 µ   g t µ   0,

(20)

Their pseudotensor is a bilinear form in the first derivatives of Φ . To convert it into a tensor, all such
derivatives are replaced by Minkowski covariant derivatives .
4
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and enables us to define the covariant 4-momentum

P µ ò   g t µ 0dV ,

(21)

The harmonic metric (15) gives [14][15]

r3
dr
Ф
,Ф0i  Фi 0  ,
2
 rH (r  2u ) drH
00

and

Ф   Ф1 �H
ij

1 

Where

x iH x jH
rH2


x iH x jH
 Ф2 �H   ij 

rH2







 r (r  2u ) drH
dr
, 2  
.
2
dr
drH
rH

(22)

(24)

So, Тn СarmonТМ МoorНТnates, −1θπРt00 simplifies to

16 gt

00

 ij x jH d 00  H  x H
d 00 
i
  

 
,

rH drH  i  rH 1 drH 

H
i

(25)

This is a cartesian divergence, and its integral over the region rH < r1 gives the total energy
within it, namely

P 0(r1 )  

rH r1

(  g )t 00dV 

that is
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r12 

d 00 



4  1 drH  r r
1.
H

(26)
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2
 r 3 dr
3
 dr 
r
r 4 
.
P (r1 )     2




rH r1  r dr
2rH (r  2u )  drH  2rH3 
H
H

 rH r1
0

(27)

In the latter derivation the behaviour of rH as r tends to zero, commented on in the previous
section, ensures that the energy density is nonsingular there. For large r1 the integrated energy
becomes, in view of the asymptotic behaviour (14),

P 0(r1 )  M 

M3 
7M 2
O  2  ,
r 
2r1
 1 

(28)

in agreement with expressions previously obtained by Marshall[14] and by Gershtein, Logunov
and Mestvirishvili[15]. The asymptotic behaviour of P0 for large r1 confirms that the inertial and
gravitational masses are equal, that is Weak Equivalence is satisfied.

Fig. 2. Plots like Fig.1 but for a neutron star of 105Mo. The baryonic shell is much narrower,
appearing discontinuous on this scale, but with peak density far lower than the 1.5Mo case. The
raНТus Тn tСe SМСаarzsМСТlН frame аas taken as R = γRР. TСe ‘Сole’ аТtСТn βkm Тs an artefaМt of
the zero-T neutron Fermi gas. The mass defect, corresponding to the high central concentration
of negative gravitational energy, is the asymptotic value 3.3.
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In Figures 1, 2 we plot P0(r) against rH(r) for the gravitational masses   

and 10

 . σote tСe resemblanМe of tСe fТrst plot to tСe ”artТst’s ТmpressТon” of εarsСall[1ζ], Тn аСТМС



we sketched the likely distribution of the total energy inside the collapsar without the benefit of

the energy expression derived here. The second Figure exhibits similar behaviour, but, owing to
the extremely small shell width in which the neutron content is confined, the smooth curve
beМomes muМС more abrupt. σote tСat tСe neutron or ”barвonТМ” МontrТbutТon to P0, in accordance
with the conservation equation (20), is now defined as the integral of

 




  



     


 
      


(29)

This is different from the baryonic mass defined in Section 2, and gives somewhat higher
values tСan аe obtaТneН tСere for tСe mass НefeМt, tСat Тs tСe value tТmes −1 of tСe РravТtatТonal
energy at r = ∞. χs МommenteН Тn SeМtТon β, FТРure β sСoаs a verв large decrease in the density
maximum as compared with Figure 1.
5. Conclusion
The modification of geometrical GR to convert it into a field theory has a history going
back to before GR; some of that history was recounted in [5]. The observational evidence for
gravitational waves emitted by pulsars should have provoked a lot more reappraisal of the
situation, but sadly there has been very little. One outstanding exception, aside from those[8]
already quoted, is Weinberg ([13], preface and section 9.9).
In the context of gravitational waves, the relevance of the energy tensor, as opposed to a
pseudotensor, is especially significant. We note that even Fock [4], who did so much to emphasize
the importance of the harmonic coordinates, was sufficiently opposed to a flat-space version of
GR to reject the idea of an energy tensor, and consequently claimed that the field energy could not
be localized. The direct observation a passing of a gravitational wave, for example in the LIGO
projeМt[1θ], аoulН surelв make us reverse FoМk’s juНРement.
Our findings add further support to the notion of a localized gravitational energy, in
particular through allowing us to distinguish the baryonic from the gravitational mass M; the large
value of the negative gravita-tional energy in the supermassive range explains why the neutrons
are compressed into such a narrow shell.
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There is an obvious part of our theory remaining to be completed, namely the relation
between M and the external radius R. As commented in section 2, this completion requires us to
use a less ТНealТzeН equatТon of state for tСe neutron ”Рas”. There are a vast array of possible
candidates for such an extension; the simplest would be to treat it as a perfect Fermi gas with
nonzero temperature, but more realistically a model including neutron-neutron interaction would
be preferred. We made a preliminary attempt in the first direction earlier[18], but without using
the energy tensor or the harmonic coordinates.
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Introduction
Potential boxes make a basis of many microscopic models of physical objects. As many
physical objects have three spatial measurements, but special interest represent 3-D potential
boxes. Among such models the greatest symmetry the box spherical forms possesses. Such box is
the natural candidate for modelling of a black hole. With various potentials and construction and
the analysis of various models of black holes many works [1-11] are devoted questions of the
analysis of this model and this direction intensively develops. The purpose of our work is the
analysis of a spectrum of microparticles when their movement is relativistic and application of the
received results to model of a black hole.
The Klein-Gordon equation and power spectrum
We use the Klein-Gordon equation [1]. As in [2] we investigate the symmetric decision.
We enter dimensionless time and dimensionless radial coordinate by means of following formulas


where E R 

 

,







c
, E R  characteristic energy, 2
 h  constant Planck, t 
R

(1)

time, r  radial

coordinate, R  radius of a spherical potential box. Then the Klein-Gordon equation accepts the
following initial form
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 2

2 2 


  2    0,
 2
2
 
r
 


where  

(2)

mc 2
, m  mass of a particle in own system of readout.
ER

TСe НeМТsТon of tСe equatТon (βΨ on tСe FurТe’s metСoН looks lТke

  ( )(t )

(3)

Function ( ) has been set in the form corresponding to not relativistic variant of a similar
problem, namely

 n ( )  A

sin( n )



, n  1,2,3,...

(4)

where A is constant and n is number of a quantum condition.
This function automatically satisfies to a boundary condition for potential box

n (  1)  0, n  1,2,3,...

(5)

Substituting (4) in (3) and (3) in (2) we receive the equation for function n , n  1,2,3,...

 2

2
2
 2    ( n )  n  0,
 


(6)

The decision of the equation (6) looks like

n ( )  C 1ne

1n

 C 2ne

2n

, n  1,2,3,...

(7)

where C jn are constants,  jn  ( 1) j i ( 2  (n ) 2 )1 / 2 ; j  1,2; n  1,2,3,.... Therefore the power
spectrum of a particle in spherical potential box is defined by the formula
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(8)

In a relativistic spectrum there are two branches corresponding to particles (+) and
antiparticles (-).
Not relativistic case
ωonsТНer a sвmmetrТМal potentТal boб of spСerТМal form. TСen tСe SСreНТnРer’s equatТon
[1] looks like

 
   





 


 





where   




   


(9)

.

Under the same boundary condition the equation (9) has the decision

  


    
     



(10)

where there is a decision of a following equation

 


        

 


(11)

and the power spectrum is defined by the formula

  
  
      
 




(12)



Compare power spectra (8) and (12). At big numbers the relativistic power spectrum

aspires to linear dependence on level number, and not relativistic power spectrum remains squarelaw. .
Power spectrum of a particle in a box and substance of a black hole
Consider the appendix of the executed calculations to the analysis of a condition of
substance in a black hole. As properties of area in a black hole are known hypothetically and
possible the various points of view, suppose, that black hole there is a potential box with
impenetrable walls and it has the sphere form.
For radius of a black hole we use formula Laplas-Shvartzshilda [3]







(13)



where m  is a mass of a black hole, G is a gravitational constant.
Entering radius of a black hole (13) in formulas for power spectra (8), (12), we receive

     
      
      ,


 



 

(14)
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(15)

In the resulted calculations it has supposed, that in a potential box force fields were absent.
If in a black hole there are force fields (not including of surface) the problem can be considered a
method of the theory of indignations.
We yet did not mention a question on mass of particles moving in potential box. For a case
of a black hole it is possible to assume equality of mass of such particle to mass of maximon on
εarkov or tСe Plank’s mass m Pl . Then own energy of this particle is equal

  
 

 

  











(16)



and the formula for a power spectrum accepts the following form:

  

 

  









         


   







(17)

Let's estimate the second composed in brackets. As the relation of mass of a black hole to

mass of the sun more than four [3,4], and mass of the sun about m  2 *1030 kg [4] the mass of a
black hole satisfies an inequality m  8 *1030 kg. Considering mass maximon (m Pl  2 *108 kg )

we receive, that the estimated composed has an order of a square of the relation of mass of
maximon to mass of a black hole. As a result both composed become sizes of one order under a
condition




 

 

    ,

(18)

On the other hand it is possible to estimate number of maximons, containing in a black
hole. As an estimation it is used the simple formula

  
Applying the formula (19), we receive


,


    

In a black hole it is a lot of maximons. Therefore it is possible to enter temperature of
maximons.




(19)

(20)
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Energy and temperature of particles in a black hole
We will propose that the maximons temperature is great enough and it is possible to use
tСe ψoltzman’s НТstrТbutТon. TСerefore for enerРв of sвstem of maximons we have the formula

  N max  Pn n ,
where Pn 

(21)

exp(  n / K)
is weight of condition,  is tСe ψoltzman’s Мonstant,  is an
 exp( n / K)

absolute temperature. The formula (21) allows to receive the equation for temperature of
maximons and, hence, the formula for temperature in a black hole. We will pass to reception of
this formula. Equating average energy of thermal movement of gas and average energy from
distribution

, we receive the required formula



2  Pl
3 

 f (n )exp( f (n ))  0 ,
 exp( f (n ))

2

 2  mPl  2 

where f (n )  1 

 n


4  m 



1/2

, 

(22)

Pl
, n  1,2,3,....


From the formula (22) follows that the temperature of maximon gas depends on mass of a
black hole. The temperature is essential parametre for research of thermal processes in a black
hole, including possibility of evaporation of the black holes, for the first time considered by
Howking and gravitation waves [8-9], and also a problem of stability of black holes [5-7,10-11].
Conclusion
The spectrum of maximonsin the spherical potential box, having radius of a black hole is
received. The model of the black hole filled maximons is developed.

With use of discrete

distribution of Boltzman the equation defining temperature of maximons in a black hole is
deduced. It is shown, that this temperature depends on weight of a black hole.
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In 1933 the Swiss astronomer F. Zwicky published results of observations of the velocity
dispersion for eight galaxies in the Coma Cluster [1]. He claimed the discrepancies between
observeН Нata anН preНТМteН bв σeаton’s РravТtв tСeorв veloМТtТes poТnteН to an eбТstenМe of
hidden matter, did not registered by optical instruments. To date, evidences of the existence of
hidden matter or now called Dark Matter (DM) have become so many that doubts in its obvious
are dispersed. Experimental validations include

 observations of the orbital velocities of stars in galaxies;
 distortions of the sky view, caused by DM;

 the shift of hydrogen emission lines of a matter located in intergalactic space;
 kinematic data of stars and gas streams, indicating a massive and dark halos
within galaxies;

 contemporary astrophysics and high-energy physics appreciates the data on X-ray

emission of galaxies and galaxy clusters. The data obtained from satellites PAMELA,
ROSAT, XMM-Newton, Chandra.
Due to non-stop refining estimates the amount of DM in 5-6 times more than baryonic
matter, which represents normal outward things for us. Seeing that the Universe's expansion is
accelerating at the greatest distances, we have to adopt also "Dark Energy", which acts to drive the
expansion, in opposition to gravity. Taking a mass-energy fork as a base, Dark Energy contributes
in sum about 14 times greater than the visual matter. (The observable Universe contains 68.3%
Dark Energy, 26.8% share Dark Matter and only 4.9% is visible ordinary (baryonic) matter)
[https://ru.wikipedia.org/].
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What is a source of DM? At first sight it is necessary to choose a particle as a DM
constituent. So the most adopted is a model of particles, so due to their energy we have ColdDM,
WarmDM, HotDM. Features of this model are


the large number of candidates (~ 50)



a variety of mechanisms of interaction



the possibility of mutual transformation of particles DM



a variety of interaction parameters

But as pranksters are joking: DM particles are not exist in SM family and we cannot see
them through a telescope.
Hypothetically a DM particle interacts with a baryonic particle through gravitation or weak
nuclear force and can undergo head-on collisions (fig.1). Specific search of particles is carried out
in multiplicity of laboratories around the world, using direct and indirect methods of registration
(CRESST, DAMA, EDELWEISS, CDMS-II, CoGeNT, KIMS and ANAIS, DEAP, DarkSide,
WARP, PICASSO, TPC, DRIFT, SIMPLE). These studies include a considerable number of space
experiments (see above), experiments placed in Antarctica (IceCube).

Fig. 1. Scheme of interaction between WIMP and the nucleus of a detector medium. The
alternative collision between photon or an electron and the atomic electron is shown. Scatterings
of a neutron, an electron and a photon are a noise upon detecting.
According to important cosmological measurements [2-5], we have found the following
results:
•

only the 1% of DM is of baryonic kind (black holes, neutron stars, big

planets);
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•

almost the 30% is represented by Hot Dark Matter (HDM) [6], made up

by relativistic particles, with mass smaller than 30 eV, so they cannot clump: the
candidate HDM particles are the cosmological neutrinos, created by the Big Bang;
•

the remaining 69% is represented by the so called Cold Dark Matter

(CDM) [7], which is made up by non-relativistic particles, with masses comprised
between GeV and TeV.
Due to a large mass and consequently slow velocity their interaction energy takes over
kinetic energy and they clump together forming Large Scale Structure, and can be revealed by
gravitational effects. ψut Тn vТrtue of tСe mТnusМule Мross seМtТon a ωDε partТМle Нoesn’t
ТnteraМt аТtС a barвonТМ partТМle anН Мan’t annТСТlate аТtС Тts antТpartТМle. χt least a Нozen
candidates were proposed to represent such particles. The most accredited candidate is the
WIMPs (Weakly Interacting Massive Particle), but there are also some other candidates which
are very exotic [8]. For their larger abundance, and its non-negligible gravitational effects,
the CDM as the part of DM is more analyzed in the modern theoretical and experimental
physical research, and we consider just CDM in our paper.
Table 1. The estimates for such particle as WIMP are summarized.
Mass

MW

10 – 5000 GeV/c2 (~ 10 – 5000 mP)

Velocity

VW

105 --106 m/sec

Density
Cross-section of
interaction
Flux
Electric/Color charge

W

W

W

0,3 (GeV/c2)/ cm3
<10-10 pbarn (~10-44 cm2)
~ 5  104 1/(cm2 sec)
0

The two kinds of particles which best fit these parameters are:
The Heavy Neutralinos, described in the Theory of Supersymmetry (SUSY), which
postulates the existence of superpartners of ordinary particles, i.e. new particles whose spins differ
bв ½.
The Lightest Kaluza-Klein Particles (LKP),

described in the String Theory, which

postulates the existence of extra spatial and temporal dimensions in Universe, inside whom these
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Kaluza-Klein particles (KK) exist as massive excited states, and the lightest of them is the
appealing candidate for DM, with mass values between 400-1200 GeV.
Other candidates – neutrinos and axions (with masses <10 eV/c2) are SIMP (Slim
Interaction Massless Particles) particles. As they are nearly massless, they move very fast. Some
new properties of DM particle are considered in nowadays.
CERN, with its LHC is also included in the search for the mysterious particles (for
example, hooperon – neutralino(?) with mass ~ 20 - 100 GeV/c2) do not belong to the family of
the Standard Model particles. Theoreticians guess γ - radiation coming from the Galactic Center
is МauseН bв ТnteraМtТons betаeen suМС partТМles. It Тs eбpeМteН tСat tСe ωERσ’s ωεS НeteМtor аТll
register the neutralino, which will be born during the series of clashes in the modernized LHC.
Many conferences, including PIRT, pay attention to discussions of the results obtained in
the already established and running installations, the theoretical justifications of methods of
research or strategies to explore different observation. Plus a lot of opinions expressed in papers
in Nature, Science, Physical Revue, The Astrophysical Journal, ArXiv, etc.
But any DM particle has not revealed yet. Thus, there is a situation in which an object is
detected, but its composition is not determinate.
To continue the search we can use another models of DM and DM particles interaction.
DM is considered from the standpoint of the MOdified Gravitational theory (MOG) and
MOdified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND).
It is believed that DM is a quantum defect of the Universe.
It is guessed that DM is a mass generated by extra dimensions.
It is interesting to note that from another astrophysical observations and considerations DM
constitutes threads and filaments spreading on dozens of light years. The collision of galaxies,
indicating a weak interaction between DM itself, observations and modeling of filament structures
substantiate the hydrodynamic approach [11-15].
The overview of results obtained in different experimental setups, points to a significant
difference between the spin-dependent SD and the spin-independent SI cross sections of
interactions so that  SD /  SI ~108 for simple working substances (fig.2).
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Fig. 2. The comparison of results obtained in different experimental setups, points to a
significant difference of the spin-dependent SD and the spin-independent SI cross sections
interactions

SD

/

SI

~ 108 for simple working substances. (Diagrams are from [16]) and the

spin-independent SI cross sections of interactions so that

SD

/

SI

~ 108 for simple working

substances.
Such results can be perceived if a non-contact interaction is mediated by magnetic type
force. So let us fix on non-contact interaction of DM particles with working medium.
Above it was pointed, that the hypothetical candidate is a lightest supersymmetric particle,
neutralino, which is a linear combination of Fermi super-partners of the photon, of the W-neutral

boson and of the Higgs bosons, denoted as   N11 Bˆ  N12Wˆ3  N13 Hˆ 1  N14 Hˆ 2 , where N11, N12,
0

0

N13, N14 - are some constants (being the lightest supersymmetric particle, neutralino should be
stable). Of course, being "neutral in all respects", neutralino has no electric charge, also if
electroneutral elementary particles can possess a magnetic moment. Usually it occurs because of
the reversible virtual transformation of the original "non-magnetic" particle (in ground state) to
the multiplet

partners, аСТМС Сave an eleМtrТМ МСarРe (SU(βΨ barвons аТtС ТsospТn ½μ (npΨΨ or

because of the existence of the virtual cloud of charged quanta of interaction field, which involves
"naked nonmagnetic" particles. According to these modern concepts the neutron-magnetic
moment is also formed (approximately).
Similarly, a very weak magnetic moment of neutrino ( ≈10-13 B) should occur [17] due to
the electroweak processes illustrated by Feynman diagrams presented in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Cross section of neutrino scattering on electron: 1 - the weak interaction (the
АeТnberР’s anРle aРrees аТtС sin2

W=0,23);

2 - magnetic interaction ( =10-10 B) [17].

On insert: the Feynman diagrams, illustrating initiation of anomalous magnetic moment at Dirac
(massive) neutrino

(D) are

given.

In the framework of Salam-Weinberg theory of electroweak interactions (Standard Model)
an electron neutrino

e

decays into an electron and a W+ boson with some non-zero probability and

then through virtual particles annihilates for the time of Δt ≈ ћ/(mWc2) turning into neutrino with
anotСer СelТМТtв. DurТnР tСe sСort (≈β×10-27sec) existence of the electric charged particles e- and
W+, they have time to interact with an external electromagnetic field symbolized in the diagram
by a photon γ. Thus the part of the radioactive corrections, which determines the energy shift, is
interpreted as the interaction energy of the neutrino magnetic moment with the magnetic field.
A similar assumption about the presence of a magnetic type moment of DM particles is
beyond the Standard Model, as in fact, DM does not exist inside the Standard Model as such. One
of the channels is the reversible annihilation of the neutralino into a pair of a charged gauge
boson W-type. A diagram illustrated the process shows that the
two branches of virtual oppositely charged W-boson form a ring
current IА○, whose corresponding boson loop has the same
charge (and effective area of SА○).
We express the magnetic moment of the boson loop SW○ IW○ through the square of the
Compton wavelength SW○≈ħ2/(mWc)2 and, using the Heisenberg relations, we estimate the loop
current IW○≈О/ W≈ОmWc2/ħ. Get in the end the expression SW○ IW○≈Оħ/mW=
the structure of the standard formula of the Bohr magneton
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the electron mass me on mW ≈ 1,θ×105me. Accordingly
smaller
of

B.

Wψ

W

is approximately 5 orders of magnitude

The magnetic field with induction ψ ≈ 10T offers energy the action on

ﬡ

at the level

≈ ζ×10-9eV. The probability of interaction between the atom adsorber, whose atomic

orbital current induces a field Borb ≈ 10T (typical value field for the spin-orbit effects) with the
magnetic moment of the boson loop occurring during reversible decay of the neutralino, estimate,
squaring the corresponding amendment

 W    W(0)  W    (W0) 

 ' E

W

W○

to the amplitude of the unperturbed boson loop

W Borb
0

 (W0) ' . Thus, the probability sought for a

 EW '

typical value of the energy, eventually lost by neutralino E≈ﬡ40eV (the absorber is transferred in
a reliable registration), is estimated as (

WBorb /

E)ﬡ2≈10-20. Lined up in a linear chain of 1020

absorber atoms and adding the probabilities of magnetic interaction with all atoms, bringing its
level to the level of confidence

10
10 20
1

 20

 1 . The length of this "chain of complete absorption" is

a×1020 where a, a solid-state atomic absorption period. "Build" a hypothetical absorber of a large
number of such chains, and let his face is square S■. The cross section of the magnetic interaction
neutralino-absorber
22

20
-20
-35
2
↔ﬡψorb≈ W○↔ψorb≈S■/NA=S■/(S■×a×10 ×nA)≈10 /(a×nA)≈10 cm ,

where

-3

nA ≈ γ×10 cm - the concentration of atoms in the absorber. Besides fact implies that the less
registered by the energy, the more such events should occur, and the higher is the estimated section.
EstТmate «maРnetТМ Мross seМtТon» at tСe level of 10-35cm2, happens to be noticeably higher
typical values of level of 10-44 cm2, that in the case of its justice indicates character of optimal
experimental design experiment on search of dark matter particles as the neutralino: it is required
calorimeter as possible low energy detection threshold (not worse E≈ζ0eVΨ, a solТН-state absorber
which is to be made of atoms with strong spin/orbital effect, indicating the presence of a large (not
lower Borb≈10TΨ orbТtal maРnetТsm. On a calorimeter role with energy threshold of order E≈40eV
would be able pretend nigh only the unopposed candidate - the system of SQUID-{the
paramagnetic absorber} [18, 19]. This cryogenic system (Fig. 4) consists of paramagnetic
absorber demagnetizing due to heating the detected radiation E and quantum interferometer,
fixing a corresponding decrease in the magnetic moment of the absorber

mabs.

At sufficiently low (T≈1K) temperatures when the heat capacity of paramagnetic material
prevails the magnetic contribution E≈ψ mads (where B, depending on the mode of operation of
the system or the induction of external magnetizing field [18], or the residual field paramagnet
[10]). The variation of magnetic flux, directly registered by the SQUID is Φ≈
/(hB), where h - the absorber length (the height of paramagnetic cylinder),
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Superconducting quantum interferometer (SQUID) [20 - 22] due to the sensitivity of their
Josephson tunnel junctions to the difference between the Cooper condensate quantum phase [23],
the incoming in operational superconducting SQUID ring under the influence of the magnetic field
detected, fixes flow variations in the ring as a fraction of the basic period - flux quantum Φ0 =
πħ/e ≈ β,07×10-15Wb (which corresponds to a phase change φ = 2π). At the same time a good
but not record sensitivity of the modern interferometer is considered the value Φ≈10-6Φ0/√Hz.

Fig. 4. Schematic view of the system of SQUID-{the paramagnetic absorber}: 1 - the
superconducting solenoid magnetization; 2 - the paramagnetic absorber magnetic; 3 - current
generators, 4 - narrow-band low-frequency amplifier.
This value corresponds the energy resolution E ≈ Сψ Φ /

0≈

β×10-18J/√Hz ≈ 1ηeV/√Hz

(С ≈ 0,1m, ψ ≈ 0,01T), that makes it possible to fix E ≈ 40 eV with maximal frequency nearly 3
events per second. However, with the expected Earth conditions in the flux density of a DM
particle at the level of no more than β00 km/s × 1η00 pТeМe/m-3= γ×108 s-1m-2 to the absorber with
strong paramagnetic atomic orbital magnetism containing at sizes h×S ≈ 0,1m×0,01m2
approximately 0,15 kmole ≈ 1026 atoms with a cross section of interaction ≈10-35

2

ensure

-5

maximum registration rate of γ×10 events/s≈ζevents/day. Thus, the margin of recording rate of
about 6 orders of magnitude (10/γ×10-5) can be used to compensate for the loss of sensitivity of
the system associated with a low (<1, depending on the design [22]), the transmission coefficient
K of the superconducting flux transformer, which provides communication macroscopic working
body of absorber with a microscopic phase-sensitive ring SQUIDa where the Josephson junctions
(such compensation possible to the level of K ≈ (γ×10-5/10)½≈0,0017).
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Features of the various modes of operation of SQUID -{paramagnetic absorber} system
discussed in detail in the works: [24] (direct measurement of the growth of entropy using the
method of adiabatic demagnetization), [25] (sensitization by replacing atom paramagnetism a
nuclear with cooling the dissolution refrigerator He3 in He4), [26] (dual-channel mode to eliminate
lepton processes), [27] (estimate sensitivity in strong fields saturation asymptotic methods of
statistical mechanics), [28] (resonance registration THz radiation with a wavelength near 10mkm).
Specificity of the magnetic type interaction of DM particles with "normal" matter is its
"tangential character" (as opposed to prior conventional interaction "nuclear/head-on" type).
Currently very popular are also considering the theory of Dark Energy (hypothetical pervasive
substance responsible for additional relative acceleration of the Hubble law recession of galaxies)
and elementary dark matter particles of common general physical positions. As an example of
such a concept can be seen in fact dark energy as unperturbed state of the all-pervading "Dark
Substance" density of about 300TeV/m3, which swings (alike acoustic quanta in the gas or liquid)
play the role of elementary particles of Dark Matter.
Conclusion
In this paper we have analyzed the problems of DM particles registration. The DM
conundrum stands in the same row with other contemporizing physical challenges: existence of
Dark Energy, revealing axions [29], detection of gravitational waves [30], and comprehension the
mass of neutrino. The possible solution is laid in acceptance the feature of a new kind of matter
and/or new type of interaction. As was stated the usage of SQUIDs can help to detect low
probability acts of interaction not only in head-on interactions [31], but in "tangential character"
interaction also.
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register a broadening of the gap between the superconducting needle and the plate rigidly connected with a transducer.
For supersensitivity the suggested increasing of steepness for the dependence between Josephson inductance – current
when the external current approaches the critical value is noted. Some estimates of its sensitivity on amplitude for 1
GHz range wave frequency is presented.
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In [1] it was proposed to explore high despersion of light propagating in narrow channel
for registration of gravitational waves. When wavelength of light
wavelength for a given channel

C

0

is close to the critical

its value strongly depends upon the transverse dimension of the

channel w. When the last is changed by a gravitational disturbance the wavelength of light inside
detector is evaluated on the level of g ij  h h  w h  1020  1022 

the channel occurs sensitive to these variations. The necessary sensitivity of gravitational waves

dispersion of light with wavelength

0≈ C

Hz Due to high

even very small relative changing of channel width w

could cause alteration of optical way for electromagnetic wave of definite type that could be
noticed with the help of interferometric methods. Relative elongation of massive cylinder antenna
h/h is approximately equal to he amplitude of transverse gravitational wave. Hence if one arrange
a channel one side of will be the mirror attached to the bull-end of the gravitational wave detector
antenna and direct light into this waveguide its wavelength should enhance according with the law




     





For the lowest nontransverse type of wave

C=2w.

The addition of phase φ

which is registered interferometricaly is caused by two reasons: direct physics elongation of optic
way ℓopt and indirect – through the change of channel width w in view of
    
condition ℓopt=const=ℓ
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  . δet’s reаrТte tСe last equatТon, СavТnР




expressed the change of critical wavelength through the lengthening of working body of antenna.
Then
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When meter-long lengths of channel ℓ0≈1m and antenna cylinder of С≈ 1m, on operating
wavelengths

0≈

0, 5mkm with tuning out from critical

the amplitude g ij  4  10 21

 C 0
 0,02% the gravitational wave by
0

Hz is to call in such a system a phase response, which

corresponds to sensibility of good Mach -Zander interferometer with megapicsel digital camera.
(The tuning out on the level of 0.02% is quite real. Thus in [2] authors happened to brake
electromagnetic wave down to velocity the 15 m / sec, it means that factor

2( C 0 )

0

achieved

tСe value β×107). χs a result Тt turns out tСat tСe maТn “sensТbТlТtв reserve” Тs НetermТneН bв tСe
factor

2 0
, diverging when zero detuning. The origin of this fact is linked to the law of
C  0

wavelength conversion in the channel  

0

1  0 / 

2

. A similar expression one can meet

in physics of Josephson effect when description of its reactive parameters answering to kinetic
energy of dissipationless movement of Cooper pairs while tunneling through potential barrier.
δet’s put tСe аell knoаn НepenНenМe of JosepСson Мurrent from pСase НТfferenМe on tunnelТnР

dI
L
(here IJC – the critical
barrier I J  I JC sin  [ 3-5 ] into Faraday induction law  U 
dt
current of tunneling barrier, playing a part of amplitude of Josephson current). Then, meaning that
tСe speeН of pСase “turnТnР” Тn JosepСson effeМt Тs proportТonal to voltaРe Нrop on tСe barrТer, аТll
get the expression for kinetic inductance (i. e. not related to magnetic energy) as follows:
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where Ф0=πħ/О≈β,07×10-15 Wb – magnetic flux quantum [6]. Further substitute I J  I JC sin 
into

LJ ( ) 

obtained

formula

and

transform

it

to

form

0
0
0


, that on structure really
2
2I JC cos 2I JC 1  sin  2I 1  I I 2
JC
J
JC

resembles  

0

1  0 / 

2

to a МertaТn eбtent. δet’s eбpress tСe ТnМrement of JosepСson

inductance LJ through the variation of Josephson critical current LJC:
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or for relative increments J  2 JC
L
 I JC

 I JC

. So that, under relative tuning out from
 I JC
1

critical current of order of 0,1% the relationship for relative increments will be

LJ
I
L
f
1
 2  103 JC . Further, taking into account that
 0,5 J (here f 
L
I JC
f
L
2 LJ C

frequency of electronic generator with LJC oscillatory circuit, C = const ) and




I JC
x
(where

I JC
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I JC ~ e



x


and

- typical size of Cooper pair) we get

x
f
. δet’s МonsТНer tСe JosepСson
 103

f

junction between two superconductors with =1 nm and organized as point contact of the needle
terminated at plate, attached to the butt-end of cylindrical gravitational antenna by the height of
h≈1 m. Then change of tunneling barrier width x and elongation of antenna working body h are

expressed through the amplitude of gravitational wave as x  h  h g ij , wherefrom
h g ij
f
 103
 1012 g ij . It means tСat аСen “unНТsturbeН” РeneratТon frequenМв Тs at tСe level
f



of f ≈ 10 GHz the fixable variation of frequency would correspond to action of gravitational wave

with amplitude g ij  1022 . It should be noticed that owing to quasi nondissipativity of processes
in Josephson junction when I<IJC (in zero approach voltage drop on the junction is equal to zero)
temperature of Nyquist noise, determining the intensity of phase-frequency fluctuations of
generator (where frequency setting LJC circuit is included) will occur at the level essentially lower,
than the physics temperature of tunnel junction. It is clear that the data the circumstance is
additional and highly essential factor facilitating achievement of super high sensitivity of system
necessary for gravitational waves detector. Nondissipativity and increasing of parametric response,
corresponding to little tuning out of operating current from critical one, make this system
essentially preferable, in comparison with numerous proposals to create the gravitational wave
detector based on tunneling microscope.
TСe аork аas supporteН Тn frameаorks of tСe proРram “StronРlв МorrelateН eleМtrons Тn
semТМonНuМtors, metals, superМonНuМtors anН maРnetТМ materТals” of RχS (tСe projeМt № II-3 ).
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The topic of the report concerning the development of ideas about the geometrization of the force fields. In particular,
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The possibility of geometrization of the gravitational field in the sense of replacing the
gravitational forces by "equivalent" distortion of flat space / time follows from the equivalence of
gravitational and inertial masses m mG=I. This approach has older roots than the General Theory
of Relativity and the original idea of the 4-dimensional pseudo-euclide Poincare space /
Minkowski. The origins of the geometrization of the gravitational date to age of variation
mechanics of Hertz, and its principle of least curvature should, apparently, be considered a true
prototype of general relativity. In electrodynamics the possibility of geometrization occurs under
replacement of the formal equality mmG/I= 1 by the condition of constant charge to mass ratio q /
m = const of the particles of one kind. Turning of their trajectories in a region, where there is a
maРnetТМ fТelН, traНТtТonallв МonsТНereН as tСe result of tСe pСвsТМal fТelНs’ ТmpaМt on tСe МСarРe
movement in a flat Euclidean space. But this change can be attributed to the curvature of the space
itself. The degree of curvature for the particles of the current class corresponds to the field
intensity, which is excluded from consideration under such approach. Additional increment of
contravariant (ie "normal" superscript numbered) components of the vector p caused by the change
of the coordinate system as it moves on x in nonplanar Riemannian space is expressed in the form
 p i


 Г kji p k   x j j ,k . In this case, in the same form can be presented Lorentz

 x


 pi  

j

 p q

 [p B]  t force effect. The role of the geodesic line under such approach plays
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the Larmor radius of the circle, and the radius Shvartsschilda rs 
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Of course, the development of ideas about the geometrization of the force fields is accompanied
by "counter-movement" in the direction of gravity give the status of the physical field [1], which,
despite its complex tensor character will act now in the flat Minkowski space. Usage of the flat
space / time as the stage for a event with the participation of gravity allows within a physical
approach with more confidence to talk about saving energy of the gravitational field. In question
about choosing approach should not be dual representation in the spirit of the particle / wave
duality (which is in relation to the classical physics is about the same heresy as Manichaean
Cathars cults against the languor Christianity [2]). In the gravity theory framework mathematically
close to the "regular" GRT Hilbert / Einstein "physical" approach is a most consistent approach,
as used Gilbert / Einstein action functional

 


  


  




  






 

 



      

       

leads to

noncalibrated gravitational field as opposed to sequentially geometrization Weyl gauge theory (in
pursuit of the covariance of their theories of gravitation and Albert Einstein and David Hilbert
missed calibrating and, that this omission brought difficulties in applying the standard procedure
of gravity field quantization). In the basis of the non-Einstein gravitation theory, including the
principle of calibration, developed by Hermann Weyl, lies the quadratic in the curvature tensor


Richie        Lagrangian, and varying variables instead of the metric tensor gij are
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symbols).However, evidence-choice between "geometrized" and "physical" versions of gravity is
beyond all conceivable possibilities of modern experiment. At the same time, electrical interaction
is stronger in comparison with the gravitational, and may be more convenient to use in choice
between "geometrize" and "physical" approach in field theory.
Consider the effect of shielding an electromagnetic field in a superconductor in parallel
with the effect of the quantization of the magnetic flux trapped by superconducting ring. Many
authors (eg [3]), apparently, is not accidental deny parallel consideration. The effect of the
displacement of the magnetic field of the metal during its transition to St / n state was discovered
by Meissner and Ochsenfeld (in 1933)., And his explanation of the theory of screening offered by
Londanami (in 1935).. The original statement of the theory is that the superconductor is not
identical to an ideal conductor R = 0 (that Faraday's law would lead instead to preserve the
displacement field), and along with nondissipativity has an ideal diamagnetisity



= 1. The



displacement field in the London theory is modeled assymptotically complete

       

    


  

screening

at a depth z from the outer surface of a lot more  
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In accordance with Maxwell's electrodynamics such screening is

possible only under      , or something equivalent to that diamagnetic condition. Indeed,
replacing Maxwell equation

    

induction rotor field vector / capacity

  
    
  and taking into      account,we obtain differential.
  

   equation having the desired exponentially decaying       solution from
  

  

     and the density of
which it decays exponentially according to induction 
the diamagnetic





     ,currents. As a result, the Meissner effect within the concept




of the electromagnetic field as a "physical" explains the fact that the field is able to penetrate into
the only microscopic surface layer of superconductor thickness of

L,where

there is diamagnetic

non-dissipative shielding currents, the occurrence of which can not be determined (unlike the ideal
conductor model) by previous history of St / n junction. Traditional [3] explain of the quantization
of the magnetic flux trapped by a superconducting ring (from the standpoint of "physical" field) is
based on the rule of Bohr

  . Sommerfeld,wherein the generalized momentum is
   

     ,and p = mqυ - «normal pulse" of charge carriers in the superconductor (ie of the

Cooper pair mq= 2me-), qA - «fТelН aРent." TСe ТnteРral Тs splТt Тnto a Мouple of
                   





       

terms,and

followed

"move" [3], where it is poposed to "lay" the path of integration at a depth greater

L,where

by
all

diamagnetic currents already "well damped out," leading to the "desired" nullification of the first
integral. The remaining I2 transformed by Stokes' theorem into magnetic flux and, thus is an
integer multiple of the quantum of action 2πħ. TСОre is a "Latent trouble" that diamagnetic

     communication still exists, which nullified second integral. We can certainly take a

naive attempt to replace the diamagnetic relation by equivalent ratio
     





type.Integration at the same depth again leads to the nullification of the
first  

    

integral. The second, which was supposed to provide a flux quantization, breaks now



  


            
              on the sum

of two components, the first of which asymptotically vanishes at depths greater than

L,and

the

second is zero, because of the rotor of the gradient.
How to overcome apparent contradiction, in attempts to apply both mechanisms screening
field in the superconductor and the magnetic flux quantization in a superconducting ring (i.e. the
contradiction, leading eventually to the "quantized" with zero quanta ...). Of course, the
experimentally observed capture by superconductive ring of integer flux quanta in case of nonsimple topology indicates the presence of topological charge in system. However, this charge
characterizes the system globally, in the local sense in order to apply London theory it is neccessary
"break up" ring on simple superconductive sets, so that the transition from one to the another would
be described to the same parameters as the Christoffel symbols, which take into account the mutual
geometry mismatch of neighboring areas. Nondissipative diamagnetic currents points on
importance both field and current, and the curvature of the ring that defines the trajectory of the
flow of the currents should be "transferred" to the geometrical properties of the field. The
introduction of this new "geometrized" electromagnetic field would eliminate the discrepancy
between the "flat" screening and "rolled into ring" quantization.
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More than 100 years have passed since the appearance of the relativity theory (RT) on the "physical sky". It is hardly
necessary to doubt that RT has contributed significant progress in understanding the nature of space and time. It seems
appropriate to bring at least some preliminary results of its impact on modern physical picture of the world. How the
dreams and desires of the classics of relativism of the first decade of the last century correspond to the current state of
affairs in this area? What was confirmed from the predicted by them, and what should be send to the "baggage" of the
history of physical science? Over the past period, physical science has accumulated a sufficient number of questions
to the grounds (postulates) of RT. In this paper, we give a brief analysis of the current state of affairs in this area. The
focus is on the following: Why Einstein was unable to bring the idea of the complete relativity (i.e. the independence
of the laws of nature from the state of motion of observers) to its logical conclusion?
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1. Introduction
Paradigm, formulated based on the special theory of relativity (STR) completely dominated
for the last 100 years in the physical science. However, during the same time a lot of issues were
accumulated in relation to the mathematical basis of the two theories of relativity: both special and
general. Moreover, there is hardly any need to prove to anyone common notion that the success of
any physical theory is in the perfection of the mathematical apparatus.
We limit ourselves so far by only a few topics, which certainly useful for understanding
the essence, realizing, that a full and reasoned analysis of both insights and disappointments that
occurred during more than a century long, is clearly beyond the scope of any reasonable volume
of a journal article.
The purpose of this paper is to look at the principle of relativity in terms of the laws of
symmetry and consequent conservation laws (see the theorem of Noether and its subsequent
generalization). The laws of symmetry are plays a major role in establishing the laws of nature
(laws of motion and conservation). One of the simplest examples of conservation laws associated
with uniform rectilinear motion. It is believed that the laws of physics does not change in uniform
rectilinear motion. This statement received the name of the principle of relativity.
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Einstein attempted to extend this principle to any kinds of movements, including
accelerated ones. However, he failed to achieve the desired result. This circumstance drew
attention of

V.A. Fock [1] even in the middle of the last century.

Perfect solution (from the mathematical point of view), of the problem of spreading the
principle of relativity to accelerated motion dictates the necessity of uniting coordinate space
, and the momentum space

in a common geometric structure. These spaces are dual

(mutually complementary) to each other, although they belong to two different classes of
measurements. Hereafter, we will use the following notation:
coordinates and

=

5

⃗ , ⃗� is a 3- vector of momentum .
, �

For quite a long time it was believed that

=

and

, ⃗� , where ⃗� is a 3-vector of
can be connected by means of

Fourier transforms. However, this proved to be not so. These spaces can be perfectly described
mathematically in a unified manner through proper selection of the geometric space that could
serve as a model to describe the dynamics of particles and fields.
Has the Murkowski space
"The point" in the space

, i.e. mathematical model of STR, required properties?

is something called "elementary event" of which properties we cannot

say anything. In other words,

represents a 4-dimensional world of zero-dimensional events,

each of which must meet a certain spatial point taken at one (certain) time moment.

This space

does not have the ability to give required mathematically perfect properties to its "points"  zerodimensional 4-D objects.
The action integral must be invariant under translations in momentum space for the
geometric space, which is in fact could satisfy the principle of relativity, for any motion, including
the accelerated motion. We have previously shown [2] that the essential requirements are satisfied
by the geometric space, which could mathematically correct combine both of the above geometric
space. The structure of the desired area must be endowed with the properties of projective space,
because only the projective geometrical space is endowed with all the required properties.
All of the above provides an elegant and mathematically perfect solution to the problem of
origin of inertial forces in Nature. In addition, along this path we come to a new (dynamic)
interpretation of the effects previously attributed to the consequences of the Lorentz
transformations. Finally, an important result of our study is "closing" of the many paradoxes of
the SRT, pursuing this theory from the very beginning of its birth.

5

Here, and then we use the system of units: c = 1, h = 1.
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2. On the myth of "a single space-time" according to Minkowski
Recall renowned Minkowski report made in 21 September 1908 at the 80th meeting of
German naturalists and physicians in Cologne [3]:
"M. G.! The views on space and time, which I intend to develop in front of you, appeared
on the basis of experimental physics. This is their strength. Their tendency is radical. Henceforth
the space by itself and time by itself must turn in fiction and only some kind of connection of both
should still retain its independence."
The report produced on the audience and on the inheriting generations lasting impression.
It took almost a century and what we have today? The answer is obvious: the above is merely a
hypothesis, though quite fascinating.
Let us briefly discuss what modern mathematical thought can tell us on the subject. How
these Minkowski predictions are justified? In fact, in the beginning of XX century geometric space
of a special kind was declared as a mathematical model of space-time of SRT. It was called
"Minkowski space".
Science, as we know, is developing according to its own laws peculiar to it. It turned out
that in the mid-50s of the last century Russian school of mathematics presented us a gift, which
cannot be waived. Essence of the case is described below.
“Points" of Minkowski space

are the zero-dimensional objects. The name "elementary

event" is assigned for each such "point". Each elementary event must correspond to a 3D-spatial
point, taken at some particular time. In this regard, we note that the discussion on the topics such
as: can the elementary event STR, i.e. "point" (zero-dimensional object) of Minkowski space
have the energy and momentum? And (or) whether elementary events interact with each other? —
will continue as long as there will not be understanding of all the consequences of the Keldysh
theorem (on this subject, see, e.g., [4]).
The essence of the Keldysh theorem, in the relation to the hypothesis of Minkowski, is as
follows: 3D (spatial "point") and 1D ("dot" on the time axis) zero-dimensional objects can be easily
mapped6 in compact set with the dimension 4D, however, the result of mapping will be represented
as a superposition of individual mappings, and not a single 4D zero-dimensional object.
In this regard, we recall the terminology of this issue accepted in modern mathematics.
Suppose there are two sets of mappings:

∶

→

and

mappings

This record should be read from right to left: if it is written, as

6

,

and . Record: ℎ =

acts earlier, then . The order

Continuous mapping is called a zero-dimensional if the inverse image of each point is
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of letters in the recording ℎ =

adopted such as in recording ℎ =

. Obviously, the reverse

mapping, i.e. "Splitting" of 4D Minkowski space for 3 + 1 or 2 + 2, components appear to be not
uniquely defined. In other words, we are faced with a very serious problem of micro-causality.
Thus, we should wait with the idea of a single 4D-dimensional manifold of "point-events" in the
sense of Minkowski as a mathematical model of space-time of SRT. This brings to mind the wellknown parable about the "foreman that joined space and time." After gathering workers, he set the
task: to dig a ditch up to the fence exactly to the dinner and at the end of work announced that
combined space and time.
Each scientific concept has a limit of the applicability and any system of scientific concepts
internally contradictory, paradoxical. Why is that? Because science is developing concept, and the
achievement of applicability limits of the old concepts requires the birth of a new concept, which
may be accompanied by a profound semantic transformation of the whole scientific world.
Recall, for example, what J. Wheeler [5] wrote in his time: "An object that is the
centerpiece of all classical General Theory of Relativity - the four-dimensional space-time
geometry - simply does not exist, if you go beyond the classic approach. These arguments suggest
that the concept of space-time and time are not the primary concepts in the structure of physical
theory.... There is no space-time, there is no time, there is nothing before, nothing after. The
question of what will happen in the next moment devoid of meaning."
Let us formulate the brief summary of the above. Minkowski space

cannot serve as a

mathematical model of space-time of our world. It is possible that based not only on their own
intuition, but also on common sense, many authors, referring to the 4-dimensional space-time of
STR, use for its designation the symbols of the direct product like

:

× . However, the above

does not contradict the possibility to write and solve equations of motion of the field particle in
4D form.
3. The symmetry of motion of matter and momentum space
As already noted, let us try to look at the principle of relativity in terms of the laws of

symmetry. The latter, according to the modern view plays a decisive role in the establishment of
conservation laws.
From the point of view on the geometry as a theory of invariants of a group of
transformations (Klein7), the space-time of special relativity (Minkowski space) is a 4-dimensional
7

The point of view of on the geometry as a theory of invariants of a group of transformations was first proposed
by Klein in 1872, in his famous "Erlangen program".
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real affine (more strictly equiaffine!) space with metric of a particular signature. In other words,
the SRT is the theory of invariance of physical laws in isolated systems relatively uniform motions.
However, we note that the Lorentz transformations themselves, received hereinafter the title boosts, does not form a group of transformations. This fact tells us that the attribution to Lorentz
transformations some special role in all physical science looks, to put it mildly, is clearly
unconvincing.
Moreover, no one has yet proven the exclusivity of these transformations in physics, or in
other words, the uniqueness of these transformations in the class of equiaffine (linear with single
determinant) transformations.
For a long time it was customary to assume that the coordinate and momentum
representation, describing the motion of matter, i.e., the coordinate space
space

and momentum

connected to each other with Fourier transforms. However, this proved to be not so.

Their relationship was clearly not trivial. It owes its existence to two important principles of
modern physical science: the principle of least action, and the principle of gauge invariance of the
laws of Nature (see, e.g., [2] and references to the works cited therein).
If we talk about symmetries that would define uniform rectilinear motions, we share
Feynman famous view: "... the symmetry with respect to uniform rectilinear motion leads to the
special principle of relativity ..." [6]. In other words, this principle takes place only in the case of
uniform linear motion of reference systems. In the case of the accelerated movement, including
when it is reduced to a uniform rotation, the latter is no longer true.
What can we say about the symmetries inherent to the accelerated motion? Symmetries of
the system determine the types of its interaction with its environment. What new symmetries
"come into play" in the transition to the accelerated motion? What is their connection with
symmetries of non-accelerated motion? The general theory of relativity (GTR) of Einstein was
supposed to give an answer to this question. However, he did not achieve the answer to the desired
question on the selected path. Fock [1] had rightly pointed to this fact. Einstein's attempts to extend
the principle of relativity to all types of motion of matter proved futile. We find the explanation to
this fact in the absence of adequate mathematical apparatus in the hands of the researchers of that
time.
In this paper we attempt to present the foundations of a consistent approach of extending
the principle of relativity to arbitrary types of motion. At the same time, we share the idea
belonging to A. Einstein, that in reality only the sum - "geometry-physics" is given to us and not
every term separately [7].
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We start consideration of this issue with the attempt to understand the meaning of the term
"symmetry inherent to accelerated motion." To this end, we will have to deal with an important
view of symmetry, somehow rarely considered in the literature, which is called translation in
momentum space

p '  p  ,
where 4-covector
:

=

is a function of the point

, � ∈

(1)
=

, � in the coordinate space

. This type of symmetry is called translation in momentum space or briefly

=

impulse translations.
One of the simplest particular cases of accelerated motion in terms of impulse translation
transformations (1) is a motion with constant acceleration. In this case, the 4-vector of impulse
translations

in the region under consideration is a constant vector. Such movements are called

hyperbolic motions. Finally, we note that the vanishing of the translation vector

, brings us to

the case of uniform motion.
In Finsler geometry action is proportional to the length of the world line. The invariance of
the equations of motion under the transformations (1) will be achieved if the following coordinate
transformations are carried out in a synchronous manner in

x '

x
.
1   (x )  x

The components of the 4-covector
The scalar product of

⋅

vectors

(2)

plays as the transformation parameters of (2).
and

in (2) should be understood as the ratio of the

segments determined by these vectors. This ratio has the following properties:
If

⋅ , the hyperplane

If
If
If
If

<

lies between the origin O and the end of the vector .

⋅

= , the end of the vector

⋅

= , the vector

⋅

⋅

belongs to the hyperplane

< , the end of the vector

.

lies between the origin O and the hyperplane

lies in the initial hyperplane covector

< , the origin O lies between the end of the vector

.

.

and the hyperplane

.

Using modern mathematical terminology we should speak: conversion (1) of translations
in momentum space

induces the transformations (2) in the coordinate space

. These

transformations in projective geometry are called homological transformation or conversions of
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homology. The terms homology and homological conversions were introduced to the geometry by
J. Poncelet in 1822. In this regard, we recall that the word homology indicates compliance in
translation from the Greek (Greek: Homologia).
An important property of these transformations is the fact that they form a group, which is
a subgroup of the central projective transformations. In other words, the homology group and the
group of rotations form a group of central-projective transformations.
In this regard, we note the following. In physics, we are dealing with two kinds of
transformations: active and passive. Transformations (1), (2), with which we are dealing, provide,
on the one hand, real and not kinematic changes in the dimensions (scale) and changes in the tempo
of the clock rate (passive transformations), on the other hand changes in the state of motion of the
system (active transformations). Thus, the transformations (1) in the momentum space
induce (i.e., aim, trigger, etc.) transformations (2) in the space

. The reverse assertion is also

true.
Transformations (2) of the vectors in
vectors in

, induce transformations (1) of covariant

. All this takes place due to the principle of duality inherent to transformations of

the group of projective transformations. The consequences of this type of symmetry are impairing
effects of the clock rate and alterations of linear scale. In this regard, please note the following.
Let us note that, until recently, these effects are mainly explained as a consequence of the
Lorentz transformation. We recall in this regard that the Lorentz transformations link together the
coordinates of the same points of Minkowski space defined in two inertial reference frames
moving relative to each other with a relative velocity. At the same time (as is often forgotten), the
coordinate origins of latter shall at any given time coincide with each other. The latter circumstance
leads to a very serious devaluation of experimental basis of SRT of the last century.
One of the important particular cases considered symmetry group are gauge
transformations. It is known that the calibration principle along with the variation principle is one
of the most important principles of modern physics. The terms "gauge symmetry" and "gauge
transformations" were introduced by H.Weyl around 1920. We face in electrodynamics with the
famous case of gauge transformations: the electromagnetic field tensor
equations does not change, if the 4-vector potential of the field

transformed as

A (x )  A (x )    f (x ),   0,1,2,3.
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and Maxwell's

(3)



Where

arbitrary scalars function of is coordinates in space

, and

, is the

4-gradient vector. More generally, gauge transformations for the dynamics of a system of many
particles can be written as follows:

            

Here

, ̇ Lagrange function (Lagrangian) of the generalized coordinates

generalized velocities ̇
system, and

�

(4)

{

�}

and

{ ̇ � }, where   the number of degrees of freedom of a dynamic

gradient vector. Its dimension corresponds to the total number of degrees of

freedom  of studied system. The latter can now be both translational and rotational degrees of
freedom. Transformations like (4) in the calculus of variations usually are called Caratheodory
transformations, who first applied them to obtain sufficient conditions for functional activities [8].
Transformations (3) or (4) represent a special case of transformations (1), when the vector
of impulse translation becomes a gradient of a scalar function. Naturally, the transformations (3)
and (4) will induce transformations (2) corresponding to them with all the ensuing consequences.
Thus, the projective geometry finds important applications in physics. First of all, the
symmetry inherent for accelerated movements "comes into the play". This, in turn, leads to the
new, more general conservation laws inherent to physics of open systems. Simultaneous
interdependence of object's (body) state changes are achieved when describing its motion in the
momentum representation with the description of its motion in the coordinate representation.
Finally, we note one more nontrivial consequence: the modern mathematical apparatus of
projective differential geometry makes it possible to provide a geometric interpretation of gauge
transformations in physics.
Recently, there was considerable interest in the group of conformal transformations in the
physics literature. Therefore, it is very useful to discuss their connection with the considered group
of impulsive translations.
Comparison of conformal geometry with the projective one reveals profound differences
between them. F. Klein, however, showed at the beginning of the last century that the fundamental
group of conformal geometry is isomorphic to one of the subgroups of the projective group. Circles
turn into circles for any transformation of the conformal group. Curves of 2nd order turns into
themselves in transformations of the projective group. In other words, there is no difference
between the ellipse (circle), hyperbole and parabola from the point of view of projective geometry.
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4. Discussion of the results
Let us now consider the consequences associated with the presence of symmetries inherent
to accelerated movements in nature. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to simple manifestation of
these motions. This are the motions along flat trajectories, where we incorporate accelerated
rectilinear motion.
Differential invariant of Euclidean and pseudo-Euclidean geometry is the square of the
differential equiaffine line length (path)

.

=

When it comes to accelerated movements, instead of differential invariant

inherent to

uniform rectilinear motion, which is called equiaffine length element, more general invariant of
the motion "comes into play":

d  3  dk  ds 2  const
where

(5)

� is differential equiaffine curvature of the trajectory. In the projective differential

geometry the cubic root of this value is called the projective length element. Projective length
element is null equation for a conic (curves of the second order): �

. Moreover, it vanishes

at the points of the curve, in which osculating conic is hyper osculating.
The motion of particles (bodies) on such (flat) trajectories (orbits) is a motion by inertia.

This condition is satisfied by the curves of the second order: Ellipse (circle), hyperbole and
parabola.
In other words, the movement of particles under the condition �

is free movement

on the light-like geodesic. This condition is satisfied, for example, with the electrons in the atoms
and electrons in superconductors. Now we are able to solve the problem of the interaction of
particles with external field and fields generated by themselves and explain the nature of inertial
forces.
The following is the answer to the question of what gives us invariant of motion � ∙

that inherent to the motions at arbitrary flat trajectories. We come to understand the true role of
the inertial forces in Nature.
Over the centuries, the problem of the nature of the forces of inertia, excited and continues
to agitate the minds of the most deserving people on planet Earth.
We will talk about possible explanation of the physical nature of Newton's forces of inertia.
Academician A. Ishlinskiy writes about them in his famous monograph:
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«σone of tСe neа terms Тn tСe meМСanТcs did not bring in the following so much trouble
anН mТsunНerstanНТnРs, as tСe σeаtonТan forМe of ТnertТa ...» TСere oММur tСe МonfusТon tСat
continues to this day, ongoing debates are carried out about whether the inertia forces are real or
unreal (fictitious) and whether they have the counteraction" (see [13], pp.14  15).
Young readers will be interested to learn that in 1946, academician L. Mandelstam in his
last article published subsequently in the Physics-Uspekhi (Advances in Physical Sciences),
critТМТzeН tСe autСor of tСe russТan translatТon of I. σeаton’s «PrТnМТpТa», a promТnent sСТpbuТlНer,
academician A.N. Krylov [14]. The essence of the criticism was in the following. Translator
alleРeНlв not eбaМtlв translateН neбt plaМe Тn σeаton’s «PrТnМТpТa», аСТМС supposeНlв аas
misleading.
«DefТnТtТon III. Congenital force of matter is its common ability of resistance through
which anybody taken separately, since it is left to itself, keeps its state of rest or uniform rectilinear
motion. This force is always proportional to the mass, and if it different from the inertial mass,
solely by the view on it». «From inertial mass occurs that anybody only with difficulty derived
from its rest or motion, so the innate strength could be quite intelligibly called inertial force ...»8.
In this regard, it should be noted that the given definition in the following led to the concept
of Newtonian force of inertia as opposed to another type of inertial forces occurring in the inertial
reference systems. However, according to Mandelstam in the МТteН аorkμ «In faМt, of Мourse, tСere
are no inertial forces, either real or fictitious. Apparently, however, the beginning of all disputes
 Тs tСТs plaМe Тn σeаton’s «PrТnМТpТa»».
What can we say about this? Above, and even earlier [15], it was shown (and in
mathematically perfect form) that the presence of symmetry group inherent to accelerated motions
resulting in a corresponding conservation law according to the well-known theorem of E. Noether.
In this case, such is the law of conservation of inertia in all physical forms of its content.
TСe latter faМt РТves us a base to announМe tСat tСe НТsМussТon on «Тf

у Newtonian force

of ТnertТa real or unreal» Тs Мompletelв eбСausteН. χs for otСer tвpes of ТnertТal forМes (МentrТfuРal
and Coriolis ones), they are as real as Newton's forces of inertia. One of our upcoming works will
be devoted to their review in terms of our approach with principles of symmetry.
An important consequence of introduction of the concept of projective length element is
automatic resolution of numerous paradoxes inherent in the STR that we have received from the
Classics of Relativism. We are referring to the well-known Bell paradox [9] and Ehrenfest paradox
8

A.N. Krylov’s translation.
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[10]. Now, mathematically perfect solutions to these paradoxes and others like them are resolved
instantly using one of the simplest invariants of accelerated motion of matter (5).
In this regard, we also recall considerations of Einstein on the equivalence between the
clocks own time with the length of trajectory of its world line: � ~ ∫�
where, as before,

is equiaffine differential of path length.

,

On this occasion, it is useful to draw attention to an important, but little-known fact.
χ. SommerfelН, Тn СТs note to tСe εТnkoаskТ [γ] Нreа attentТon to tСe folloаТnРμ «χs εТnkoаskТ
has mentioned in a conversation with me, the element of proper time � is not a total differential.
So when you combine the two world points O and P in two different world lines 1 and 2, then

 d  d
1

2

If the first world line runs parallel to the axis t, then as a result the first transition means
standstill in the coordinate system of its founding, it is easy to see that

d  t ,  d  t .
2

1

This is the basis of lag of moving clock relative to a stationary one noted by Einstein. This
idea is based, as noted by Einstein himself, on (unprovable) assumption that a moving clock does
indicate the proper time. This means that they indicate the time that corresponds to the
Тnstantaneous state of veloМТtв, аСТМС Тs tСouРСt to be fТбeН. »
We mentioned Sommerfeld considerations not by chance. In fact, Einstein's statement that
a moving clock does indicate the proper time, which is proportional to the length of the trajectory,
is a hypothesis, which is also unprovable. In essence, this statement is third postulate (principle)
of χ. EТnsteТn’s SRT. In our Нaвs, tСe beautТful name «PrТnМТple of loМalТtв» аas РТven to Тt, аСТМС
should be taken as follows: acceleration does not affect the pace of the clock.
If we follow this hypothesis, then we must admit that at accelerated motion should take
place

 ~  3 dk  ds 2
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The expression under the integral sign, as we have noted, is called the projective length
element. HenМe, Тt Тs easв to see tСat НesМrТbeН Тn numerous sourМes «tаТn paraНoб» Тs noа beТnР
ТmplementeН «eбaМtlв tСe opposТte»μ tСe вounРer one turns out to be tСe traveler, rather than his
lazy twin.
However, that's not all. Our "mages" of SRT has, seemingly, yet another very important
"trump card" in their sleeves, of which they are particularly proud. This is the concept of
simultaneity. Einstein considered concept of sТmultaneТtв Тn tСe «poТnt» as self-evident. By this
he apparently emphasized that his main interest is focused primarily on the rules of the
transformation of the physical laws during the transition from one reference frame to another,
which is moving relative to the first one [12].
Yet, in vain. For today, it became already obvious that the thesis of the relativity of
sТmultaneТtв Тs substantТallв вet anotСer of tСe postulates of our «olН SRT». SТnМe tСТs Тssue
requires a separate and serious consideration, we do not dwell on it here and devote the remaining
part of this article to the most serious issues we sat in the introduction.
5. Conclusion
Fundamental truths are given not easy. It took about 2 thousand years to understand that
there are inertial motions  from Aristotle to Newton. It took another 300 years to realize that
inertial motion can be accelerated  from Newton to the present day. Thus, free fall in the
gravitational field is the inertial motion in non-inertial reference frame. The motion of test bodies
by Kepler's laws just represent accelerated but inertial (state) motions of test bodies motion along
inertial trajectories.
Many works have appeared recently, proposing to abandon the Minkowski space as a
geometric model of space-time. This topic is very promising, however, requires separate
consideration.
Meanwhile, it becomes obvious that Minkowski space as well as an attempt to generalize
it to the case of accelerated motions  space-time of general relativity theory (Riemann space)
cannot be taken as basic geometric models to describe the world in which we live.
Author would like to finish his brief excursion into the base of the theory of relativity with
words belonging to one of the great founders of quantum theory V. Heisenberg [16], which
perfectly, characterize the essence of learning the truth in the science.
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«χlmost everв aНvanМe Тn tСe Нevelopment of natural sciences achieved at the cost of
giving up something preceding; with almost every intellectual step forward it is necessary to
sacrifice questions, notions and concepts that have been considered important and significant.
Thus, the expansion of knowledge to some extent reduces the claim of scientists to complete
unНerstanНТnР of σature».
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